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FOREWORD
In 2018, sociologists in Serbia marked the 80-year-long tradition of professional
and scientific connectedness. In the past, together with the scholars of related social
disciplines, they worked hard to provide sociology with its scientific foundation, to
introduce it as a course into academic programs, to create the institutional foundation
for its further development. One of the elements of the institutional foundation of
sociology was the publication of a scientific journal of the Society. That is why it is
important to note that in the same year we celebrated 80 years since the publication
of the first issue of the journal − Sociological Review, which has continued to exist
under the auspices of the Society.
But marking anniversaries does not only serve the purpose of celebrating. It is a
moment when it is necessary to summarize the achievements, to see the weaknesses
and problems, to recognize the advantages and to plan the future. This is the reason
we share the results of our deliberations and research on the state of our science and
profession and perspectives for its further development with our readers. In addition,
it is no coincidence that this thematic collection was inspired by the narrative of a crisis
in sociology. The changing social world and its increasingly rapid transformation is
a challenge to contemporary sociology of the 21st century. The question arises as to
how to theorize and empirically explore the increasingly fluid aspects of sociability
and the increasingly diverse types of association of individual and group actors at the
micro and macro level, how to study “the turmoil of the world risk society”, expressed
in the words of Ulrich Beck, and how to explore the ubiquitous crisis of modern
societies.
According to the great French sociologist Raymond Boudon, sociology is “more
or less permanently characterized by a state of latent crisis”, which is why sociologists
who claim that a crisis of society is often transferred to a crisis of sociology seem to be
correct. In certain periods of its existence, the narrative of the crisis of the discipline
grew into an important subject of sociology, capturing the attention of significant
scholars in that field. Pluriperspectivity in the theoretical sense, the dispute between
different research traditions including key epistemological issues, the problems
regarding the particularization of the discipline and its uneven development,
the dominance of the literary spirit of the discipline, the occasional (mis)use of
sociological expertise – are only some of the problems that many theorists pointed
out in their versions of the crisis narrative. However, these problems were not the only
factors determining the internal development of sociology. They are closely related to
a number of external factors that profile sociology as a science and profession - the
problem of public (un)recognition of sociologists and (dis)respect for their expertise,
the commercialization of education and science, the scientific research policy that
does not recognize social and humanistic sciences as significant research fields that
deserve financial and other support, etc. Sociologists are also led to self-reflection by
the fact that they are marginalized because of the insufficient professionalization of
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the field and insufficiently clearly defined competences. All of the above are certainly
reasons for thinking and debate.
Sociologists presented their thoughts on the mentioned issues and problems
at the international conference Sociology in XXI century: challenges and perspectives
(on the occasion of the 80th anniversary of the formation of the Serbian Sociological
Society), held in Niš on November 10, 2018, organized by the Serbian Sociological
Society and the Department of Sociology at the Faculty of Philosophy in Niš. Some of
the material was published in the thematic Proceedings, presented to the sociological
public for insight and discussion.
To the Call inspired by the narrative of the crisis in sociology, the authors
responded with papers that confirmed that sociology and sociologists deserve a place
on the map of the academic and wider social world because they problematized what
seemed unquestionable.
The papers are divided into two sections: Open theoretical and methodological
issues of contemporary sociology and problems of the sociological profession and New
and/or old problem areas of sociology.
The editors would like to thank the reviewers of the Proceedings as well as the
colleague Silvano Guzzo who reviewed some of the papers in the publication. Thanks
to their helpful suggestions, the published texts, as well as the Proceedings as a whole,
have gained quality.
We are also grateful to the members of the Conference Program Committee
who supported the idea of launching a debate on the aforementioned issues and
assisted in the selection of conference material.
Members of the Conference Program Committee:
Prof. emeritus John Goldthorpe, Nuffield College, University of Oxford,
United Kingdom, Nuffield College, University of Oxford, Research Fellow, Centre
for Longitudinal Studies, Institute of Education, University of London (United
Kingdom); Prof. Sokratis Koniordos, Dept. of Political Science and International
Relations, University of Peloponnese, Corinth (Greece), Chair, ESA Council of
National Associations; Prof. emeritus Roberto Cipriani, Università Roma Tre, Roma
(Italia); Prof. Zinaida Golenkova, Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy of
Sciences Moscow (Russia); Prof. Miran Lavrič, University of Maribor (Slovenia);
Prof. Petre Georgijevski, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology, University
of Skopje (North Macedonia); Prof. Saša Bosančić, Faculty of Philosophy and Social
Sciences, Augsburg University (Germany); Prof. Irina Trocuk, Peoples’ Friendship
University of Russia, RUDN University, Moscow (Russia); Prof. Nikolaj Narbut,
Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia RUDN University Moscow (Russia); Prof.
Petar-Emil Mitev, Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski; Sofia (Bulgaria); Prof.
Krunoslav Nikodem, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology University
of Zagreb, Croatia; Phd Ružica Cacanoska, Institute for Sociological, Political and
Juridical Research, Skopje (North Macedonia); Prof. Biljana Milošević Šošo, Faculty
of Philosophy, Department of Sociology, University of East Sarajevo (RS, BiH);
Prof. emeritus Ljubiša Mitrović, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology,
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University of Niš (Serbia); Prof. Slobodan Antonić, Prof. Srbobran Branković, Faculty
of Economics, Finance and Administration (Belgrade); Prof.Vera Vratuša, Faculty of
Philosophy, Department of Sociology, University of Belgrade (Serbia); Prof. Dragoljub
Đorđević, Mechanical Engineering Faculty, University of Niš (Serbia); Prof.Srđan
Šljukić, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology (University of Novi Sad);
Prof. Žolt Lazar, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology (University of Novi
Sad); Prof. Slađana Dragišić Labaš, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology,
University of Belgrade (Serbia); Prof. Vesna Miltojević, Faculty of Occupational
Safety (University of Niš); Prof. Dušan Ristić, Faculty of Philosophy, Department
of Sociology (University of Novi Sad); Prof. Gorana Đorić, Faculty of Philosophy,
Department of Sociology (University of Niš); Prof. Danijela Gavrilović, Faculty of
Philosophy, Department of Sociology (University of Niš); Prof. Dragan Todorović,
Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology (University of Niš); Phd Nada
Novaković, Institute of Social Sciences (Belgrade); Prof. Milojica Šutović, Faculty
of Philosophy, Department of Sociology (University of Kosovska Mitrovica); Prof.
Darko Radisavljević, The Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy (University of
Belgrade) and Prof. Jasmina Petrović, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology
(University of Niš).
Editors of the Proceedings
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PaRT one
OPEN THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGY and Problems of
the sociological proffesion

Ljubiša R. Mitrović1
University of Niš
Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology
Niš, Serbia

UDC 316:316.3(497.11);
316.32(497.11)

CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGY BETWEEN THE
VANISHING AND THE EMERGING WORLD
(TENDENCIES, CROSSROADS, AND ALTERNATIVES)2
Abstract
The paper first presents a general review of the current state of affairs and tendencies in
contemporary sociology in the world (paradigmatic pluralism, disciplinary chaos, theoretical
and methodological controversies, the challenge of the megatrends, the expansion of research
fields, dropping some previous areas of interest and adopting some other areas of interest
in sociology in the era of globalisation, the rise and decline of the profession and calling
of a sociologist, marginalisation of social sciences and the humanities and of the mission
of intellectuals). In this context, the paper then addresses the development of sociology
in Serbia, with a focus on its position and role in the contemporary world (problems and
challenges of societies in transition and responses of sociology and sociologists, new forms of
ideologization and instrumentalization of the discipline, main research fields, theoretical and
methodological tendencies, the position of the profession and of the calling of sociologists
and the role of sociological associations, the need for multi-disciplinary co-operation and the
development of scientific criticism of sociological work, etc.).
This “overambitious” examination of the current state and tendencies in contemporary
sociology, which is sketched out here, represents only an introduction into the author’s
point, namely, the problematization of the relationship between sociology and the global
megatrends, a metatheoretical criticism of the ruling paradigm and methodological
approaches in contemporary research, consideration of the problems of globalisation
and fragmentation in sociology, the need for an integrated paradigm and the necessity of
establishing sociology as a complex science of man, society and culture, and their interactive
collaboration with anthropology, culture studies, communicology, mondology, and the need
to rebuild a critical alternative emancipatory sociology.
Sociology originated from the spirit of the Civic Revolution, but also from the crisis of the
Enlightenment, capitalism and positivism, and it must not lose its critical gnoseological
power if it wishes to be a truly effective humanistic and emancipatory force in the emerging
world of turbulent social changes that have engulfed humankind. It can and must awaken the
tradition of Mills and Bourdieu according to which it represents a “martial discipline” and to
act in accordance with Wallerstein’s message that in sociology the research for truth must never
be separated from the quest for Good / Justice and Freedom.
Key words: contemporary sociology in the world, key areas of sociology in Serbia,
globalization and fragmentation of sociology, marginalization of the calling of a
sociologist, alternative sociology
ljubisa.mitrovic@filfak.ni.ac.rs
This paper has been prepared as part of the Project no. 179074 with funding from the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technological Development of Serbia.
1
2
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Introductory note
It is quite easy to conclude, from the very title and the abstract, that the author set
an overambitious goal, both for himself and for you, the readers, albeit he is well into
his eighth decade. But, I am fond of quoting, quite often, a Nietzsche’s thought (from
Thus Spoke Zarathustra). I paraphrase it by memory: I love those who set high goals
on their way, and, in their endeavor to conquer them, die in flight. For, a man is born
to soar as a bird, and not to crawl! To serve the truth is the cruelest, but also the most
honorable duty of a philosopher and a scientist. It demands self-reproach, boldness,
courage, and abnegation, there is no happy science! (Niče, 2012). Thus spoke Nietzsche.
Consequently, the philosophers and the poets, those pensive descendants of the
gods, as the old Greeks used to believe, are melancholically observing the transience
of the world and the mortality of man (those “thinking reeds”): in their endeavor
to measure time, to discover the secrets of the world and man. Hence the pursuit
of philosophers and scientists is marked by eternal curiosity and unease. For, as the
smartest new-age philosopher Hegel said: “Everything real is not rational, everything
rational is not real… the owl of Minerva begins its flight only with the onset of dusk!”
Branko Miljkovic expressed these wise words in his verse (and he sang philosophical
messages from Heraclitus to Hegel):
Wisdom, our dawns are late,
I have no right to either oblivion or silence.
For bleak are the dangerous times: when the wise/philosophers go silent, fools/
idiots speak, and tycoons/merchants/mafia get rich.
Those are the exact bleak times we are living in: the times of transitional chaos
and mire in a global, cruel order of the deadly “disaster capitalism” (Klein, 2008), and
native, transitional secluded/middle of nowhere places, a dependent society on the
periphery of capitalism.
We may ask ourselves in a Shakespearian way, as Hamlet did, gazing at the stars
and the endlessness of the sky: “The time is out of joint.” In our pursuit of ourselves,
our dilemmas and decisions: “To be or not to be, that is the question!”

Confronting the balance of contemporary sociology
in the global context (in-between lament over our own
helplessness/defeat and new ambitions)
Sociology has taken off the army coat of the critical spirit of the Enlightenment
and the Civic Revolution, in its endeavor to participate in the mission of spiritual
emancipation of man and society. Aron and Berger wrote about it enthusiastically,
with high expectations that, using the methods of the positivist science, their
results will enable the reform and the development of society, its rationalization and
modernization.
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Unfortunately, it has been a servant of the ruling forces rather than of social
change. It did not foresee numerous mega-events in the newer history of mankind
(implosion of socialism, the coming of the new world crisis). Finding itself at the
crossroads of the social world, as if it were solipsistically “staring at its belly button”
(Gouldner, 1980). Being preoccupied by itself, it did not turn on the “signal warning
lights” on time (Burdije, 1999), the alarm to mankind (whether it was about the endings
of empires, crises of civilizations, wars, ecological crises, or other social ills in our age).
Therefore, Berger, disappointed by the state of stupor of contemporary sociology, gave
a lament on the revocations of the calling of sociologists at the beginning of the ‘90s.
As opposed to him, the French sociologist Pier Bourdieu declares: sociology is
a Promethean “martial art”, there is no surrender! He demands demarginalization of
social sciences and the humanities and the regeneration of the role of intellectuals in
the contemporaneity, and their involvement in the new European social movement:
in order to save the social state from the invasion of the neoliberal monstrosity and
plutocratic-financial voraciousness of the new barbarians/the global beasts of the
forces of the new world order.
If we recapitulate the structure of my report, in short, we could point out that
it contains: a) an intention to offer a short, critical review of the tendencies in the
development of contemporary sociology in the world and in our country, b) to point
out the domains, problems, blockades, crises, crossroads, and alternatives, c) to
point out the position of sociology as a profession and the role of a sociologist in
contemporary society: from instrumentalization/integration to marginalization, as
well as to seek the answer to the question – what are we to do next?
In this paper, an effort is made to, using the methods of historical sociology,
sociology of knowledge and sociology of sociology, analyze the relationship
between the ontological changes in society and the evolution of the shapes of social
consciousness, with a special examination of humanistic studies and sociology.
The analysis will be performed on several levels simultaneously; at the ontological
and structural, epistemological, and institutional levels. The goal thereby will be to
examine the effects of social changes on the development of sociology (the choice of
problem fields, transfiguration of the subjects of sociology, goals and orientation), as
well as the influence of the results of sociological investigations on the social changes.
The paper also tries to investigate the effect of the development of sciences, academic
subculture on epistemological development, the understanding of the calling and the
role of sociology and sociologists. And, at last, it will examine how the institutional
frame of a society offers chances or limits the development of sociology; affirmation
or marginalization of contemporary sociology. It will also explore what are the
international and national associations doing or what they should do in order to
upgrade, improve the professional position of sociologists. Some would say that this
is an overambitious, but at the same time a challenging task, which demands a whole
team of researchers working on the project. However, if you can’t face the wolves,
don’t go into the forest. Those who do dare to enter it, face the challenge of getting
lost, but also have a hope of return!
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In the problematization of this topic, we start from the following hypothesis; that
there is no reciprocal relationship/symmetry in the relations between society and science,
and also that the changes in social ontology, that is, in the rhythm of the world/social times,
are automatically not reflected on the development of a science/sociological opinion.
From this stems a complex process of mediation between social and structural necessities
in the area of development of social life and theoretical and methodological maturity of
researchers in the articulation of new scientific fields and educational disciplines, which is
mediated by numerous factors, as well as theoretical paradigms and orientations among
other things, that is, cognitive subcultures in the academic community.
In the critical consideration of these questions, we generally start from the
paradigmatic opinion of Fernand Braudel – about the long and the short waves in
history; and also from the analytical possibilities of the global-economic analysis
of Immanuel Wallerstein and Touraine’s actionalist paradigm: that society/history is
created by people as social contributors with the system of their own actions, and
not by gods and rulers, and also that all nations and societies, on the basis of the
operational power of their contributors, can be divided into two groups: Promethean
societies/historical nations and dependent societies/ahistorical nations (Gurvič,
1965). The other researchers classify nations and societies into: a) innovative, b)
imitative and c) blocked societies. Thereby, we bring to mind the radical change of
the paradigmatic frame in the 20th century from geopolitics (from the beginning
of the 20th century) towards geo-economics (the end of the 20th century) and geoculture (in the 21st century). In this context, sociology is developing as well, as a
science/profession following the periods of crises and development, advancement of
society/mankind in the 20th century (Mitrović, 2015).
Instigated by the social and structural needs, development and challenges,
relations of class forces and participants, sociology has followed global trends
(megatrends) and developmental cycles of the post-war global society. In that sense,
it would be interesting to investigate the influence of developmental stages and
ontological changes in the global society after the Second World War on the evolution
of problematic investigational fields in contemporary science and sociology.
For example, we can roughly make a typology of certain stages of development of
the post-war global society:
1) The stage of restoration, creation and emancipation (1945–1960), which is
marked by industrialization, urbanization, decolonization and secularization of
society and its influence on a) the development of empirical/applied and action sociology
(industrial/economic sociology, urban sociology, sociology of migrations, sociology
of politics and social politics, sociology of planning, sociology of development
of industrial and underdeveloped societies, sociology of education and culture,
actional/participational sociology); b) the restoration and development of university/
theoretical sociology (expansion of the institutional network of faculties and studies of
sociology at universities, investigation and restoration of the theoretical inheritance
in sociology, the rise of the Marxist paradigm connected to socialist revolutions and
processes of decolonization and emancipation in the world);
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2) The stage of stabilization, bureaucratization and escalation of the crisis
(1960–1980, expressed through the balance/results of the New Deal politics; the
rise of the welfare state; the social partnership between labor and capital and the
spreading of the forms of participation of developing contributors; crises and student
protests); and its influence on the development of social sciences, humanities and
sociology (the rise of functionalism, as a systemic theory; the neo-Marxist search
for the answer to the crisis; the emergence of new, special sociologies (sociology of
participation, sociology of social movements, sociology of organization and sociology
of management, sociology of culture, sociology of youth, sociology of politics…);
3) The stage of the rise of neoliberalism, implosion of socialism and the era of
transition as a restoration of capitalism (1980–2000), which is marked by the occurrence
and expansion of neoliberalism as a developmental strategy of the large capital and
ideology of the new right-wing; implosion of socialism and restauration of capitalism;
destruction of the welfare state; growth of the class and regional inequalities and the
restoration of the social question; strengthening of social contradictions and conflicts;
restauration of conservative ideologies; defense of the left-wing, liberation and liberaldemocratic movements; expansion of neo-imperialism, recolonization, and geopolitics
of the resources; desecularization and restoration of religion and their influence on
the repression of Marxism and emancipatory ideologies. The rise of functionalism, as
a systemic theory and technocratic ideology, development of the pre-managerial
empiric sociologies of highly specialized work, the development of sociology of the
organization of work and management, the development of sociology of migration,
sociology of conflicts, sociology of identity, sociology of transition, sociology of new
social movements, sociology of sub-development/inequality, sociology of destitution,
sociology of pathology, sociology of crime, sociology of marginal groups; the rise of the
theoretical and methodological pluralism, disciplinary chaos;
4) The stage of the third and the fourth developmental civilizational wave of
globalization, the emergence of the post-industrial information society and postnational constellations (2000–), which is marked by the radical changes in ontology,
social structure and dynamics of the global society, the characteristics of which are:
the rise of new technologies, changes in the way of production and management,
changes in the social and professional structure, the emergence of the pluralistic,
open and networked society, new shapes of the social and spatial mobility/migration
of the population; globalization as a contradictory process and road towards new
types of global work division, transnational linking of nations, postmodern and
planetary culture, emergence of the global megatrends and global crises and risks.
What is also important is their effect on the development of the multi-disciplinary
and transdisciplinary investigations, building of an integral paradigm and emergence of
integral studies and new disciplines in the scientific universe (mondology, futurology,
anthropology, ecology, humanistics, science of global processes, sociology of
globalization, sociology of internet groups, sociology of media/communications,
sociology of alternative movements, sociology of gender studies, alternative
emancipatory sociology…).
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Although we are living in the sign of global transition in the world system
nowadays, it should be said that the megatrends (which were mentioned in John
Nisbet’s studies) are differently manifested in different zones of the global system (in
those zones, even though they are greatly interdependent because of globalization/
global division of work, it seems that the global clock has a different rhythm and
ticks a different social time); and therefore their influence on the peculiarities of the
development of national and regional sociologies is visible.
a) While the core countries are living in the sign of the third and the fourth
developmental civilizational wave and the “shock of the future (Tofler, 1997), they are
achieving highly-industrial and post-industrial societies, whose specifics are embodied
in the high usage of new technologies and the expansion of transnational corporations,
in the construction of the networked society, high integration, in the changes in
professional and social structures – the emergence of the transnational hyper-classes,
but also the origin of post-capitalistic alternative movements and categories.
Sociology is in the zone of the core countries, preoccupied with the problems
of the coming postindustrial, mass, consumerist society of the spectacle. It is faced
with the consequences of the origin of a new civilization of the third wave and postnational constellations, digital economy, new technology work forces with a new
sociological category of the so-called internet generation, new forms of migration, a
work force market, organization of work and managing.
Globalization has, as a historical process of transition, emerged as a contradictory
process, associative and asymmetrical (because the class monopolies of the big
capital were still present). In that sense, we are facing a multifaceted, pluralistic
society, which is on the road, metaphorically speaking, from the Janus’s face to the
face of the Goddess Shiva, and whose decisive alternative is: post-capitalism or the
new Orwellian. In a word, we are facing megatrends which are shaping the present
and the future of mankind; with the up and coming postindustrial, digital civilization
(which is dubbed by different sociologists as either a society of favors, knowledge,
supermarkets, spectacles…). And, as Nisbeth points out: “[…] while the people in
the past were learning from their history, the new generations must learn from the
future”: new generations also have to shape their developmental strategies rationally,
on the basis of scientific findings and technological advances (Nejzbit, 2000, р. 25).
However, the transition from one system into another, as mentioned by Immanuel
Wallerstein, is not a friendly match, but a violent struggle, and its outcome and the
future of mankind will depend on the choice and the moral, intellectual and political
roles of new generations, and not only on the mere technological, economical or
military and political determination (Wallerstein, 2000). Science, sociology, social
sciences and the humanities as well, can contribute with their investigations in
making a rational choice. They can also allow that the alternative conception of the
development of mankind is accomplished amidst the globalization of understanding,
solidarity and freedom. Nevertheless, the choice also depends on numerous other
pluralistic factors which are functioning in these societies, and which participate in
the conflicts of interest which are shaping the present and the future of the world.
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b) The zone of semi-periphery countries of the world is located between the
past and the future. Their societies are torn between re-traditionalization and
modernization, faced with the problems of industrialization and half-dependent
modernization. They are relying on the mixed property relations, transitional
economic and social structures. Those are the countries in transition, first of
all, the countries in the Central Europe (Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic,
Slovenia), which are selectively opening towards the challenges of the scientific and
technological revolution and the fourth wave of the digital revolution. Their strategy
of development is a backbone for the domestic and foreign capital. A transitional
social structure of the capitalist society is formed in them, with a dominant national
bourgeoisie and increase of the space for the restoration of the middle class and its
active participation in the economic and social development.
c) Dependent societies of the world periphery, the old and the new Third World,
which live in the spirit of the “shock of the past”. Among them are Third World
countries in development, and also Balkan countries in transition. Other countries in
this group are the countries which are non-industrialized or de-industrialized; Third
World countries in which semi-feudal relations with traditional monarchist shapes
of ruling and governing are dominant, or former socialist states, where transitional
nomenclature is ruling relying on the apparent multi-party system, authoritarian
populism and one-of-a-kind coalition between the compradorial lumpenbourgeoisie/
tycoons and polycracy. From the outside and from the inside, these societies are
dependent. Some are found in the sphere of feudal social relations, and some are in
the processes of restauration of capitalism, primary accumulation of the capital. With
due right, sociologists and other researchers refer to these societies as being unstable,
in which strong conflicts between the initiators of retribalization and re-Balkanization
are in force (in newer and older forms of identitarian and political conflicts). These
societies, among which we recognize the majority of Balkan societies, no matter
whether they are institutionally in the EU or outside of it, have experienced subdevelopment, recolonization, and a sort of Africanization. They are striving to get
themselves out of the transitional mire and into the zone of semi-periphery societies,
but most often they are using wrong strategies and methods of development and
ruling. Therefore, they are deeply socially contradictory and conflicting, and possess
an uncertain perspective.
d) The fourth world countries or pariahs are the least developed part of the world/
mankind, with feudal, pre-capitalistic relations and the shapes of traditional civilizations.
They are on their first developmental civilizational wave; agriculture, small natural
exchange, they live in autarchic tribal or ethnical forms of life, vegetating and surviving
on the lowest level of technological and civilizational development. Despite the UN
declarations on the necessity of faster development and the shift of these societies
away from stagnancy, unfortunately, the richest countries of the world today are saving
the resources for weapons more than for the development of underdeveloped, poor
countries, investments in the development of education or establishing a culture of
health and rising ecological standards in the contemporary world.
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This brief picture and typology of societies indicates that the contemporary global
society is in transition/social transformation, and therefore we can talk about different
levels and types of transition and globalization: global, regional, national, local; or macroglobalization, sub-globalization, glocalization. It should be mentioned that the societies
which belong to different zones in the global world system are affected by a different tempo
of globalization (core, semi-periphery and periphery). In a word, even though we are living
in the era of globalization, this process is spreading in a disproportionate intensity onto the
global space and different nations are enjoying the fruits of that labor unevenly.
Hence, critical researchers are writing about different types of globalization:
a) asymmetrical/antagonistic type, which is dominant today and is, in its essence,
neo-imperial, neoliberal, in which “plus”/wealth on the one side is always causing
“minus” on the other side of the global system. It is in the service of the big capital,
plutocratic and financial bourgeoisie, the interests of which are dominant in the world
today. Another type is: b) associative/symmetrical type which is democratic, socialdemocratic and in which freedom and wealth of one part are multiplying wealth
and power of the other parts in the global system. It is a normative, desirable way of
modialization of the world. Therefore, Leslie Sklair is making a distinction between a
capitalist and a socialist type of globalization (Sklair, 2002).
However, despite these specificities, structural and ontological differences,
we can say that in different areas of the world, in contemporaneity, global issues of
mankind exist, and they occupy an ever-increasing attention of researchers of different
backgrounds. Those issues are: the spreading of poverty and restoration of the social
question, epidemics, crime, wars, and other forms of violence, inequalities, big waves
of migration, ecological problems, economic crisis, unemployment, global risks... All
these and other issues are an expression of structural, developmental and civilizational
problems of modern mankind, and in a certain way they are becoming a map of
problems which contemporary sciences and sociology are facing and valuing differently.

Review of the dominant fields of sociological explorations in
contemporaneity (basic characteristics and tendencies)
Although sociology is a unique, complex, theoretical, methodological, and
pluralistic science, whose discourse has transnational character (Sztompka, 2011),
specific regional differences are evident, and so are the features of the explorational
fields in different zones of the global system, as well as different phases in the
development of national and regional sociologies.
As is evident in the theme of this lecture, from its title Crossroads of
contemporary sociology between the vanishing and the emerging world, we wanted to
precisely emphasize the important difference in explorational orientation, which is
an expression of deep structural and developmental needs and problems, as well as
relations towards global megatrends.
In the core countries, whose societies are developing in the sign of the third and
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the fourth civilizational wave, sociology and sociologists are dedicated to the problems
of the emerging postindustrial informational civilization, mass consumerist society,
networked society of spectacle, highly developed technologically, but socially in the
state of sub-development. Here are the dominant themes in the focus of sociology
and sociologists: globalization as a megatrend; the functioning of the global digital
economy, networked informational society of knowledge; the forming and the effects
of transnational classes, the rise of the civilized society, global media, the problems of
sustainable ecological development.
The critical analysis of the contents of numerous studies about the development
of contemporary sociology leads us to a conclusion that, at the beginning of the
21st century, it is torn between the vanishing and the emerging world. In that sense,
it is evident that the tendency of the core countries is to shape their structure and
dynamics on the third and the fourth developmental-civilizational wave, in order to
show tendencies towards globalization of the subject of sociology (that is, its widening
and redefining) with researchers’ focus on challenges, megatrends, and fields of the
coming world of the future. At the same time, sociology in the countries of the world
periphery and transition is characterized by a tendency towards retradinationalization.
A closer analysis guides us towards the mapping of the key fields (the
indicators of which are given by the themes of held congresses and conferences of
the Transnational Sociology Association and the European Sociological Association;
professional sociologists are working on dominant research fields and research
networks indicated by those themes – see the tables in the appendix).
Contemporary sociology is a complex theoretical and empirical science about
the society/societies in development, which are on different levels of technological,
economic, social, and cultural development. We can roughly classify them, starting
from the world-systems theory of I. Wallerstein, into three zones of societies: core,
semi-periphery and periphery (Volestrin, 2012). If we abstract the specificities in their
structure and the dynamics and different treatment in the global system, we could
point out that contemporary sociology is characterized by following tendencies:
− disciplinary chaos, with an obvious tendency of expansion of applied,
special sociologies of “highly specialized work”;
− plurality of theoretical and methodological orientations;
− suppression of Marxism and its replacement with functionalism, neopositivism/methodological individualism, theory of rational choice and
ethno-culturalism;
− slower growth of theoretical academic/university sociology;
− efforts to redefine the subject of contemporary sociology/globalization of
sociology, as well as to formulate integral paradigm about sociology as a
multi-paradigmatic science (Ritzer, etc.);
− tendency towards quantophrenia and domination of the quantitative
method in sociological investigations;
− usage/imitation of foreign models in empirical explorations;
− an ever-increasing influence of the market and the logic of corporate
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−

interest on the choice of topics and projects (managerial institutionalized
sociology in the service of the status quo);
expansion and spreading of the fields of exploration and their specificities
in the zones of the world system (core, semi periphery and periphery).

If one were to survey the ISA World Congress of Sociology topics from 1950 to
2018 (Table 1), he or she would be led to the following conclusions:
Since 1950 there had been 19 conferences under the heading of ISA World
Congress of Sociology, the first one being held in Zürich, and the last one in
Toronto (with over 5500 participants). Thematically speaking, the conferences
covered topics ranging from sociology of international relations (1950), research
on social stratification and social mobility, social changes in the 20th century; the
role of sociologists, research on the professional activities of sociologists, problems
of contemporary sociological theories; prediction and social planning; science and
revolution in contemporary societies; sociology and the paths of social development;
the social world in the 21st century; the quality of social existence in a globalizing
world; facing an unequal world: challenges for global sociology; to power, violence
and justice: reflections, responses and responsibilities (Toronto, 2018). The number
of ISA research committees has grown and now numbers around 100. (The last world
congress had 5805 participants (with most of them being from Canada, the USA,
Germany, Great Britain, Japan, India, Brazil, Italy, France, Australia and Russia).
Table 1. ISA World Congress of Sociology topics from 1950 to 2018.
No. Conference location

Year

1

Zürich (Switzerland)

1950

2

Liege (Belgium)

1953

3
4

Amsterdam (The
Netherlands)
Milan and Stresa
(Italy)

Topic
Sociological research and its bearing on
international relations
Social Stratification and Social Mobility;
Intergroup Conflicts and their Mediation;
Recent Developments in Sociological Research;
The Training, Professional Activities and
Responsibilties of Sociologists

1956

Social changes in the 20th Century

1959

Society and Sociological Knowledge
The nature and problems of sociological theories;
Sociologists, political leaders and society

5

Washington DC
(USA)

1962

6

Evian (France)

1966

7

Varna (Bulgaria)

1970

8
9
10

Toronto (Canada)
Uppsala (Sweden)
Mexico City (Mexico)

1974
1978
1982

Unity and Diversity in Sociology;
Sociology of International Relations
Contemporary and future societies – Prediction
and Social Planning
Science and Revolution in Contemporary Societies
Sociology and Paths of Social Development
Sociology Theory and Social Practice
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11
12
13

New Delhi (India)
Madrid (Spain)
Bielefeld (Germany)

1986
1990
1994

14

Montreal (Canada)

1998

15

Brisbane (Australia)

2002

18

Durban (South
Africa)
Gothenburg
(Sweden)
Yokohama (Japan)

19

Toronto (Canada)

16
17

2006

Social Change: Problems and Perspectives
Sociology for One World: Unity and Diversity
Contested Boundaries and Shifting Solidarities
Social Knowledge: Heritage, Challenges,
Perspectives
The Social World in the Twenty First Century:
Ambivalent Legacies and Rising Challenges
The Quality of Social Existence in a Globalizing
World

2010

Sociology on the Move

2014

Facing an Unequal World: Challanges for Global Sociology
Power, Violence and Justice: Reflections,
Responses and Responsibilities

2018

Source: https://www.isa-sociology.org/en/conferences/world-congress

Additionally, the following conclusions can be drawn from the past activity of
the European Sociological Association:
Since the first ESA conference in 1992 in Vienna, there were 13 ESA conferences
in total. The themes of the conferences ranged from sociological perspectives on the
changing Europe; European societies: fusion or fission, European society or European
societies; rethinking inequalities, social relations in turbulent times; crisis, critique and
change; differences, inequalities and sociological imagination to (un)making Europe:
capitalism, solidarities, subjectivities (2017). The number of conference participants
grew constantly from 602 in 1992 to 3581 at the 2017 Athens conference (Table 2).
Table 2. Overview of European Sociological Association conference themes
No. Conference location

Year Topic
Sociological Perspectives on a
Changing Europe
European Societies: Fusion or
1995
Fission?
20 Century Europe: Inclusions /
Exclusions

1

Vienna (Austria)

1992

2

Budapest (Hungary)

3

Essex (England)

4

Amsterdam
(Netherlands)

5

Helsinki (Finland)

2001

6
7

Murcia (Spain)
Torun (Poland)

2003
2005

8

Glasgow (Scotland)

2007

9

Lisbon (Portugal)

2009

1999 Will Europe Work?
Visions and Divisions: Challenges
to European Sociology
Ageing societies, new sociology
Rethinking Inequalities
Conflict, Citizenship and Civil
Society
European Society or European
Societies?
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No. of
participants
602
671
615
825
1.273
1.300
1.200
1.646
2.560

10 Geneva (Switzerland)
11 Turin (Italy)
Prague (Czech
12
Republic)
13 Athens (Greece)

Social Relations in Turbulent
Times
2013 Crisis, Critique and Change'
Differences, Inequalities and
2015
Sociological Imagination
(Un)Making Europe: Capitalism,
2017
Solidarities, Subjectivities
2011

2.831
2.681
3.459
3.581

Source: https://www.europeansociology.org/conferences/past-esa-conferences

The top 10 (out of 35) research networks/sections with the highest number of
presentations during the last ESA conference were: 1. Problems and perspectives of European
societies/states – 250; 2. Sociology of family, women and gender studies – 239 3. Economic
sociology – 175; 4. Environmental and societal protection –115; 5. Research methods – 105;
6. Social theory – 99; 7. Social politics – 48; 8. Sociology and social politics – 105; 9. Sociology
of crisis and conflict – 39; 10. Global, transnational and cosmopolitan sociology 42 (Table 3).
The European Sociological Association today has 2810 members, with 2050 regular
members and 729 students, along with 25 national associations and 6 collective members.
Table 3. Prominent themes of the 13th ESA conference in Athens, 2017.
No.

Top list

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Problems and perspectives of European societies/states.
Sociology of family, women and gender studies
Economic sociology, development, employment, industrial relations
Environmental and societal protection
Research methods
Sociology of immigration
Social theory
Sociology and social politics
Sociology of crisis and conflict
Global, transnational and cosmopolitan sociology

No. of
presentations
250
239
175
115
105
99
66
48
39
42

Source: https://www.europeansociology.org/sites/default/files/uploads/esa2017programme-book.pdf

Development of sociology in countries undergoing transition –
characteristics and tendencies
Currently, the emphasis is placed on the renewal of the sociological heritage
within these countries, a greater acceptance of theoretical pluralism and the
strengthening of professional cooperation. Key issues are: problems of modernization
and development; changes to social stratification and new forms of social mobility;
social contradictions and conflict; unemployment and social problems; balancing
between modernization and tradition.
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It is in this context that the rise and rapid development of sociology in Russia
should be underlined, seeing that in Russia sociology is being taught and studied in
more than 50 universities by over 40000 students, with members of the “old guard”
being increasingly outnumbered by the members of the new, professional generation
of sociologists. The Russian Society of Sociologists currently has 53 branches and
over 35 research committees. The period after 1990 was marked by the adoption of
a new attitude towards Russian sociological heritage, with fundamental works of
classical authors receiving new editions and a new openness towards the theoretical
and methodological pluralism of western sociology. In Russia, a new generation of
professional sociologists has come of age whose work possesses a respectable level
of professionalism. From transition to globalization, there are almost no topics that
are not under the attention of researchers, with their work being followed by over 10
yearly journals and reviews.

Development of contemporary sociology in Serbia: Basic
characteristics and tendencies
According to the subject matter/thematic orientation of researchers and
authors, contemporary Serbian sociology is torn between re-traditionalization and
aristocratization, with research focusing on either the elites or taking a U-turn back
into ethnography. There is an ever-growing inclination towards the sociology of
management, serving the rise of a new corporate class; while political sociology is
being instrumentalized to serve as a comment of ruling organizations by a number
of current neophytic/propagandistic analysts. Within our sociology there is an evergrowing dominance of applied specialized sociologies and an apparent decline of
theoretical academic sociology, which is being pushed out of universities and
faculties. Besides researching public opinion and the political public, sociologists are
also engaged in the research pertaining to the election process and other burgeoning
social phenomena of transition-era Serbian society.
A cursory look at the research topics of projects found across universities
suggests that researchers in Belgrade (Institute of Sociological Research of the Belgrade
Faculty of Philosophy) are mainly focused on the changes in the social structure;
social stratification in the transition era and the role of the elite in modernization.
The researchers from the Institute of Social Sciences are mainly focused on studying
public opinion, demographic issues, multiculturalism and ethnicity, transition and
economic development; while researchers from the Institute for Legal and Political
Studies and the Economic Institute are more focused on reforms, the EU integration
processes, problems of institutional modernization and issues surrounding the
shaping of public policies.
Institute for Sociological Research located in Novi Sad was especially engaged in
the following projects: researching the cultural heritage of Vojvodina, contacts and
changes of cultures, remembrance cultures, problems of stratification, spatial and
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social mobility; the refugee crisis and migration; problems of agriculture and rural
populations/sociology of the village.
Sociologists from the Faculty of Philosophy located in Kosovska Mitrovica
researched tradition and worked on preserving Serbian cultural and material
heritage on Kosovo and Metohija. They also organized several significant conferences
together with the Serbian Sociological Association and other institutes from Belgrade
covering topics such as “Globalisation and Desovereignization”, “Globalisation and
Glocalization” and “Science without Borders”.
Researchers gathered around the Institute for Sociological Research of the
Niš Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Social Sciences (Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering) and the Center for Scientific Research of the Niš SASA branch focused
on investigating regional cultural cooperation in the Balkans, culture of peace, the
relationship between tradition and modernization, identity, interethnic relations in
the border areas as well as demographic problems in southeastern Serbia.
Pedagogical institutes in Serbia were mainly occupied with the Bologna reforms,
the reorganization of the educational system and youth education. In the last couple
of years the issues of minority and marginal groups as well as gender equality have
been gaining more and more attention from researchers.
Neglected fields in contemporary Serbian sociology are, among others, the
problems of “surplus generations”: blue-collar workers, unemployed youth with
higher education and senior citizens. There is a lack of critical research concerning
developmental concepts and transitioning strategies; social contradictions and new
social conflicts in the transition-era Serbian society; as well as the role of media in
the development of critical public opinion. There aren’t any in-depth analyses of how
social contradictions in contemporary Serbian society are structurally determined.
There aren’t any strategic analyses or a concept of how governance could develop;
neither a critique of the scope and limits of public policy nor an innovative creation
process of alternative models of sustainable development and democratic governance.
In the methodological sense, quantitative methods such as questionnaires and
other methods such as socio-technical status analysis are dominant. Analysis were
often is reduced to pure description and commentary on the institutional changes to
the normative order and public policy.
For a good number of our sociologists/analysts and “transitologists” – transition
boils down to contingent modernization – a question of rationalization, adjustment
and commodification of society according to a model “tailor made” by developed
capitalist societies and neoliberal development strategies. This has the effect of
creating an uncritical, a priori attitude towards the enactors of neoliberal strategy in
the country while at the same time denouncing any progressive and emancipatory
ideas and performing revision of history.
Content based analysis of journals “Sociologija”, “Sociološki pregled” and
“Revija za sociologiju” indicates that the vast majority of articles found in all three
journals within the observed period dealt with: 1. fields of politics (21.2%), 2. analysis
of sociological theories (13%), 3. problems related to social structure (10.6%) followed
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by issues of economic sociology (8.1%). Works in other thematic areas represented
less than 5% of the overall texts (Vuletić & Stanojević, 2013, pp. 47–68).
Additionally, the authors also point out that, based on the number of articles,
during the period between 1990 to 2010, topics that received the most attention
were transition, globalization and EU integration, while the topics researchers are
becoming increasingly interested in are the topics such as religion, identity and social
pathology.

On the activities of the Serbian Sociological Association
In the last decade or so, the Serbian Sociological Association has through its
activities, via thematic conferences, attracted the attention of the narrower professional
and wider intellectual public. The conferences that come to mind are “Sociological
Heritage of Serbia”, “Internet and Society”, “Globalization and Desoverginization”,
“Globalization and Glolocalization” and “Causes and Consequences of Modern
Migrations”.
A new generation of young sociologists, educated professionally in theory and
methodology, has entered the scene, of whom a much more active engagement with
the issues of transition-era Serbian society is expected: through critical investigations
of developmental strategy and its actors, of the scope of public policy as well as their
possible involvement in the research and creation of alternative development projects
for Serbian society.
The nomenclature in Serbia is still, sadly, not open-minded enough towards
the results of scientific research. The last great involvement of sociologists happened
during the government of Ante Marković, through their inclusion in teams dedicated
to the creation of reform programs, whose ideas were sadly not put into practice.
The burgeoning social problems in our country, caused by a neoliberal transition
strategy unbound by social responsibility, with numerous devastating consequences
on economy, culture and politics, demand sociological research that could prove
useful for institutions, social actors and for the future development of Serbia.
Questions concerning the state of our discipline deserve special attention, and
they will hopefully be discussed in our president’s report. These questions must be
discussed publicly and more strongly by our society in order to stop the marginalization
of sociology in the academic community as well as in the professional division of
labor in our society. Additionally, it is essential that we develop a closer international
cooperation between domestic sociologists and sociologists from neighboring ex-YU
countries as well as with sociologists from the rest of Balkans, Europe and the world.
International professional cooperation should be strengthened by us taking part in
international conferences and joint projects, organizing joint research conferences
as well as by performing publishing and translation activities because it is that very
cooperation that enriches professionalism and raises the level of the researcher’s
sociological culture.
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Disregarding the political disintegration processes in this region born out of
the 1990’s, sociologists should continue cooperating on joint projects investigating
the changes in modern society and contribute to the building of an intellectual and
cultural confederation while respecting differences in identity. It is through this that
the process of mutual encouragement in the field of creative work is established,
scientific research improved and a new path towards the mondialization of
understanding and cooperation between our nations is opened. It is high time that
the interuniversity activities of the homo acedemicus and the regional professional
cooperation are taken to the next level, the high time for them to be enriched by
new forms of communication that will not have only a scientific but a sociocultural
function as well.
All of us who studied sociology during the 1960s did so equally using the best
course books at the time written by the doyens of Yugoslavian sociology such as
Radomir Lukić, Jože Goričar, Ante Fiamengo, Rudi Supek and others. The end of
Yugoslavia brought about the end of the Yugoslav Sociological Society, while the once
joint journal Sociologija continues to live on. Although today the lines of cooperation
are slim between the newly-formed professional societies in newly-formed states,
which received not only national prefixes but also topics and content appropriate
for the dominant ethnoculture, cooperation did not cease. Work on joint research
projects ceased, in spite of the fact that ex-YU societies undergoing transition still
have much more in common that their past, with the structural-dynamic problems
of their present possibly providing ample ground for new joint multi- and transdisciplinary research, or, in other words, for professional cooperation (see more:
Golenkova & Narbut, 2015, pp. 277–305).
Maybe a new generation of sociologists will, evading the pitfalls of ethnical
distance, neopositivist methodological individualism as well as shadows cast by
trauma and shock of economic transition, look for answers to the question What
kind of sociology for what kind of society in the horizon of searching for an alternative
sociology for an alternative society! Because sociologists must never content themselves
with mere descriptions of social phenomena or with the valorization if current public
policy, they must rather show their creative strength in their search for alternative
projects and an alternative society of humane, sustainable development, of freedom
and progress, in an exploration and a founding of a distinctive sociology of the future.
It is on these grand research projects and assignments that sociology must establish
a multidisciplinary cooperation with transdiscplinary sciences of mondology and
futurology.

Instead of a conclusion, possible messages:
Sociology in Serbia has a rich tradition. It is with assiduous attention that the
tradition should be researched, leaving lasting and truthful records about the creative
scope of its pioneers, founders and earlier generations of sociologists. Messages left
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by those “teachers of vigor” should be constantly reread, because the glory of their
work hasn’t faded away. A lot can be learned from them – not only about the love for
one’s vocation, but about love for one’s people as well.
But, at the same time we must be open-minded towards theoretical and
methodological pluralism as well as the best results of contemporary world sociology.
Out of this communication, our science could become richer, more modernized and
its research potential could be higher while our calling and our profession could
become creatively affirmed.
Besides constantly working on improving their theoretical and methodological
sociological culture, the new generation of sociologists must turn more resolutely
towards key developmental issues of contemporary, transition-era Serbian society
such as the reevaluation of developmental and governmental strategies, the processes
which would lead towards a quicker opening of society towards new technologies/
globalization/digitalization while also investigating issues pertaining to inequality,
social contradictions and conflict; issues of unequal regional development and identity
culture, upbringing and healthy development of a new young generation; the nurturing
of intergenerational relations and cooperation within the country and with the diaspora.
Opening up to layers of a new reality, to an “order of new facts” borne out of a
new global and transitional context of contemporary social changes new generations
of sociologists will articulate new research fields for intellectual engagement and
show their creative power in the service of their calling and in the development of our
society and humanity as a whole. At the same time they will in practice achieve and
affirm the unity of critical-investigative, socio-humanistic and emancipatory roles of
their calling and active patriotism. They will with their work confirm what Daničić
meant by the words that “for the homeland one can nobly sacrifice himself not only
on the battlefield, but on any work as well”.
It is time that the coming generations in Serbia, in the Balkans, Europe and the
rest of the world turn history into cultural tourism and turn the culture of death into
the one of life, a culture of a struggle for sustainable and humane development, for a
better quality of life, education, culture and the emancipation of humankind. Only
within such a horizon of creation, on the side of education, of ethos and eros and
work can an individual’s work honorably pave the way for sociology’s promethean
task of humanizing society and emancipating humanity.
Contemporary sociology – based on the subject matter division of its researchers
to specific areas of research is hopelessly torn between fragmentation and globalization,
between the fading and the coming world. Great waves of civilizational progress
(Toffler) happening on the verge of the 21st century seem to be washing away the whole
world and laying the groundwork for a new civilization, discernible underneath the
outlines of post-industrial society, but also a postsociety (as discussed by A. Touraine),
or a posthumanist society (as discussed by F. Fukuyama). In their socio-futurological
projections, A. Toffler and Z. Bauman talk about the emergence of a world made out of
post-national constellations and the laying of humanity’s foundations as modernization
from the common, a new form of communion and sociality.
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Numerous writers of dystopias or negative utopias are writing about the
arrival of the era of the new Orwelliana, an age marked by an all-powerful rule of
technology and mass-media over thoughts, feelings and memories. Đuro Šunjić, in
his study “Orwelliana” writes the following: “The organized minority rules while the
disorganized majority suffers…Today people are led (and seduced) by delusions and
lies while not even being aware of it: in the economic area where the manipulation
(of consumers) takes on the form of advertisement; in the political area where
manipulation (of voters) takes on the form of propaganda; in the areas of nurture
and education where the manipulation (of children, pupils and students) takes on the
form of indoctrination; in the area of leisure time where the manipulation (of tastes)
takes on the form of entertainment and dream industry; in the area of religious life
where the manipulation (of believers) takes on the form of religious ideology. In these
areas, the truths about humanity are turned against it” (Šušnjić, 1999, pp. 19–20). In
that sense Orwell’s “1984” (itself a satire of 1948) only “bears the news” that the future
is equally open for both the best and the worst, “the most horrible warning to the
world belonging to the literary workshop of the 20th century” (Ibid, p. 27).
Finally, I would like to conclude my extensive discussion with a reminder of
Antonio Gili’s warning that progress in social sciences (and in sociology) is measured
by indexes of professionalism and its stance on research fields and actors of new
productive forces which open up the road towards “the future which has already
begun” and not by political correctness and its stance on the current constellations of
power (economic and political actors).
Therefore sociologists, following the deontology of their call, must heed the
words of Wollerstein that in social sciences the research of truth must never be
separated from the investigations of Freedom/Benevolence and Justice. In that sense
I wish once more to underline the message of Pierre Bourdieu that “sociology is a
belligerent discipline” and that the sociologist is not only an analyst but also a fighter
for freedom and human dignity. Or, as defined by the recently passed-away guru
of sociology Zygmund Bauman in his advocacy for an alternative emancipatory
sociology: “Alternative sociology puts forward a radical reconfiguration of sociology
– to turn it from a science and technology of unfreedom into a science and technology
of freedom; to establish it as a new form of cultural politics in the service of human
liberty!” (see: Bauman, Jacobsen, & Tester, 2013; Bauman, 1990).
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САВРЕМЕНА СОЦИОЛОГИЈА ИЗМЕЂУ ОДЛАЗЕЋЕГ
И НАСТАЈУЋЕГ СВЕТА (ТЕНДЕНЦИЈЕ, РАСКРШЋА И
АЛТЕРНАТИВЕ)
Сажетак
Аутор, најпре, даје глобални осврт на стање и тенденције у савременој социологији у свету (парадигматски плурализам, дисциплинарни хаос, теоријско-методолошке контроверзе, изазов мегатрендова, истраживачка поља, редефинисање
и предметно проширене социологије у ери глобализације, успон и пад професије
и позива социолога, маргинализација друштвено-хуманистичких наука и мисија
интелектуалаца...). У овом контексту, потом он разматра развој социологије у
Србији, са посебним тежиштем на њен положај и улогу у савремености (проблеми и изазови транзицијског друштва и одговори социологије и социолога, нови
облици идеологизације и инструментализације позива, главна истраживачка
поља и теоријско-методолошке тенденције, положај професије и позива социолога и улога социолошких удружења; потреба мултидисциплинарне сарадње и
развој научне критике социолошког стваралаштва...).
Овакав „преамбициозан“ преглед стања и тенденција у савременој социологији,
дат у „краткој скици“, представљао би само увод у тежиште теме предмета ауторовог саопштења, односно проблематизације питања односа социологије и
глобалних мегатрендова, метатеоријску критику владајућих парадигми и меодолошких приступа у савременим истраживањима, разматрање проблема глобализације и фрагментације у социологији, потреге заснивања интегралне парадигме
и заснованости социологије као комплексне науке о човеку, друштву и култури
и њеној интерактивној сарадњи са антропологијом, културологијом, комуникологијом, мондологијом, и о потреби обнове критичке, алтернативне, еманципаторске социологије...
Социологија је настала из духа грађанске револуције, али и кризе просветитељства, капитализма и позитивизма. Она не сме губити своју критичку истраживачку
сазнајну моћ, ако жели бити истински делотворна и хуманистичко-еманципаторска снага у настајућем свету бурних друштвених промена које су захватиле
човечанство. Она може и мора пробудити бурдијеовску традицију да је „борилачка дисциплина“, делујући у складу са Волерстиновом поруком да се у социологији истраживање истине никад не сме одвојити од трагања за Добротом/
Правдом и Слободом.
Кључне речи: Савремена социологија у свету, кључна поља социологије у Србији, глобализација и фрагментација социологије, маргинализација позива, алтернативна социологија.
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‘Eternal questions’ of sociology, or the
request for theoretical and methodological
‘inventory’ of the discipline
Abstract
Contemporary global society is described by different definitions, but in this conceptual
chaos one can see a common feature of our time – its strikingly contradictory nature,
which revives the main questions of sociology and explains a new interest in the
well-known ideas of the classics, for example, of G. Simmel, that, in addition to large
stable social forms, there are more mobile ones that ‘stick’ the large ones together,
and that the key social problems are determined by the desire of the individual to
protect oneself from the violence of society, historical tradition and culture. There is
a social request for complex theoretical work aimed at understanding new forms of
spontaneous order, contradictory identification and worldview models of social actors.
The methodological inventory of empirical sociology also lags behind for it ignores the
fact that our traditional techniques are losing their previous efficiency in representing
the most important aspects of the well-known object. There is a request for systematic
methodological reflection on the possibilities and limitations of ‘classical’ methods
that have been used for decades to monitor important social indicators but ignore
significant contradictions in the respondents’ answers.
Key words: ‘eternal questions’, metatheorizing, methodological reflection, new forms
of social order.

Unfortunately (or fortunately, it depends on the point of view), we live in the
era of striking contradictions that are rarely articulated differently than fragmentary
or clichéd, for example, as an opposition of globalization and glocalization though
the latter protests against the dictatorial unification but has no less rigid structures
for daily practices than globalization. ‘Glocalization’ depicts the character of
contemporary Russian society that embodies trends to both globalization and
preservation of national regional differences (see, e.g. Travina, 2007). Russia is a good
example of contradictory trends for it combines zones with capitalist economy and
peasant economy; about a third of the Russian population live in big cities, a third
– in small towns, and nearly a third – in rural areas (Russian Census, 2010); about
36 million families have private subsidiary plots and dachas, i.e. about a half of the
population to some extent can be considered rural dwellers (Nefedova & Trievish,
2010). There is a growing social-economic differentiation between rich and poor
regions, patterns of agrarian differentiation typical for a century ago are still obvious,
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and even regions close to Moscow and Saint Petersburg experience a chronic shortage
of capital and qualified workforce as the Russian hinterland in general.
Another example is the well-known theory of J. Scott criticized for idealizing
an ordinary person as capable of using ‘weapons of the weak’ to resist the soulless
bureaucratic state machine, while in the 20th century a man lost the chance to oppose
the state. Scott introduced the term ‘Zomia’ to define the largest region of the world
whose peoples were never fully incorporated into nation-states, and this area of selfgoverning peoples existed until the second half of the 20th century, although the valley
kingdoms preferred to consider them as ‘living ancestors’, ‘what we were like before
we discovered wet-rice cultivation, Buddhism, and civilization’. According to Scott,
until the early 20th century, there were many runaway, fugitive, maroon communities
who had been fleeing the oppressions of state-making projects – slavery, conscription,
taxes, epidemics, and warfare, but the globalized world of mass information and
developed technologies deprived peoples and groups of the chance to live as stateless
communities (Scott, 2017). However, Scott did not foresee the contemporary strange
forms of sociality such as the Islamic State (ISIS): it opposes the achievements of the
late modern with the most archaic forms of gender, social-economic and political
interaction and turns into a new world center of spontaneous order. According to G.
Wood (2015), “centuries have passed since the wars of religion ceased in Europe, and
since men stopped dying in large numbers because of arcane theological disputes.
Hence, perhaps, the incredulity and denial with which westerners have greeted news
of the theology and practices of the Islamic State. Many refuse to believe that this
group is as devout as it claims to be, or as backward-looking or apocalyptic as its
actions and statements suggest. We have misunderstood the nature of the Islamic
State in at least two ways. First, we tend to see jihadism as monolithic, and to apply
the logic of al-Qaeda to an organization that has decisively eclipsed it… Bin Laden
viewed his terrorism as a prologue to a caliphate he did not expect to see in his
lifetime. His organization was flexible, operating as a geographically diffuse network
of autonomous cells. The Islamic State, by contrast, requires territory to remain
legitimate, and a top-down structure to rule it (its bureaucracy is divided into civil
and military arms, and its territory into provinces). We are misled in a second way,
by a well-intentioned but dishonest campaign to deny the Islamic State’s medieval
religious nature”.
Such phenomena make us return to the traditional (and basic) questions of
sociology: “How is society possible?” (and even “What is a society in the contemporary
world?” especially considering the changes of state borders through war actions or
peaceful referendums) and “Why do we interpret everyday life in socially acceptable
ways?” (or, on the contrary, why we do not do that). Certainly, ‘social order’ is a key
and essential concept of sociology that was first considered in the so-called “Hobbes’
question” (Filippov, 2017). This concept implies interpretations of the terms ‘progress’,
‘social development’, ‘reaction’, ‘justice/injustice’ and many others that refer not only
to theoretical-sociological but also to political issues, which determines the hyperpoliticization of sociological terminology. All these concepts, especially ‘social order’,
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‘progress’ and ‘justice’, are eternal topics of sociology (and social sciences in general)
that are still very important today. One cannot but admit the necessity to examine
the heuristic potential of these concept under the current harsh criticism of sociology
(see, e.g. Flyvbjerg, 2001) at the time of its deep reconfiguration and reconsideration
of its foundations. Such a study should not oppose progress/changes and order but
rather admit the imaginary confrontation of ‘progressist’ and ‘conservative’ traditions
in sociology. Due to the size limit of the paper, I do not mention the issue of legal
order as making social order ‘normal’ and ‘normative’ though this is also an important
challenge for sociology: today sources of normativity within the legal order (laws,
rules, norms, conventions and etiquette – see, e.g. Abrutyn & Carter, 2015) do not
ensure normative control as they used to do in the past, they passed this task to
‘anormative’ bureaucratic regulation that responds faster to new social changes
but ignores traditional legal concerns about legitimacy (see, e.g.Turner, 2010), i.e.
legal and social orders are linked instrumentally, social order is increasingly sought
through anormative regulative prohibitions and sanctions (Archer, 2018).
The very idea of the crisis of sociology is not new, there was a well-known
round of debates and predictions just half a century ago (see e.g. Gouldner, 1970).
However, there is still an issue of interpreting crises of sociology: if we define the
current situation as a crisis, are we facing a brand new crisis or a modification of past
crises? It is impossible to answer this question because the identities of the ‘questioner’
and the ‘respondent’ in the temporal-spatial perspective are not clear, which does not
remove the question and does not resolve the crisis. Sociology places itself in time
and space (Filippov, 1997) and seeks to face the challenges of the time by explaining
a certain ‘territorialized’ social situation, in which theoretical work can either come
to the forefront or be replaced by more applied tasks. If we define the current state
of sociology as a crisis, this definition questions the very identity of sociology as a
science speaking on behalf of the sociality and changing the character of the sociality
that identifies itself through the crisis. Thus, the very idea of the crisis of sociology
makes such an issue sociologically relevant even we use traditional sociological
questions and concepts to consider the current crisis.
The basic idea of sociology is the fragility of social order proved by the
experience of sociologists as representatives of both ‘life-worlds’ – everyday and
scientific. The return of the idea of the fragility of social order to the focus of sociology
means reconsideration of its foundations. Sociology admits the insufficiency of its
theoretical-methodological resources, which does not mean that its certain categories
or explanatory schemes are outdated or should be critically reconsidered. Under the
contemporary social changes sociology should revise itself as a project for describing
and explaining social order. Such a necessity was reflected in the opposition of
crisis and stabilization consciousness as determining the historical development of
sociology (see, e.g. Davydov, 1997; Podvoyskiy & Trotsuk, 2013). Thus, certain types
of crises are inevitable, necessary and implicit for sociology, because they determine
reconstruction of its history, attempts to redefine its specificity and new forecasts of its
future development that are impossible without references to the past (Weber, 1990).
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In other words, today we face the same questions that determine the essence
of sociological knowledge and have been on its agenda since its institutionalization.
Certainly, sociology is defined and identifies itself as an example of the radical
modern, but it never sought to destroy the premodern order, it has always strived to
keep social order albeit differing from the previous models. Initially such intentions
of sociology were not recognized, and even today sociology is sometimes considered
not only as an actionist theory but also as a kind of socialist ideology, which is partly
due to A. Comte’s idea of combining progress with order and H. de Saint-Simon’s
socialist progressivism. However, despite such ‘progressive’ accents, sociology has
often been criticized for being too conservative due to its preference of social order
over progress not to mention radical transformations of social life on the principles
of social justice. The idea of revolution in K. Marx’s interpretation is less presented in
sociological tradition than different models of social changes and evolution starting
from H. Spencer’s works. This is the principal feature of sociology differing it from
all kinds of socialism that define social order as something that must be radically
improved even to the point of complete destruction for the construction of a new
just sociality. Nevertheless, sociology has never opposed radical progressivism with
radical reactionism (or counter-revolution).
Let us consider just one example from the Russian sociological tradition.
From the first days of the 1917 Revolution and until the agony of the Constituent
Assembly in January 1918, P. Sorokin was a political activist and one of the brightest
representatives of the Socialist Revolutionary Party (Sorokin, 2005). He conducted
a philosophical analysis of the differences between the Socialist Revolutionaries
and the Social Democrats and reveled the contradiction between the monistic and
pluralistic understanding of society and its history to be the heart of their ideological
differences. The populist sociology of P. L. Lavrov and N. K. Mikhailovsky admitted
that a multiplicity of diverse factors (natural and cultural, economic and religious,
etc.) affected social life, while the social-democratic ideology focused primarily on
political and economic factors as main and leading in the past and present. Sorokin
believed that sociology defined the term ‘factor’ “not as some metaphysical force,
‘invoking’ a certain phenomenon but rather purely methodologically, considering
any ‘factor’ as a purely conditional value similar to an ‘independent variable’ in
mathematics” (Sorokin, 2000, p. 28). He argued that the revolutionary ‘fashion of
the time’ contributed greatly to the simplistic Marxist understanding of reality, for
example, to the belief that the main factor of the World War I was the financial capital
fighting for markets. Sorokin called not to oversimplify the reality, to accept it in all its
complexity and completeness, he admitted that the revolution sought to strengthen
the simplest factors of the fierce political struggle and identified the risks of the 1917
Revolution.
Sociology has always experienced failures and successes in its searches for
a ‘third way’ – between progress and order, but the historical development of the
discipline led to the victory of progressive modernism. This was mainly due to the fact
that after the world revolutions and wars it was no longer possible to define reaction
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as an intellectual resource. Sociology began to interpret all challenges and issues
of modernity rather with the ideas of E. Durkheim, G. Simmel or M. Weber than
with the ideas of K. Marx or V. Pareto. Therefore, we consider and describe today’s
social order, power, conflict and other issues with terms ‘modernization’, ‘progress’,
‘globalization’, ‘development’, etc., which form the ‘mainstream’ of sociological
theory. This mainstream explains the post-war development of sociology in the 20th
century (see, e.g. Nisbet, 2009) primarily by globalization that deprived any forms of
conservatism of its key foundation – a nation-state as a sustainable social-economic,
political and cultural formation within state borders and with a spontaneously
developed or invented tradition of social order, i.e. today sociology has no reasons to
oppose progressive and conservative theories.
Such a unity of the discipline is imaginary for there are anti-progressist
trends that undermine the foundations of the global world. Different failures in the
general unification of globalization seem paradoxical and are often interpreted as
temporary deviations or partial interferences considering the influence of science
and technology, finance, electronic communications, international institutions and
other attributes of the globalized world. However, already A. Chayanov predicted the
future political, economic, social and cultural diversity of the world in his model of
five isolated economic systems – prototypes of today’s multi-polar world consisting
of various economic and political blocs (Chayanov, 1923). Another his important
prediction was about the rural-urban reciprocity (see, e.g. Sjöblom et al., 2016).
For instance, in contemporary Russia, Moscow is still known as “a big village” for it
attracts millions of villagers living thousands of kilometers away not only in Russia
but also in the former Soviet republics. However, the most giant megalopolis of the
country, that grabbed all the surrounding lands in the Moscow Region for housing
construction and strongly supports the symbiosis of bureaucracy and capitalism,
has created a system of giant agroholdings determining the mode and trends of the
agricultural and rural development not only in the Moscow Region but in the whole
country, i.e. the economy of Moscow is both urban and rural. Moreover, Moscow has
taken a major role in the trade and coordination of the old rural folk crafts, which
are increasingly becoming urban activities due to the disappearance of the village.
And one of the key features of the Muscovites is their desire to live in cottages in the
country. It is hard to separate ‘progressive’ and ‘reaction’, ‘global’ and ‘glocal’ trends in
the urban-rural development of Moscow for it has not yet overcome its rural legacy
but has already found itself in the center of new contradictions as one of the biggest
‘information global villages’ of the world.
There are more political examples of the same trends such as calls to return to
sovereignty (“Brexit”, Catalonia, Russia’s anti-sanctions and food embargo, isolationist
aspects in the US and China’s policy, nationalist contradictions within the EU, etc.)
that are not ‘purely’ sociological issues, but they significantly affect the contextual
framework of sociological studies and make sociologists reconsider theoretical
categories and empirical approaches that were quite efficient to explain social
order. Today it undergoes permanent reconstitution which makes the mainstream
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sociological tradition irrelevant to interpret its fragility and predict chances to
preserve its integrity. Some authors insist that we need a more universal sociology
to create a more accurate picture of contemporary society, and such an approach
leads to the ‘repair’ of traditional social concepts and theories: that is why we have
functionalism and neo-functionalism, positivism and neo-positivism, structuralism,
post-structuralism and neo-structuralism, marxism and many versions of neomarxism; that is why the term ‘glocalization’ was introduced – to explain deviations
of globalization. Thus, according to M. Burawoy,
Marx generated a theory of the world in which we live now... We are living in a capitalist
world, and capitalism actually shapes lived experience in a more profound and deep way.
Marx gives us the basis of a theory of capitalism, but, of course, various elements are
problematic. To be a Marxist, among other things, is to work toward the reconstruction
of Marxism. There is, of course a history of that – from German Marxism, to Russian
Marxism, Western Marxism, Third World Marxism, and so forth. Each branch of
Marxism has made original contributions to the Marxist intellectual tradition by
dwelling on specific anomalies as posed by the history of different countries (Burawoy,
2018, p. 30).

The traditional theories are revived, for instance E. Fromm’s idea of “escape from
freedom” – why we give our freedom away to all sorts of dictators or lose it to become a
small screw of a big machine for the sake of being well-fed and well-dressed (Fromm,
2016, p. 8). There is a request for complex theoretical work aimed at understanding
new forms of spontaneous order and contradictory identification models of social
actors, and a request for methodological inventory of empirical sociology for our
traditional techniques are losing their previous efficiency in representing todays’
societies. Not only concepts and theories are revised, the definition of sociological
work and the image of sociologist change – he is no longer considered a privileged
observer responsible for social enlightenment and emancipation, he is rather a social
narrator that should justify his right to speak about society and on behalf of it.
Let us consider an illustrative example of the sociological study of justice.
Despite conceptual differences between everyday and scientific knowledge reflected
in the corresponding types of discourses, sociologists act as if the term ‘justice’ is an
unambiguous universal word that can be used as a criterion for assessing various
aspects of contemporary life (which is not true even in the historical perspective;
see, e.g. Prodi, 2017; Rawls, 1995; Sen, 2016; Sztompka, 2017). There are many public
opinion polls on an impressive number of topics on the websites of the Russian
sociological centers that use the word ‘justice’. For example, in September 2018,
65% of respondents considered the Russian society as unfair (61% a year and seven
years ago), 22% think differently and consider the Russian society as a fair one (this
number did not change over the year, but exceeds the seven years’ share of 12% – On
justice, 2018). Every second respondent thinks that over the last three or four years
the Russian society has not changed, every tenth believes that the Russian society
has become more fair, 27%, on the contrary, see the negative trend here. It should
be noted that over the past ten years the estimates of the situation have slightly
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changed compared with the late Soviet period of the 1970s–1980s: every second
respondent believes that the contemporary society is less fair than it used to be. 62%
of respondents say that the justice of society depends primarily on the authorities,
25% – that citizens play a major role in ensuring social justice. 37% of respondents
did not answer the open question of what citizens should do to make society more
equal, although every second has faced social injustice personally in the past few
years. Respondents that answered this question named the following ways to make
the Russian society more just and equal: “to defend one’s rights, participate in protest
actions” (13%), “to change the power elites” (7%, which is predictable for 61% believe
that the authorities cannot make the Russian society more equal, and 77% say that
the income from the natural resources is unfairly distributed among the population),
“nothing can be done” (7%), “to be more fair and honest, respect the laws” (6%), “to
be more active, more initiative” (5%), “to be more responsive and kind to each other”
(4%), etc.
Certainly, these are very important questions, but how can we be sure that in
everyday life people discuss relevant issues and we can consider them aware enough
of what is asked, capable of estimating the level of justice in the temporal perspective
and in relation to various aspects of social life, and sharing the common criteria
for assessing justice? This is not a mere methodological or technical question on
survey design or wording, because based on the results of opinion polls we make
serious conclusions on general trends of social development. For instance, one such
conclusion is that over eight years Russians stopped romanticizing the Western
society and more often admit that the Russian society is more fair (On justice and
injustice in the Russian society, 2017; Justice does not prevail, 2011). In 2000–2013,
justice was among the most important concepts for Russians (every third named
it among the key social values) together with security, wealth, peace and stability
(family is an absolute leader in all such rankings with a share of more than 65% –
What do we value, 2013). However, only a half of working respondents considered
their salary fair (i.e. relevant to the amount and complexity of work done), and 43%
admitted that they had experienced injustice (discrepancies between work and salary)
(Working Russians’ idea of fair salary, 2013). In the latter case, the criteria of justice
are more empirically ‘obvious’ than when it comes to society as a whole, but we still
have to take into account general social mood: for example, every second respondent
consider a single tax rate unfair and would support the progressive tax system (On
progressive taxation, 2013); 45% name as the main failure of the presidency of V.
Putin the government’s inability to ensure a fair distribution of incomes (Russians
named their main claims to Putin’s rule, 2018).
Therefore, I would like to outline the main challenges that all sociologists face today.
Theoretical challenges. We are used to consider sociology a multidisciplinary
science, which is convenient for research design but makes sociology a more and more
fragmented discipline. Metatheorizing can be a solution here as a way of theoretical
inventory (see, e.g. Lewis & Smith, 1998). There are both advocates and critics of
metatheorizing: the latter believe that eclecticism is better than hopeless integration
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efforts, because a multidisciplinary science has a special heuristic potential in the
mosaic postmodern world. I support the idea of integration if we define different
levels of metatheorizing – as a tool to identify fundamental structure of sociological
theory or a tool to systematize specific thematic areas like textual analysis (discourse
analysis and narrative analysis are popular research approaches with no unified and
clear rules, principles or techniques). The second type of metatheorizing allows to
systematize the fragmented categorical apparatus, for instance, of textual analysis and
reduces all its methods to content analysis provided its broad interpretation (see, e.g.
Trotsuk, 2014). The first type of metatheorizing is a kind of
defensive reaction of the sociological community to the shock of postmodernism ... and
a critique of postmodernism that declares the discursive nature of social sciences and
the ‘end of social order’, questions the object, methods, scientific status and demand for
sociology, and makes the leading theorists revise the ‘roots’ and fundamental debates
that determine the very development of sociology a century ago (Ivanov, 2013, p. 14).

Metatheorizing can replace the previous methods of theorizing (projects of
universal world order, conceptual models for studying social world and identifying
types of social systems and actions) to get rid of the opposition of institutions/facts
and agencies/intersubjectivity, that is why J. Turner considers metatheorizing a
possible (ideal-typical) way for the development of sociological theory (Turner, 2002)
by identifying most relevant topics, issues, methodological approaches, etc. beyond
philosophical debates on the relationship of idealism and materialism, objectivism
and subjectivism, etc., even when revising the heritage of sociological classics.
Methodological challenges. Certainly, methodological reflection is a part of
our work; however, diagnostic and predictive possibilities of sociology are widely
criticized for during the elections people often make other choices than promised in
the election polls, and the mass media accuses sociologists of being corrupt, politically
biased or of making mistakes in sampling, wording, timing, survey procedures, and
so on. Sociologists publish self-critical papers in the media pointing to the harmful
social myths about possibilities and purposes of sociology, discuss the quality of
data, develop criteria to evaluate ‘sociological professionalism’, control the work of
interviewers and eliminate falsifications and wrong interpretations at the post-field
stage, and so on. We need a systematic reflection on the possibilities and limitations
of ‘classical’ and ‘new’ methods (such as online techniques), because both ignore
significant contradictions in the respondents’ answers and behavior.
Theoretical and methodological challenges explain the so-called ‘methodological
trauma’ of sociologists, i.e. we must admit that we are ‘professionally traumatized’
(Tatarova, 2006). Such a trauma means a feeling that we cannot keep up with sociology,
we cannot learn everything that we should to be competent enough to study social
realities in our countries not to mention comparative perspective. Moreover, if we
accept the multidisciplinary status of sociology, we have to keep up not only with
sociology but also with ‘neighboring’ disciplines: for instance, if we focus on the textual
dimension of sociality, we have to learn some linguistics; if we study consumption, we
have to learn some semiotics and economics, and so on.
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Challenges of the mass surveys critique that affects the public status of sociology.
Our main way to identify hopes, fears and expectations of our societies are public
opinion polls. However, this is exactly what we are often criticized for. In Russia,
there is a negative perception of sociology in general and of public opinion polls in
particular (especially on electoral issues) due to the following social myths:
− definition of sociology as a set of demoscopic procedures (in the Russian
society there is a social stereotype that a sociologist is a ‘person with the questionnaire’);
− belief that electoral polls are a means of control rather than of studying mass
consciousness (the same applies to advertising, public relations and marketing), i.e.
people think that by asking questions sociologists do not want to find answers but
want to inform the government (or whoever pays for the research) about the public
opinion or to convince public opinion in something by skillful cunning wordings and
questionnaire design;
− belief that if election results differ from sociological data then sociologists
cannot be trusted, i.e. people do not take into account factors that determine how
they vote and answer questions and what they think when vote and are questioned
(people do not need and do not want to know the details of sociological techniques,
for instance, that the readiness to vote does not mean that the person will vote, but
his answer affects sociological forecasts of the election results);
− belief that if one or one’s friends and relatives did not take part in the survey
then the results are fictitious (it is hard and hardly necessary to explain to everybody
the issues of sampling, representativity, types of research, etc.);
− considering the most public figures as the most competent and trusted ones,
which seems to be a feature of contemporary society that includes publicity into
the set of professionalism criteria for ‘social’ professions, i.e. people often rely on
incompetent estimates of celebrities rather than seek for an expert information and
scientific explanations.
Leading research companies try to control the work of interviewers (using
international standards and computer technologies) and to prevent data falsification,
but the public is not aware of such efforts (and frankly speaking should not be).
We need to accept that surveys are not a universal measuring tool that should be
used everywhere and always (though many think that to ‘make a sociology’ means
only to ‘conduct a survey’). We need to admit that our respondents are increasingly
harder to reach for different reasons (for instance, in Russia, the state is the main
customer of opinion polls, that is why Russians with ‘alternative’ positions simply
do not answer questions, and sociologists fail to predict the so-called ‘protests of
voters’). We need to accept that surveys do not reveal what people really think and
just identify social stereotypes, i.e. respondents produce opinions at the request of
the interviewer, which they did not have before the polling communicative situation.
Thus, sociological forecasts come true when they describe a well-known reality but
fail to explain something new. There is a paradox: opinion polls are conducted on
taxpayers’ money but taxpayers are increasingly refusing to participate in them.
Society and sociology are dramatically losing interest in each other, and the failures
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to predict election results is just a symptom of a serious illness. Key motivations of
the Russians to take part in surveys is a pity to a poor student or an elderly woman
collecting questionnaires and a desire to complaint (usually, to the federal authorities
of the regional authorities). Still another problem is that the job of an interviewer
employed in standardized telephone surveys is not prestigious and not well paid
despite the fact that such a job requires tremendous intellectual and emotional efforts.
Thus, we need to become more public to explain to people what, how and
why sociology does, i.e. we need a kind of ‘sociological enlightenment’. Just a small
example to justify such a request: in 2017, in the all-Russian survey, more than 40%
of respondents could not answer the question what sociology is about and why it is
needed (there was an open question with no more than three answers): 38% defined
sociology as just a study of society (Sociologist as a profession, 2017).
Challenges of the politicization of sociological issues. Sociology is considered to
be too serious to be left to sociologists (this is a paraphrase of the famous saying
ascribed to G. Clemenceau, Prime Minister of France in the early 20th century)
(Rezaev, 2018, p. 5). Governments and elites want to control sociological work,
because societies continue to be divided (there are old global divisions of West and
East, North and South, classes, gender, and race, and we face new divides too such as
a digital divide2), and such a strive of ruling social actors for control is predictable.
However, there is a growing gap between global and local issues in the sociological
discourse due to their politicization. For instance, when opening the International
Sociological Association Conference in Toronto in July 2018, M. Abrahams, on the
one hand, talked about very local movements and fights for equality and justice; on
the other hand, she blamed different political regimes for dictatorship (Presidents
Putin, Trump and some others were named dictators), which seems to be a too strong
generalization and even stigmatization.
Nevertheless, all the above does not make our search for answers to the ‘eternal’
questions of sociology useless or unnecessary. We have to meet these challenges with
professional dignity and be open to new theoretical, methodological and practical
approaches. Certainly, sociology does not risk to disappear, but it risks to be too
fragmented: “we used to study problems within a well-defined context: the nation
state; but in the last decades the many processes that we define with the catch-all word
globalization can no longer be studied in the perspective of the nation state as the only
context where social action takes place. Moreover, in some countries sociology risked
to disappear, substituted by and fragmented into subjects like cultural studies, gender
studies, ethnic studies. This risk of disappearing is over, but the risk of fragmentation
remains” (Martinelli, 2018, p. 22). We should confront such a risk, otherwise we will
Since the second half of the 20th century the digital divide has developed as a new form of social inequality
determined by information-communication technologies. The digital divide (digital inequality) implies
differences in access to new information technologies (smartphones, computers, etc.), in availability of
Internet access and its quality (speed, price, etc.), in skills necessary for the effective use of information
technologies (ability to get access to content, to produce it, to be an active participant of interaction),
in life chances and opportunities determined by information technologies (see, e.g. Helsper, 2012;
Scheerder, Deursen, & Dijk, 2017; Stern, Adams, & Elsasser, 2009).
2
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not be able to counter aggressive nationalism and populism as the major threats
to peace today. We will not be able to answer our ‘eternal’ questions if we confuse
sociology with political activism, because we will not be able to do either serious
sociology or effective political activity.
A social scientist should have a notion of what a good society should be and what
are the political objectives to achieve it. But in doing research one should have a
necessary detachment from the social problems he or she is analyzing. It is not easy,
but it’s necessary. We all have our own value premises, preferences, prejudices… A
person can play different roles if he’s able to distinguish between the two. She or he
may start as a researcher, then become an activist, then come back to scholarly work,
this was not unusual in the 1960s and 1970s. But in doing serious sociological work,
one must keep in mind that we need some critical detachment. Otherwise, one may
try to manipulate data in order to pursue a political objective goals, to ignore contrary
evidence (Martinelli, 2018, p. 24).

This does not mean that we should not do public sociology; on the contrary,
we should get a more privileged place in universities to build bridges between these
‘ivory towers’ and the wider community.
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„ВЕЧНА ПИТАЊА“ СОЦИОЛОГИЈЕ, ИЛИ ЗАХТЕВ ЗА
ТЕОРИЈСКИМ И МЕТОДОЛОШКОМ „ИНВЕНТАРОМ“
ДИСЦИПЛИНЕ
Сажетак
Савремено глобално друштво описано је различитим дефиницијама, а у овом
концептуалном хаосу може се уочити заједничка особина нашег времена - његова
изразито контрадикторна природа која оживљава главна питања социологије и
објашњава ново интересовање за познате идеје класика, на пример, за Г. Зимела
који каже да, поред великих стабилних друштвених форми, постоје и мобилне које
„спајају“ велике и да су кључни друштвени проблеми одређени жељом појединца
да се заштити од насиља друштва, историјске традиције и културе. Постоји захтев
друштва за сложеним теоријским радом чији је циљ разумевање нових облика
спонтаног поретка, контрадикторних идентификовања и модела погледа на свет
друштвених актера. Методолошки инвентар емпиријске социологије такође је у
заостатку јер занемарује чињеницу да наше традиционалне технике губе своју
претходну ефикасност у представљању најважнијих аспеката познатог објекта.
Постоји захтев за систематским методолошким разматрањем могућности
и ограничења „класичних“ метода које се деценијама користе за праћење
важних социјалних показатеља, али занемарују значајне контрадикторности у
одговорима испитаника.
Кључне речи: „вечна питања“, метатеоризација, методолошка рефлексија, нови
облици друштвеног поретка.
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SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION IN XXI CENTURY –
TECHNOLOGY AND NEW CHALLENGES
Abstract
Technological development from the late XX century has opened the way for what is
today referred to as the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Besides traditional sociological
subjects transformed by technological inventions affecting work and leisure alike,
changing common social practices and culture in general, collecting and processing data
has reached a scale that until recently was hard to imagine. In order to keep up with this
challenge, sociologists have to follow with new or updated approach in both, theoretical
and methodological sense. And this is ultimately where sociologists have to go back
to the roots of our bellowed science and the very essential question of sociological
interpretation – reasserting along the way a unique position and contribution to the
general knowledge sociology can provide. The paper argues that while many talented
individuals are involved in the business of data processing, interpretation and social
engineering, there is a noticeable absence of thorough understanding of analysed
results and findings, especially when it comes to mass intervention, broader effects,
and consequences. In such circumstances sociological approach and interpretational
competence remain unsurpassed – technological development has created a situation
where sociology is more needed now than it has been in the recent past.
Key words: sociological interpretation, technology, big data

Technological advances in the late XX and early XXI century paved the way for
changes so broad and substantial that are often described as the Fourth Industrial/
Technological Revolution. One of the influential proponents Professor Klaus Schwab2,
claims that this revolution differs from any previous because “it is characterized by a
range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds,
impacting all disciplines, economies and industries, and even challenging ideas about
what it means to be human”3. Given the evidence it is hard to disagree with this view,
however, the usual, in the western world at least, prominent paradigmatic framework
from which the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ is perceived and interpreted leaves a lot
to be wished for from the point of sociology. It is easy to see why – the nature of change
vld.cvet@vivaldi.net
Schwab is the founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum, an international
not-for-profit organisation for public-private co-operation that among others publishes the Global
Competitiveness Report based on “12 pillars of competitiveness” index: www.weforum.org. He is also
the author of The Fourth Industrial Revolution (2016), and Shaping the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(2018) books.
3
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and the main drivers behind it, apart from the actual inventors, are economic interest,
business practices of the modern capitalism and intellectual property regulation, all
primarily focused on commercialisation and profit. As a consequence, technological
changes defining modern society have two, business on the one hand and engineering
on the other hand, footholds. This fairly simplified assessment should be taken
at its face value, as a mere acknowledgement of facts, reflecting a part of structural
arrangements characteristic of modern societies. After all, business and engineering
are part of technological and cultural foundation of a society, and as such are part of
the existing social practice. However, such business and engineering centred approach
to technological revolution leaves many fundamental social issues neglected. In
such circumstances sociological approach and interpretational competence remain
unsurpassed – technological development has created a situation where sociology is
more needed now than it has been in the recent past.
For a sociologist there are two strands of technological development to be followed.
One is the shift within traditional sociological subjects transformed by technological
inventions affecting work and leisure alike, changing common social practices and
culture in general. The other one is changes in creating, collecting and processing data
that have reached a scale that until recently was hard to imagine. In order to keep up
with this challenge, sociologists have to follow with new or updated approach in both,
theoretical and methodological sense. This paper argues that while many talented
individuals are involved in the business of data processing, interpretation and social
engineering, there is a noticeable absence of thorough understanding of analysed
results and findings, especially when it comes to mass intervention, broader effects, and
consequences. And this is ultimately where sociologists have to go back to the roots of
our bellowed science and the very fundamental question of sociological interpretation
– reasserting along the way a unique position and contribution to the general
knowledge sociology can provide. After the introduction the paper is roughly divided
in three parts: discussion how new technology as an information and communication
tool affects human practice, life and general cultural traits; then, a discussion about
technology as capability for data generation, collection and processing, and subsequent
methodological and theoretical challenges and new opportunities; finally, the paper
discuses the issue of interpretation in sociology as an internal, within the field, process
spanning between sociological theory and method, aimed at understanding society
and its technological foundations in order to be able to offer and promote outward
solutions, propositions and answers.

Human Practice and Embedded Technology
The way and extent of the changes brought by the recent technological
advancements would differ depending on the geographical location, cultural and
linguistic factors, age, education, social and economic status, professional background,
to mention some. To start from the top, it is often reported how the CEOs and
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founders of the largest technology companies today restrict technology exposure of
their own children and school them at places which promote ‘analogue’ approach to
child development such as Montessori4. Some of the more striking examples could
be found among those who subscribe to some version of the doomsday ideology, be
it the environmental collapse, breakdown of IT infrastructure which our civilisation
relies upon, a deadly epidemic, or simple social unrest of precarious masses. And
one of the most pressing issues for those at the forefront of technology and economic
prestige/wealth is not geography, where to find shelter, or technology needed to
secure comfortable life with all the luxury usually associated with it. It comes down
to how “do I maintain authority over my security force after the Event?” The event
being any of the above mentioned catastrophic outcomes.5 It is an interesting insight
into thinking of a very small circle of the wealthiest. It is also an indication of how
having resources to access and put to personal use the most advanced technology in
the world may not bring peace of mind. Even more importantly, particularly for a
sociologist, it shows that current technology cannot solve crucial social problems, at
least not unless it replaces society. The underlying question, the issue of legitimacy
of the new social arrangements and a foundation of a new social contract will remain
defined on the relation between an individual versus individual, individual versus
society (and reverse) as long as there is more than one person sharing the same space.
Further down from these largely individual and for the time being hypothetical
considerations our use of technology is all collective or aggregate based. A social
network is impossible without society, a search engine algorithm would not get
improved much unless there are people searching for answers. Generally speaking,
they all have at least one, though more often two purposes: to be of use to individuals
and societies, or to use individuals and societies to its own ends – profit. Measured by
economic power and social outreach four companies stand out from the numerous
others (Galloway, 2018) in the tech sector: Alphabet valued at 766.4B and profit 16.6B,
Amazon valued at 777.8B and profit of 3.9B, Facebook at 541.5B and profit 17.8B,
and Apple at 926.9B and profit of 53.7B, as of Jun 6, 2018 (forbes.com). Amazon
has around “285 million active customer accounts worldwide (defined as accounts
that have purchased in the past 12 months)”6; Facebook 1.49 daily and 2.27 monthly
active users7; although data for Alphabet/Google is hard to find, some estimates
for the 2018 are as high as over 63,000 queries per second8, the exact number may
4
An MIT psychologist explains why so many tech moguls send their kids to anti-tech schools, by Chris
Weller, Nov 8, 2017, 4, p. 42 AM. Retrieved from https://www.businessinsider.com.au/sherry-turklewhy-tech-moguls-send-their-kids-to-anti-tech-schools-2017-11; Tech gurus don’t let their kids have
smartphones. Here’s why As suspicions about technology’s dark side increase, the ‘digital detox’ has
grown in social status, by Jenny McCartney. Retrieved from https://www.spectator.co.uk/2018/09/techgurus-dont-let-their-kids-have-smartphones-heres-why/.
5
How tech's richest plan to save themselves after the apocalypse, Douglas Rushkoff for Medium, Tue
24 Jul 2018 07.00 BST. Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jul/23/techindustry-wealth-futurism-transhumanism-singularity.
6
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not bare much meaning for non technical users, more telling is the adoption of
neologism ‘google’ (as opposed to Google)9 used as a synonym for online or internet
search; finally Apple, despite occupying only the third place globally in terms of
market share as a mobile phone seller towards the end of 2018 is still the world’s
most profitable company and most valuable brand in 201810. In spite of their size and
dominance these four companies combined employ less than a million people11, and
in this respect follow the pattern of technological advancements in the past where
new inventions displaced people and took over economic positions they previously
occupied. This change is also marked with a shift of the main commodity (and with it
the source of economic power), from oil to data12 and appearance of acronyms such
as DaaS (Data as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service) that go hand in hand as a
construct by which data is controlled and profit made and extracted. The fact that the
most profitable sector of capitalism is data collection and trade led some authors to
come up with the term ‘surveillance capitalism’, which operates on two levels in order
to assert itself: it presents opportunities accessible to individuals by “the profiling and
social sorting of big data sets”; and normalises surveillance culture “in which social
actors can engage” (Mascheroni, 2018, p. 11). The concentration of control of this
precious commodity in the hands of the few does raise concerns and calls for a change
and a break-up of, what many see as13, the monopolies of the mentioned companies.
Some of these calls, including from Bill Gates14, are for stronger legal and regulatory
arrangements, the others are more technology driven and engineering in nature: It’s
time to reset the balance of power on the web and reignite its true potential, says Sir Tim
Berners-Lee.15 The way to do it is fundamental restructuring of the Internet in terms
of how the content is dealt with, meaning decentralisation and control of personal
property by the users rather than by the corporations.
Success of the new technology relies on its seamless integration in people’s daily
lives. Transition from printed maps to GPS or AGPS navigation using mobile phones
happened without any serious resistance from a user based perspective. Listening, or
consumption as the industry calls it, of music or video content went through a similar
process. Search engines, including Google, are in a way extension of human brain.
People’s lives and bodies are perceived as augmented by technology, and this affects
the existing social structures which have partially migrated, or rather expanded to
the online landscapes mirroring but also changing power distribution or inequalities,
trends/yis/2018/GLOBAL/
9
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/google, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
google
10
https://www.forbes.com/companies/apple/#6367e0a05355
11
https://www.forbes.com/
12
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/05/06/the-worlds-most-valuable-resource-is-no-longeroil-but-data The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data, May 6th 2017
13
Silicon Valley’s Tax-Avoiding, Job-Killing, Soul-Sucking Machine, Scott Galloway, Feb 8, 2018.
Retrieved from https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/a15895746/bust-big-tech-silicon-valley/
14
https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/bill-gates-says-privacy-regulations-on-big-tech-makes-alot-of-sense
15
https://www.inrupt.com
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and sociologists need to “catch up and meet the social world where it is–online”
(Christensen, 2018, p. 570). In other words, “sociologists should engage with big data
analytics because it is happening, with or without us” (Halford & Savage, 2017, p.
1134). After all, the Internet and Big Data are just another area where traditional
sociological topics such as age or class manifest themselves, in some cases presenting
a more complex picture than expected when it comes to the “integration of digital
media use into issues of social and cultural capital” (Yates, Kirby, & Lockley, 2015, p.
18). Also, talking about future of our societies no one truly knows what the future
generations attitude will be towards privacy, not only because the presence of smart
phones but also because of increase in sales of network connected toys and monitors
that make a common part of many babies and children childhood. However, despite all
this there are also positive sides of this omnipresent interconnectedness, as illustrated
with the case of The Pup Twitter, and “the construction of online communities”
(Wignall, 2017, p. 35) which presents an issue of adaptation of subcultures to social
and technological changes for further research.
Both commercial and public sector use technology as an instrument for social
intervention and in both cases three questions resonate strongly: ‘For whom is the social
change intended?’, ‘What is being changed?’ and ‘How is change achieved?’(Jacobs,
2004, p. 2). From whatever side we look at the issue sociology nurtures aspirations
“for a better world that holds state and market in check” (Burawoy, 2016, p. 392). With
this observation Burawoy invites to revitalisation of sociology as an imperative in an
effort to protect the human race against marketization. This would arguably mean
allowing access to data to a much wider spectrum of individuals and groups than
it is the case so far, in order to make decision-making processes more transparent
and democracy more flexible and representative (Baack, 2015, p. 8). The recent
events involving Cambridge Analytica, now under administration, and Palantir16 as
a successor company, present a strong argument in favour of transparency. There
are already initiatives in that direction such as that presented in the Agile Cities17
document where open data should be, and in some cases is, shared to “enhance citizen
satisfaction by optimizing city experience and related services delivery” (WEF, 2018,
p. 30). Unfortunately, this data openness leaves much to be wished for, only one of the
eight components or sectors of agility are promoted as open data, while the other
according to WEF do not have to lay on such a provision. In any case, even in such a
limited scope these initiatives offer potentially rich data for a sociologist. Newcastle
University leads the ‘digital twins’ initiative18 where detailed measurements from the
real city, Newcastle, are used to run a simulation and prepare response for potential
issues in the functioning of the city. Urban observatory is “The largest set of publicly
available real time urban data in the UK”19, and there are no sociologist or other
social scientists on the team. However, the data itself is open, including for potential
sociological examination and analysis or incorporation into a broader framework.
More can be found at: https://cambridgeanalytica.org, https://www.palantir.com/pcl/,
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WP_Global_Future_Council_Cities_Urbanization_report_2018.pdf
18
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/press/articles/latest/2018/06/digitaltwins/
19
http://www.urbanobservatory.ac.uk/who-we-are
16
17
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Data Generation, Collection and Processing – Challenges
and New Opportunities
One of the central issues for sociology when it comes to modern day technology
is, or should be, the phenomenon of Big Data (BD further in the text), what it is and
where does it come from.
Big Data is characterized by being generated continuously, seeking to be
exhaustive and fine-grained in scope, and flexible and scalable in its production.
Examples of the production of such data include: digital CCTV; the recording of
retail purchases; digital devices that record and communicate the history of their own
use (e.g. mobile phones); the logging of transactions and interactions across digital
networks (e.g. email or online banking); clickstream data that record navigation
through a website or app; measurements from sensors embedded into objects or
environments; the scanning of machine-readable objects such as travel passes or
barcodes; and social media postings (Kitchin, 2014, p. 2).
It also includes information on lifelong health and prescription records, brain
scans, genetic and biomarker profiles and family histories, satellite images, digital
passports, and imputed and simulated data created deliberately or as a by-product
(Purdam, 2014, p. 376). What is typical of this data is its quantitative nature, even
qualitative data is represented in a quantitative format (with all the associated loss
of information) as a function of the underlying digital technology. Another defining
characteristic of BD is its vastness, enabled and produced by the technology, making
it impossible to capture and process it by any old or traditional means except by
the technology that created or, in the case of scanning of historical documents and
artefacts, absorbed it.
Within the context of BD produced by sensors and other equipment and
software, particularly algorithms – all made by engineers, programmers and inventors
– there is, or at least there was until recently, a general understanding that BD is
the purest raw data that exists. However, recent debates question this ‘empiricist’
approach claiming that raw data is an oxymoron, since the act of production is
always driven by human actors and conscious and subconscious dispositions and
intentions, reflecting also on mathematical constructs such as algorithms (Madsen,
2018, p. 10). Moreover, from a certain epistemological point the very existence of raw
data as something unaffected by human influence can be questioned. A reasonable
approach to this issue is to treat raw simply as collected, and present this sort of data
in a transparent way including possible sources of bias, leaving an opportunity for an
alternative interpretation if deemed more adequate (Baack, 2015, p. 5). And for the
commercial sector BD is “not raw material, let alone ‘raw data’, but a corporate field,
and, as such, entirely organised for the extraction and accumulation of value” (Frade,
2016, p. 869).
Finally, BD as rich and all encompassing has its limits as well. One of the
most obvious and restraining, for sociologists at least, comes from the quantified
nature of it. The abstract representation although processable by machines can
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leave many nuances, which in human world are present as qualitative information,
unrecorded. Another issue is opacity and there are two sides to it. One is coming for
the ownership structure of data, where companies and organisations are the owners
of either machine created or human created data, and this data is commodity traded
on the market, of course for financial fees. This makes access to this type of data
not feasible for purely research purposes where a recovery of investment is not even
factored in. The other issue comes from the fact that some processes are not fully
understood by the technical staff who created a technology, and this is particularly
visible in the case of self-improving or learning algorithms and AI, where the initial
algorithm is human designed but then gets altered in interaction with whatever input
it is programmed to process and improve itself upon, often leaving programmers
unable to understand exactly how it got there and what it actually does. However,
even within these limits there are venues to be explored and used in humanities20 in
order to get new or improve existing knowledge about people and societies.

Interpretation
Claims that sociologists may not be fully equipped to approach and analyse
technological aspects of modern societies, that sociologists have to use other
disciplines because there is a theoretical and methodological deficiency in relation
to “the internet as a social space” (Christensen, 2018, p. 568) come even from within
sociology. On the other hand some authors point out that social research techniques
used by sociologists have become a standard practice of capitalism. This type of
research however, remains largely outside of academic social science as a result
of, in many cases it seem deliberate, ignorance (Bartlett, Lewis, Reyes-Galindo, &
Stephens, 2018, p. 2). One of the findings of a research in UK is that many students
and sociologists “see the discipline as based on humanistic critique, rather than
scientific analysis” (Williams et al. 2016, p. 133), and that methodological choices
are more a result of adopted theoretical positions than specific methodology courses
taken. The entrenchment of the ‘critical’ theoretical approaches seem to be reinforced
by “not just a critique of the social order but also the ways of coming to know it”
(Ibid, p. 139). These findings seem to support opinions that sociology as a discipline
and a science is fractured along quite a few lines. As a consequence, a disadvantaged
position of sociology, worryingly largely self-inflicted, among other scientific
disciplines becomes obvious. This disconnect between social research/sociological
practice outside of academic circles, and lack of acknowledgement of the academic
sociologists means that “sociologists and other social scientists face challenges to be
the legitimate interpreters of social data in ways that biologists and physicists do not”
(Bartlett et al., 2018, p. 12). However, this mixed bag of a bleak prospect of becoming
professionally irrelevant in contemporary society on one hand, and a genuine interest
Machine learning can offer new tools, fresh insights for the humanities, Jennifer Ouellette - 1/4/2019,
12:35 AM. Retrieved from https://arstechnica.com/science/2019/01/machine-learning-can-offer-newtools-fresh-insights-for-the-humanities/
20
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in society and its technology on the other hand keep the discussion within the
sociological community (if we can speak of one) going, indicating that doubts about
the future of sociology and its role are largely misplaced:
Our point is that despite all the rhetoric about big data, it is actually social scientists
who have taken the lead in showing how novel data assemblages can be deployed to
make powerful arguments about social life and social change that shape academic and
public debate (Halford & Savage, 2017, p. 1135).

The authors also stress the importance of a renewed attention to data, method
and theory needed to capture complexities of the modern society, concluding that
social science will be methodologically pluralist, relying on a combination of data
sources, referring to it in a somewhat poetic way as symphonic social science.

Method
In any case, new technologies already have found a way into sociological
research practice, and some of them seem to offer somewhat different and in a way
better experience and results. Apparent complementary data collection method
to the traditional ones, when it comes to qualitative research, is VoIP technology.
Interviewees showed more accommodating attitude and provide longer answers over
Skype, being home in a comfortable environment. Skype or use of similar software
can also be the best option when there are physical barriers as is often the case with
people with disabilities, and reducing pollution by using over the internet options
instead of travel can also be taken into account (Iacono, Symonds, & Brown, 2016, p.
11). On the other hand it has been demonstrated that Twitter can be used to estimate
the social position of users relying on high resolution spatial data, GPS coordinates
that accompany some of the posts (Chappell et al., 2017, p. 39). Use of these new tools
does not come without own issues, some are of a technical nature and affect the quality
and reliability of data, others are ethically challenging and researchers must take into
account ‘commercially motivated terms of services’ while reflecting on how to process
and present data beyond often insufficient contractual provisions (Williams, Burnap,
& Sloan, 2017, p. 1150). Thinking that the line between the new tools, such are for
example Skype or Twitter or discussion forums as access points to essentially bodies
of text, to perform old research techniques is easy to draw is hugely misleading. Most
of the data available today is either collected or produced by algorithms. In technical
circles the term ‘algorithm’ is understood as a mathematical construct, while lay
use puts a strong additional focus on a particular implementation as technology
deployed to perform a particular task, and given the lack of understanding between
the operation of algorithms and the ethical implications potential consequences
affecting parts of societies should be considered as well (Mittelstadt et al., 2016, p. 2).
A more complex conceptual approach, and arguably expansion of sociology
into new areas of competence, is required when dealing with BD because it involves
dealing with:
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abundance, exhaustivity and variety, timeliness and dynamism, messiness and
uncertainty, high relationality, and the fact that much of what is generated has no
specific question in mind or is a by-product of another activity (Kitchin, 2014, p. 2).

One of the ways to make sense out of the complexity in a consistent way is
offered through the concept of ‘Grid’ as a threefold structure: Computational Grid
for demanding processing; Access Grid facilitating collaboration of dispersed
researchers; and Data Grid which facilitates data, especially between storage and use.
The main advantage of this understanding, according to the authors, for sociology
would be possibility to go further than traditional ‘code and retrieve’ software (Nvivo
and similar) allow, and shape computational architectures for specific purposes.
Though seemingly ambitious this may be one of the ways sociology develops,
concluding that “qualitative sociological researchers’ engagement with e-science is
necessary for political reasons as well as methodological ones” (Hodgson & Clark,
2007, p. 9). A case from a different perspective of setting foundations and managing
an ‘existing smart city’ points out that there are differing ways in which ideal is
translated into practice. One named experimentalist’s relies on open-source software
and IoT development, while the other called data owner’s vocation relies on strategic
and political interpretation of data, and they represent distinct frameworks that
explain the nature of data but also proper use in public administration (Madsen,
2018, p. 2). This potential dispute again is manifestation of the fact that technology is
deeply human in nature and it does not possess some properties, at least not socially
relevant, outside of human context. With such understanding it is possible to argue
for a more human centred approach to algorithm design (Baumer, 2017, p. 10) which
would provide better support in making sense and understanding meaning of the
outcomes on a human level.
One of probably most direct ways to move towards better use of technology
is use of BD to access larger datasets, but also develop new methods and ways to
process and interpret textual corpora (Mohr, Wagner-Pacifici, & Breiger, 2015, p. 4)
for which there are already tools available. Natural Language Toolkit is a “platform
for building Python programs to work with human language data”21 a collection of
programs and libraries, can be used in both qualitative and quantitative research and
analysis. Some other options are Python for social sciences22, and R for social sciences
with separate statistical package23, and qualitative analysis package.24 All this software
is widely used not only by social scientists, and it is available under some variety of
free and open source licence. These and similar tools combined with big sets of data
can offer new understandings through, for example, analysis of phrases in bodies of
text (Baumer, 2017, p. 3), and depending on theoretical frameworks bring qualitative
insights based on quantitative results. One of such examples is a research analysing
40,000 speeches of a thousand of speakers following appearance and persistence of
phrases over a period of time in order to understand better “how do democracies
http://www.nltk.org/
https://realpython.com/python-for-social-scientists/
23
https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/SocialSciences.html
24
http://rqda.r-forge.r-project.org
21
22
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make decision?” (Alexander et al., 2018, p. 4607). The paper also offers insight into
the algorithms used, and limits imposed by it.25 Also, GPS enabled mobile devices
to provide new tools for social researchers and new opportunities (Chappell et al.,
2017, p. 54). In any case, new methods, data and tools require new or at least adjusted
theoretical approached, but before we move to that there is one important issue to
mention.
The common problem with analysis of BD conducted by people without social
science background is understanding what BD really represents, and what conclusions
can justifiably be drawn from such data. “Sociological variables themselves are thus
observed manifestations of unobserved actions and processes. These unobserved
phenomena cause other unobserved phenomena, which are associated with their own
variables” (Babones, 2016, p. 459). For someone with an engineering background this
may be counter-intuitive given that at some level all data in a large data set is the same,
usually a string, a number or some other type in its abstract form, devoid of context
because IoT device does not have one, it produces a reading or variable it was designed
to produce assumed direct representation of observed or measured occurrence.
However, sociological variables are “observed manifestations of unobserved actions
and processes” (Ibid.) and because of this causal modelling must not rely on an
assumption that variable cause another variable, it is the underlying phenomena that
are causally related. It must be acknowledged that “true data generating processes
that underlie most sociological studies operate at least one level below the level of
observed variables” (Ibid, p. 463). This is where sociological theory comes into play,
making connections and sense from tenuous relations observed and represented in
whatever data available.

Theory/Paradigm
The current situation where the majority of data is collected and created outside
of sociological paradigms makes a hard case for sociologists to assert themselves
as legitimate interpreters of the meaning of BD empirical evidence, especially
given the fact that social analysis is being done largely without the participation
of sociologists (Bartlett et al., 2018, p. 11; Halford, Savage, 2017, p. 1144). This
exclusion of sociologists happens because of the prevailing power of the narrative
that BD requires no interpretation or narration being self-evidentiary in character
(Dourish & Cruz, 2018, p. 8). However, as it has been pointed out despite suggestions
that a new mode of science has been founded, purely inductive in nature, it is also
based on false premises (Kitchin, 2014, p. 4). Interpretations free of context and
domain-specific expertise make findings hard to embed in wider knowledge. The
reason for such self-imposed limits to what can be done to BD lies in the fact that
in order to be marketable offered solutions must bring simplification in order to be
implemented in a business environment as simple and effective solutions (Ibid, p.
25

https://www.pnas.org/content/115/18/4607
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5). This juxtaposition of business-practitioners fragments of knowledge vs complex
epistemologically sound knowledge should be taken as an invitation to discuss what
theoretical frameworks and paradigms are needed beyond very narrow perspective
that is the dominant one at the moment (Ibid, p. 10), because sooner or later some
unforeseen event will require much more sound and critical approach to the evidence
than purely empiricist approach is capable of (Madsen, 2018, p. 11), and solutions far
beyond the capacity of the commercially oriented sector.
Sociological insights such as that algorithmically produced data needs to be
translated back into traditional social parameters to actually become useful (Bolin &
Schwarz, 2015, p. 1), and this, even for sensor-created data, usually means a different,
or multilayered conceptualisation as data is to be shared among and implemented in
different institutions (Dourish & Cruz, 2018, p. 4) are not missing, they are just not
part of the broader data-professional narrative – not yet at least. Also, with the speed
by which BD is usually created a data narrative helps with stabilising data by shifting
the temporal scale and situating constantly produced new data within a meaningful
framework based on the broader context of past and current data (Ibid, p. 5). As it has
been argued here and elsewhere, data is meaningless without interpretation:
Interpretive or hermeneutic capacity is capacity to understand what things mean,
to differently situated actors, why, and with what effect on what will follow. Such
capacity is cultivated in philosophy, literature, cultural anthropology, and other fields
often omitted from the way data analytics is usually conceived. But there is growing
recognition of the need for greater inclusion, to address the types of problems that are
difficult if not impossible to address through established approaches (Wagner-Pacifici,
Mohr, & Breiger, 2015, p. 11).

These established approaches include not only current ‘data professionals’ but
also sociologists to accommodate, each from their own side, two different needs:
broader perspective and context for BD where sociologists’ competences would have
legitimate place on one hand, and improved technical skills on the other hand, which
would help methodological and theoretical development of sociology through the
XXI century.

Conclusion
A sociologist engaged in Big Data research described to us a major conference
on Big Data social science as being attended by around ‘‘98% computer scientists and
physicists and 2% sociologists’’ and that attendees ‘‘weren’t engaging with the kinds of
questions that [. . .] sociology would engage with.’’ ‘analysing society’ is often framed
by outsiders as if it were a ubiquitous expertise (Bartlett et al., 2018, p. 2).
Sociologists are not ill equipped to work and flourish in the new technology
based society, what is missing is a focus and a technical capacity to engage more
competently and assertively in the activities of data collection, creation and
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interpretation. Sociologists were historically more often than not at the forefront of
technological development, at least from the point of technologically induced social
consequences. This is also true today and includes, however feeble these initiatives
may seem currently, introducing new tools and instruments for mastering empirical
evidence. Sociologists need to engage on epistemological and ontological level first
in order to be able to integrate new technology and evidence/data successfully into
already existing and rich theoretical body. There are indications that this latest
technological change as ‘disruptive’ as it is does not urge for a disruptive reconstruction
of sociological theories. Instead, it can bring better granularity of knowledge and
better resolution/nuance in terms of detail, and potentially denser evidence given the
amount of data that can be processed. The Mills’ ideal of an independent researcher
(Duke, 2018, p. 983) may not be possible in complex setting characteristic of modern
societies and layers of knowledge, and maybe sociologists should lean more towards
dominantly collaborative approach of work and authorship. Such thing would not
be a precedent in science – for example all papers published at CERN and based
on the experiments conducted on LHR are authored26 by all the staff – around 3000
people. There are uncertainties, issues and problems facing a sociologist these days,
but none of them is insurmountable as it may seem at first glance. One of the first
steps should probably be based on acceptance of philosophical and theoretical rifts
within, and better mutual recognition and acceptance of academic and non-academic
sociologists.
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Социолошка интерпретација у XXI веку –
технологија и нови изазови
Сажетак
Технолошки развој током касног XX века отворио је пут појави која се данас
често назива Четврта индустријска револуција. Поред традиционалних
социолошких тема трансформисаних технолошким изумима који утичу на рад и
доколицу подједнако, мењајући уобичајене друштвене праксе и културе уопште,
прикупљање и обрада података достигла је обим који је до недавно тешко био
замислив. Како би одржали корак са овим изазовом социолози морају да прате
новим или осавремењеним приступом и у теоретском и у методолошком смислу.
У коначници, то је место где социолози морају да се врате коренима драге нам
науке и самом суштинском питању социолошке интерпретације – уз пут поновно
потврђујући јединствену позицију и допринос општем знању које социологија
може да пружи. У раду се тврди да док су многе талентоване индивидуе ангажоване
на послу обраде података, интерпретације и социјалног инжењеринга, уочљив је
значајан недостатак темељног разумевања анализираних података и резултата,
нарочито кад је реч о коренитој социјалној интервенцији, ширим ефектима, и
последицама. У таквим околонстима социолошки приступ и интерпретацијска
компетенција остају непревазиђене – технолошки развој је створио ситуацију у
којој је социологија потребнија данас но што је то донедавно била.
Кључне речи: социолошка интерпретација, технологија, велики подаци
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
THE PHENOMENA OF NATION AND NATIONALISM
IN THE ERA OF GLOBALIZATION - ETHNOSYMBOLIC
APPROACH
Abstract
The speculations about the uncertain future and place of the phenomena of nation and
nationalism in world history have been present in modern social science almost from
the very beginnings. Marx and Engels had long predicted that the logic of capitalist
development would weaken the strength of national identification. Ernest Renan
thought that the concept of European nations would in the future be transformed
into some sort of European federation. Even later, in the 20th century, Karl Deutsch
speculated the subordination of the nation to wider, regional political communities,
while one of the most influential theorists of nationalism, Ernest Gellner, pointed out
the possibility that the process of modernization would contribute to the collapse of the
nationalist ideology. The thesis about the weakening of importance of national identity
in the modern world would especially gain popularity in the period of intensification of
globalization process, beginning from the end of the Cold War, when it was anticipated
that the new forms of political and cultural loyalty, such as cosmopolitanism or
various forms of supranational identities, would contribute to the weakening of
national sentiments. The main objective of this paper is to explain why the mentioned
speculations turned out to be wrong. By applying the ethnosymbolic approach, we will
try to show that the nation has remained one of the most important forms of political
and cultural organization of social reality even in the contemporary globalized world.
This way, by affirming the ethno-symbolic perspective, which recognizes the causes of
the nation’s survival in its deep historical rootedness, by emphasising the significance
of historical longue durée processes, we will try to offer an alternative to the dominant
modernist and postmodernist interpretation of nation and nationalism.
Key words: nation, nationalism, globalization, ethnosymbolism, supranational identities

Introductory Remarks
Analyzing the influence of globalization processes on the issue of collective
identification of people in the modern world, the prominent Dutch theoretician of
globalization, Jan Aart Scholte, has determined that the general situation with regard
to identity is increasingly moving from nationalism to pluralism and hybridity. In
1
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the opinion of this author, territorialism as the primarily prevailing structure of
social space was closely linked to nationalism as the originally dominant structure
of collective identity. However, the gradual weakening of territorialism and the rise
of globalization supraterritoriality and interdependency in social geography over
the past few decades have allegedly led to the decline of nationalism as the main
basis for macrosocial identification. Namely, the global rise of different types of
collective identification, such as those associated with religious, class, racial, gender,
generational, or sexual affiliation, shook the priority of national affiliation in the selfdetermination of various social groups across the globe (Scholte, 2009, p. 224–225).
The aforementioned assumptions concerning the potential weakening of
the social significance of nation and nationalism in the near or far future are very
illustrative, but hardly new. Almost from the very beginnings of the development
of the modern social sciences, many representatives of the thoughts on society
have pondered on the diverse forecasts on the establishment and strengthening of
qualitatively different forms of political and cultural loyalty. In this regard, the basic
aim of this paper is to provide a brief critical overview of such predictions, as well as to
indicate the reasons why the expectations of weakening or the end of the phenomena
of nation and nationalism proved to be insufficiently grounded in social reality. In
the first part of our research, the views of the sociological classics, such as Marx,
Durkheim, and Weber, will be presented on this issue. Furthermore, we will give due
consideration to today’s dominant, modernist, and postmodernist interpretations of
the same issue. Afterwards, by applying the ethno-symbolic approach to ethnicity,
developed in the work of the British sociologist, Anthony Smith, we will try to
explain the failure to consolidate the various forms of supranational identities in the
modern era. At the same time, starting from the assumption that national identity in
today’s, globalized world remained one of the most important forms of the political
and cultural organization of social reality, with the use of the affirmation of ethnosymbolism, a still insufficiently represented research approach to the issues of nation
and nationalism in Serbian sociology, we will try to provide a heuristically fruitful
alternative to the modernist and postmodernist paradigms.

The Future of Nation and Nationalism in the Works
of the Sociological Classics
As it is well known, Karl Marx emphasized the primacy of the economic base in
relation to the cultural (and thus, ethnic) superstructure. Class struggle is the trigger of
historical development, class is historically superior to ethnicity, and ethnic relations
themselves are determined by people’s relationship with the means of production
and cannot be changed to a great extent until the change of the economic basis of the
capitalist order. After all, according to Marx’s view, historically speaking, ethnic loyalty
will inevitably be overpowered by class loyalty. Therefore, one can conclude that, in
the Hegelian spirit, Marx perceives ethnicity as a form of distinctness that constitutes
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an obstacle to the general course of history to ultimate freedom (Malešević, 2009,
pp. 36–38). Of course, with the advent of socialism and communism as the higher
phases of historical development, according to Marx, this form of distinctness will be
outdated, thus he predicts that, through the internationalization of literate cultures,
ultimately, the division of the world into different nations will be outdated as well.
On the other hand, Marx realized that in his time, the nation state was the arena
of practical and political struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, and
he pointed out that certain national cultures could survive even after the socialist
revolution, but that these cultures would be in conformity with the socialist values
and standardized on a global level. Following the same path, Marx’s followers, such
as Engels, Lenin, and Stalin, could advocate the right to national self-determination,
i.e. the right of every nation to emancipation from feudalism/capitalism, with the
expectation that, by establishing a genuine society of equality, this right will become
superfluous, and that nation will be outdated and without the need to formally be
abolished. In the society of the future, culture (and with it, specific ethnic cultures)
would be separated from the sphere of politics, and nationalism as an ideology would
thus become superfluous (Smith, 1990a, p. 2).
Like Marx, Émile Durkheim believed that human societies change by the evolutionary
logic, but unlike Marx, he saw the engine of historical change not in class struggle, but
rather in various patterns of social integration, which are crucial for understanding the
development of each individual society. Neither Marx nor Durkheim developed a theory
of nation and nationalism, but in Durkheim’s work there is a general conclusion that, under
the influence of the modernization process, the ethnic ties will eventually become weak.
Siniša Malešević recognizes this position well in Durkheim’s writings:
With the advent of modernization the bonds of ethnic communities gradually decline
and they evolve into complex and culturally heterogeneous societies. However, this
cultural diversity is built upon the common universal goals and values of the society
as a whole, meaning that ethnic loyalties are first transformed into a devotion to the
nation (‘patriotism’) and then into a devotion to entire humanity (‘world patriotism’)
(Malešević, 2009, pp. 40–42).

As we shall see in the continuation of the exposition, it will be precisely the diverse
predictions on the establishment of some form of true loyalty to mankind as a whole,
either in the form of liberal cosmopolitanism or through the advocacy of socialist
internationalism, that will be the key conceptual guide for some interpretations of the
uncertain future of nation and nationalism in the later period as well.
Before that, it is necessary to take a brief look at Weber’s thoughts on ethnicity.
Thereat it is important to note that Max Weber is practically the only classic of sociological
thought whose work contains a more systematic analysis of this issue. In Economy and
Society, he offered an interesting definition of ethnic groups, describing them as
those human groups that entertain a subjective belief in their common descent because
of similarities of physical type or of customs or both, or because of memories of
colonization and migration; this belief must be important for the propagation of group
formation (Weber, I, 1976, p. 327).
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It was Weber’s emphasis on subjective faith in the common origin and the
negligible role of collective memory in the formation of ethnic groups that could
have left a mark on Smith’s definition of nation and nationalism, which will be
explored in more detail later in the paper. Here it should also be noted that Weber
did not deal with the issue of the disappearance of nations in the future, perhaps due
to his own more detailed analysis of this issue in which, unlike Marx’s or Durkheim’s
interpretation, the issue of ethnicity was not seen as a mere epiphenomenon of larger
sociohistorical processes.

The Modernization Process and Overcoming of Nation
and Nationalism
As already mentioned, the ideas of future overcoming of the phenomena of
nation and nationalism, whether in the form of establishing the hegemony of some
kind of cosmopolitan identity (the liberal version) or in the form of strengthening
proletarian internationalism and the solidarity of subordinate classes (the socialist
version), remained influential in the scientific consideration of the issue of ethnicity
much later as well, in the second half of the 20th century. Thus, for example,
Talcott Parsons and Neil Smelser believed that nations and nationalism initially
represented the modernizing forces of the expansion of shared values, participation,
and social mobilization, only to become the limiting factors of the modernization
process (Smith, 1990a, p. 2). Karl Deutsch wrote that, in the future, there must be
subordination of nations to wider, regional political communities, and one of the most
influential theorists of the modernist approach to nation, Ernest Gellner, emphasized
the possibility that the global completion of the process of industrialization and
modernization would abate the existing nationalisms and substantially weaken their
political potential (Smith, 2007, p. 16; Gellner, 1997, pp. 170–172).
It is also important to add that the acceleration of the process of globalization,
which is reflected in the strengthening of global economic interdependence, political
desovereignization of a whole range of states, mass migrations, and the spread of
global forms of communication and the diffusion of consumerism, led many authors
to conclude that nations and nationalism had increasingly less influence in the modern
world. Whether these major social changes were positively or negatively valued, they
led authors of various theoretical and ideological persuasions to a similar conclusion
– that the importance of nations and nationalism was coming to an end. In the 1970s,
one of the founders of the World-Systems Theory, Immanuel Wallerstein, wrote that
nationalism represented only the “nervous tic” of the world capitalist system (Smith,
2007, p. 16). Neo-Marxist Eric Hobsbawm, in today’s classical study Nations and
Nationalism since 1780 claimed that nations and nationalism had become secondary
events in shaping world history – “The owl of Minerva which brings wisdom, said
Hegel, flies out at dusk. It is a good sign that it is now circling round nations and
nationalism” (Hobsbawm, 1996, p. 206). Even on the other side of the ideological
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spectrum, the liberal prophet of the “end of history”, Francis Fukuyama, claimed
that in “old” liberal democracies nationalism was already becoming “depoliticized”
and pushed into the sphere of privacy, and that the development of the globalized,
unconstrained economic exchange in the rest of the world would inevitably lead to its
overcoming in a few generations to come (Fukuyama, 1992, pp. 271–275).
Representatives of various postmodernist interpretations are even more
unyielding in their judgement. Thus, e.g. Arjun Appadurai points out that the
globalization process has led to the deterritorialization of nations and created postnational citoyens du monde (Zuelow, Young, & Sturm, 2007, p. 1). The sociohistorical
conditions of this process have allegedly resulted in a kind of hybridization and
fragmentation of identity across the globe, and in this process, national identity loses
its former priority in the self-determination of different social groups. Following the
views of modernist constructionists such as Hobsbawm (who wrote about “inventing
traditions” as the basis of creating nations) and Benedict Anderson (author of the
concept of “imagining national communities”), Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe
go one step further and claim that the deconstruction of “great nationalist stories”
can now also lead to the deconstruction of the nation itself (Bakić, 2006, p. 247).
Issues such as gender, sexual orientation, lifestyles, or mass migrations enter into
the focus of the interests of newer interpretations of the future of nationalism, while
on the political plane, cosmopolitan or supranational loyalty allegedly threaten to
endanger loyalty to the nation.
Nevertheless, it seems that the reality has largely disproved the aforementioned
expectations and forecasts. One of the most prominent theoreticians of globalization
and network society, Manuel Castells, noticed well that the era of globalization was
actually a time of reanimation of nationalism, and that this historical trend greatly
surprised some observers after nationalism had been declared to have suffered a
threefold death – from the globalization of the economy and the internationalization
of political institutions, from the universalism of culture that had become common
to many, as well as from the scientific attack on the very rise of nation, which was
linked to Gellner’s, Hobsbawm’s, and Anderson’s interpretation of this issue (Castells,
2002, p. 37). Indeed, if we were to look at certain important events that have taken
place globally in the past few years, we would realize that the previous conclusions
on these issues did not have such an unequivocally empirical foundation in social
reality after all, and that they were premature, to say the least. The revitalization of
the conservative American nationalism reflected in Trump’s electoral victory, the
process of Great Britain’s withdrawal from the EU (as well as the previous demands of
Scottish nationalists with regard to their independence from the United Kingdom),
the referendum on independence of Catalonia, the Russian-Ukrainian conflict
over Crimea, the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, the dispute between Greece and
Macedonia over the name of the Macedonian state, and the political successes of
nationalists in Italy, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Hungary, Poland, or on the other
side of the Atlantic, in Brazil, are just a few of the illustrative examples demonstrating
the survival of the importance of the phenomena of nation and nationalism in the
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modern globalized world. Here, the question one should ask is, why it is the case? In
the next section of our research, we will offer one of the possible answers to the this
question.

The Survival of Nation and Nationalism in the Globalization
Era – An Ethnosymbolic Alternative
As it was previously indicated, one of the possible answers to this research
question would lie in the consistent critique of the theoretical hypotheses of
modernism and postmodernism, that is, in the affirmation of the empirical
contributions of the ethnosymbolic approach to the phenomena of nation and
nationalism, developed in the work of the British sociologist, Anthony Smith.
Smith built his point of view through controversy with the ideas of his mentor
Ernest Gellner, the coryphaeus of the modernist interpretation of nationalism, who
considered nations a historically recent product of Modernism, claiming even that
they were “an arbitrary historical fabrication” which, in the conditions of the process
of modernization (industrialization), the social elite used to build a modern nation
state. To Gellner’s understanding, but also to the understanding of most modernists
and constructionists, nation is a relatively new, deliberately and specially shaped
social phenomenon, which essentially has little in common with the pre-existing,
pre-modern ethnic ties. As opposed to such attitude, Smith brings to the forefront the
exploration of the ethnic and religious myths concerning the origin of ethnic groups,
as well as the myths of the chosen people and the golden age, which became the
basis for national myths which came later, but also for symbols which can sometimes
represent historical or mythical characters. Through a complex combination of
myths, collective memories more or less distant from the real past of ethnic groups,
as well as the real past recorded by the domestic and foreign critical historiography,
one nation is created (Bakić, 2006, p. 242).
Smith considers ethnic groups and nations as long-standing social facts, whose
(pre-)history often reaches into the past further than the 19th century. This is not to
challenge the modernity of nation, but merely to emphasize that nation is usually
“rooted in much older communities from which it takes a number of elements such
as names, a set of myths and symbols, values, memories“ (Subotić, 2004, p. 197).
Smith defines nation as “a named human population sharing an historic territory,
common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a common economy
and common legal rights and duties for all members“ (Smith, 2010, p. 30), while
he defines nationalism as “ideological movement for attaining and maintaining
autonomy, unity and identity on behalf of a population deemed by some of its
members to constitute an actual or potential ‘nation’” (Smith, 2010, p. 119).2 One of
the most important concepts of ethnosymbolic research is the notion of ethnohistory.
In Smith's definitions of the concepts of nation and nationalism, we can also recognize echos of the
aforementioned Weber's emphasis on the importance of collective memory and faith in common origin
in the process of shaping ethnic groups.
2
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Ethnohistory is the link between the “past” and the “present” of ethnie, composed of
more or less equal shares of myths and memories, where, as Smith states, it is difficult
to draw a line between memory and myth, especially if we consider myth as “as a
widely believed tale told about the heroic or sacred past“, and memory as „the record
of one’s own or another’s personal or shared experiences recorded in a traditional
cultural form“ (Smith, 2003, pp. 169–170). Ethnohistory is, therefore, a meeting place
of history and myth. It encompasses both real and imaginary content created in the
wing of an ethnie. For ethnosymbolists, an analysis of ethnohistory, its persistence,
wealth, and diversity can help provide answers to the question of why particular
ethnic groups lead to the rise of nations, while others do not (Bakić, 2006, p. 243).
If we were to consider Smith’s view, we could dare to make certain conclusions
about the survival of the importance of national identification and nationalism in
the modern globalized world as well. Namely, when we take into account Smith’s
interpretation of the importance of collective memory (ethnohistory) and historical
depth, that is, the long historical duration of various ethnic myths, we will be able
to understand not only the persistent, tough force of national identification and
nationalist ideology, on the one hand, but also the failure to consolidate alternative
forms of collective identification (cosmopolitanism, proletarian internationalism or
various forms of supranational identities) on the other.
It has already been mentioned that the authors who expressed doubt concerning
the survival of the importance of nation and nationalism in the modern globalized
world most often emphasized the possibility of national identity being superceded by
other forms of collective identification. Indeed, Smith noticed well that other types of
collective identity - such as class, gender, race, or religion - can be combined or overlap
with national identity, but, on the other hand, they rarely succeed in undermining its
power. In this sense, he emphasized that if there were truly global phenomena, then
it must be nation and nationalism (Smith, 2010, p. 223). Indeed, as Michael Billig
points out, not all identities can be considered equally valuable and replacable
Perhaps the postmodern consumer can purchase a bewildering range of identity styles
[...] One can eat Chinese tommorrow and Turkish the day after; one can even dress in
Chinese or Turkish styles. But being Chinese or Turkish are not commercially available
options. Cosmopolitans and authoritarians alike are constrained by the permanence of
national identity (Billig, 2009, p. 249).

In other words, national identity, though it does not possess the primordial
quality, represents, in Durkheimian words, a strong and consistent social fact.
In addition, the claim that most of the modern nations lack sustainability due
to the process of desovereignization of numerous countries in the globalized world
is also to some extent unhistorical. According to Harry Hinsley, national sovereignty
should not be confused with the freedom of a nation state to function independently
of some superior power – historically speaking, the latter is the state for which many
countries often strived, but never truly achieved – and in this sense the same is true
for both the 19th and the 21st centuries (Billig, 2009, p. 253). Namely, the ability of
most nations to independently decide on their own development paths has always
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been negligible compared to the power of the nations which, during their historical
development, have been transformed into world powers. In this sense, Billig’s remark
on the survival of nation and nationalism is illustrative, and it concerns the survival
of these phenomena in one of the leading world powers – the USA
There would be a stronger case for declaring the end of the nation-state if this nation
were showing signs of unravelling... If the world’s most powerful nation, whose cultural
and political influence stretches across the so-called ‘global village’, is not unravelling in
this way, then surely it is too premature to declare the exit of the nation-state from the
world’s stage (Billig, 2009, p. 257).

In addition, it is necessary to ask what are the potential alternatives to national
identity? What forms of political and cultural loyalty can “succeed“ nation? As we
have seen, certain proponents of the thesis on the imminent twilight of nation and
nationalism believe that it could be various forms of a cosmopolitan, internationalist,
or at least some kind of supranational identity. Is Durkheim’s “world patriotism“
possible? Is there a unique, universal world culture that would provide humanity
with an affective and valuational basis for the achievement of a unified “world“?
Smith wrote on this topic back in 1990, when the optimism regarding the beneficial
effects of the globalization process was at its peak. As he states, the concept of global
culture is inherently contradictory and illogical. The essential feature of culture is
particularity, and in this sense there may be different types of culture, but not a single,
unique world culture. Even if we take into account the fact that certain globalization
trends have no historical precedents – such as the technical and technological
component of this process, we need to consider that what could possibly be called a
global culture is merely a superficial eclectic mix of already existing cultural products
framed by technological standardization and clad in timelessness, i.e. the eternal
present (Smith, 1990b, p. 176).
In other words, the so-called global culture lacks precisely (ethno)historical
memory, and the particular sites of memory associated with it. In Smith’s vocabulary,
a potential global culture is not capable of offering a lasting alternative to the
existing ethnohistories, deeply entrenched in the temporal and spatial dimensions,
which in certain cases have for centuries provided the possibility of an affective
and valuational attachment to members of different communities across the globe.
Plastically speaking, there are no global King Arthur, Frederick Barbarossa, William
Tell, Joan of Arc, Alexander Nevsky, or Miloš Obilić, as there are no global Avarayr,
Rütli, Mohacs, or Kosovo Polje. The situation is also not significantly different in
terms of strengthening supranational identities, such as the European one. The EU
flag (designed in 1955) and Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy“ (as the EU anthem) do not
possess the symbolic emotional charge of national flags and anthems of individual
European nations. Add to it the crisis of legitimacy that has followed the political
institutions of the EU over the past few years, which was intensified by the so-called
Euroscepticism within certain old member states. In addition, the historical failures
of various pan-nationalisms (such as pan-Slavism, pan-Arabism, or pan-Africanism,
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and even Yugoslavism3), which were largely caused by the fact that they rested on
previously formed individual nationalisms, also testify to the poor prospects of
establishing the hegemony of supranational identities in the near future (Smith, 2010,
pp. 263–265).
After all, it should also be noted that the spread of the imagined global culture
can often be found in the shadow of cultural imperialism, which can awaken
resistance. Smith noted well that the dream of global unity is not a historical novelty.
From Hammurabi and Alexander the Great, through Genghis Khan and Charles V,
to Napoleon and the British Empire, various forms of imperial universalism were
based on the idea of the global spread of “sacred” civilizations. Even today, if we look
more carefully, we can find the sources of global culture and alleged cosmopolitanism
precisely in societies whose states have secured the positions of great powers.
English as a global lingua franca, European institutions (mostly of French or British
origin), and American lifestyles are offered as constitutive parts of the global cultural
heritage (Smith, 1995, p. 18). In other words, a true global culture as the basis for
cosmopolitan identity would have to “start from scratch”, and the social potential of
such an undertaking would be doomed to fail. As Smith concludes, not without a
certain dose of irony – “If it is argued that nationalists suffered selective amnesia in
order to construct their nations, the creators of a global culture would have to suffer
total amnesia, to have any chance of success” (Smith, 1990b, p. 180).

Final Remarks
Starting from the assumption that, even in today’s globalized world, nation has
remained one of the most important aspects of the political and cultural organization
of the social reality, in our work we have dealt with the critique of the influential views
which foresaw the weakening of national identity and nationalism in the future. We
concluded that such predictions could already be found in the works of sociological
classics, such as Marx and Durkheim. The influence of these views was marked by the
thought on nation in the second half of the 20th century as well, when representatives
of various modernist and postmodernist streams predicted that the completion of
the modernization process and/or globalization would contribute to the ending of
the priorities of national identity in the self-determination of people across the globe.
By applying the ethnosymbolic approach to nation and nationalism, developed in
the work of Anthony Smith, we found that the said expectations did not have a solid
foundation in the social reality. The collective identities based on cosmopolitanism
or different supranational forms of forming macrosocial identification have proved
to be historically insufficiently stable as opposed to profoundly historically and
socially rooted nationalistic narratives. At the same time, with the affirmation
of the ethnosymbolic perspective, we attempted to offer an alternative theoretical
In the study “Ideologies of Yugoslavism Between Serbian and Croatian Nationalism, 1918-1941“
(2004), Jovo Bakić wrote about the Yugoslav (pan)nationalism as a means of the ethnic competition
between Serbian and Croatian elites.
3
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framework to the research on nation and nationalism which, in certain considerations
of these issues, seemed to provide a heuristically more fertile ground compared to the
dominant, constructionist views.
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Могућности социолошког проучавања
феномена нације и национализма у ери
глобализације – етносимболистичка
алтернатива
Сажетак
Спекулације о неизвесној будућности и месту феномена нације и национализма
у светској историји присутне су у модерној друштвеној науци готово од самих
почетака. Још су Маркс и Енгелс предвиђали да ће логика капиталистичког развоја ослабити снагу националне идентификације. Ернест Ренан је сматрао да ће
место европских нација у будућности заузети неки облик европске федерације.
И касније, у 20. столећу, Карл Дојч ће предвиђати подређивање нације ширим,
регионалним политичким заједницама, док ће један од најутицајнијих теоретичара национализма, Ернест Гелнер, истицати могућност да ће процес модернизације допринети краху националистичке идеологије. Теза о слабљењу значаја
националног идентитета у савременом свету посебно ће добити на популарности у периоду интензификације процеса глобализације, од краја Хладног рата,
када се предвиђало да ће нови облици политичке и културне лојалности, попут
космополитизма или различитих облика наднационалних идентитета, допринети слабљењу националних осећања. Основни циљ овог рада јесте да објасни
због чега су се поменута очекивања изјаловила. Применом етносимболистичког
приступа, покушаћемо да покажемо да је нација и у савременом глобализованом
свету остала један од најважнијих видова политичке и културне организације
друштвене стварности. На тај начин, афирмацијом етносимболистичке перспективе, која узроке опстанка нације препознаје у дубокој историјској укорењености овог феномена, кроз истицање значаја историјских процеса дугог трајања,
покушаћемо да понудимо алтернативу доминантним модернистичким и постмодернистичким тумачењима нације и национализма.
Кључне речи: нација, национализам, глобализација, етносимболизам, наднационални идентитети
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THE NEW SENSITIVITY – A CHALLENGE
TO SOCIOLOGY IN THE 21st CENTURY
Abstract
The study of people in a public setting, as a contribution to the theoretical and
methodological pluralism in the research of social reality, is not alienation from
sociology, but rather its most direct contact with social phenomena. It is proof that
sociology does not study only society per se, but also sociality as a less abstract
dimension. In this regard, using a combination of the ethnomethodological paradigm
and the historical method, the author focuses on the analysis of festival and carnival
culture, observing it from the perspective of historical metamorphosis of human
emotions. The study aims at indicating segmentary actions of “street culture” and
showing the revolution of consciousness, and the need to make the world a better and
more attractive place. The result of this work represents a testimony to the fact that
festivities have numerous and various social functions (compensation for economic
hardships, identity reinforcement, taking pride in belonging to local communities,
giving rise to general atmosphere, etc.).
At the same time, emotional structures of cognitive constructivism have prevailed in
all fields of socio-psychological articulation. This caused identity and self-awareness to
come into the limelight, transforming sensitivity into multidimensional structure of
humane messages. Thus, the author argues that the new sensitivity involves messages,
collective festivities, humane relations of individual and collective interactions and
social trends that are focused on the humanization of senses in a particularly impressive
and expressive way.
Key words: new sensitivity, emotions, theoretical and methodological approach,
sociology of joy, carnival culture

Introduction
The festival, carnival and holiday culture represents almost an unavoidable
landmark when it comes to the perception of civilization of both traditional and
modern societies. The outcome of such culture has to be observed from the social
context of emotions and their cultural and historical transformation. Since the feeling
of dissatisfaction in the society of hyper-consumerism develops faster indeed, it is
indicative to reconsider a new theoretical and methodological paradigm: “sociology
of joy”.
1
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A diagnosis of the general condition of the contemporary world with its
undeniable contradictions implies another consideration from the “new sensitivity”
perspective as a special theoretical and methodological vision.

The Modern Times Diagnosis and a Sociological
Understanding of Emotions
Current social issues as the object of social studies are inextricably connected
with the types and intensity of the emotional component in understanding and
experiencing society and its object of study, methodology and tasks.
“New masters” of the world made emotions of fear, hope and joy inextricably
connected with the material world. It seems that there is no modern life and high
politics without a free market fraud. Nevertheless, the sociology of the 21st century
must reveal the fragility of this idea. Trade and consumerism have become not
only landmarks of new times, but they have changed the nature of local and global
conflicts regarding international affairs. After ideological and frontal confrontations
of national armed forces, the so-called trade wars, ensued. They show their power
by making one-sided decisions, which is the way how states protect their “national
interests”.
The myth of a free market from the end of the 20th century is edging away
from increasingly more frequent trade wars of the 21st century. The outcome of the
economic interest of integration of business corporations into all aspects of the
country’s economy results in bitter feelings and general threat to all involved in the
supply chain. The myth about America as a signifier of free market ideology is yielding
to free-trade policy, whose prominent figure is China. Apart from traditional criticism
of a “free market” concept, free trade is confined by free will of one-sided decisions
that undermines the economic balance of the interconnected world. It is not rare that
contradictions arise between authoritarian tendencies of a strong presidential system
and a system of parliamentary democracy. Nonetheless, one thing which is obvious
is that ideologies are replacing one another while heightened emotions are spreading.
The study on them is becoming an imperative, though one should know that it has
already been known for a pretty long time.
A sociological concept of the 21st century has been influenced by markedly
different perspectives concerning the evaluation and geopolitical understanding of
modern societies. One of them is optimistic, and thus F. Fukuyama, with his theory on
the end of history, made a conclusion that legacy of liberal capitalism with democratic
principles is a supreme achievement of the contemporary concept of the world and
its imperfections. The other concept is pessimistic. It is argued by S. Huntington who
emphasizes the inevitable cultural conflict among civilizations - especially between
the Western and Islamic ones.
Since these two approaches are at opposite poles of human optimism, D. Moisi
tried, through highlighting the importance of the role of emotions in social and
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political life, to overcome contradictions of these poles as paradigms since they are
based on weaknesses of their concepts. Emotional structures of mental constructivism
prevailed in these segments of sociopsychological articulation. Therefore, identity and
selfness came to the foreground, raising sensitivity to the level of extreme emotional
vulnerability, charging and multifaceted messages.
Whether talking about overtly positive emotions in the tradition of Fukuyama
that celebrates democracy or talking about overtly negative ones as S. Huntington’s
“conflict of civilizations“, Moisi argues that this is not only a simplified understanding
of the world, but also something rather dangerous. In the 21st century, the Asian
model recognized by the idea of identity will be dominant and it will replace the
Americanized 20th century one, marked by the age of ideology. Promotion of one’s
own individuality and uniqueness is a result of a general interconnection in the era
of globalization.
As Moisi points out, in the world where identity dominates, we are less defined
by political attitudes and ideas than by the perception of ourselves, by self-confidence
that is gained through our achievements and by the fact whether we earn respect
from others or not (Moisi, 2012, p. 29). Taking into consideration the fact that, in
this ever more complex society, cultures, nations and individuals will be increasingly
more obsessed with their identity, Moisi has come to a conclusion that such kind
of obsession will only cause an increasing importance of emotions in international
politics (Ibid, p. 182) I can no more grasp or understand, and I can even less control
the world I am living in. That is why, says Moisi, I have to point out how different
from others I am and to give priority to my emotions (Ibid, p. 182). This is the reason
why gaining understanding of other cultures will be getting more important, and in
our multicultural societies others will become more and more a part of us. (Ibid, p.
182).
Apart from this, parallel to civilization changes in the 21st century, the observation
of J. Naisbitt about key mega trends of development of the modern civilization is
significant. This paradigm not only lends itself to a rapid upgrade of elementary
contents of widespread human development, but it also cannot be separated from
visions and powers that spur emotions. However, instead of being civilized, cultural
events and political rallies are not free from verbal confrontations among participants
of the international high politics. Every possible occasion is abused to bring back old
conflicts and start new ones. The traditional usage of the sociological method, for which
there is an inclination, is not compatible any more to the speed of events marked by a
“heightened rhetoric”. In modern society there is less modernity, communication is
harsh, ignorant and newly created lingual forms are without any subtlety. Sociology in
the 21st century is facing a special challenge in societies where everything is developing
fast, except rudeness and indecencies permeated by offensive language. The empirical
reflection of the sociological method is paralyzing reality. There is a search for a
solution to this serious constellation of things, and it is found in collective “mischief ”
and luscious indulgences, while a contextual form of messages belong ever more to
personal foresights of eccentric individuals.
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According to Moisi, emotions influence the world we are living in, especially in
the political domain, whereas Ute Frevert writes about a transformation of emotions
through history, connecting the emotional experience from the past with our own
perception of the present moment (Albrecht, 2015, p. 412). In a marvelous review
of Ute Frevert’s book “Emotion in History-Lost and Found”, Nicole Albrecht invokes
Frevert’s assumption that emotions like honour and shame disappeared over the
course of the 19th and 20th centuries. This caused their cultural meaning to transform
into other modern emotions like empathy and compassion, which resulted in loss
and rediscovery (lost and found) (Ibid, p. 409). As the democratic society exceeded a
hierarchical concept of relationships in communities, it is natural to have emotions
like honour and shame gradually disappear. Therefore, Frevert believes that the
concept of honour exists only within segregated social circles which, wishing to be
different, embrace a special emotional style (Ibid, p. 410).
Nevertheless, the growth of the middle class in modern society and the levelling
of its social status reflect the fragility of the so-called new emotion that should be
empathy. Thus, Frevert comes to a conclusion that, nowadays, instead of it, we have
a concept of justice (Albrecht, 2015, p. 412). Since emotional life is connected with
the concept of having power, Mc Mahon proposes and explains that happiness is
historically conditioned. He believes that, unfortunately, studying emotions with a
positive valence was inadequate because of survival issues (Vučković, 2015, p. 416).
Consequently, I myself belong to the middle section of this study because of
the fact that this work deals with the carnival culture. I believe this form of culture
is also part of the study of the history of joy. Although the carnival culture has not
been spared of certain power relations throughout history, its purpose is basically
the form of democratization of consumerism that is absolved of any restraints and
confinements. Despite the fact that such concept cannot overcome severe contradictions
of the aforementioned conceptual framework of modern societies, it can alleviate the
frustration and dissatisfaction of people. The optimistic view of society is also not
spared of them; neither is the one that predicts looming bleak prospects.
The interest in the history of everyday life represents consideration of local
communities to a lesser and lesser extent; it is becoming a project about interpersonal
and social relationships on a universal and global socio-spatial level. The more we
rush into the future, the emotions awoken by the reconstruction of the past are
stronger. Happiness is not only hedonistic; it is also the pleasure of learning and the
urge to know more. Obsession with the past is becoming less a way of victorious and
ideological progress and more a creative revival of interest in understanding social
facts and bringing them into connection. It only seems paradoxical that creative and
passionate efforts to cast light on daily life from the perspective of the past represent
an inseparable part of modernization of sociology as a science.
Studying people in a public setting, as a contribution to theoretical and
methodological pluralism in analyzing social reality, does not mean its alienation
from sociology; it implies that it is its most direct contact with social phenomena. It
is at the same time an evidence that sociology does not only deal with society, but also
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with the very sociality as a less abstract category. Cohesion of collective consciousness
is not only an expression of necessity incited by ethnic and class struggles, but an
emotional and social pattern that is freely accepted and that makes a lot of people
feel a relatively equal level of satisfaction. Hence, the theoretical and methodological
approaches to sociology are inextricably connected with the possibility of spiritual
initiative, which makes this science even more up-to-date and democratic.
Nowadays, there is an absolute necessity to steer the study of new sensitivity
towards the following development forms:
a) A societary event for the purpose of festive season;
b) A collective event for a professional purpose, having a connotation of a
jubilee and expertise;
c) A societary event involving interactive contents for the purpose of civilizing
lingual forms.2
d) Societary contents with impressive marketing purposes in an urban
environment;3
e) Impressive contents of innovational and technical achievements and the
ascent of legal sensualization.
All development forms of “new sensitivity”4 share reliance on emotions and the
humanization of culture. Studying culture of holidays and festivals contributes to the
periodical development of sociology of joy with the purpose of collective experience.
A lingual-form involves both a diplomatic meaning which opposes negative ethnic stereotypes and
loyalty to general values of humanity and considerations. Even bad weather conditions can jolt one out
of the usual state of discontent if anyone in any part of our planet can use them or find them helpful.
3
Hedonism in cities is not only a bronze human statue bowing to passers-by, a life-size statue of a
bitumen cow, a giant chocolate emerging from its metal wrapping and creating a pleasant illusion. The
other side of this sparkling splendour are the poor and the wretched that look for their stroke of luck in
pageant speeches and processions. If we exclude the superiority of sociological procedures concerning
the way a layman perceives reality, an ambivalent status of sociology as a science arises from the fact that
some knowledge on social changes is not only in the focus of sociologists, but also of all the people who
have interest to improve their social status. The sensibility tending to pervade developmental and moral
initiatives does not reflect only a change of society; it also reflects a transformed strategy and the spirit
of those who are in need. Compassion for a wasted old woman begging on the bottom of the stoop is not
effective enough if the beggar’s hat for donation is not accompanied by a cute shaggy puppy in her arms.
4
The phrase New Sensitivity involves messages, collective festivities, humane facts of individuals and
collective interactions and social trends that are focused on the humanization of senses in a particularly
impressive and expressive way. New sensitivity is a modern tendency to improve people’s life. It strives
for the recognition and development of living in dignity through reciprocity of new forms with an
impressive expression. It is primarily a developmental phenomenon and a way of a possible sociological
improvement of means, forms, contents and models of living in different segments of society. New
sensitivity is grounded on symbolically based emotionality of cultural forms and quite often on the
variety of festival performances and colours. This is for the purpose of modernization of present life, as
well as its social establishment with a critical view on it; it acts as a stress reliever. However, it is worth
saying that new sensitivity, looking for its place in sociology, is not a lexical replication of creativity and
artistic tendencies. It is the way of tackling society with imagination. Without subtlety of expression
and a step forward, society turns into pure simplicity and routine sterility. One of the tasks of engaged
sociology is to recognize these expressions and to give rational interpretation.
2
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The Way of Living and Culture of
Carnival - Overcoming Growing Concerns?
Modern times proved that the escalation of emotions, both positive and negative
ones, cannot be alienated from cultural metamorphosis that leads to epistemology of
complacence and to a painstaking synthesis of an individual with the community.
Because of the fact that the surge of emotions is so important, studying festival and
holiday culture should be focused on the social conditions of the Chinese and Western
European paradigms. In China, this topic was dealt by Zhao Zhanxiang, 1993; Wang
Xuewen, 2016; Li Fengmao, 1999; Xiao Fang, 2001; Sing Lee, 2011; Chen Jie, 2011;
Liu Congdiya, 2013; Liu Tieliang, 2011 and many others. In Western Europe, this
field was first dealt by Callois (1950), and then by Canetti (1966), Bakhtine (1970),
Mosse (1976) Baroja (1979), Bahn (1979), Heidrich (1984), Strong (1991), Minois
(2000), Lipovetsky (2008), Dinzelbacher (2009), Cochiara (1980), Kloft (2009), Le
Gof (2009), Wirching (2009), Richards (2013), Palmer (2013) etc.
The Chinese cultural circle observed festival culture from an ethnic and
traditional standpoint. The European circle is mainly represented by G. Lipovetsky
and P. Dinzelbacher. They both generated a synthesis of the traditional and modern
understanding of festival and holiday culture using the knowledge mainly from
French, German and Italian cultural and historical traditions. The Chinese approach
is essentially relating ethnicity and identity, whereas the Western European approach
mainly relates authenticity and comprehension. While the former infallibly connects
modern citizenship and globalization with waning traditions, the Western European
theoretical framework popularizes the evolution of civil society, its freedom of
choice in which a citizen observes, participates and gains more knowledge in a
consumeristic and sensationalistic way. Such cultural consumerism represents a
stimulus to maneuvering tradition into its urban and prosaic outfit.
The third approach relates to a research on history and transformation of
emotional life. It finds support in schools of psychology, mainly British, Australian
and North American ones. The leading representatives are Corrigan (2004; 2008),
Frevert (2011), Moisi (2012), Plamper (2015), Mc Mahon (2014), Маtt (2014), Stearns
(2014), Kutcher (2014), Malin (2014), Steinberg (2014). This aspect encompasses
two previous ones, and without synthesis of all three of them the impetus to new
sensitivity would miss its theoretical basis.
Weber’s standpoint is that festivities and holidays are beyond daily routines, and
as such they are a moratorium of everyday life. Wang Xuewen gave his comment about
it by asking a question: What would life of a human being be like if it were uniform,
without periods brightened up by creative and unique festivals (Xuewen, 2016, p. 6).
Similarly, Lu Dong (Lu Dong, 2001) holds that life without celebrations and festivities
is not civilized and civilization without celebrations and festivities is undoubtedly a
lost one (Xuewen, 2016, p. 6). According to Xuewen, tension relief and relaxation
result from the fact that festivals are fusion of tradition and modernity, globalism and
localism, religion and everyday life, all of which attract folks to participate in them
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(Xuewen, 2016, p. 7). However, the fusion of religious and daily routine elements
is especially tempting for the general public. For example in China, which is well
known for its numerous festivities, cultural manifestations have secular and sacral
meaning. If they were not sacral they would lose spirituality, whereas if they lost
secular feature they would not be able to attract passers-by that are prompted by
curiosity (ordinary folks, women and children). However, to cause emotional spark,
cultural events have to be visible and presentable forms that should inspire and leave
some kind of impression which is different from the previous impression that was
familiar and not inspiring enough.
The new sensitivity is defined by subtle thoughts and manifestations that enliven
and exalt not only the mind, but also the body talk that creates new rules of civility.
In the Middle Ages, laughter, amusement and even theatre were treated as flaws of
mundane immorality that ignored the decent nature of God and his omnipresence.
Infectious laughter was treated as a denial of God and as if a soul put on an appalling
gown. A monk was the person who grieved, and laughter was a symptom of devil’s
business and the message that meant bringing chaos into God’s divine order. Pursuant
to human nature and especially to governing interests, laughter gradually pervaded
courts, and consequently it was tolerated in smaller social circles. They relied on
its creative, ironical and self-critical way in order to complete the idea of spiritual
superiority of the ruling class. Nonetheless, a flicker of a profane smile that denigrated
others, accompanied by a facial expression that stirred the body, was an unacceptable
mindset pattern and a testament to the lack of self-control. Both public and street life
were the stage of obscenities. Modern times have created an individual tending to
mundane pleasures, but in a cautious, orderly and selective manner. Consequently,
carnival processions and parties have gradually stopped having an impulsive nature
of collective obsession; they are evolving into a personal selection of a need for brandnew and exclusive festivities and forms of sociality.
Concerning festivities and celebrations, in the old century there were examples
of their positive approval that generated the feeling of changing social class differences
for the better, towards social equality. Dinzelbacher says that Roman emperors also
made feasts for their slaves who, unconstrained, were jeering at each other over the
abundance of food and drink (Dinzelbacher, 2009, p. 289). Abandoning offensive
behaviour, excessive overeating, arrogance and direct and indirect derision came with
the modern civil society and its code of conduct. Festivities and celebrations in ancient
times, as well as in times of Medieval knights, were marked by rebelliousness and
derision due to the entrenched division of social classes and inequality of the time. It
is not only a variety of events that is specific to cultural celebrations and festivities, but
the variety of polycentric interests according to which different groups act pursuant
to their own specifically-defined motives. Indeed, festival diversity for a lot of elderly
people has a corrective role in their old age and acknowledges that their presence and
participation in the events means they are not excluded from the society.
This feeling accompanies the encouragement of young people and their ego
while entering and integrating with the world of adults, who defined tradition,
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purpose and quality of events. Concerning carnival events, ruling classes rely on an
illusion of sweetened reality which does not exist in authentic life. The diversity of
colours and forms is in many cases a tool for a successful control which invokes the
illusion of social equality. For liberal-leaning activists, women’s presence at festivities
represents the evidence of their escape from confinements and the rise of civil society.
For peasants and their class, celebrations are confirming a shift of feeling towards
urban transformation of mindsets.
In short, carnival culture has given rise to a new perspective of meaningfulness
and directed its logic towards ego empowerment under increasingly vulnerable
present conditions. However, Richards and Palmer consider this to be the basic
motivation for festival culture regardless of a historical period. They also hold
that carnival celebrations were important because they distracted attention from a
harsh reality of daily life and occasionally brought liveliness into the existing social
order. This is the reason why in medieval towns carnivals lasted for weeks (Richards
& Palmer, 2013, p. 16). Nonetheless, despite the fact that festivities are a form of
awareness of a collective initiative, their perception in the modern society leads to the
empowerment of jovial individualism; that is the point where responsibility towards
the purpose of a collective action disappears. Tradition and inertia juxtaposed against
the needs of individuals and their families are based on a need for hedonistic pleasure,
whereas the existing conditions, including the historical motivation for celebrations,
are just secondary pleasure which is superficial, voluntary and with which people are
less familiar.
According to Lipovetsky, all festivities nowadays should be understood as part
of a hedonistic pursuit of presence, where the motive and reminiscence of the past are
less important. As he points out, the point is no longer the revival of memories, but
the transformation of presence into delirious and amusing times (Lipovetsky, 2008, p.
290). Traditional holidays had a role to revive the cosmic order or to strengthen the
cohesion of a community; now they serve the pursuit of happiness of an individual,
of environment and collective sensitivity (Lipovetsky, 2008, p. 292). Holidays serve
an individual who started loving the warmth of communication, strongholds and
safety of the community (Lipovetsky, 2008, p. 293). These carnival celebrations are
giving rise to a new kind of holidays: thoughtful and sweetened revelry, free from
dissipation and bacchanalia (Lipovetsky, 2008, p. 294). 47.69% of those polled (62
persons) answered that carnivals and other street manifestations meant a good
opportunity to have fun and unwind, whereas for 40% (52 persons) it was an event
that makes our daily lives more amusing (meeting new people, communication, visual
effects etc.). 12.30% of people (16 of them) said that they did not have any interest in
these festivities. In short, while enjoying in them, only 11.53% of people (15 of them)
were aware of the meaning and historical causes of the holidays. On the other hand,
88.46% (115 of them) discarded such motives and claimed that they were involved in
the celebration because of closer relationships with the family and friends as well as
the opportunity for shopping, travel and lavish meals for the festive season. 5
5

The survey was conducted on a sample of 130 respondents, in Belgrade, on 1st May 2018.
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Binge drinking and overeating accompanied by brawls during carnival
celebrations in the 19th century have been replaced by discreet presence and by
the logic of sensual subjectivization during moments of relaxation and politeness.
Instead of the cohesion of a community that took on itself an expression of carnival
entertainment, there is an approach of the modern form of fun and spectacle in which
the passer-by, a tourist type of a lethargic and careful visitor with enough curiosity,
takes an active participation and mixes with the crowd. Strolling around, carried
away by the crowd, we try to play as many cruel pranks as we can, to mock other
people, to brazenly flaunt rude laughter (Lipovetsky, 2008, p. 296). Contrary to this,
my present passion for the spectacle is controlled by exotic courtesy that is facing
the past. Enchanted by it, people disguise themselves in costumes from the old times
identifying with them and their values.
For example, at St. Mark’s Square, in Venice, carnival processions do not have
only a collective dimension of the celebration, but are also marked by the perception
of an individual who shows love, self-identification, emotion and imagination
towards a certain historical period. There are people who put great effort, devote love
and give large sums of money only to look like members of the Renaissance nobility;
consequently, they spend much time preparing for the event. They flaunt before
other revelers and tourists without tendency to compete, but with the feeling of pride
and importance that is above everything else. That exploitation of the past is less a
return to the past conditions and more enriching the reality through a culturalization
of history. Strong (1991) believes that iconographic models from the 15th century
witness the motives of the celebrations expressed in a form of triumphal processions
leading to the victorious entry of the monarch into towns.
Pompous marches of a triumphal entry into towns that kings resorted to in the
late Middle Ages gave way to thaeatrical and physical gracefulness of participants of
modern celebrations. This elegance of moden society involves delicate and appealing
moves typical both to majorettes and parading soldiers. The pacifism of a national
spectacle does not exclude elegance; on the contrary, it replaces demonstration
of military power, which has sinister motives accompanied by a lot of songs and
triumphal blaster.
In Ancient Times, the Middle Ages and the beginning of Art Nouveau,
celebrations were a demonstration of religious and political power, whereas the
present-day expansion of mass media and more intense diversification of the
political scene have led to the disappearance of basic communicative, political and
demonstrative features of festivities. Wirching (2009, p. 309) believes that holidays,
as days off from work, have become, and almost already are, a scene in which the
audience takes part only by withdrawing into private quarters where they spend
the time off from work. Similarly, Richards and Palmer (2013) say that, with the
industrial revolution, medieval festivals changed into breaks from work – periods of
downtime and relaxation (Richards & Palmer, 2013, p. 17). Entertainment became
more rationalized and controlled (Richards & Palmer, 2013, p. 17).
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Perspectives and Prospects in the Public Decor
of New Sensitivity
Living in the times of globalization, it would be wise to observe their effect on
the purpose and form of street festivities and cultural celebrations in a public setting.
Instead of cultural uniformity, we are witnessing a fragmentation of cultural forms
(Baudrillard, 1988). At the same time, according to Giddens, globalization accelerates
the spreading of ideas beyond country borders and leads to a more active participation
of citizens in political events worldwide (Giddens, 2007, p. 433). Unfortunately,
globalization has caused the disappearance of memories of traditional carnivals and
celebrations. This is due to the fact that commercialization and hyper-diversification
of cultural life has brought a gradual change of their original purpose and importance.
While in the Asian culture memories of the old tradition are slowly wearing
off under globalization, in the Western civilization festivities, bacchanalia and
exhilaration persist but they are gradually becoming tamer. Even in China, during
holidays, over the food and drink, a passive rest in a commercial setting is slowly
replacing the pleasures of spiritual relaxation and melodious words from the oldfashioned language. That is the language which exalted young love and its harmony
with nature. For example, at numerous festivals in provinces Qinghaj, Gansu, Ningxia
– nice words and phrases that men and women used in everyday love were chanted
before a crowd: “Hey, Lass, you are a ditch; your darling is water – let it forever flow
into you” (Xuewen, 2016, p. 22). At the same time, there is an increase in numerous
and various celebrations that do not bring about a transformation of reality for the
better, due to the fact that they stem from gathering the like-minded who have a
tendency to quirky events. From the invitation to “shoot at hurricane Irma” to
extravagant fashion designs, one thing which is obvious is that this is an activity of
groups motivated only by fun and an insatiable pursuit of sensation.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that this new sensitivity mainly arises from
a human need for leisure time, its stronghold should be looked for in ad hoc
circumstances of the reaction to social reality. Apart from the effect of coping with
personal and collective depression, celebrations cause changes that help to create a
way of overcoming cultural encapsulation. They offer a pattern of feeling pleasure,
but they do not exclude their humane mission despite the extravagant quality of
contemporary performances. Consequently, in Ludington (Michigan, USA), roughly
1,387 people gathered to make the so-called “sand angels” print. The same event was
held in Pembrokeshire (Wales) and both events were organised for charity – a certain
amount of money was raised for hospitals as a support for cancer treatment.

An Alternative to the Conclusion – Prospects for Cognitive Needs
The future that has already started represents a trend topical issue in publishing.
An impressive sensitive reagibility of an individual who is acquiring knowledge to
the scientific understanding of the past times and their everyday life is gradually
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emerging. The topics on cultural experience and the social significance of scents,
as well as studies on social and personal night life in pre-industrial communities
(without electricity, segmented sleep) are becoming more attractive and are followed
by a fascinating reaction stemming from today’s social norms of development.
Although it is not a driving force of modern society, this kind of informational
approach makes sociality more apprehensible at least, while an unbiased criticism of
sociality is more influenced by culture than politics.
A potential dilemma whether to replace the new sensitivity with a phrase
“evolutionary sensitivity”, while keeping it inseparable from the global civilizational
progress, or not, is just a euphemism that is distracting from the possibility of insight
into the tendencies of polite expressions, which are of recent origin. Segmentary
actions melded with global structures link the revolution of thought with a need to
make the world a better and a more attractive place. The sociology of joy cannot
change the world, but it can strengthen its theoretical framework with a functional
purpose in a form of a fundamental construct.
Expressional forms that witness a transformation of people’s social life and
their worthwhile messages lead to the feelings of joy and happiness, and shape festival
and holiday celebrations. Owing to them social gatherings in a public setting are
spreading and a pacification of social relations is taking place, provided that culture is
involved. Despite the risk of “different experiences”, epistemology of happiness leads
to zero conflict. Galimberti (2017, p. 79) “Pleasant uninvolvement” of melancholic
composure [Z. G.] is the result of the hedonistic town radiating nonchalance,
opulence and the Dionysian negation of work (Lipovetsky, 2008, p. 239).
However, the society of hyper-consumerism craves for compensation due to
the fact that dissatisfaction in such society grows faster than happiness; there is more
consumption, and less living (Ibid, p. 178). Therefore, the messages and their manifest
forms as reactions to dissatisfaction are piling up, and there are infinite initiatives
calling for public support. However, besides unleashed violence and instability there
are groups that are pacifying the street environment and thought, thus enlivening
“streets” and themselves; they co-exist as a separate and completely isolated alter
phenomenon. Since, under such conditions, identity and emotions are conquering
the world, the new sensitivity is not a luxury; on the contrary, it is a concoction of
incidental needs and planned ones.
Finally, we should acknowledge that the first efforts to cast light on a
sociological aspect of new sensitivity have already been made in economics and
marketing, pedagogy and education, politics, religion, epistemology of space,
tourism (improvised adaptations with a sweeping popularity or with abuses of
history), art, gastronomy and sport. Nonetheless, the motivation of the author is at
stake: why festival culture has a dominant place. There is a question whether festival
and holiday setting is actually “the last line of defense” of the world of reality, which is
fighting an insatiable need for telecommunicating devices and virtual relationships.
Symbolically, telephones have the role of capturing moments, which only confirms
their significance and cultural dominance.
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These festivities have the role of empowering identity, strengthening the feeling
of pride to be on the spot, and creating an atmosphere. In the environment with poor
economy, emigrations and with the population ageing, these steps forward in the
development process are of great importance. At the same time, local population is
offered new prospects and an opportunity to make new friends (Congdiya, 2013, p. 334).
Together with the democratization of consumerism and equality, and voluntary
participation, festivities are characterized by visual impressiveness and obviousness,
a relative resilience to manipulations, reflecting mostly cultural valence; by relieving
tension, they liberate and loosen up, rather than politically determine or indoctrinate.
If it is not possible to eliminate the risk of political influence (which is not Z. G.), then it
slowly infiltrates from the outside, disturbing the balance of an indigenous and authentic
cultural performance. In the preface to the book “Chinese culture – festivals”, Wang
Xuewen probably implies the key reason to our query: “as happy as during the festival”.
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Висока школа струковних студија за васпитаче
и пословне информатичаре Сирмијум
Сремска Митровица, Србија

Нова осећајност – изазов
социологији у 21.веку
Сажетак
Проучавање људи у јавном простору у виду доприноса теоријско-методолошком
плурализму у изучавању друштвене стварности није удаљавање од социологије
већ њен најнепосреднији контакт с друштвеним појавама. То је истовремено и
једна од потврда да социологија не проучава само друштво, већ и саму друштвеност као мање апстрактну категорију. У том смислу, комбинацијом етнометодолошке парадигме и историјског метода, аутор узима за предмет анализе фестивалско-карневалску културу сагледавши је из перспективе историјског преображаја људских емоција. Циљ рада је да се укаже на сегментарне акције „културе
улице“ и прикаже револуција у свести с потребом да се свет учини привлачнијим
и бољим. Резултат овог рада представља потврду да описане светковине поседују
бројне и различите друштвене функције (компензација за економске недаће, јачају идентитет, уливају осећај поноса према месту, стварају атмосферу итд).
Истовремено, емотивне структуре мисаоног конструктивизма овладале су свим
областима социо-психолошке артикулације, те су идентитет и доживљај себе
избили у први план претварајући осећајност у вишедимензионалне структуре
уљуђених хуманих порука. Стога аутор сматра да појам нове осећајности обухвата поруке, колективне манифестације, обзирне смислене чињенице индивидуалних и колективних интеракција те социјалне трендове који су усредсређени на
хуманизацију чула на посебно импресиван и експресиван начин.
Кључне речи: нова осећајност, емоције, теоријско-методолошки приступ, социологија радости, култура карневала
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THE USES OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL CLASSICS – THE
CITATION ANALYSIS OF MARX’S, WEBERS’S AND
DURKHEIM’S WORKS IN THE JOURNAL SOCIOLOGIJA
FROM 1997 TO 2017
Abstract
This paper shows the results of sociological classics citation analysis in the journal
Sociologija for the period 1997–2017. As a starting point of the research, we used the
paper by Vladimir Vuletić and Aljoša Mimica Where Has the Third Classic Disappeared?
The Citation Analysis of Marx’s, Webers’s and Durkheim’s Works in the Journal Sociologija
from 1959 to 1996. This paper will represent the basis concerning the use of analysis
citation methods in order to achieve data comparability within two time periods. The
main goal of the paper is to identify classics citation trends in the past twenty years. To
be more precise, we will try to address the issues of whether the aforementioned period
represents merely an extrapolation of trends that have already been identified in the
above-mentioned paper or whether there are new practices and patterns when citing
Marx, Weber and Durkheim. Political and social changes have been rather dramatic
and all-inclusive over the past twenty years. Thus, we find this task utterly compelling
and substantial since it represents the reflection of Serbian (Yugoslavian) sociology
within a set time frame.
Key words: citation analysis, Marx, Weber, Durkheim, journal „Sociology”

Introduction
It has long been known that sociology is one of those sciences that cannot or
does not want to forget its founding fathers. There are certainly many reasons for
such a relationship with classics. Sociologists often admire the natural sciences in
which the history of the discipline (for example, physics, chemistry, astronomy, etc.)
is viewed as its marginal part. The history of the branches of these sciences sometimes
captures more attention of the ’outsiders’ – philosophers, historians, publicists – than
of its exponents. Such sort of admiration stems from the assumption that the departure
1
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from the beginnings of the discipline proves its progress, more precisely, that a
constant return to the ‘beginning’ signifies its immaturity. As with many other issues,
there is no consensus among sociologists in this respect as well. Different perceptions
of the role of classics are determined by a set of starting theoretical assumptions.
The role of classics in the creation and reproduction of the sociological scientific
community is obvious. Thus, Robert Merton points out the four key functions of
the classics, expressed through a specific form of dialogue between living and dead
sociologists, ranging from an ambivalent sense of disappointment over the repetition
and pleasure that our ideas have been endorsed by the great minds, through the
educational function that influences the creation of standards and taste development,
to the effect of creating new ideas arising from the interaction of contemporary and
past knowledge. Further, Merton warns that
Each function derives from the imperfect retrieval of past sociological theory that has
not yet been fully absorbed in subsequent thought. For that reason, sociologists in our
time must continue to behave in contrast to their contemporaries in physical and life
sciences and devote more of themselves to close familiarity with their not-so-distant
classical predecessors (Merton, 1968, p. 37).

A somewhat more advanced classification of the basic functions of the
use of sociological classics is found in Stinchcombe, who indicates the function
with the following catchwords: “(1) touchstones, (2) developmental tasks,
(3) intellectual small coinage, (4) fundamental ideas, (5) routine science, (6)
ritual” (Stinchcombe, 1982, p. 2). He explains these functions in the following way:
By a ‘touchstone’ function I mean the sort of thing Claude Levi-Strauss spoke about in his
autobiography when he said he read a few pages of The 18th Brumaire before sitting down
to write something himself. The 18th Brumaire was an example of excellence, showing the
way a sociological study should sound [...] By a ‘developmental task’ I mean that advanced
students need something more complicated than the clichés of elementary textbooks, in
order to persuade them to make their minds more complex [...] The ‘small coinage’ function
is to use a few citations to the appropriate literature to indicate generally the tradition in
which one works [...] The fourth function, ‘fundamental ideas’, is the one we usually
emphasize in the theory courses. It is this that explains Coles’s finding that heavily quoted
papers in real sciences are more likely to cite heavily quoted papers, and the classics to cite
other classics, than are the smaller papers by the same distinguished authors. If in a paper
one modifies an idea closer to the main trunk of a science, it is more likely to address the
questions that the great minds of the past have also addressed, and to find their orientation
useful [...] The ‘routine science’ The function of classics is the same as the routine science
function of ordinary papers and books [...] is the advice to be true. The ‘ritual function’ of
classical writers is typified by the advice Jim Davis used to give graduate students that they
had to find a dead German who said it first before they could publish a finding (positive or
negative) on the subject. We define what holds us together as sociologists in part by having
a common history (1982, pp. 2–3).

The primary reason for reading works of the most important authors of a
discipline such as sociology is the acquisition of basic knowledge and the adoption
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of the conceptual apparatus. However, in this paper, the secondary and the latent
function of reproducing the scientific community is more interesting to us. But
one should not forget that the attitude towards the classics has its own historical
dimension, too. Anyone who wants to write the history of a discipline is facing the
dilemma which classics to include and how to show their contributions. However,
at the same time, it would be possible to write a history of the establishment
(canonization) of sociological classics in time and space. Particular attention should
be paid to the spatial dimension of this issue. Thus, R. W. Connell, considering the
process of canonization of sociological science, argues that the classical canon was
created in the United States after decades of different interpretations of the origin of
the discipline and its fathers, and in the context of the history of imperialism (see:
Connell, 1997).
We will say nothing new if we emphasize that (social) science and its classics
have an international character. Regardless of the national boundaries of the Pantheon
classics, even those of greatest importance for sociology, it is the same everywhere.
However, the use of classics has not changed only in time, but also in space. What the
role of a particular classic will look like does not depend only on the global scientific
community, but also on the national characteristics and traditions. No matter of the
evidence that all (social) sciences, including sociology, are increasingly becoming a
’global’ discipline, ’local’ peculiarities are still present.
Basically, this work is a continuation of the research carried out by Aljoša
Mimica and Vladimir Vuletić with associates. In the paper titled „Where Has the
Third Classic Disappeared?” (Mimica & Vuletić, 1998), the authors have shown the
extent to which three or four sociological classics3 were present in the probably most
important journal of the
 former SFR Yugoslavia (SR Yugoslavia).4 The approach
they decided for was the method of citation analysis. The citation analysis implies
„statistical processing of bibliographic data” (Milić, 1989, p. 604 et seq). Mimica and
Vuletić point out the problems and limitations of this method:
In an ideal situation, in order for the data collected by this technique considered to be
of a high degree reliable and mutually comparable, in each unit of observation, that is,
in all articles that are subject of the analysis, the scientific apparatus should be processed
in the same or at least the same way. Then, in addition to this formal request, one more
complicated requirement should be fulfilled, which would require all authors to equally
scrupulously state the sources used in developing their own theoretical point of view, the
presentation of others’ views or the presentation of their own research results. Obviously,
it is very difficult to achieve this desideratum even in more developed scientific
communities and technically far more standardized and more specialized journals than
Yugoslav sociology and appropriate periodicals. [...] Finally, it should be noted that the
citation index does not indicate the reasons for which the individual work is stated in any
way, and the epistemological justification and the value of each quotation individually. By
measuring only the frequency of the guidance and the relative representation of the author
In the rest of the work, the term Marx’s sociology will mean the work of Marx and Engels.
Because of the limited space in this paper, we cannot expose any methodological and technical aspect
of our research in detail. Therefore, we ask the reader to look for more information in the stated paper.
3
4
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on whose work it is referring, our index does not make a difference between affirmative,
critical, neutral, and (in sociology fairly frequent!) ritual citation, and is also leaving the
problems of selectivity, extensiveness, illustration and the relevance of guidance (Mimica
& Vuletić, 1998, p. 77).

Because of the comparability in this paper, we will largely follow the data
processing method used in this work.
Since the basic unit of observation was the original scientific article, we have chosen
these basic indicators: (a) the number of references to each of the classics individually;
(b) the number of literature units in which Marx and/or Engels, as well as Weber and
Durkheim, appear as authors; and (c) the number of review articles devoted to each of
the three classics. Bearing in mind that the raw data available to us were rather imprecise,
in the analysis we took into account the relative participation of these indicators in the
total number of references, i.e. the number of bibliographic units (Mimica & Vuletić,
1998, p. 78).

It should be pointed out that our research is not a mere ‘continuation’ of research
conducted by Mimica and Vuletić. In certain elements, our approach deviates from
their research (for example, we divided all the articles into “original”, “review” and the
category “other”). In addition, in our research, we did not take into account all the
variables that occur in the paper of the two authors mentioned above. Therefore, it is
necessary to clearly and explicitly outline the main categories in our research we will
pay more attention to in this paper.
In order to make it easier for a reader to move through the text that follows, we
give an additional, terminological explanation. Namely, we primarily observed two
types of references to sociological classics:
1) in terms of reference to classics in the text itself, or through references in the
text (e.g. Merton, 1968, p. 100);
2) in terms of reference to classics in the list of literature, or at the end of the
text, where the sources referenced by the authors of the text are listed (e.g. Merton, R.
K. (1968). Оn Theoretical Sociology. Five Essays, Old and New, New York: The Free
Press, London: Collier Macmillan Ltd.).

Research results
The works included in our analysis were published in the journal Sociology
over the period of twenty years 1997–2017. They are divided into three categories:
original scientific papers (421); review papers (79); other (54) (obituaries, polemics,
readers’ letters, letters and editorial responses, the word of the editor, statements by
professional sociological associations, etc.). Therefore, its a total of 5555 works (without
reviews and bibliography). All the papers in which three (or 4) classics of sociology
Due to a mistake, there is no any category added to one work (Ivana Milovanovic, „Towards reafirmation
of the case study research method (From ’building blocks’ and ’process tracing’ to Typological theories)“,
vol. 57 (1), 2015).
5
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are mentioned are recorded: K. Marx (and F. Engels), E. Durkheim and M. Weber.
The basic categories (variables) were: the number of works of the aforementioned
classics in literature lists; the number of references in the text referring to the classics.
Only complete and correct references were recorded (e.g. Weber, 1998, p. 158, e.g.
Weber (1998)), but no ‘incidental’6 references to classics.
It is interesting that in the mentioned period (1997–2017) there are only a few
works which contain the name of one of the three classics in the title. When the article
by Mimica and Vuletić is excluded, we have only two papers which contain the names
of Marx or Engels in the title: “Nationalism of Friedrich Engels” (vol. 43 (1), 2001),
“Should Marx’s Theory of Social Development Be Forgotten?” (vol 51 (2), 2009). The
works with Durkheim’s name in the title are the following: “Dirkem or Durkheim” (vol
39 (3), 1997), “War and Crime as a Source of Moral Renewal and Unity – Republican
Heritage and Its Transformation Into a Work of Emile Durkheim” (vol 59 (3), 2017).
Interestingly, in the case of Weber, there is no single paper that contains the title of
this classic, except for the mentioned article by Mimica and Vuletić.

Table 1. Works in which classics are listed at least once in the list of
literature 7

Original scientific paper
Review article
Other
Total

Marx
17
6
0
23

Durkheim
17
3
0
20

Weber
31
5
2
38

Out of a total of 555 registered papers, in 66 cases (11.9%) there is at least one
unit of literature whose authors are the mentioned classics. Although in this period
(1997–2017) there are no works that contain Weber’s name in the title, we see that,
of the three classics, he is still the most represented one. The difference is especially
noticeable when only original scientific papers are taken into account. We cannot say
that such results are surprising. In this respect, it can be said that domestic sociology
follows European and global trends.

For example, Todor Kuljić in the article “Historical Concepts: a Connection of an Analytical and
Creative Aspect” (vol. 59 (3), 2017) states: “[...] Although the scientific work, Marx’s ‘Capital’ with a
network of analytic concepts was the basis of various anti-capitalist ideologies [...]”, without mentioning
Marx’s ‘Capital’ among the references in the text or in the list of literature. Such classical references were
not included in the analysis.
7
The table does not show the total number of references in the list of literature of all works, but the
number of articles in which references to specific classics occur at all.
6
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However, the trends we can observe if the data of our research are compared
with the previous period (1959–1996) are more interesting than the absolute numbers
shown in Table 1. Based on Chart 1, we notice at least two important trends. First, the
decline in relevance – that is, the citation of Marx – is evident. We could argue that no
classic is politically ‘neutral’, and that each one is more or less attached to a particular
political orientation or ideology. However, in the case of Marx, such a claim is likely
to be true to the greatest possible extent. It is hard to believe that the use of this classic
has nothing to do with the change in the socio-economic formation, that is, the social
transformation that took place in Serbia (Yugoslavia) and Europe, following the fall
of the Berlin Wall, that is, after 2000. This tendency is clearly perceived in the work
of Mimica and Vuletić, and here we find only a further decline in the frequency of
quoting Marx as a sociological classic (Mimica & Vuletić, 1998, p. 73).
However, the decline in the frequency of quoting Marx is not the only one, and
perhaps not even the most significant insight that our data show. In a certain sense,
for us, an even more interesting finding is the overall decline in the ‘interest’ for
classics. The percentages clearly show us the trends when comparing the two periods
(1959–1996 and 1997–2017). Thus, the participation in the total number of references
(references in the text) is reduced with all three classics. For Marx from 4.81% to
0.28%, for Durkheim from 1.21% to 0.18%, and for Weber from 0.9% to 0.22%. When
looking at participation in the overall reference literature (the list of literature), the
trends are also negative. In case of Marx, the decline seems to be somewhat lower
than with the previous category – from 2.8% to 0.28%. When it comes to Durkheim,
there is a noticeable decrease from 0.52% to 0.23%, while concerning Weber, it is the
smallest – from 0.41% to 0.31%.
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When looking at only original scientific papers (Chart 2), similar tendencies
are observed in the comparison of the two periods. A dramatic decline is observed
in the case of Marx. On the other hand, Durkheim and Weber have ‘only’ twice less
relative frequency of quotation compared to the previous period (1959–1996).
It is difficult and unrewarding to make general conclusions based on the
(history of a) single sociological journal, no matter how significant and relevant to
Serbia and the area of the former Yugoslavia it might be. However, there must be at
least a question as to how these results can be interpreted and whether they show
something more than a mere change in the attitude towards classics? In a certain
sense, can such a tendency be viewed as a certain development or progress? Whether,
as Merton put it, it might be argued that sociology finally releases its ‘ballast’ and
establishes itself as a ‘true’ science that manages to distinguish between “history
and systematics of history” (Merton, 1968, p. 2). More specifically, whether one can
look for the crisis of sociology, its theory, or the aspiration to the ‘model’ of natural
sciences in the neglect of classics. The last option seems to us to be the least certain.
Classics in natural sciences have a completely different status in relation to social and
historical sciences. Each discipline remembers its founders and prominent authors,
but those in natural sciences do not represent a permanent point of reference and
do not have the functions stated by Stinchcombe (see above). In the moments of
epistemological crises, physicists, biologists or chemists do not return to Newton,
Darwin, or Mendeleev in order to find answers to hard questions in their research.
The giants of natural sciences have long been dead in every sense of the word. It
would be hard to find sociologists today who would argue that our discipline in
this regard can be compared with natural sciences. It could even be said that we are
moving away from such a paradigm. Among other things, after postmodernism, each
(neo)positivist view of natural and social sciences, as well as their mutual differences,
seems less convincing.
Sociology is simply not set up on the same epistemological basis and cannot
share the fate of natural sciences with respect to historical development and relations
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to classics. So, we are not inclined to support the opinion that would find an argument
for the progress and approximation of sociology to natural sciences in our data.
What else is left as a possible alternative to the interpretation of a trend that cannot
be regarded as marginal or insignificant? Let’s remind the reader that this is data relating
to the period of 58 years (1959–2017). Within this time span, there is a clear decline in the
interest (citation) for the three most important classics (Mimica & Vuletić, 1998, p. 86).
This is a significant time period for a discipline with a relatively short institutionalized
history (especially in Serbia). In this paper, we cannot offer more fundamental answers
to this question. Such kind of answers would require a far more extensive analysis with
a complementary qualitative approach. It would be necessary to analyze all the works in
detail. Those in which works of classics appear and those in which they don’t. It would
be necessary to carry out an analysis of the (institutional) history of our discipline –
both in terms of the most important actors and in terms of the structures that shaped
it. Bearing in mind all the limitations here, we can only outline certain hypotheses that
certainly require more extensive elaboration. The evident decline in the quotation of
classics was influenced by several factors. First, it should be said that empirical research
in sociology has undergone growth and development over the last few decades. We
do not want to say that Yugoslav sociology in its beginnings completely ignored the
importance of empirical data, but it is quite clear that methodological knowledge and
research techniques have significantly advanced. Second, more funds and human
resources are focused on research (empirical) activities. The latter does not imply
exclusively the conduction of new research, but also the use of (international) databases
created in other countries. Relatively speaking, on the one hand, empirical research is
growing, but on the other hand, a lesser number of sociologists deals with ‘pure’ theory.
The latter tendency is not present only within the boundaries of our national sociology.
It is therefore legitimate to ask whether classics can serve as indicators of a state (crisis
or development) of sociological theory in general? If the assumption is true, one might
say that the sociological theory is really in crisis.
It seems to us that the fall of the Berlin Wall is not only important for changing
the role of Marx’s legacy in sociology. Namely, one obvious question arises – why
the gap that was created by the loss of the political momentum of Marxism was not
‘used’ by Durkheim and Weber? The decline in their presence in the analyzed articles
is lower, but also significant. Wouldn’t it be expected that the same position (the
scope of quotation) would be ‘taken over’ by Weber as “Marx’s antipode” (Jovanović,
1935, p. 227)? Is tis a sort of alienation from the fundamental issues of sociology?
Is sociology more and more becoming an ‘applied science’ of experts that use their
knowledge to contribute to solving specific and narrowly defined problems? As we
said, all of these are just hypotheses that have yet to be examined.
The development of new sociological (sub)disciplines that arise in response
to new challenges should also be considered. Such challenges did not exist at the
time when Marx, Durkheim and Weber lived. For example, new technologies such as
robots, the Internet, nuclear energy, genetic bioengineering, etc. Or social phenomena
to which they did not attach particular importance (e.g. ecological problems, sports,
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fashion, etc.). However, regardless of the clear trend of the decreasing frequency of
citation, it shows certain oscillations over time (at least when it comes to the period
that we covered with our research, 1997–2017). From the graph below (Chart 3), we
can see that in the period from 2004 to 2008, there is the lowest frequency of quoting
the classics. Thus, in a specific period of unblocked post-socialist transformation
(Lazić, 2011, p. 62–68), there was a decline in the reference to classics. Only the crisis
in 2008 revived Marx, Durkheim and Weber. So, it is obvious that in times of crisis
and instability of the social order, sociologists turn to their founding fathers.
However, these conclusions should be taken with caution because absolute and
relative numbers are relatively small. So, even some minor changes (several articles)
can affect the results.

Gender, age and place of work of the author
Chart 4 shows the author’s greater presence in relation to female authors
(although the graph refers to the first author in the article in the above-mentioned
period, the majority of works have only one male/female author). This information
is interesting in itself, since sociology studies in Serbia have been more frequently
enrolled by female students in the last few decades (see Mitrović, 2009, p. 62).
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An even more interesting finding relates to the difference between all authors
and those who have quoted classics. We would say that this finding is not surprising
given the gender gaps and the roles that are reproduced in science as well. Thus,
gender differences in the choice of topics, theories and methods can be observed.
Ward and Grand note that men ‘dominate’ in areas such as “theory, political sociology,
sociology of knowledge” (Ward & Grand, 1985, p. 143). It is therefore not surprising
that male authors more often refer to Marx, Durkheim and Weber than the members
of the opposite gender.
Chart 5 clearly indicates that the authors of the journal Sociology are most
productive in the period from 45 to 54 years of age. It is interesting that the data indicate
a higher degree of quotation of classics when it comes to relatively younger (30–39) and
older authors (55–79).8 It is difficult to give a comprehensive explanation as to why this
distribution of citation of classics occurs according to the age of the author. Among
other things, in this case, different generations of authors who quoted classics appear
as ‘peers’. We may ask the question whether it is the same to quote the classics in 1997
and 2007? No matter of the fact that the authors can do it in the same or similar age (for
example, with 30 years of age). Again, a relatively small (absolute) number of quotes
should be emphasized, so every generalization must be taken with a reserve.

Finally, relying on the previous research Mimica and Vuletić conducted with
their associates two decades ago, we wanted to determine the relationship between
the authors of sociological articles and the classics regarding the author’s affiliation.
First of all, we should say that the data we have come across are not completely
comparable to the previous survey. Namely, according to the authors of the previous
research, the reliability of the data they came to is questionable, since data on the exact
employment of authors could only be found for the last five research years (1991–
1996). The conclusion that, with some caution and distance from it, our predecessors
reveal is that authors employed at faculties rarely quote Marx in relation to those
employed at scientific research institutions and other non-university institutions
(Mimica & Vuletić, 1998, p. 84).
If we look at Table 2, that is, the results that we have come across in our research,
8
We collected data on the age of the authors thanks to COBISS. In case of certain authors, we collected
data based on other publicly available information on the Internet (biographies and the like).
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we notice that over the past twenty years the authors employed at faculties more often
quoted Marx than their colleagues employed at scientific research institutes and other
non-university institutions. On the other hand, Durkheim was more often quoted
by authors employed at institutes compered to the authors employed at faculties. In
other words, the finding we came to differs from the findings of our predecessors.
However, one should be particularly careful when making any conclusions, for two
reasons: firstly, the comparability of the data is not reliable (for the above reasons), and
secondly, it remains unclear how the difference between the authors who classify the
classics is statistically significant, according to their affiliation, because the number
of authors who cited classics and who are employed at institutes is too small to carry
out relevant conclusions.9

Table 2. Reference to classics regarding the authors’ place
of work, 1997–2017 (%)
M

D

V

M1

D1

V1

Аll authors

0.28

0.18

0.22

0.28

0.23

0.31

Faculties

1.91

0.97

1.27

1.87

1.19

1.64

Institutes

0.23

2.03

1.13

0.42

2.12

2.12

Others
0.6
0.6
0.97
0.74
1.29
1.84
M, D, V = the relative participation of references to Marx, Durkheim and Weber (through
references in the text)
M1, D1, V1 = the relative participation of quoting Marx’s, Durkheim’s and Weber’s works
(in the literature list)

Conclusion
Every science must cultivate a certain degree of self-reflection. Such a tendency
in the case of sociology is not only valuable, but also necessary. Bearing in mind the
peculiarities of the subject of its research and the epistemological basis on which it
rests, it should not in any way allow the luxury of the absence of such an analysis. One
way of achieving this goal is definitely a citation analysis, or statistical processing of
scientific articles in the journal Sociology. The results of our research clearly point
to the continuation of tendencies observed by Mimica and Vuletić in their research
from 1998. The steep decline in the citation of Karl Marx continues after 1997. It is
hard to believe that the change in the socio-economic system that arose after the
fall of the Berlin Wall or, in the case of Serbia (FR Yugoslavia) after 2000, is not
closely and strongly associated with this tendency. But this is not the only finding
that should be considered relevant. The finding of a general relative decline in the
quotation of all three classics may even cause intrigue or be of particular concern.
9
The number of first authors employed at the institutes is 7, while the number of the first authors
employed at the faculty is 52, and 11 of them are in the category “others”.
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Weber and Durkheim did not ‘grasp’ the space left by Marx, retreating to the political
and ideological tide of socialism. The limitation of our data and the frameworks of
this paper do not allow us to give a more detailed and expanded consideration of such
tendencies. However, regardless of the decline in the quotation of all three classics,
we can conclude that sociology as a science is not deprived of the influence that the
subject of its analysis has on the researchers themselves. Thus, there is a clear decline
in the interest in the classics in the period when the capitalism slowly stabilized (after
2000), but also its reactivation at the moment of the global economic crisis. Again,
the gender gap with scientific roles and differences in terms of the tendency towards
sociological theory has also been seen once again. This finding is interesting because
it cannot be easily attributed to the subordinate position of women in science. As we
have seen, it is the field (classical sociological theories) which obviously slowly, but
surely, loses its prestige and presence in scientific production.
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УПОТРЕБА СОЦИОЛОШКИХ КЛАСИКА – АНАЛИЗА
ЦИТИРАНОСТИ МАРКСОВИХ, ВЕБЕРОВИХ
И ДИРКЕМОВИХ РАДОВА У ЧАСОПИСУ
СОЦИОЛОГИЈА 1997–2017
Сажетак
У раду ћемо приказати резултате анализе цитираности социолошких класика
у часопису Социологија за период 1997–2017. Наше истраживање као полазну
тачку, у извесном смислу, узима рад Аљоше Мимице и Владимира Вулетића Где
се деде трећи класик? – анализа цитираности Марксових, Веберових и Диркемових радова у часопису Социологија 1959–1996. Овај рад ће представљати основу
у погледу употребе метода анализе цитираности како би била остварена упоредивост података у два временска периода. Основни циљ нашег рада је идентификовање трендова цитирања класика у последњих двадесет година. Тачније,
покушаћемо да одговоримо на питање да ли наведени период представља само
екстраполацију трендова који су већ уочени у наведеном раду или се јављају
нове праксе и обрасци позивања на Маркса, Вебера и Диркема. Политичке и
друштвене промене у последњих двадесет година су биле посебно драматичне и
свеобухватне. Стога нам се овакав подухват чини посебно занимљив и значајан
јер истовремено представља и слику српске (југословенске) социологије у датом
временском периоду.
Кључне речи: анализа цитираности, Маркс, Вебер, Диркем, часопис „Социологија”
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TASIĆ’S APPROACH TO THE DIVISION OF
COMPETENCES BETWEEN THE SOCIOLOGICAL AND
LEGAL SPHERES OF HUMAN ACTIVITY
Abstract
This paper discusses the research of sociological and legal heritage of ĐorđeTasić,
as one of our most significant initiators of different research in the borderline area
between law and sociology, in the period between two world wars of the 20thcentury.
The research points to the practical need for a continuous study of the effects of Tasić’s
views on current development trends of our legal sociology or sociology of law in the
division of competences between the sociological and legal sphere of human activity.
Emphasising the difference between law and what Tasić described as an attempt of
law, in relation to which in 1943 he experienced a tragic historical verification of his
views on the relationship between an individual, society, state and law, the paper also
examines the possibilities of setting clear framework of a more efficient development of
conceptual solutions in various sociological theories of law, without which our current
jurisprudence unnecessarily loses ground, failing to adequately rely on the long-lasting
foundations it obviously has at disposal, which no one is denying it more than it does
itself, when renouncing sociology.
Key words: law, sociology, attempt of law, jurisprudence

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Đorđe Tasić and the original action
research of his sociological-legal thought, which started in 1993 and which I believe
has shown that Tasić’s opus is a good basis for resolving numerous practical issues
in the borderline area between law and sociology. The problem of the division of
competences or jurisdictions between sociological and legal spheres of human activity
is based on the conviction that this is the initial question in organizing any borderline
area. A solution to this question in the borderline area between law and sociology is a
primary condition for the realization of all the potentials of that area as well as every
other activity within it. Many of those activities have shown significant economic
potentials and could be the basis for the development of the applied sociology
Tasić believed in, upon which the action research of his sociological-legal thought
was based and upon which this paper is also about, beginning with his analysis of
developmental problems and dangers to which sociology exposes itself when trying
to explain “things that it is not competent at” (Tasić, 1938a, p. 27).
1
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The unusual experience of Đorđe Tasić coupled with the authentic experience
of researching his sociological-legal thought created the conditions necessary for the
development of an original socio-experimental activity through which the analysis of
his sociological and legal heritage took on the character of building bridges in order
to ensure communication between members of seemingly unbridgeable worlds. The
conviction that numerous problems in communication between sociologists and
legal scholars is a direct consequence of insufficiently defined boundaries between
differently established professional competences comes from the analysis of legal
practice in which applied sociology has not yet reached the level Tasić counted on.
Regardless of how obvious it might be that the problems in communication in this
area do not apply only and exclusively to the relationship between law and sociology,
all results of this research clearly show that they are always connected to specific
states of overall relationships between sociology and law. The convictions that certain
sociological cognitions are conditional to the development of positive legal existence,
which without sociology remains in the sphere of metaphysics, have gained their
empirical frames through which the explorative observation of the entire Tasić’s opus
started to gain a somewhat teleological dimension, which left a mark on the overall
knowledge of the mutual relationship between law and sociology both in the borderline
area and in all the other areas outside of their mutual contacts. In the process, it has
been shown that sociology, if it insufficiently appreciates the basics of legal literacy as
well as philosophical boundaries of its own origins, puts itself in danger of entering
relationships which make it impossible to protect itself from various ideological
pressures and which misguide it from the way of objective empirical science and lead
it into the slavery of primitive demagogy. Positive law, on the other hand, in contact
with a sociology which cannot survive within objective empirical science, as well as
the one that insufficiently appreciates any type of sociological cognizance, cannot
count on an existence more certain than the one offered by the methodology of trial
and error based on insufficiently grounded sociological projects.
Without entering into a debate on the possibility that there are certain legal
professions that could be argued to live at the expense of the crisis, as well as the
fact that crisis is a constant concomitant of sociology and that sociology was created
as a critical response to a social crisis, a look back on a unique approach to the
mutual relationship between sociology and law of Đorđe Tasić, and his affirmation
of sociology, since it is certain that he unfalteringly believed in the fruitful effect that
sociology could have on law and legal sciences, should point to the possibility that he
has created a foundation for sociology and jurisprudence with which they could both
count on a more certain perspective than the one offered to them through constant
entrapment in crisis. This view is specifically attested in his review of the mutual
relationship between sociology and action which started with the statement that
sociology has “from the first moment of its nascence displayed ambitions to serve
practical life” (Tasić, 1938b, p. 166).
The way that sociology serves practical life however is most frequently the place
where it also rubs elbows with law or the lack of law, since law is also a discipline which
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enables the realization of practical life. Practical life, therefore, becomes a place in
which the state of conflicts between sociology and law, as well as between sociologists
and legal scholars, becomes obvious because of their specific interests, which insist on
the need to solve the conflicts in a significantly more delicate way than the one used
by the theory in which there is still no legal grounds to argumentatively claim that
an agreement has been reached in terms of the methodological and terminological
definition and clear and precise delimitation of the borderline area between
sociology and law. It is only certain that this space is no longer in exclusively legal or
sociological competence, and that law and sociology more and more often stumble
in said space. The fact is that antinomies are becoming more and more present in this
space, resulting from positive conflicts in competence. At the same time, myriad of
anomies are also multiplied, which turn out to most frequently originate on the basis
of the conflict of competence, which is in their case usually evinced as negative. A
negative conflict of competence, however, characteristically creates problems which
no one deals with or solves, but which ought to be solved. Evoking a certain tragedy
of mankind Tasić wrote: “There is something tragic in mankind not solving the
questions that can be solved because people never solve them through reason and
truth, as they are incapable of taking into account the most elementary facts” (Tasić,
1938a, p. 31).
If this indicated tragedy is added to the objectively existing difficulties in solving
disputes arising from various conflicts of competence or if it is improperly mixed
with those difficulties, then the situation is additionally complicated and problems
that appear as though they cannot be solved through legal means develop. In such
conditions, instead of legal solutions, malign spirits of unrest, wars, revolutions, or
permanent cease of vital communications disproportionately grow. The curse of
closeness, sensed in sociology and law as well as in real life, provided that the conflict
of competence between the two is not resolved, seriously threatens to damage both
law and sociology, as well as everything else related to them.
The scientific character, life, work, and fate of Đorđe Tasić provide a basis for
the possibility of searching for more favorable solutions than the ones at our disposal
now. The critical realism of his awareness of the tragic dimension of human existence
opens up an area of insight into the fact that he was never discouraged by any tragedy
from his lasting intention to actively resist it by embracing it and conscientiously
adapting himself to it by a willing development of consciousness of the fact that
“social life in itself requires of people an ideal view that they should overcome their
own personal interests” (Tasić, 1938, p. 31). This view contains the essence of Tasić’s
activist idealism directed at realizing the general interest which is, according to him,
represented by the state.
The activist idealism of his personal and professional engagement by the
power of his own example is a direct consequence of his awareness of an objectively
existing need to act responsibly on the basis of objective cognizance gained from
the sociologically-determined critical realism in understanding social reality, which
cannot be understood outside the insight into his specific attitudes on numerous
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questions of his time, as well as the insight into different reactions regarding those
attitudes. The importance of insight into all those attitudes springs from the fact that
through them the tendency is manifested to superficially interpret the complexity
and depth of the approach he used for a complete view of the problems he analyzed
but did not manage to publish a systematically finished piece on. The problem of
the relationship between the state and law, about which he wrote an extraordinary
thesis that propelled his academic career on the problem of the justification of
the state, presents the essence of Tasić’s intentions, since he remained a consistent
adversary to any type of anarchy, war and revolution as well as any kind of violent
submission of any subject of law, starting with every individual through various
forms of institutional organizations all the way to the entire civilization in which
he saw a historical attainment based on the affirmation of the idea of freedom and
uncompromising condemnation of every type of exploitation. In seriously dealing
with specific questions of legal subjectivity, which he initially handled within the
problem of mutual relationship between man, society, state and law, reached within
his sociological theory of law by solving the sociological problem and the problem
of the relationship between the state and law, led him to the problem of legal subject
related to which there was also the problem of legal validity, as well as one original
theory of interpretation. This theory, which he planned to write about in a separate
comprehensive piece, was supposed to be the crown of his opus.
Being arrested and shot in the concentration camp during World War II singularly
ended his teaching and scientific career, but also stopped him in his intention to leave
behind a comprehensive piece on the interpretation. Therefore, what we have left
scattered in numerous articles and especially in the third chapter of the first year law
students textbook titled “Introduction to Legal Sciences” published in 1941 as a revised
third edition will have to suffice. Tasić wrote in the foreword: After years of experience
in exams and seminars, in personal encounters and conversations with students and
friends, I have come to the conclusion that my book Introduction to Legal Sciences 1933
contains many issues – the issues of general theory and philosophy of law, and that
this has become the greatest impediment to the first-year beginners. This is why I have
decided to publish this book for the second time strictly in the form of the philosophy
of law, which could serve as a textbook to doctoral students (1938, n.p.).

Regarding the textbook intended for first-year students, he wrote in the
“Introduction to the Second Edition”:
For the first-year students, however, I have decided to provide a single book that would
contain as much of positive-legal material and historical and sociological reviews
as possible so as to introduce them to the principles of the modern state and the
development of legal institutions (Tasić, 1938, n.p.).

Judging by the looks and the contents of the second and third editions, which
were intended for first-year law students, there is no doubt that the new edition of
the announced Introduction to Legal Sciences would have been significantly improved
and revised in comparison to the 1933 edition, and that there would have been
many new sociological cognitions in those revisions, which would have additionally
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explained the difference between the interpretation of the legal norm and what Tasić
unequivocally dubbed as playing the system or the misuse of law, related to which he
expected sociology, that he thus put in the service of pedagogy, to provide cognitions
which would make such logic close even to the laymen, since he considered this
a necessity for the establishment of the legal state and true validity of law in the
conditions of social democracy.
Interpretation, for Tasić, is the core of legal business. It precisely profiles the
member of the legal profession. Whether this member be a judge, an attorney, a clerk,
or the professor of legal sciences, every legal scholar finally always deals with the
interpretation of legal regulations, the existing ones or the ones in the making. This
is why he has explicitly stated that the interpretation of legal regulations “must be
strictly differentiated from the misuse of law” based on the various laymen’s beliefs
“that anything one wants can be drawn from the texts and contradictory theses
proven”, which reduces the interpretation of law and the entire legal profession to
the pure skill which “having no basis in truth or reality” does not comprehend that
the relativities and indeterminacies, never claiming that they do not exist in law, are
never “something arbitrary” and that it is a jurist’s duty to reach truth and justice “by
using strict and fine legal logic, on the one hand, and experience and knowing the
facts and on the other hand” (Tasić, 1941, p. 86).
Knowing the facts is for the legal scholar a condition for righteous action in all
phases of creation or education, performance, application, or change in law, which
changes in accordance with the logic of events. “Law adapts itself to the events”, says
the legal proverb founded on knowing the facts of positive law. Tasić explicitly stated
his own view on the question of the relationship between norm and will by deducing
that “the existence of a special category of need”, as something irrational that serves
life and that he connected to a specific cultural orientation, “had to be activist to a
certain degree, for it can verify the value or the meaning of life in society at the very
least”, which he considered to “point to a measure in which unity and harmony of
human life are achieved, that must be protected satisfactorily” (Tasić, 1992, p. 21). The
protection that Tasić propagated was grounded in the concept of free will autonomy
which is based on a certain awareness of the fact that freedom is always tied to
responsibility which we agree to by free choice. Thus, realizing that “if we accept life
in society, we must properly accept all other consequences that objectively impose
themselves”, Tasić clearly stressed that there are other possibilities and as a believer in
science he expected it to “determine the objective sphere”, although being aware that
there cannot be absolute agreement in any given sphere and that truth is “something
ideal, one idea, one norm with its characteristic postulate of unity of spirit” that he
clearly saw as not having to be “fully realized” (Tasić, 1992, pp. 22–23). The essence
of his activist idealism regarding the aforementioned is seen in the attitude that “it
only shows the action nature of the truth” for which he established the following: “It
is a necessity that requires effort, straining of will and its abilities” (Tasić, 1992, p. 23).
As such, it necessarily becomes the basis for action cognition, which is the essence
of the theoretical-methodological foundation of the entire Tasić’s action, as in the
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area of teaching, scientific and educational activity, so in everything else, starting
with his personal life, field research, political advisement of the Crown in the service
of which he was during various political negotiations he took part in, but also in
everything else where he served the interests of the state and the people he belonged
to and whom he represented in front of international associations where he gained
an enviable scientific affirmation.
The theoretical-methodological foundation, which in the entire scientificresearch activity of Đorđe Tasić was always based on the synthesis of his critical realism
in the understanding of social reality, activist idealism in his permanent intention to
rationally fix said reality, relative pacifism in the aspiration to properly establish and
maintain the harmonic development of wholes and parts of the united mankind, was
in its entirety interspersed by educational fervor of his didactic utilitarianism, and
as such it logically fit into the whole of the aforementioned problem framework in
which the following clearly stood out and were mutually intertwined: the problem
of the relationship of man, society, state, and law; the problem of the legal subject,
the problem of legal validity and the original theory of interpretation, with which he
was certainly moving towards the shaping of an ambitious cognition system, which
promised the possibility of finding a legitimate solution for very current at the time, but
now pretty blurred antinomy of American social psychology and European social law.
The problem of unity in the harmonious development of social law, social psychology,
social theory of law and legal sociology Tasić handled within the framework of
sociologically-established philosophical aspirations. His university career, which he
realized at law colleges in Subotica, Ljubljana and Belgrade, is a unique example for
our country and should become the subject of studies, since through his career the
evolution of our modern intellectual growth can be observed, which was conducted
under a significant influence of European universities where most of our intellectuals
of the time studied. Tasić was in that way an extremely imposing and singular
figure, since he differed from our other important intellectuals by being an authentic
representative of our culture, which he very successfully represented internationally,
clearly illustrated by the facts surrounding his internationally acclaimed papers, that
took a lot of time being translated and published in our language. The analysis of all
those papers is quite confusing, because they do not contain that many elements on
the basis of which it could be claimed that he was hostile toward numerous post-war
tendencies of social development that the ruling elites, both the ones from the period
of socialism and the ones from various periods of transition, at least declaratively
stood for. Aside from being shot in a concentration camp during World War II and the
fact that his name is mentioned on some ideologically-made lists of controversially
labeled members or representatives of modern day associations, it is not well-known
that anyone has ever declared Tasić as an enemy of the state and the people. That is
why it could be claimed that the reasons for his post-war marginality, which is not
questionable, are baffling to say the least.
Namely, it is not debatable that Đorđe Tasić was, in the period between the two
world wars of the 20th century, one of the most influential legal scholars of a country
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that died during World War II, the same as Tasić had. However, some banal pieces
of information about him that could be solved, but are not, still remain debatable.
For instance, unnecessary fallacies about his dates of birth and death are being piled
on in numerous pieces of literature on him, often unclear whether these are the
results of chance, or they conceal the accidentally-stored profound meaning, which
necessarily opens up a myriad of fundamental questions. Seemingly, this question is
not terribly important and that is why maybe it reveals a lot. Still, sometimes it seems
that by putting our own negligence to the forefront we are purposefully clouding
his magnitude. It also seems that there is a continued lack of interest in affirming
his character or his opus for some reason. So the disharmony and colorfulness of
minute details persists, because there is very little that is known about Tasić’s life in
the public that is more prone towards light mystery than to serious research effort.
The fact is that the differing dates of his birth and death could confuse someone with
insufficient knowledge on the changes in valid calendars and fates of different pieces
of data within relatively unknown archives, and it is no secret that there are those
amongst the interested researchers of sociological-legal thought of Đorđe Tasić and
that this is, considering the circumstances, a completely understandable occurrence.
The calendar issue, however, is a complicated one, and not devoid of importance in
understanding Tasić’s legacy, and the basic research problem that arises regularly is
connected to the risk of moving away from the main topic of research, since it is a
broad field in which a curious researcher might wander off and lose a lot of time
and not even reach the essence of Tasić’s opus, because he is being held by many
seemingly important topics, or he could lose himself in the myriad of questions and
problems that Tasić dealt with within an extremely precisely established problem
framework, which is not as visible because he did not have the chance to finish his
systemic works. Alongside that, his legacy has not yet been handled in a sufficiently
complete way. The fact that not even his collected works have been published within
one edition yet, which would provide the pretension of being complete, clearly points
to the existence of a certain problem. The asynchrony in data on Tasić’s birth and
death, for those who are better informed on the circumstances of life in this area,
the characteristic of which is that the facts of deaths and births are still too often
proven by witnesses and other complicated procedures. When it comes to Tasić’s
date of birth, there are two dates in literature, and it is not questionable that this
fallacy occurred due to a misunderstanding arising from the change in calendars.
It is clear that Tasić was born on October 25, 1892 in the Julian calendar, which
was the valid calendar in the administrative area of his birth, and which the Serbian
Orthodox Christian Church still uses and which, as of January, 1919, based on the
decision of King Aleksandar I Karađorđević, was replaced by the Gregorian calendar
that has been used in certain parts of Europe since the 16th century, according to
which this October 25 of the Julian calendar became November 7, 1892. So, it has
become commonplace to have some dates, just like the date of Tasić’s birth, cited
with the indication of the old and new calendars, and where such an indication does
not exist, for those who are unfamiliar with this practice, there is ample space for
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fallacy which can be easily removed. When it comes to Tasić’s date of death, however,
relating to which years of 1943 and 1944 appear in literature, as well as two places
– Sajmište and Banjica, it is only clear that this question has not been completely
researched or available, things become less simple than initially thought. It is still
possible to maintain the dilemma of the possibility of a typo, which is in the same way
accidentally transported. It is also possible that by looking into the corresponding
public records or archives new details have been found, enough to arouse new
curiosity and seek a more detailed review of previously shown biographical data,
which would have to be synchronized appropriately, since a complete biography of
Đorđe Tasić has still not been written with the precise description of details from
his life on the basis of which further analyses of certain significant questions on the
borderline area between sociology and law, which he studied throughout his lifetime,
could be conducted. Many of those who have seriously dealt with the opus of Đorđe
Tasić have gone to great lengths not to let his character and work be forgotten. And
still, dilemmas surrounding some basic questions persist and seem like they cannot
be solved. The fact that not even basic pieces of information on his life and death
can be said with certainty, which significantly limits the cognition horizons and the
value of this paper, brings into question the entire meaning of explaining the need for
a unity of discussion on the scientific character, life, work, and fate of Đorđe Tasić,
which turns out to be inextricably connected to the discussion on the fate of a country,
which lost a significant international representative with Tasić’s death and which is
often referred to as the first Yugoslavia, since there were two more afterwards. The
discussions on continuity, which never seem to cease when it comes to Yugoslavia,
even when they are not being led, are a separate issue and it cannot be debatable that
this is one of the questions which turns out to be thematically firmly connected to the
borderline area between sociology and law.
The remark made by an academician Radomir Lukić in his foreword to a selection
of Tasić’s discussions and articles that claimed: “The scientific work of Đorđe Tasić
cannot be properly understood without knowing his personality, and his scientific
work cannot be completely separated from the basic traits of his character – in his
work, he is mirrored as a man, completely” (Tasić, 1984, p. 2), compels on starting
potentially fruitful lines of research of differing doctrinal character, which are still
insufficient in number. The fact that this paper also only hints at the basic problem
and bows to the belief by which it is still not possible to collect a sufficient number of
relevant pieces of information out of which a real picture devoid of emotions could
be shaped, illustrates only a cry of a curious spirit which still believes and hopes. The
awareness of the inconsistencies of the concept in which the need for the realization
of research directed at shaping the real picture of the scientific character, life, work,
and fate of Đorđe Tasić is especially emphasized, as well as the fate of the country
he lived in and because of which he might have consciously put himself on the road
that took him to eternity, alongside it, awakens the conscience and warns of the fact
that the objective results of such a research are a precondition to the possibility to
have any real moral drawn from it, that could serve as a solution to real problems of
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the existing world in which virtual reality is becoming more important and in which
there seems to be no interest for the characters like Tasić.
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ТАСИЋЕВ ПРИСТУП ПОДЕЛИ НАДЛЕЖНОСТИ
ИЗМЕЂУ СОЦИОЛОШКЕ И ПРАВНЕ СФЕРЕ ЉУДСКЕ
ДЕЛАТНОСТИ
Сажетак
Рад је посвећен истраживању социолошке и правне заоставштине Ђорђа Тасића,
као једног од наших најзначајнијих покретача различитих истраживања у
граничном простору између права и социологије у периоду између два велика
светска рата двадесетог века. Истраживање је указало на практичну потребу
континуираног проучавања ефеката Тасићевих ставова на актуелне токове
развоја наше правне социологије или социологије права у подели надлежности
између социолошке и правне сфере људске делатности.
Наглашавајући разлику између права и онога што је Тасић описао као покушај
права, а у вези с чим је 1943. године доживео трагичну историјску верификацију
својих схватања о међусобном односу човека, друштва, државе и права, у раду се
разматрају могућности постављања јасних граница ефикаснијег развоја идејних
решења различитих социолошких теорија права без којих наша актуелна правна
наука беспотребно губи тло под ногама, не ослањајући се довољно на вековне
темеље, којима очигледно располаже и које јој нико не оспорава више од ње саме
када се одриче социологије.
Кључне речи: право, социологија, покушај права, правна наука
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APPLICATIONS OF NETWORK ANALYSIS IN SOCIAL
SCIENCES: Flexibility and interdisciplinarity
Abstract
In the 20th and 21st centuries, social network analysis has slowly transformed into a
broader research field called network analysis or network science. It is a set of theories,
techniques and methods that produce models representing the structure of relations
between different entities or units. Unlike the original social network analysis research,
which was based on the idea of a network as a sociogram describing relations between
social actors, in network analysis a unit of analysis is no longer restricted to social
actors. In this paper, the authors attempt to argue, seemingly paradoxically, why social
sciences (including sociology) can utilize this development of network analysis in order
to improve their own quantitative research practice. In the first part of the paper, the
authors will show that the methodological diffusion of network analysis (from sociology
towards other social and natural sciences) has led to significant innovations including:
(1) models of network dynamics or evolution, (2) spatial networks, and (3) networks of
variables. In the second part of the paper, the authors will use their previous research
results to demonstrate practical applications of these innovations. In the discussion,
the authors will reflect on these subtypes of network analysis and their potential to
contribute to the development of research techniques in sociology and other social
sciences.
Key words: social network analysis, quantitative methodology, network analysis,
interdisciplinarity

Introduction
Social network analysis became a prominent research programme in sociology
in the second half of the 20th century (Freeman, 2004; Borgatti et al., 2009). However,
during the last decade of the 20th century, major methodological breakthroughs
in network analysis, mainly the discovery of collective dynamics of small-world
networks by Duncan Watts and Steven Strogatz (1998), followed by Barabási and
Albert’s insights into the scale-free property of real-world networks (1999), drove the
whole field towards a mathematical and methodological development path that is
more sophisticated than the one which was based on either simple models of Erdős
1
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and Rényi (1959) or applied algebraic graph theory which fostered the Harvard
Revolution (Lorrain & White, 1971; White, Boorman & Breiger, 1976). These new
developments have led to the constitution of a new field of research which is often
called network science, science of networks or simply network analysis (Watts, 2004).
From the sociological viewpoint, this means that a set of theoretical and
methodological tools limited to one strand of mathematical sociology has developed
into an interdisciplinary methodological paradigm and that in a certain sense
network analysis has outgrown its sociological roots. Therefore, the current relation
between two fields is twofold – sociologists can either confine themselves to a narrow
subdiscipline of network analysis and stick to the traditional models, which are usually
limited to the studying of small social groups with clear membership boundaries
(Burk, Steglich, & Snijders, 2007; Sokolovska et al., 2017) and online social networks
(Tremayne, 2014) or they can reconsider the role that new elements of the network
research toolbox might have in sociological research methodology.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that the new network methodology
has an important attribute that has been overlooked by a majority of researchers
in sociology and other social sciences – methodological flexibility. This is a result
of the detachment of the network models from the (sociological) theory and
the corresponding higher level of abstraction of the basic model components.
Furthermore, our aim is to show that this form of flexibility removes the disciplinary
boundaries between different applications of network analysis, making the use of
networks as models equally fruitful in physics, sociology, psychology or demography.
Consequently, network analysis in contemporary social sciences has a status similar
to the one of statistical analysis and inference, rather than being an independent
research programme in sociology, anthropology or any other social science.
Therefore, flexibility implies a certain form of interdisciplinarity. Network analysis
is no longer a branch of (mathematical) sociology, but sociologists can find great use
of new network models based on new assumptions, concepts and techniques which
can improve the explanatory power of social science research on complex social
phenomena.
We intend to demonstrate these new opportunities of network analysis in social
sciences by reviewing some of the most promising new areas of application of network
methodology in different social sciences (sociology, psychology and demography)
using examples from our previous research. First, we will review the new advances
in statistical dynamics of personal networks in order to demonstrate that research on
network evolution can offer new insights into collective dynamics of social groups.
Then, we will demonstrate how integration of network analysis and spatial analysis
can benefit demography and spatially-oriented social sciences by introducing space
as a fundamental dimension of network topology. Finally, we will demonstrate the
use of networks as statistical models in a form of “networks of variables”, where some
form of correlation or other numerical measure of association is used as the defining
relation feature of the network model resulting in a complex statistical object, usually
a Gaussian graphical model.
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Statistical network dynamics
Research on network dynamics is a natural extension of classical network
research in social sciences, which was mainly centred around structural features
of network graphs such as centrality, clustering or community detection. In order
to emphasize the novelty of the dynamical approach we will review the basic
assumptions and concepts which constitute the network framework in social
sciences. The central element of a network is a node which traditionally represents
an individual or a collective social actor (individual, organization, company, country,
etc.). Relationships between different social actors are conceptualized as network ties
between nodes. The existence of a tie signifies that some sort of social relation is
defined over a pair of nodes and therefore the meaning of a tie is a crucial contextual
element in network definition. For example, if we are investigating a friendship
network between students, network nodes represent students themselves and the
existence of a tie between the nodes signifies that two students consider themselves
to be friends. Ties can be defined as undirected, which means that a social relation
by definition has to exist for both social actors, or directed, which means that the
relation “streams” from one social actor towards the other. In classical sociological
applications of network analysis there are many different ways in which the
concept of a network tie is contextualized. It can be a social relation in a strict sense
(kinship relation, friendship, or different sorts of affective or cognitive relations), a
relation based on similarity (locational similarity, membership in the same groups,
attendance of the same event or any form of attribute similarity), a relation based
on existence of one-time or repeated interactions (sexual relations, social support,
conflict, cooperation, etc.) or a relation that can represent some form of social flow
(information flow, social exchange, etc.) (Borgatti et al., 2009).
In classical social network analysis, a network defined as a set of nodes with
one or multiple ties defined over them is a static structure or a structural “snapshot”
of complex social phenomena. However, with the rising importance of longitudinal
research in social sciences, it became clear that we cannot fully explain nor describe
network objects without considering the fact that important network features can
drastically change over time. In fact, the idea that the change or the evolution of a
network can be a function of network properties is a driving force of a growing body
of research interested in network evolution and dynamics.
In sociological context, network evolution is of particular interest when the relation
defined over a network has elements of choice or intentionality, e.g. when changes in a
network structure are produced as a direct consequence of behaviour or social action. If
we accept the premise that these “choice processes are not based on pure chance” (van de
Bunt & van Dujin, Snijders, 1999, p. 167), then the primary explanatory goal is to explain
the underlying cause of these choices and decisions and consequently the driving force
of network evolution. In order to achieve this goal, network models need to be expanded
in order to include behavioural components. Besides nodes and ties, models of network
dynamics include nodal attributes, which represent important characteristics of social actors
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(gender, age, ethnicity, occupation, class membership, etc.), which could be an important
element of the way the others perceive these social actors and make decisions about whether
to form a social relationship with them. However, the most important part of the dynamic
model is a preference or choice function (an element borrowed from rational choice theory),
a mathematical representation of the preferred choices of social actors. In other words, this
function tells us which relations social actors prefer and how they are going to act in the
future if their current position inside the network structure is not suitable for them. For
example, a student prefers to build friendly relationships with other students who will help
him or her with the homework. If at a certain time point, the student does not have such
relations, the model predicts that in the future state of the network this actor will build the
relations based on the choices determined by this preference function.
Parameters of this function are statistically estimated from the observed data, which
is why we usually speak about stochastic models of network evolution (Wasserman, 1980;
Snijders et al., 2010), which use estimation techniques such as continuous Markov chains
and loglinear regression, along with the basic utility functions from rational choice theory
to infer the factors guiding the behaviour of social actors inside different networks. These
factors may include effects like social similarity or homophily (Bilinović & Sokolovska,
2016), physical proximity (if a physical or spatial component of a social relation exists)
or they could be network-induced effects where the previous state of the network has a
significant effect on the future state (hence the need for Markov models), e.g. preferential
attachment (popular nodes have a higher probability of staying popular in the future)
or transitivity (there is a higher probability of establishing a relationship with the nodes
towards which we already have an indirect, mediated connection).
In our research, which was based on earlier dynamic network models (van
Dujin et al., 2003), we investigated the dynamics of college freshman networks on
two campuses (Sokolovska et al., 2017) from their initial point of contact (beginning
of the first semester) to the final days of the first year of college. Using the previously
described class of network models, we were able to describe factors driving the
network evolution, which essentially means a gradual increase of contact between
students and formation of an increasing number of friendly relationships. Figure
1 shows that the density of the network changes with time, as more students form
friendly relationships with each other.

Figure 1. Evolution of friendship network: (left) the beginning of the first semester, (right)
the middle of the second semester. Source: Sokolovska et al., 2017.
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Our model enabled us to investigate the nature of these changes and to look
for factors influencing the process of friendship formation. In our case, these causes
were instrumental and pragmatic as students were forming friendships on the basis
of cooperation in school-related activities and assignments and not on visible, spatial
or cultural similarity and proximity. This example illustrates the possibilities of
using dynamical network models to study social action and to explicitly model the
relationship between structure and agency, which is one of the most challenging tasks
of most sociological empirical studies.

Spatial networks
Interest in network models of spatial processes initially came from quantitative
geography in the last quarter of the 20th century, but complex models of spatial networks
have been produced mainly by physicists interested in complex processes with spatial
dimensions (Barthélemy, 2011). Objects of studies in quantitative geography include both
locations and flows of individuals and goods over a defined territory and it is not surprising
that network topology was used to model some of these processes. However, advanced
spatial network models with significant explanatory powers have been developed in
last two decades. Spatial networks are “networks for which the nodes are located in
space equipped with a metric” (Barthélemy, 2011, p. 2), where a metric is usually some
form of Euclidian spatial distance between the nodes. The basic assumption of spatial
network modelling is that the probability that two nodes in a network are connected with
a tie is significantly lower if these two nodes are spatially distant. In other words, the
“topology of spatial networks is strongly constrained by their geographical embedding”
(Crucitti, Latora, & Porta, 2006, p. 1). Spatial networks are in this sense quite different
from relational networks of classical sociology, where the existence of a social relationship
unconditionally implies the existence of a network tie. In the discussion part of this paper
we will reconsider this proposition in the light of the possibilities of integrating both the
(quantitative) relation and spatial distance of the nodes in the same network model.
In recent literature, spatial networks have been used for studying a vast array of
phenomena: from airline networks (Bianconi, Pin, & Marsili, 2009), traffic networks
(Kurant & Thiran, 2006) and urban commuting (Chowell et al., 2003) to power-grid
networks (Albert, Albert, & Nakarado, 2004) and spatial structure of the internet
(Vázquez, Pastor-Satorras, & Vespignani, 2002). The main argument for applying
spatial networks in studying of these phenomena has been the possibility of rigorous
estimation of spatial constraints imposed on the flows and the (infra)structure
responsible for creating complex patterns of relations inside large-scale real-world
networks. Since “spatial constraints may have a strong effect on network connectivity
patterns” (Expert et al., 2011, p. 7663) and since the connectivity patterns are the
primary factor in determining the outcomes related to the object of study, then any
satisfactory explanation of this object has to account for both relational and spatial
aspects, which is the unique benefit of spatial network models.
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In our recent study, we applied spatial network modelling in order to build
a theoretical model of commuting flows in the Province of Vojvodina, Serbia. In
this case, the nodes in the network are municipalities and the directed ties from one
municipality to another indicate that there is a flow of commuters in that direction.
A numeric measure is attached to the ties, so the flows of commuters are weighted
according to the number of commuters between two municipalities. The resulting
network is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Commuting network of AP Vojvodina. Source:
Tomašević & Sokolovska, 2017.
The network is constructed using a theoretical geographical model which
estimated the number of commuters between two municipalities using a mathematical
function which accounts for the size of the municipalities and their Euclidian distance
(among other factors). The resulting network thus captures both the relational and
spatial aspects of commuting and enables us to draw conclusions about the structure
of the commuting network. In our case, the city of Novi Sad was the central hub of the
network, with a clearly defined gravitational pull zone of surrounding municipalities,
while other major cities in Vojvodina failed to create such pull zones and therefore
the focus of the analysis and the discussion on the structure of the networks was
centred around the economical and transportation factors leading to formation of
such structural holes.
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Networks of variables
Networks of variables represent the latest and one of the most promising
developments of network analysis when it comes to applications in social sciences.
Although the idea and the core mathematical models underlying the idea of
networks of variables came from statistical physics (Lauritzen, 1996), the most
practical application in social sciences so far has come from several research fields
in psychology, such as psychometrics (Constantini et al., 2019) and psychopathology
(Epskamp, Borsboom, & Fried, 2018). The previous applications of network analysis
we reviewed differed in terms of the definition of a network tie (relational or spatial
definition), but they had the same definition of a node as an entity. In networks
of variables this is not the case and the definitions of both a node and a tie are
significantly different. Although the term networks of variables is more precise, these
models are called psychological networks due to their origin and wide application in
social sciences.
“Psychological networks consist of nodes representing observed variables,
connected by edges representing statistical relationships” (Epskamp, Borsboom,
& Fried, 2018, p. 195). In other words, nodes are variables, and a network is a
representation of the structure of the statistical association between the nodes.
The key methodological difference between these networks and entity networks
(which include traditional sociological networks) is that the relationship between
nodes in the latter case is directly measurable or observable, while in the networks
of variables the relationship is the object of a statistical estimation procedure.
Therefore, the network model itself is a realization of a previous statistical model and
the entire network analysis procedure consists of two different steps: (1) estimation
of a statistical model from empirical data, where the estimated parameter becomes
represented as a weighted network model between observed variables; (2) analysis
of the resulting network using standard toolbox of graph theory (Newman, 2010).
In this manner, network analysis partially replaces classical statistical inference (as
least its standard functions in social sciences) and produces an integral model which
simultaneously enables researchers to explore the nature of statistical associations
between the given observable variables and to draw conclusions about the overall
structure of relationships, which is conceptualized as a network. It is worth noting that
analysis of the network structure replaces the search for the structure of latent factors,
and although recent research has proven that these structures are mathematically
equivalent (Kruis & Maris, 2016), network models are more parsimonious and enable
researchers to draw inferences about the variable association structure without
invoking latent constructs.
In our recent work (Sokolovska, Dinić, & Tomašević, 2018) on psychological
networks, we took advantage of these unique benefits in order to investigate the
complex relationship between personality traits and different aspect of aggressiveness
and aggressive behaviour in general. The resulting network is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Psychological network of personality traits and aggressiveness
components. Source: Sokolovska, Dinić, & Tomašević, 2018.
This network shows the clustering and grouping of variables which serve a
similar function as the principal component analysis or principal axis factoring in
applied multivariate statistical research. Network ties represent partial correlations
(with tie weight being the numerical value of correlation coefficient) and thus the
structural similarity (indicated by the node proximity on this graph layout) of the
nodes indicates a high amount of intergroup unique shared variance of the variable
which are placed in the same neighbourhood (or community) of the network. This in
turns enabled us to evaluate the position of the aggressiveness components in relation
to all personality traits defined by the HEXACO model.

Discussion
Previously we have explained that the basic elements of networks are nodes and
ties. After reviewing some of more advanced applications of network analysis across
diverse scientific fields of research, we can see that there is a substantially wider
domain in which nodes and ties could be defined and modelled in comparison with
what was traditionally a sociological space of social network analysis application.
Classical sociological network models assumed that the nodes are individual or
collective social agents and that the definition of a tie implies some form of social
relationship (in a wider or narrower sense). The main argument of this paper is that
the widening of this narrow field can be beneficial to sociological research in the
future owing to the flexibility of network analysis.
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We can give a more precise description of this term by accounting for flexibility
in relation to the definition of a node and in relation to the definition of a network
tie. We have shown that nodes can be different epistemological objects, with
different levels of analytical abstraction. In the most basic sense, nodes are individual
humans conceptualized as social agents, but also other social entities (groups, firms,
organizations, etc.), spatial entities (cities, municipalities, islands, etc.) and finally
observable variables. With regard to the network of variables, this form of network
analysis potentially has the widest array of applications in sociology because it can
be applied to a large number of survey studies, in which a network behaves like a
measurement model defined on a set of quantitative observed variables (attitudes or
social/demographical/economic indicators).
Flexibility is also present in relation to the definition of a network tie. Apart
from the obvious, classical conceptualization of a tie as an indicator of presence of
social relation between two entities, network ties can take many different forms. In
this review we have seen that ties can be defined as outcomes of complex preference,
utility or choice functions, which are mathematical expressions of the assumptions
of rational choice theory, which models the behaviour of social agents in social
dilemmas (in these cases the dilemmas are themselves defined by the topology of the
network). In case of spatial networks, network ties are the results of some flow relation
weighted according to the spatial constraints imposed by the geographical structure
of the nodes. Finally, the most complex of all social ties are in the case of networks
of variables, where they are the result of statistical estimation based on the empirical
data of observed variables. Due to the complexity of the estimation process itself
and due to a wide choice of available measures of statistical association, this type of
network ties is the most flexible when it comes to applications in social sciences, but
also the most problematic because valid points have been raised about the validity,
reliability and robustness of network ties in these cases. However, this also means
that the most promising areas in network analysis for social sciences in the years to
come will be centred around these problems and developing more advanced network
models designed to solve these problems. Sociologists, particularly in the field of
mathematical sociology, will most certainly make fruitful contributions in the field,
along with psychologists, statisticians and physicists.
This is why it is important to emphasize that methodological flexibility drives the
interdisciplinary research. This is not to say that sociology should abandon its classical
research programme in social networks, just that there are possibilities for advancing
this research agenda beyond its traditional scope. The main obstacle to proliferation
of network analysis in sociology has been the difficulty of obtaining large-N relational
data among individuals, which has reduced the scope of research to small groups and
networks of collective actors. Sociological research with new applications of network
analysis in other social and natural sciences is an opportunity to advance quantitative
sociological methodology and perhaps even rival the prevailing (latent) measurement
models and related statistical inference. In recent years, such developments have
been made in sociology of beliefs and political attitudes (Boutyline & Vaisey, 2017).
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The examples reviewed in this paper are merely a drop in the ocean of new models,
but they illustrate an important point that researchers are looking for new ways to
conceptualize the objects of their research in network terms. None of the reviewed
models mutually exclude each other and there have been research developments in
stochastic models of the evolution of spatial networks (Danchev & Porter, 2018) and
models based on networks of variables which are defined on spatially constrained
nodes (Tomašević, 2018). Social network analysis has been one of the most successful
real-world applications of graph theory and several generations of sociologists have
been spreading the ideas, models and concepts first into other social sciences, and
later into natural sciences, as well. Now more than ever sociologists need to catch up
with psychologists, statisticians and physicists working in various fields of complex
system research in order to push for more interdisciplinarity and scientific exchange
which will provide all participants with analytical tools, new ideas about complex
phenomena such as networks, and new solutions for important research problems
which sociology and other social sciences have never lacked.
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ПРИМЕНЕ МРЕЖНЕ АНАЛИЗЕ
У ДРУШТВЕНИМ НАУКАМА
Флексибилност и интердисциплинарност
Апстракт
Крајем XX и почетком XXI века, анализа социјалних мрежа постепено се трансформише у шире истраживачко поље које називамо мрежном анализом или
науком о мрежама. Она представља скуп теорија, техника и метода чијом применом долазимо до модела који су репрезентација структуре релација између различитих ентитета, односно јединица анализа. Кључна разлика у односу на оригинална истраживања социјалних мрежа, која су се заснивала на идеји мреже као
социограма који описује односе између друштвених актера, јесте то што данас
појам мреже није ограничен на друштвене актере. У овом раду, аутори настоје
да аргументују зашто, наизглед парадоксално, друштвене науке (укључујући и
социологију) могу да искористе овакав развој мреже анализе за унапређење своје
квантитативне истраживачке праксе. У првом делу рада, аутори ће показати да
је методолошка дифузија мрежне анализе (од социологије ка других друштвеним и природним наукама) довела до значајних иновација, при чему се издвајају:
(1) модели мрежне динамике и еволуције, (2) мреже варијабли и (3) просторне мреже. У другом делу рада аутори ће путем резултата својих претходних истраживања демонстрирати практичне примене ових иновација, а у закључном
поглављу ће се осврнути на допринос сваког подтипа мрежне анализе развоју
истраживачких техника у социологији и другим друштвеним наукама.
Кључне речи: анализа социјалних мрежа, квантитативна методологија, мрежна
анализа, интердисциплинарност
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STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING:
the identification of latent structure through
confirmatory factor analysis
Abstract
This paper presents methodological achievements in a quest for latent structures in
quantitative research. It will prove the epistemological and heuristic advantages of using
confirmatory factor analysis, a method which is part of structural equation modeling.
The paper presents the approach and examples with hypothesis-testing in the search
for latent structures. First, we will present the usual research goals that justify the use of
confirmatory factor analysis and some typical situations with the quantitative approach
in research practice, when this method is recommended. Also, this study will show
the statistical procedures and mathematical criteria that confirmatory factor analysis
operates with, with a special emphasis on differences between this procedure and the
traditional exploratory approach. In this paper, we will set distinct statistical criteria,
which can stimulate the reliability and validity of measurement by using this method.
Finally, it will show the direct applicability of confirmatory factor analysis based on
two examples, which explicitly confirm the usefulness and the heuristic fertility of this
method.
Key words: structural equation modeling, confirmatory factor analysis, exploratory
factor analysis, validity and reliability of measurement

Introduction
The examination of deterministic structures through series of regression
equations is, traditionally, a part of the quantitative approach. Structural equation
modeling, conceptually and terminologically, first appeared in science during the
1970s and 1980s (Li, 1975). Initially, it was defined as path analysis, the term that
lasted through the years, still existing today. It is important to emphasize that complex
mathematical algorithms, which required the assistance of modern computers,
were a significant restrictive factor for the development of this method, until the
end of twentieth century, when modern computers and related software enabled a
broad application of this method. In that way, structural modeling became the main
element of studying the relationship among variables in social science in the years
after, but its real development happened in the first decade of the 21st century. Today,
structural equation modeling is a methodological approach that can often be found in
1
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methodological literature, and also in many research studies targeted at discovering
latent structures.
Although there is a large number of possible research assignments that
structural equation modeling can be used for, this study will focus on one of two
most common ones found in social research studies, and that is – searching for latent
variables. Basically, these are common situations, when we suppose that we can
examine one or several dimensions of some/particular phenomena through a large
number of variables/indicators. Social phenomena are usually complex, and it is rare
that we can measure the phenomena by using just one question in a questionnaire.
This means that in most of the cases we use a number of indicators to measure one
single concept. Yet, the most frequent situation is - that the concepts we use to denote
certain social phenomena, due to their own complexity, have two or more presumed
dimensions. In order to justify the validity and reliability of complex measurements in
the quantitative approach, different methods can be used. In this study we will show
the procedure of structural equation modeling, or to be exact, the use of confirmatory
factor analysis aimed at testing the reliability of latent structure phenomena by using
a large number of indicators.
Byrne (2016) pointed out that structural equation modeling is based on four
main goals. First, it was using a confirmatory approach based on an exploratory
procedure as a first step. That means, in other words, that we need an explicit
hypothesis to apply this method, and the structural equation modeling is used to
test the presumed latent structure model. In practice, when we search for latent
variables, we must first conduct the traditional explorative factor analysis, and
then confirm it through structural equation modeling. Second, structural equation
modeling provides a more precise estimation of the standard error of measurement,
and, what is more important, the correction of this error is made possible by using
the relevant software. Third, structural equation modeling enables the examination
of deterministic structures not only with manifest, but also with composite latent
variables as well. Fourth, structural equation modeling enables the study of not only
direct effects, but of indirect ones as well. Traditionally, this is qualified as examining
the mediation and moderation effect.

Confirmatory factor analysis: principles and goodness-of-fit criteria
As we already mentioned, this study will present how structural equation
modeling can be used for latent variable identification. Traditionally, for this purpose,
we used the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), the method that, especially in social
psychology, represents the most common way of showing that several variables are
actually indicators for one particular latent variable. The main analytical value of
exploratory factor analysis is providing the insight into latent variables, based on a
number of manifest variables in an explorative manner. The usage of factor analysis
(with all variations and with different rotations) is a way of identifying one or several
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factors representing a large number of manifest variables. This approach is based on
reductionism, which is heuristically fertile, and which can enable the summarization
of a number of indicators through the fact that as a result we obtain several factors
(dimensions) of explored phenomena (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999; Floyd Widaman, 1995; Preacher, & MacCallum, 2003; MacCallum, Widaman,
Zhang, & Hong, 1999; Wood, Tataryn, & Gorsuch, 1996). In research practice, the
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is to be performed after the exploratory factor
analysis. That means we do not explore some unknown latent variable structure that
consists of unknown number of manifest variables/indictors. It is used to test validity
and reliability of a presumed latent construct and its connection to manifest variables.
So, methodologically, a confirmatory factor analysis basically represents hypothesistesting, which we set through an exploratory factor analysis (Brown, 2006; Mulaik,
2009). It is possible, of course, for a confirmatory analysis to be used in an exploratory
way, through the testing of a large number of different options (Jöreskog, 1993), but
this is not a common procedure.
This is a confirmatory procedure that tests the connections between sets of manifest
variables and presumed latent variables. The main elements in the confirmatory factor
analysis are goodness-of-fit criteria that justify the presumed modeling. And, when it
comes to the exploratory approach, the criteria aimed at confirming the validity are not
very rigid. We use factor loadings, the Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin (Keiser, 1974) and Bartlet`s
tests (Bartlett, 1954). But, when we talk about the confirmatory factor analysis, the
procedure is stricter, and based on a set of statistical criteria (Schumacker & Lomax,
2004; Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen 2008; Kline, 2011). Basically, the goal of this testing
is to compare the values of the null model to the presumed model. We will show the
most common goodness-of-fit criteria that are used for the examination of validity and
reliability, tested by the confirmatory factor analysis.
We start from the logarithm of likelihood that is traditionally used for factor
analysis (1)

(1)
Where:
 Log –natural logarithm
 L – likelihood function
 N – the size of the sample
 Ѳ – parameter vector
 Σ(Ѳ) is implied covariance matrix
 tr – trace of matrix
 C – constant that is based on Wishart distribution and is not changing after
N is given
Confirmatory factor analysis usually operates with Maximum Likelihood (2)
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(2)
Where:
 FML – fitting function evaluated as a final estimate (Hayduk, 1987)
 P- the number of observed variables
Also, an exploratory factor analysis traditionally operates with a series of
regression equations, using the Ordinary Least Square, in order to establish the
intercept and slope between the predictor and the dependent. A confirmatory factor
analysis, on the other hand, operates with the Weighted Least Square (WLS) (3)

(3)
Where:
 σ(Ѳ) – vector of non-redundant elements in the implied covariance matrix
 Ѳ – (tx1) vector of parameters
 W-1 – (k x k) positively defined weighted matrix where: k=p(p+1)/2
 P – the number of observed variables
Weighted Least Squares and the Maximum Likelihood are not, by themselves,
the criteria for the estimation of goodness-of-fit. They are used as mathematical
criteria in the procedures of confirmatory factor analysis as a statistic portfolio.
Speaking about very goodness-of-fit criteria, first, it is the Chi-square (4), which
measures the fit and discrepancy between sampled and optimal covariance matrices.
In confirmatory factor analysis, the criteria is the inverse null hypothesis, meaning
that statistically significant values of the Chi-square indicate an unsatisfactory fit. So,
in confirmatory factor analysis we presume that the Chi-square is not statistically
significant (p> .05)

(4)

Where:
 df= s-t degrees of freedom, where:
o
s is the number of non-redundant elements in S
o
t is the total number of parameters to be estimated
 N is the size of the sample
 S is the covariance matrix
 Σ(Ѳ) is the implied covariance matrix
One of the important goodness-of-fit criteria is the Root Mean Square Error of
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Approximation (RMSEA) (5), which represents a parsimonial index, meaning that
the closer to zero the value is, the better the fit.

(5)
Where:
 F(S,Σ (Ѳ)) minimum function that fits
 df= s-t
 N is the size of the sample
An especially important fact, and the advantage of the confirmatory factor
analysis in general, is the use of a special calculus for residuals, or to be exact, it
calculates the Root Mean Square Residual (6). This index calculates the Root Mean
Square (RMR) of the difference between residuals of the sampled covariance matrix
and the presumed model. Usually, we used the standardized values of this index, and
it is reported as SRMR.

(6)

Where:
 Sij is an element of covariance matrix S
 σij is an element of implied covariance Σ(Ѳ)
 p is a number of observed variables
The next statistics we use is the Normed Fit Index (NFI) (7). The values of
NFI which are higher than 0.95 indicate that the tested model fits 95% over the null
model.

(7)

Where:
 Xi2 is the Chi-square of the independence model (baseline)
 Xt2 is the Chi-square of the target model
 F is the corresponding minimum of the function that fits
The next index used as criteria is the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) (8), through
which we compare the target model with the null model.
(8)
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Where:
 Xi2 is the Chi-square of the independent model (baseline)
 Xt2 is the Chi-square of the target model
 df is a number of the degrees of freedom
The next index we use as criteria is the Goodness-of-Fit-Index (GFI) (9). This
index measures the proportion of variance which is calculated through the estimated
covariance in the population (analogous to R2)

(9)

Where:
 Xn2 is the Chi-square of the null model (baseline)
 Xt2 is the Chi-square of the target model
 F is the corresponding minimum of the function that fits
Also, over the last few years, we have used the Adjust Goodness-of-Fit-Index
(AGFI) (10), which provides a more precise estimation based on the GFI (analogous
to Adjusted R2)

(10)

Where:
 Xn2 is the Chi-square of the null model (baseline)
 Xt2 is the Chi-square of the target model
 dfn is the number of degrees of freedom of the null model
 dft is the number of degrees of freedom of the targeted model
To conclude, every presumed model operates with the set of indexes and
indicators we mentioned and described (above) in order to confirm the presumed
construct which represents the connection between the larger number of manifest
variables and the latent ones. There are also some other indices we can use, but
the set we presented is commonly used as a minimum demanded in the process of
confirmatory testing of hypotheses. In literature, which is especially important, there
exists one conventionally excepted rule of thumb about cut-off numerical values of
the indices in question in order to justify the presumed latent structure (Kline, 1998;
Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). Table 1 shows the summarization of cut-off
values of all described indices and indicators.
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Table 1.
Measurement
X2
(A)GFI

Index
Chi-square
Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit-Index (GFI)

NFI
CFI
RMSEA
(S)RMR

Normed Fit Index
Comparative Fit Index
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
Standardized Root Mean Square Residual

Cut-off criteria
p > .05
GFI≥ 0.95
AGFI≥ 0.90
NFI≥ 0.95
CFI≥ 0.90
RMSEA<0.08
SRMR<0.08

The application of the confirmatory factor analysis- examples
As an example of confirmatory factor analysis application, we used the European
Value Study2. In this research there are a number of variables used in order to measure
different dimensions of religiousness. The goal in this example was to identify a few
dimensions of religiosity based on existing manifest variables. This example is very
useful particularly because the EVS is a research realized in all European countries. In
other words, the confirmatory factor analysis can provide a significant contribution to
the use of the comparative approach in quantitative surveys. So, this is one important
heuristic contribution that can be ascribed to the CFA. In cross-cultural comparative
survey research studies, one of the main ideas is to compare the values of the observed
concept among the countries. However, this research goal is challenging since the very
cultural differences among the samples/countries can significantly restrict the possibility
of comparisons. When it comes to religiousness in this case, it is questionable whether
it is possible to compare different samples that consist of different religious confessions.
Since the very confessions are different, including the national, cultural, political,
historical and other contexts, it is problematic to simply compare the values based on
a single variable measurement. It would be much proper and valid to compare some
latent structures which consist of a number of manifest variables. The confirmatory
factor analysis is one of the best approaches to be used in order to provide reliability
to comparisons of the latent structure. By using the CFA, it is possible to provide the
evidence that regardless of the cultural and other differences among the samples, there
is the same latent structure of the phenomena in question. Therefore, if the goodnessof-fit criteria are under the presumed cut-offs, it is to be assumed that in each country
there are the same dimensions of the phenomena in question. To put it simply, when
obtain the results of the exploratory factor analysis, let us presume that we got the
same latent structure in each country based on a number of variables. Of course, factor
loadings in each country would be different, but the very fact that we have the same
structure in each country suggests that we have the same composite measurements
of the phenomena we want to compare. So instead of using this traditional approach,
2

EVS: https://europeanvaluesstudy.eu/
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we can firstly obtain the results of the EFA on the overall sample, and then confirm
the proposed structure by using the CFA. If the goodness-of-fit criteria are under the
proposed cut-offs, we can assume that factors/dimensions that we got are comparable
among the countries.
So, what we are going to do in this example is to take a number of variables intended
to measure religiousness, and first submit them to the EFA. This way we are going to
provide the possible factors/dimensions of religiosity. Then, we will use the CFA in order
to test the presumed model, and if the goodness-of-fit criteria suggest a satisfying fit, we
will confirm the latent structure of religiousness. In Table 2, we provide evidence for the
items and extraction used in the EFA. The procedure is based on the principal component
analysis with a Varimax rotation, which would more or less be a usual procedure. In Table
3, we provide the evidence for the percentage of the variance explained by four identified
factors. Finally, in Table 4, we can see the components and factor loadings.
Table 2. Communalities of religiousness
Important: Religious service birth
Important: Religious service marriage
Important: Religious service death
Religious person
Churches give answers: moral problems
Churches give answers: the problems of family life
Churches give answers: the social problems
Believe in: God
Believe in: life after death
Believe in: hell
Believe in: heaven
Believe in: sin
How important is God in your life
Get comfort and strength from religion

Initial

Extraction

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.705
.761
.676
.782
.720
.784
.716
.786
.725
.872
.865
.549
.685
.611

Table 3. Variance explained
Component
1
2
3
4

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
3.071
2.715
2.278
2.171

% of Variance
21.938
19.394
16.273
15.508
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Cumulative %
21.938
41.332
57.605
73.112

Table 4. Component matrix
Believe God
Believe in: hell
Believe in: heaven
Believe in: life after death
Believe in: sin
Religious person
Believe in: God
How important is God in your life
Get comfort and strength from religion
Churches give answers: the problems of
family life
Churches give answers: the social problems
Churches give answers: moral problems
Important: Religious service marriage
Important: Religious service birth
Important: Religious service death

.902
.888
.820
.670

Church Practice

-.863
.856
.719
.646
.847
.829
.797

.841
.798
.761

The results of the EFA based on 14 items suggest that there is a latent structure
which consists of four dimensions/factors of religiousness. The first factor relates to
believing in a typical religious dogma, so we named this factor ‘Believe3’. The second
component gathers items which relate to god and the personal spiritual relation
to god, so we named it ‘God’. The third one relates to the opinion that the church/
confession should intervene in social life, so we named this factor ‘Church’. Finally,
the last three items on the fourth dimension relate to the ritual practice during the
important moments in human life, so, we named this factor ‘Practice’.
In the traditional approach, the results obtained through the EFA would
be satisfactory to introduce four new variables based on identified dimensions
of religiousness. Usually, we would produce four new manifest variables based
on standardized regression factor scores, or optimize new scores by dividing or
multiplying the values of the input variables with some constant. But, instead of
doing this, the proposed approach insists on using the CFA in order to confirm the
proposed latent structure of religiosity. The first step is to test factor loadings on a
graph. We provide this presentation in Figure 1.

3
All names of the factors should not be taken strictly theoretically; these are just working, or operative
terms used for our methodological purposes.
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Figure 1. CFA: Latent structure of religiousness
The Figure 1 presents the latent structure and factor loadings for each item used
on the arrows. But, as stressed earlier, the CFA provides a statistical calculus of the
goodness-of-fit criteria, which are to be used in order to confirm the presumed model.
Obtaining the results of the indices, we found the following values: Cmin/df=47.47
(p>.1), GFI=.95, AGFI=.92, NFI=.95 CFI=.95, SRMR=.05, RMSEA=.07. So, each
index is under the proposed cut-off criteria that we explained above. Therefore, we
can confirm the proposed latent structure, and from this point on we can use four
identified dimensions of religiousness to compare countries, confessions, and/or other
subsamples of the overall sample. By using these comparisons instead of comparing
single items, we provide evidence for the reliability and validity of the composite
measurements. Additionally, we note that in this case it is not necessary to produce
four new manifest variables based on the summarization of the input variables, if we
want to test some additional hypothesis. It is simply possible to use the latent variables
as latent, by using them as composites of the existing manifest variables.
However, we used the very same research (EVS) and approach (CFA) in order to
identify the latent structure of social distance. In the EVS a number of items are is used
in order to measure social distance toward members of different groups, and a single
item from the Bogardus scale is used (neighborhood) as measurement. So, we obtained
the results of the EFA based on eight items. In Table 5, we provide the evidence for the
items and extraction. In Table 6, we provide the percentage of variance explained by the
factors, and in Table 7, we can see the latent structure and factor loadings.
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Table 5. Communalities of the social distance
Initial
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Neighbours: Heavy drinkers
Neighbours: Muslims
Neighbours: Immigrants/foreign workers
Neighbours: Drug addicts
Neighbours: Homosexuals
Neighbours: Jews
Neighbours: Gypsies
Neighbours: Christians

Extraction
.520
.457
.435
.677
.576
.549
.403
.499

Table 6. Variance explained
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Components
Total
1
2

2.397
1.719

% of Variance
29.961
21.484

Cumulative %
29.961
51.445

Table 7. Factor loadings and latent structure
Race/ethnic distance
Neighbours: Jews
Neighbours: Christians
Neighbours: Muslims
Neighbours: Immigrants
Neighbours: Gypsies
Neighbours: Drug addicts
Neighbours: Homosexuals
Neighbours: Heavy drinkers

.721
.683
.678
.654
.534

Behavioral distance

.831
.738
.719

The results of the EFA provide the solid latent structure which consists of two
components/factors. By observing the very indicators, we named this factors race/
ethnic distance, and behavioral distance. Then we used the CFA in order to test the
proposed latent structure. First, we present the results in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. CFA: the latent structure of social distance
When we discuss the factor loadings by using Maximum Likelihood as criteria,
they are quite satisfying. But, after calculating the indices, we obtained values which
are not satisfying the minimum of the goodness-of-fit criteria. More precisely, we
found: Cmin/df=1144.768 (p<.001), GFI= .962, AGFI= .928, NFI=.879, CFI= .880,
SRMR= .07, RMSEA= .09. First, the Chi-square is significant, and it should be vice
versa. Then, the NFI and the CFI are significantly lower than requested goodnessof-fit cut-offs. Also, the RMSEA is significantly higher than the requested cut-off.
Therefore, the proposed latent structure of social distance based on the EFA was not
confirmed and the usage of latent variables/factors is not suggested by the CFA in
further analysis.

Summary
The quantitative approach in social science is often managed by the necessity
of the search for latent structures that are based on a large number of indicators.
For this purpose, we use multivariate procedures, and factor analysis is one of the
most frequently used methods. This approach is dedicated to identification of a latent
structure which basically represents a certain theoretical concept, or dimensions of
that concept. In the traditional manner, in order to examine the reliability of using a
large number of indicators for measuring complex constructs, we used the Cronbach
Alpha coefficient, based on the examination of multiplied coefficients of correlation
among the items that potentially represent indicators of the explored phenomena.
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Nowadays, in some new approaches that represent the paradigm from the 1960s
and 1970s, research studies with the same goals often utilize the exploratory factor
analysis, enriched through the years with the possibility of a large number of rotations
and different item-extraction criteria. Today, in the modern quantitative approach,
we use the confirmatory factor analysis for this purpose. The traditional exploratory
approach is not abandoned, but, in exploratory practice, it is considered as the initial
procedure which suggests the possible models of latent structure. The confirmatory
factor analysis, on the other hand, is testing the proposed models through strict
criteria. According to that, confirmatory factor analysis represents the method
of testing hypotheses, in order to confirm the proposed latent structures. In this
paper, based on relevant literature, we pointed out the main criteria for examining
the goodness-of-fit of proposed models and we provided examples from practice,
showing how confirmatory factor analysis is used.
We pointed out the main advantages of using the confirmatory factor analysis.
First, the confirmatory factor analysis operates with strict statistical criteria, which
means that, after the confirmation of the tested model, the validity and reliability of
measurement are on a much higher level. Second, the confirmatory factor analysis
operates with a graphic presentation of the model of latent structures which enriches
the heuristic value, understanding and interpretation of obtained knowledge. Third,
the confirmatory factor analysis is suitable for comparative research especially, due to
the fact that a unique latent structure is tested in a way that justifies the measurement of
the same dimensions/concepts based on different samples. Fourth, the confirmatory
factor analysis operates with latent variables, also in further analysis in its own full
capacity, therefore, the latent variables can be used in regression procedures without
the explicit introduction of new manifest variable(s), which was a common traditional
procedure. So, the use of the confirmatory factor analysis, as a method which is part of
the structural modeling category, is recommended in situations when a large number
of variables/indicators potentially measure one or more latent variables.
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СТРУКТУРАЛНО МОДЕЛИРАЊЕ: КОРИШЋЕЊЕ
КОНФИРМАТОРНЕ ФАКТОРСКЕ АНАЛИЗЕ У ЦИЉУ
ИДЕНТИФИКАЦИЈЕ ЛАТЕНТНИХ СТРУКТУРА
Сажетак
Овај рад представља методолошки допринос трагању за латентним структурама
у квантитативним истраживањима. У раду се указује на епистемолошке и хеуристичке предности коришћења конфирматорне факторске анализе као методе која спада у структурално моделирање са циљем тестирања хипотеза када се
трага за латентним структурама. Најпре се указује на истраживачке циљеве који
оправдавају употребу конфирматорне факторске анализе, као и на типичне ситуације у истраживачкој пракси у квантитативном приступу када се препоручује
коришћење ове методе. Рад указује на статистичке процедуре, те на математичке
критеријуме којима конфирматорна факторска анализа оперише, са посебним
нагласком на разлике између ове процедуре и традиционалног експлоративног
приступа. У раду се јасно постављају статистички критеријуми на основу којих
се поспешује релијабилност и валидност мерења коришћењем ове методе. Такође, рад указује на непосредну употребљивост конфирматорне факторске анализе на основу два примера у којима се експлицитно потврђује употребљивост и
хеуристичка плодност коришћења ове методе.
Кључне речи: структурално моделирање, конфирматорна факторска анализа,
експлоративна факторска анализа, валидност и релијабилност мерења
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EMPIRICAL SOCIOLOGY IN SERBIA AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE 21ST CENTURY: A (SELF)CRITICAL VIEW6
Abstract
Although the status of a science and profession cannot be observed exclusively
through its scientific production derived from empirical research, our view is that it
can nevertheless serve as a good basis for stating a “diagnosis”. We tried to determine
the basic contours of the state of empirical sociology in Serbia on the basis of the
results of a content analysis of articles based on experiential data published in the
most prominent sociological journals in Serbia (Sociologija/Sociology and Sociološki
pregled/Sociological Review) starting from the first decade of the twentieth century.
The aim of the research was to determine: the topics that attract the attention of
researchers in Serbia, the currentness of the studied social problems, the territorial
scope, the theoretical and methodological foundation of presented research results,
familiarity with the latest research literature, the degree of cooperation of sociologists
with colleagues from abroad, the structure of published papers. The quantitative and
qualitative content analysis produced the following results: the authors have analyzed
current problems and they are well-familiar with new domestic and foreign literature,
but the cooperation with colleagues from abroad is non-existent, even when it comes
to co-authorship. Relatively frequent weaknesses were identified regarding insufficient
theoretical and methodological foundations of published papers, and a lack of complete
data related to the applied research procedure questions the verifiability of the results.
Also, the papers published in the first decade of the 21st century were not sufficiently
standardized when it comes to structure.
Key words: empirical sociology, sociologists, Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review,
Sociologija/Sociology.
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Introduction
Periodical literature in the field of social sciences is in fact “a very good mirror into
the spirit of the times, expressing its main problems and dilemmas, or keeping silent
about them” (Golubović, 1989, p. 207). However, it is not only a reflection of the times,
but also “one of the most significant expressions of the institutional and professional
development of a science” (Bogdanović, 1989, p. 215). Scientific and professional journals
make it easier to publish new research results, contribute to the formation of professional
awareness and enable an easy introduction to new ideas in the profession (Bogdanović,
1989, p. 215, 216). As establishments of professional associations, they contribute to
communication between the members of the expert and scientific community (Ilić &
Manić, 2009, p. 224). In accordance with the aforementioned functions in the scientific
community, journals make the results of scientific research accessible and, as such,
have some influence over the standardization of applied research procedures within
a science. Although it is true that “the diversity of content and ideas on which papers
published in scientific journals are focused illustrates the maturing stages of a science”
(Petrović, 2012, p. 960), it is our opinion that the way of presenting these ideas and
content and, even more, the research process behind them, as well as the theoretical
foundation, are good indicators of the development stage a science is in. In addition,
it should be borne in mind that the level of development of theories and techniques is
one of the primary indicators demonstrating professional expertise (Šporer, 1990, p.
17). A high degree of their development and compatibility is the basis for a successful
professional performance and demonstration of professional competencies. This is
particularly important in professions based on scientific knowledge that relates to
highly complex, fluid and variable research subjects, as is the case with the sociological
profession. Namely, sociologists are faced with the fact that the subject of their study
necessarily requires (re)defining, because, quite often, its focus lies on social entities of
contemporary society that are not complete phenomena with constant qualities, but live
forms of sociality for whose interpretation knowledge of the socio-historical context
and complex processes within the area of social action in which they are emerging
is key (Petrović, 2014, p. 215). This is, therefore, a study subject consisting of fragile
material (Korkif, 2010) which requires an exceptional theoretical and methodological
equipment. However, the author’s primary experience suggests that there is a certain
difference in quality between empirical and theoretical competencies, at the expense of
the former, which is also evident in the current scientific production.
Based on the review of the literature, it was established that the analyses of
published texts have so far been conducted for two leading sociological journals
in Serbia (Sociology and Sociological Review), considering the content/thematic
orientation of papers (Vuletić, Stanojević, & Vukelić, 2011; Vuletić & Stanojević, 2013
), the methodological themes (Petrović, 2012, Stojšin & Vidicki, 2018), or analyzing
texts dedicated to particular sociologies (e.g. Šuvaković, 2018) or some important
sociological problems (Petrović & Marković Savić, 2018; Popić, 20018). However,
none of these papers was devoted to a detailed analysis of the theoretical and
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methodological bases of empirical contributions. Bearing in mind the significance of
empirical research in sociology, whose function, according to Bourdieu’s assertion, is
an understanding and explanation of the social world (Bourdieu, 1984, pp. 26 ̶7, cit.
according to Golubović, 2006, p. 16), the subject of our analysis are papers published
in the most prominent sociological journals in Serbia (Sociology and Sociological
Review), starting from 2001 to 2010 based on empirical data.
The analysis of published empirical papers had the following goals: to determine
the thematic orientation of published empirical studies and their currentness; to
establish the theoretical validity of the presented research results; to determine
the methodological foundations of the papers and the presented scientific results;
to determine certain methodological characteristics of the published papers and a
distribution of different types of research plans, samples, etc.; to determine whether
the authors were familiar with recent achievements from the narrower scientific field
(the age of the sources they refer to, including the journal literature), to determine the
degree of cooperation and networking of sociologists with colleagues from abroad
and to determine whether there standardized form of organization and structure of
scientific articles was present (following the IMRAD form).
Bearing in mind that this is an exploratory research, we did not set hypotheses,
hoping that the collected data and the resulting insights will stimulate a new research
with a solid hypothetical framework.

Materials and Methods
In the period from 2001 to 2010, a total of 364 theoretical and empirical papers
were published in Sociologija/Sociology and Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review
(Sociology 191, Sociological Review 173). Of these, 192 (52.74%) were empirical
papers. The share of empirical papers is slightly higher in Sociology (54.97%)
compared to Sociological Review (50.29%).
Based on a review of the content, more precisely, based on the information on the
experiential records on which they were based, included in the papers, the empirical
papers were divided into three groups. The first group consists of texts derived from
primary experiential data, which the researchers collected independently or as
part of research teams. The second group consists of papers based on the analysis
of secondary material: census data, available databases of international institutions/
organizations (such as the European Values Study or the databases of the Consortium
of Social Science Institutes etc.). The third group consists of papers where the data
were only taken as is, without any intervention of the authors. The analysis included
the texts from the first two groups, excluding the texts belonging to the third group,
which are also empirical in nature, based on the data reported in various research
studies, reports given by various institutions, etc., but which mainly use the data to
illustrate their theoretical claims, or to illustrate the specificities of social contexts in
which the problems, themes, processes that are in the focus of the paper are placed.
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Of the 192 published empirical papers, the survey covered 124 (64.58%), 68
of them published in Sociologija/Sociology and 56 in Sociološki pregled/Sociological
Review (the remaining papers, 68 of them, according to the presented classification,
belonged to the third group – that is, papers in which empirical data were used
to illustrate theoretical attitudes or to support the authors’ views on the observed
patterns of social life/practices of social actors and the like).
In order to realize the set goals, a list of the following indicators to be observed
in each paper was determined: the wider field of research; the topic of research; the
theoretical basis of the paper; type of plan 1 observed according to time (cross-section,
longitudinal research); type of plan 2 with respect to whether it strives for a scientific
description or scientific explanation (understanding), possibly a scientific exploration
(frequency, correlation, (quasi)experimental, case studies, other plans of qualitative
research including discourse analysis, narrative analysis); the territorial scope of
research (local, national, regional, international level); the population range of the
research (general population, certain major parts of the population (e.g., the old, the
young, ethnic minorities), samples related to characteristic parts of the population
(for example, Yugoslav emigrants in Oxford, prisoners, clients in family therapy, etc.)
or only a small number of units in a sample from the general population or its part
(a small number of political elite representatives, a small number of students), the
type of sample (probabilistic and non-probabilistic), the presence of co-authorial
papers by domestic and foreign authors, the presence of foreign authors in journals,
familiarity with foreign literature, non/compliance with the standard structure of the
presentation of papers (the IMRAD).
The study used a mixed content analysis (Branković, 2009, p. 127). In addition,
the predominantly quantitative analysis made it possible to determine the share
of: fields and topics of empirical research, the territorial and population scope of
research, types of plans, co-authorial papers by domestic and foreign authors, papers
by foreign authors in journals, journal and foreign literature, papers containing the
IMRAD structure, while a predominantly qualitative analysis was applied in the
domain of the interpretation of the collected findings and especially in the analysis of
the theoretical and methodological foundations of the papers.

Results and Discussion
Fields and topics of research
Based on the titles, key words and content of the papers, a list of fields and
topics dealt with by the researchers was made (Appendix 1).
Observing the journals in the period from 2001 to 2010 in total and individually,
almost every fifth paper belonged to the field of politics. Out of 124 papers, 21.8%
were from this field. On the basis of the obtained data about the dominant field
of empirical research, in both journals, besides politics, the following may also be
mentioned: social pathology (8.9%); demography (6.5%); values (8.9%); family
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(8.1%); age groups (6.5%); church, religion and religiosity (6.5%), labor and labor
relations (6.5%).
Although the publication of results of empirical research in the field of politics
was most common in both journals, it should be noted that the papers presented the
results from different fields. Apart from politics, based on the number of published
papers in Sociologija/Sociology (more than 5%), the fields of research were: values
(10.3%); labor and labor relations (8.8%); social pathology (8.8%); church, religion
and religiosity (7.4%); economy (5.9%) and family (5.9%). In Sociološki pregled/
Sociological Review, the following were distinguished as the fields of interest based on
the percentage of published papers (more than 5%): age groups (12.5%); demography
(10.7%); family (10.7); social pathology (8.9%) and values (7.1%).
Politics as a field of research was of interest to researchers throughout the
entire decade at the beginning of the 21st century. As shown in Table 1, one half
of the papers published in both journals belonged to this field, while in 2005 and
2010 the researchers were least interested in this field. The interest in the research
on socio-pathological phenomena was most evident in 2010, demography in 2001,
values in 2008, family in 2007, age groups in 2006 and 2007, the church, religion
and religiosity in 2005 and labor and labor relations in 2002. It seems at first glance
that such representation of research fields correlates with the situation, problems
and processes in Serbia, with the data indicating the lack of research on important
segments of social life. This primarily relates to areas of demography, labor and labor
relations, as well as age groups and the church, religion and religiosity, which have
not been studied, or more precisely, the results of empirical research in these areas
have not been published in these two journals continuously for several years. The
absence of papers in 5 out of 10 analyzed years is notable.
Table 1. Dominant fields of empirical research

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Politics

Social
Age
Demography Values Family
pathology
groups

27.3%
37.5%
26.3%
26.7%
9.1%
12.5%
50.0%
28.6%
18.2%
6.7%

9.1%
12.5%
0.0%
6.7%
9.1%
0.0%
0.0%
14.3%
9.1%
26.7%

27.3%
0.0%
5.3%
13.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
13.3%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.7%
9.1%
18.8%
0.0%
21.4%
18.2%
6.7%

0.0%
0.0%
5.3%
26.7%
9.1%
0.0%
25.0%
14.3%
9.1%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
5.3%
0.0%
0.0%
25.0%
25.0%
7.1%
9.1%
0.0%

Church,
religion,
religiosity
0.0%
12.5%
0.0%
6.7%
27.3%
6.2%
0.0%
7.1%
0.0%
0.0%

Labor,
labor
relations
0.0%
25.0%
10.5%
0.0%
9.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.1%
6.7%

In addition to research on the political sphere of social life, the dominant
topics in both journals were: social pathology (9.7%), value orientations (8.9%),
identity (8.1%), interethnic relations (7.3%), gender relations, identity and inequality
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(6.5%), demographic structures (5.6%), religiosity, religious culture and relationships
between religious groups (5.6%) and research on labor and labor relations (5.6%).
Other topics were represented with less than 5% individually.
Table 2 shows the most common topics in the published journals. On the basis
of the obtained results, a diverseness of topics in Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review
which are individually represented with more than 5% is notable.
Table 2. The most frequent topics of research
Sociologija/Sociology
Values and value orientations
Social pathological phenomena
Interethnic relations
Labor and Labor Relations
Political views
Religiosity
Social network and social capital
Gender relations, identity and
inequalities

Sociološki pregled /Sociological review
10.8% Social pathological phenomena
10.7%
8.8% Identity
10.7%
8.8% Demographic structure
8.9%
8.8% Corruption
7.1%
Gender relations, identity and
7.4%
7.1%
inequalities
7.4% Values and value orientations
7.1%
5.9% Position of migrant groups
5.4%
5.9%

Interethnic relations

5.4%

Attitudes about economic issues and
5.4%
economic behavior
Family structure, parenting, divorce 5.4%

Most of the papers presented results that linked certain fields and topics in the
theoretical and/or empirical part: most often politics, which, apart from the research
on political attitudes, was linked to interethnic relations and corruption; demography
was studied through demographic trends, but also linked to the situation of migrant
groups and gender relations, identity and inequalities; values were also studied in
the context of value orientations, but also linked to the situation of migrant groups,
interethnic and gender relations, identity and inequalities; family was studied through
the examination of family structure, parenthood and divorce, and linked to politics,
interethnic relations, identity; and age groups were linked to sociopathological
behaviors, values and identity. It is precisely because of this that the classification of
texts by fields and topics of study followed the logic of the dominant field/topic, so it
can be said that it is conditional in charter.
Empirical research, irrespective of the field, studied local social problems in
the largest percentage (73.4%), which are of national significance or significance for
a region within the state community. Only every 17th paper dealt with global social
problems/processes/practices/events, every 13th one with regional ones, every 9th
one with the connection between local and global problems/processes/practices/
events, and every 20th one with the connection between local and regional problems/
processes/practices/events. This is not surprising, given the fact that it is natural for
sociological expertise to focus on the problems and phenomena researchers “live
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with”, since social practice is one of the most important sources of scientific problems
(Vujević, 2006, p. 57). However, it should be borne in mind that the focus on local
issues also speaks about the capacity of the profession to explore social problems and
practices that go beyond national frameworks, that is, those that imply a broader
perspective. Such research requires the involvement of researchers in regional and
wider research networks as well as appropriate resources for fieldwork, which are
obviously not available to researchers in Serbia who were predominant authors of
papers in the analyzed period.
It should be noted that the published papers, regardless of the field of research,
were mostly based on the findings of own research, 57.3% (Table 3), or every other
paper. Every seventh one was based on a combination of original and secondary data
sources, and every third one was based on secondary sources. It was noted that 66.2%
of all empirical papers in Sociologija/Sociology were based on the results of own
research, while in Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review the number of such papers
was significantly smaller - 46.4%.
Table 3. Empirical papers in relation to the source of empirical data
1
2
3
Total
Journal
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
Sociology
45
66.2
13
19.1
10
14.7
68
100
Sociological Review
26
46.4
23
41.1
27
12.5
56
100
Total
71
57.3
36
29.0
17
13.7
124
100
1. papers in which the results of own empirical research are presented
2. papers based on secondary sources
3. papers in which original data are combined with secondary sources

Theoretical and methodological validity of the presented
results of scientific research
Not long ago, two Croatian sociologists, exploring the views of the leading
sociologists about the state of sociological science and profession in that country,
noticed the following issue with the state of the “tools” of the profession: “sociological
theory and empiricism is far from being satisfactory in quality; an insufficiently
operable theory hinders the development of empirical orientation, and it, in return,
often reflects antipathy towards a more serious theoretical foundation. Since the
concept of insolvency causes discomfort on both sides, instead of a stereoscopic image
of social reality, there is a dissociated sociological view - predominantly theoretical
in one part, predominantly empirical in the other (Štulhofer & Murati, 1993, p. 210).
The above-mentioned claim about the dissociation of sociological view could
also relate to the findings from our research. According to the obtained data, almost
half of the analyzed papers in the studied journals did not have theoretically-based
frameworks for the research whose results were presented (Table 4). A significant
part of them referred to certain theoretical points of view, whereby these referrals
were predominantly formal in nature, without a firmly established connection (the
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theoretical contextualization of empirically verifiable claims is unclear, concepts
are defined but not placed in a certain theoretical framework, underutilized initial
theoretical considerations for interpretations of the obtained findings, etc.). Such
papers constituted more than one third of all published papers. There were also
papers completely descriptive in nature in which it was not possible to recognize
the theoretical context from which the research had been initiated or which was the
framework of the presented and interpreted data (9.7%). Therefore, in almost every
10th paper in the studied period, there was no connection between the obtained data
on phenomena and their relationship with the corresponding explanatory models of
contemporary sociological theory. Moreover, in these papers, unfortunately, there
was no leap to the thought process leading from description to posing questions
directed towards a scientific explanation. We do not want to diminish the significance
of descriptive research. On the contrary. We have in mind that “a good description
raises the question of ‘why’” (De Vaus, 2003, p. 2), and leads to explanatory research.
The big problem is, in fact, that the identified cases of “atheority” were most often
examples of completely unfocused studies, as they often did not provide the basis for
any generalization and transferability of the obtained results, often remaining at the
level of transmitting more or less trivial information.
Table 4. Theoretical basis of papers
The journal in
1
2
3
which the paper was
f
%
f
%
f
published
Sociology
43
63.2
22
32.4
3
Sociological Review
26
46.4
21
37.5
9
Total
69
55.6
43
34.7
12
1. Theoretically founded discussion of experiential findings
2. Referrals to theory are mostly formal in nature
3. Findings are not placed in any theoretical context

Total
%

f

%

4.4
16.1
9.7

68
56
124

100
100
100

The situation with the methodological bases of the papers, assessed through the
presence/absence of all necessary elements of empirical work, the harmonization of
the research objectives with the hypotheses and the content of the applied instrument,
the adequacy of the applied method for data collection and the techniques used
for data processing and analysis, the suitability of the selected sample for studying
the chosen problem, etc., is not any less worrying (Table 5). A clearly defined
methodological framework and a consistently implemented research procedure was
present in 53.2% of the papers, while as many as 40.7% of the papers did not contain
an explicitly defined methodological framework, but the discussions were conducted
within the boundaries of implicitly recognized methodological ideas. Our concern is
that we recorded that every twentieth paper (5.7%) was completely methodologically
unfounded (different types of mistakes: the research problem was not clearly defined,
objectives and hypotheses were not stated, there was no information about the sample
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and the instrument, or the information was incomplete, objectives and hypotheses
were inconsistent with the problem of research, the orientation to proving a (hypo)
thesis instead of verifying it, problems with the external validity of the plan, i.e.,
errors in the generalization of findings – conclusions in the manner of pars pro toto,
etc.). In some of the papers, problems with the validity of statistical conclusions were
also identified, related to an inappropriate selection of statistical procedures in terms
of their inconsistency with the assumptions for applying the appropriate method of
analysis, or the errors in the implementation of the procedure itself (Drost, 2011,
according to Milin & Čolović, 2018, p. 14). A typical error of this type is a selection
of a statistical procedure for data analysis that is not appropriate for the applied
measurement level. Very rarely, problems related to constructive validity of the
research were also noted – more precisely, to insufficiently good operationalization
of the construct. These findings gain importance especially if one takes into account
the reputation and significance of the journals that were the subject of our analysis,
which would undoubtedly have to be benchmarks for standard methodologicallybased and suited papers.
Table 5. Methodological basis of papers
The journal in
1
2
3
Total
which the paper was
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
published
Sociology
40
58.8
22
32.4
6
8.8
68
100
Sociological Review
26
46.4
28
50.0
2
3.6
56
100
Total
66
53.2
50
40.3
8
6.5
124
100
1. Clearly set methodological basis and consistently implemented methodological
procedure
2. The methodological framework is not explicitly defined, but the discussion takes place
within the limits of an implicitly recognized methodological idea
3. Methodologically unfounded discussion

The relationship between papers based on primary experiential data and those
resulting from the analysis of secondary sources is interesting. Namely, the analyzed
journals published 57.3% of papers based on primary sources (here we included
papers which used data from existing research databases, such as data created for the
purposes of the European Valuation Survey (EVS), the World Values Survey (WVS),
South East European Social Survey, databases from the Consortium of Social Science
Institutes, etc., and made subsequent interventions in the database [e.g., formed
composite indicators for their research problem, etc.] and 29% of papers generated
as a result of the analysis of secondary data. In 13.7% of papers, we recorded a
triangulation of sources (Denzin, 1970, p. 310, Bryman, 2004, pp. 129–132), that
is, combining one and the other, most commonly secondary statistical data with
findings obtained using some of the methods of qualitative research.
When we observe the above data in relation to the territorial scope of the
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research, we will notice that research crossing national frameworks mainly used
secondary data sources (for example, in the case of studying the general population
in several countries, the share of papers based on secondary data is 62.5%). Although
there is a small number of studies with this population range, it is clear that researchers
in Serbia have little chance of conducting such regional or European research. The
problem probably does not lie solely in the scientific policy on social sciences, which
does not favor such forms of cooperation through financing and other types of
support, but also in the absence of other capacities for such kind of research, such as
involvement in international research networks, methodological competences. This
finding takes on additional significance when the territorial scope of the research
according the affiliation of the authors is observed. Namely, although foreign authors
are present with only 13.7%, they were the authors of 25% of all papers which studied
the populations of several countries.
The above circumstance can be interpreted from several aspects. First, foreign
authors have more access to funds that allow for respectable comparative research
to be performed, which, unfortunately, is rare in the countries of “scientific halfpheriphery” (Blagojević & Yair, 2010) due to the marginalization of social scientists.
The fact that there is a small number of foreign authors, especially from the countries
belonging to the “scientific center”, is an additional argument to have in mind the
“Catch 22” syndrome while considering the results of this analysis, which can explain
not only the closure of social science into local frames and interests of authors to
national themes and problems (Ibid, p. 338), but also the origin (geographical) of
tested theoretical models for the scientific explanation/understanding of certain
social phenomena (Ibid, p. 341).
A similar conclusion is derived from the fact that cross-sectional studies are
much more popular than longitudinal research designs that do not reach even one
third of the number of empirical papers, 30.9%. In addition, research studies in which
some social phenomenon/process/structure/activity of social actors was monitored
over time were mainly implemented over secondary data (60.5%). Half of the papers
by foreign authors had a form of trend studies (one of the most common types of
longitudinal plans), while this percentage was 27.4% with domestic authors.
The fact that researchers often reached for suitable populations to check
relevant, fruitful and well-theoretically based assumptions, instead of testing them
on national samples which are representative at least, is in agreement with the above.
This is confirmed by the data on the type of sampling models used in the research
that resulted in the analyzed papers. Probabilistic sampling (of different territorial
scopes) was present in 38.2% of papers, while other papers were based on different
non-probabilistic sample types. In addition, it is interesting that there were cases
when we had to decide on the classification of the sampling model based on the title
of the research (project) whose data the author had used. An additional light into the
methodological literacy (competence) of the authors of the papers is shed by the fact
that only the number of respondents was given in some papers, with no information
on the selection of population units, the structure and type of the sample in question.
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We also registered a case where the number of respondents was not even provided,
while the respondents’ words were extensively quoted, etc.
When it comes to the presence of different types of research plans, various
types of non-experimental research studies were expectedly dominant (Branković,
2006; De Vaus, 2003; Milas, 2009). Studies created through plans with experimental
logic, more precisely, the quasi-experimental plans, were very rare. These were
mainly sporadic research studies of small size, usually performed on very specific
populations that thematically belong to social pathology. Frequency and correlation
research plans were most frequent with 29.3%, while classic comparative plans
were present with 13.8%. Different types of qualitative plans, including those with a
discourse analysis and narrative analysis, were also relatively frequent: 12.2%. In the
total sample, 7.3% of papers resulting from conducted case studies were registered.
These data show that both research orientations (quantitative and qualitative) were
present in sociological papers published in the journals, and that the presence of
texts with descriptive scientific goals and those which offer some kind of scientific
explanations was balanced.
Scientific communication (following literature and cooperation with foreign
researchers)
The analysis of the used literature in the published papers indicates a relatively
good knowledge of current domestic and foreign literature on topics in the focus
of the researchers. The authors mostly referred to literature of up to 5 years of age
(39.5%) and up to 10 years of age (34.7%), while one-fourth (25.8%) referred to
references older than 10 years. If we start from the view that the results of theoretical
and empirical research are first published in periodical publications, we can not be
completely satisfied, because there were no journal references in 14.5% of papers, and
the journal literature older than 10 years was dominant in 25.8%. Nevertheless, the
fact that the analyzed articles were dominated by journal literature of the average age
of up to 5 years (41.9%) and up to 10 years (17.7%) is encouraging.
In the analyzed decade, only 13.7% of papers written by foreign authors were
published. A significantly higher share of empirical papers by foreign authors was
published in the journal Sociologija/Sociology compared to Sociološki pregled/Sociological
Review (Table 6). In total, regardless of whether the authors of the published papers were
domestic or foreign, in over 80% of papers there were references to foreign journals or
other types of literature of foreign publishers (65.5% and 21%). However, irrespective of
the degree of references to foreign literature and papers published by foreign researchers,
we may discuss the underdevelopment of communication with colleagues outside of
national borders. Insufficient communication with foreign colleagues is conditioned by
an insufficient involvement of our researchers in international projects, as well as the
policies of the editorial staff in this decade.
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Table 6. Affiliation of authors of published papers

The journal in which the
paper was published
Sociology
Sociological Review
Total

Domestic
author
f
53
53
106

%
77.9
94.6
85.5

Foreign
author
f
14
3
17

%
20.6
5.4
13.7

Domestic
author with
foreign
affiliation
f
%
1
1.5
0
0
1
0.8

Total
f
68
56
124

%
100
100
100

General observations on the structure of published papers
Publishing the results of empirical studies in scientific journals is one of the ways
of transferring new knowledge and achieving scientific communication. The way of
presenting/structure of the presented results is a key element that affects how much the
paper will be read and cited by domestic and foreign scientists. It should be borne in mind
that the presentation of scientific results depends on the culture to which the authors
belong (Kaplan, 1966). However, if the aim of the author is to introduce the scientific
community to the results of the research, it is necessary to align the way in which the results
are communicated with the internationally accepted presentation model and to follow
the IMRAD structure (Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussion),
or its modified form, where the results and discussion are merged, and depending on the
journal, conclusions are given in a separate section. Following this structure, according
to Blagojević (2015, 2010), makes it easier for readers to follow the content. In addition to
readers, “the simple logic of IMRAD helps the author organize and write the manuscript,
and IMRAD provides an easy road map for editors, referees, [...] to follow in reading the
paper” (Gastel & Day, 2016, p. 9). In our opinion, it is particularly suitable and desirable
when it comes to communicating the findings of empirical research.
All analyzed papers, in accordance with the publishing practice of the journals,
contain an Abstract and Key Words. “A well-prepared abstract allows readers to quickly
and accurately identify the basic content of a document, to determine its relevance to
their interests, and thus to decide whether they need to read the document in its entirety”
(ANSI, 1979). Instead of announcing what is to be said in the paper itself, the abstract
should contain the reasons and goals that led to the research, data on methods, main
results and conclusions (Nair & Nair, 2014, p. 17; University of Southern California,
2013). The analysis of the contents of the Abstracts of published papers showed that
the largest percentage contained all necessary elements (48.7%), a somewhat smaller
percentage (37.8%) contained some elements, while 13.4% only indicated what was going
to be discussed. It was noticed that the reasons behind the research, the results and the
most important conclusions were largely lacking, and in a number of papers, references
to literature as well. As this segment of a paper is something that will determine whether
or not the reader will read the entire text, the responsibility for its quality is borne by the
authors themselves, as well as editorial boards and reviewers. A review of the Key Words
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listed after Abstracts indicated that all papers contained them, but that, most frequently,
words from the title were repeated, which is not in accordance with the principles of
writing scientific and professional papers (Nair & Nair, 2014, p. 16). Although the
percentage is small, 4.2%, however, it should be noted that a number of papers in Sociološki
pregled/Sociological Review, concluding with 2006, did not contain a separate section with
bibliographic data on the used literature.
In the analysis of paper structure, all papers were grouped into three groups.
The first one consisted of papers in which the IMRAD structure was consistently
followed (results and discussion being separate, and results and discussion being
together), the second one consisted of papers in which it was not followed and the
third one consisted of papers in which the IMRAD structure was not followed, but it
was visible and the papers contained all the necessary elements.
The largest number of papers (52) belonged to the third group, that is, in the largest
percentage, 43.7% of papers, this structure was not consistently followed, but was visible,
that is, certain modifications were made (for example, there was no Introduction section,
instead the titles were given indicating the problem and the subject matter of research,
theoretical foundation, literature review, instead of the Materials and Methods section,
specific headings for the Sample, Method, Instrument and Methods of Data Processing
were given, instead of the Results and Discussion section, the findings were provided
within separately titled sections, etc.). A higher percentage of papers from this group was
published in the journal Sociologija/Sociology, compared to Sociološki pregled/Sociological
Review (Graph 1). The highest percentage of these papers belonged to domestic authors,
37.8%, and only 5.5% belonged to foreign ones, which, in our opinion, can be explained
by the characteristics of reporting findings, the culture and tradition of writing in the
authors’ place of origin.

Graph 1. IMRAD structure of published papers (in %)
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By analyzing the structure of empirical papers, it was also found that the
authors of papers in these two leading Serbian journals did not follow the IMRAD
structure in a high percentage (38.7%). In addition, there were 14.5% of such papers
more in Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review than in Sociologija/Sociology (Graph
1). It was found that a significantly higher number of domestic authors did not follow
this structure, 35.3%, versus 3.4% of foreign authors.
In 17.6% of the papers, the IMRAD structure was followed in both its variants,
more than twice often in ociologija/Sociology than in Sociološki pregled/Sociological
Review (Graph 1). Compared to foreign authors, domestic authors followed the
IMRAD structure when presenting research findings twice less often.
Regardless of the fact whether the IMRAD structure was followed in these
papers, some shortcomings can be noticed. A good introduction should include a
definition of the problems and subjects of research, a brief overview of literature,
research goals and objectives and hypothesis (Nair & Nair, 2014, p. 18). However,
the analysis showed that only slightly more than half of the papers, 54.5%, contained
all the necessary elements. Most often, there were no explicit hypotheses, the goals
and/or tasks of research were missing, literature review...). The data on the sample
and instrument of research, the method of data collection, data processing methods
were an integral part of the section on Materials and Methods in 75% of the papers in
which this structure was followed, while 25% of papers were missing some element.
The purpose of this section is to present what has been done and to enable another
researcher to assess the quality of the research (Nair & Nair, 2014, p. 18). The Results
section, i.e., Results and Discussion, is very important because it contains the findings
that the author came to on his/her own and explains the meaning of the obtained
results. In the interpretation, the results should be related to the subject of research
and the posed questions, it is necessary to establish the relationship between theory
and established findings, to indicate the significance of the obtained results (Nair
& Nair, 2014, pp. 20-21). “The discussion section is where authors place their ideas
on their research findings and consolidate, generalize, and interpret their research
outcomes for the benefit of those in their field or for other communities” (Amnuai,
2017, p. 2).
In 75% of the analyzed papers, the IMRAD structure was consistently followed,
the results and discussions were given together in 20% od the cases, and the results
were presented without any interpretation in 5% of the cases.
Although it is not necessary to separate the conclusion according to the IMRAD
structure, most papers in these journals contained a separate section. Whether this
was a separate section or the conclusions were an integral part of the presentation of
the results and discussion, it was noted that 28.6% of papers did not contain all the
necessary elements (the overall outcome of the research was not highlighted, it was
not indicated whether the results corresponded with the already existing theoretical
and/or empirical findings on the subject of the research, nor were there guidelines for
further research [Nair & Nair, 2014, p. 22]).
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Conclusions
Based on the insight into the characteristics and scope of the results of the
empirical research studies published in the most prominent sociological journals in
Serbia in the first decade of the 21st century, we can conclude the following:
Sociologists in Serbia and “guest” authors dealt with current and significant
topics and problems. Researchers preferred to explore the burning issues of political
life in Serbia and the environment, but there was also plenty of interest in the
issues of the change in the demographic structure and demographic processes,
social pathology, interethnic relations, identity issues and value orientations. The
problems of the published research results often covered the connection between the
phenomena belonging to the aforementioned most common research fields.
In most of the papers, the authors investigated problems, phenomena,
relationships in national frames, on samples of a part of the general population in
Serbia.
Sociologists most often chose the cross-section research plan, that is, research
at a single time point, while there were incomparably fewer cases of longitudinal
monitoring of social phenomena/processes/relationships. Such finding, observed
in the light of the data on the ratio between domestic and foreign authors as the
signatories of these types of research studies, as well as the fact that they were primarily
interested in local problems, gives rise to a conclusion about the possible reasons for
their choice, not only of such type of research, but also about the state of scientific
research in Serbia which takes place on the margin of the world and European
sociological research practice. In support of the adequacy of such a conclusion, the
fact is that there are no foreign authors who published research results together with
their colleagues from Serbia, and that, in general, a small number of foreign authors
in the observed period were interested in publishing their results in Serbian journals.
The truth is, the latter could be explained by a great pressure on the members of the
scientific community to publish the results of their research in relevant journals with
a high impact factor, Sociologija/Sociology and Sociološki pregled/Sociological Review
not being among them.
As a particular problem of empirical studies published in the observed
period, we recorded a significant share of papers that insufficiently used available
theoretical models for setting up empirical research and exploring the obtained
findings. Nevertheless, the finding about the methodological foundations of the
papers published in the observed journals is alarming. Although it was noted that
most sociologists clearly set out the methodological framework and consistently
implemented the methodological procedure of the research whose results they
communicated, it is a worrying fact that a high share of the papers did not contain
an explicitly defined and clarified methodology, and that slightly more than every
twentieth paper was completely methodologically unfounded! A heterogeneity of
methodological errors in the papers which were evaluated as being methodologically
unfounded was registered. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the largest
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number of research studies had a problem with external validity - more precisely,
with a high proportion of non-probabilistic samples, based on which unfounded
generalizations were often performed, and in some papers the authors did not
consider it necessary to clearly state elementary data on the sample on which the
research had been done.
The methodological (un)substantiation of the papers also reflected on the
structure of the presentations. By analyzing the structure of empirical papers, we
found a high proportion of texts in which the standard text organization required
in most relevant journals, the IMRAD structure, was not followed. Bearing in mind
the missing elements in the papers, as well as their methodological foundation as
a whole, it can be concluded that one of the key problems recorded in the papers
was precisely the problem with the scientific verifiability of the published results. No
matter how interesting and significant the results of the research were, they can not
be qualified as significant contributions to science unless they meet the standards
of objectivity, whose formal aspect is the ability of verification (Milić, 1978, p. 264),
which requires authors to notify the public of all important information about
the conducted research. To that extent, it can be concluded that it is essential that
the editorial boards of both journals should define precise standards relating to
the mandatory elements and structure of empirical papers and to insist on their
assessment by reviewers of scientific papers.
Annex 1
Field
Politics
Social structure
Economy
Culture
Social pathology
Education
Family
Demography
Values
Law
Age groups
Settlement
Gender
Media
Religion
Labor
Identity
Other

Subject
Political structure
Political views
Local self-government and regionalism
Social structure (class relations, mobility)
Corruption
Social networks and social capital
Economic structure
Economic behavior
Culture and subculture
Social pathological phenomena (suicide, delinquency, alcoholism)
Position of marginal groups
Interethnic relations
Family structure, parenthood, divorce
Demographic structure
Migration (economic, political, brain drain ...)
Values and value orientations
Organizations and Institutions
Law and human rights
The old, the young, children
Attitudes and behaviors in an area
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Gender relations, gender identity and gender inequalities
Media, media representations of the society
Religiosity, religious culture and the relationship between religious
groups
Labor and Labor Relations
Identity (national, personal, social, ...)
Other
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ЕМПИРИЈСКА СОЦИОЛОГИЈА У СРБИЈИ ПОЧЕТКОМ
XXI СТОЛЕЋА: ЈЕДАН (САМО)КРИТИЧКИ ПОГЛЕД
Сажетак
Премда статус једне науке и професије није могуће сагледати искључиво из
њене научне продукције проистекле на основу емпиријских истраживања, према мишљењу аутора она ипак може послужити као добра основа за постављање
„дијагнозе”. Основне контуре стања емпиријске социологије покушали смо да
утврдимо на темељу резултата спроведене анализе садржаја објављених прилога
заснованих на искуственим подацима у најугледнијим социолошким часописима
у Србији (Социологија и Социолошки преглед) у првој декади XXI века. Циљ
истраживања био је утврђивање: тема које заокупљују пажњу истраживача у Србији, актуелности истраживаних друштвених проблеми, територијалног опсега,
теоријске и методолошке утемељености саопштених резултата, упознатости са
најновијом литературом из области истраживања, степена сарадње социолога са
колегама из иностранства, структуре публикованих радова. На основу квантитативне и квалитативне анализе садржаја дошло се до следћих резултата: аутори
анализираних текстова истраживали су актуелне проблеме и добро су упознати
са новијом домаћом и страном литературом, али сарадња са колегама изван Србије не постоји, макар када је реч о коауторству. Идентификоване су релативно
учестале слабости које се односе на недовољну теоријску и методолошку заснованост објављених прилога, а недостатак комплетних података који се односе на
примењени истраживачки поступак, доводи у питање проверљивост резултата.
Такође, у првој деценији XXI столећа објављени прилози нису у довољној мери
стандардизовани кад је реч о структури публикованих радова.
Кључне речи: емпиријска истраживања, социолози, Социолошки преглед, Социологија
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THE PROFESSION OF A SOCIOLOGIST
IN THE EARLY 21st CENTURY
– THE PROBLEM OF SOCIOLOGISTS’ EMPLOYMENT3
Abstract
Among the challenges that sociology is facing in the early 21st century is its level of
development as a profession. Sociology has been developing, primarily, as an academic
discipline while the other elements of the profession (monopoly on expertise,
recognizability, organization) are not sufficiently developed. This once again raises the
question as to what jobs sociologists can do and in what organizations they are to be
employed.
As its subject, the paper deals with the consideration of sociology as an applied discipline
and a profession in the Yugoslav (up to 1990) and Serbian sociology. On the basis of
a survey of referential literature, the paper will present analyses of: professionalization
of sociology in Serbia, sociologists’ employment, problems of the sociologist profession
(preservation of professional integrity, a gap between “intellectuals“ and experts,
professional ethics, de-qualification of sociologists) and examples of the sociologists’ jobs.
Key Words: Sociology, Profession, Yugoslavia, Serbia, Employment

“With sociologists, it is difficult to define one single type of work characteristic of this

vocation, especially since the profession has already affirmed itself in society,
as the domain of its activity is expanding.“
Županov & Šporer, 1984, pp. 35–36

Introduction
What particular jobs can sociologists do after completing studies? At what
workplaces are sociologists employed? The statement quoted above as a motto points to,
on the one hand, a plethora of possibilities for sociologists’ employment and, on the other
hand, to the problem that sociology as a profession has in trying to define jobs that its
members can do and in providing them with respective training for the given jobs.
The practical function of sociology has been emphasized since its origin; it
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came into being as a reform project whose social function was to induce changes.
However, it has developed, above all, as an academic discipline whose objective is
to analyze and explain society. It is institutionalized at universities implying that
research and education make the key elements of the sociologist profession and they
have remained so till the present day (as evidenced by the expression „sociologists
outside academia“). Sociology develops from academic universality, not from guild
specialization (Županov & Šporer, 1984).4 Unlike medicine, for instance, which first
developed as a craft before obtaining its theoretical foundation with the development
of science, sociology first developed as a science. In that sense, the question may
be asked concerning the extent to which it remains an academic discipline while,
at the same time, it develops its recognizable expertise (Županov & Šporer, 1984,
p. 12). As for expertise, most often it is thought of as applied research (that, in
turn, leads to the acquisition of particular knowledge formulated as guidelines for
respective politics) and less as clearly defined techniques and procedures for applying
theoretical knowledge to solving concrete problems. Such a development has its roots
partly in the very notion of sociology – if it cannot clearly define its subject, if it has
to confirm, again and again, its distinctiveness with respect to other sciences, if it
understands itself as exploration of the „entirety of the social entity“ (Supek, 1989,
p. 4), if it explores all sorts of different social domains (from economy to spare time
occupations) and it splits into a series of special sociologies.
The work of sociologists outside of scientific and educational institutions (implying
what sorts of jobs are performed there and what education and training are intended
for those jobs) remains a problem that sociology is facing in the world today and in our
country. Sociology as an academic discipline is dominant (theory, research, education)
while its development as a profession is lagging behind. The result of such development
is the present state of the sociologist profession, namely, the fact that neither sociologists
themselves nor students of sociology know what they could do (what it means to “be
a sociologist“). Neither do others know what sociologists can do (recognizability of
profession); nor does society sanction privileges of sociology as a profession (monopoly
on expertise) while professional associations often act as “learned societies“ dealing
with academic practice instead of the problems faced by experts.5
The paradox we are witnessing is that, on the one hand, social changes do
favor the demands for sociological expertise in many domains of the society (such
as culturalization of economy and post-Fordism asking for knowledge of culture,
diversity of social groups, meanings and identity for product design and marketing);
yet, on the other hand, this is not followed by the development of sociologists’
professional practice.
An exception is, somewhat, the sociology of work; still, it is exactly what made it the target of criticism,
but in its later development, it adjusted to fit the profile of sociology as a science (Županov & Šporer,
1984, p. 12).
5
“If we ourselves cannot give an answer to the question concerning the role of sociology in our society
and what sorts of things sociologists can do, then it can hardly be expected from the wider public and
the labor market to grant us the monopoly over professional expertise and applicability of sociological
theories and research” (Mojić, 2010, p. 222).
4
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The importance of this problem lies in the fact that restraining sociology to
an academic-educational field narrows down the range of jobs that sociologists can
do, thus also reducing the possibilities of employment for graduate sociologists. In
addition, in this way society is deprived of scientific expertise, that is, the application
of sociological knowledge to solving social problems (Županov & Šporer, 1985, p. 54).
Sociological profession has as it advantage the possibility of using, in an attempt
to answer to above-given questions, its own expertise, that is, to apply knowledge
from the sociology of science, the sociology of profession, the sociology of education
and general sociology, to its own profession. Likewise, sociology in Serbia can use the
experiences from societies in which sociology has a longer tradition and is much more
developed. Besides, it is useful to take a quick look at the ways in which the problem
of graduate sociologists’ employment was taken into consideration in the history
of the Yugoslav and Serbian sociology. Namely, so far the development of society
(economy, political and social organization, culture), as well as the development of
sociology as an academic discipline and profession, have both had influence on the
present state of the sociologist profession while the former sociological analyses of
sociological profession can serve as a source of knowledge about further possibilities
of professionalization of sociology in the Serbian society. It is in that sense that the
subject of this study is the consideration of sociology as an applied discipline and
a profession in the Yugoslav (up to 1990) and Serbian sociology. On the basis of a
survey of referential literature, the paper will present analyses of: professionalization
of sociology in Serbia, sociologists’ employment, the problem of sociologist profession
(professional ethics, de-qualification of sociologists), examples of sociologists’ jobs
and recommendations for further development of sociology as a profession. In the
concluding remarks, the basic issues of the profession sociologist are summed up,
namely the issues raised before the sociological community.

Professionalization of Sociology in Serbia
Sociology as a science in Serbia (and in Yugoslavia) emerged in the period
between two world wars (more in Mitrović, 1982) while the process of sociology
professionalization (organizing education for sociologists, forming associations,
and the like) started in the 1960s.6 Sociology was constituted through resolving the
relationship towards historical materialism as an ”applied and practical discipline
having as its basic goal the contribution to the planning of social life“ (Vuletić, 1996,
p. 412, 416–417). However, as emphasized by Vuletić, the concept of planning has
remained vague while the basic problem is, in fact, the question of the level of social
reality that the presumed planning refers to. Rudi Supek underlines that sociology is
not just an academic discipline, but it is also a research and practical-organizational
6
For more about the development of sociology between the World Wars, see Mitrović, 1982; about the
institutional development of sociology, see Bogdanović, 1990; Bogdanović, 2009; about the influence of
social context (especially political factors) on the development of various elements of the sociological
profession in the period of socialism, see Županov & Šporer, 1984; Milošević, 2016.
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applied science whose role is to „propose to the society, on the basis of scientific
analyses, practical solutions to social problems, a more harmonious unfolding of
social processes and a better integration of individuals into the social life“ (Supek,
1989, p. 4).
After the period of growth of its popularity in the period 1960-1980, sociology
has, in former Yugoslavia and in Serbia (and much in the same way as in the rest of the
world) experienced marginalization as a science and as a profession. This “marginal“
status of sociology has continued well into the 21st century, despite evident problems
that the Serbian society faced and despite the fact that in the sociological science there
were scientific findings that could have been useful for solving them (Bolčić, 2011).
Bolčić accentuated an unfavorable social treatment of sociology: the lack of taking into
consideration the knowledge offered by sociology and sociologists as professionals,
the invisibility of the results of their work and the absence of engagement on the part
of sociologists in more relevant social bodies that shape social politics (Bolčić, 2011,
p. 491). The state financially supports sociological research projects that it makes no
use of; there is “a breach of communication between the level of decision-making
and that of research which is meant to serve this purpose“; this brings about a “loss
for both society and the state as well as for the science which remains cut off from
concrete life“ (Cvjetićanin, 2012, p. 112).7 There is resistance to not only sociology
as such but also to introducing rational-empirical thought into social practice; the
carriers of this resistance are carriers of power, bureaucratic structures and “expertise”
(Šporer & Županov 1985; Milošević 2016). One of the reasons for such state is the
influence of the dominant ideologies upon professionalization of sociology: ideology
of egalitarianism and “anti-elitism” in the age of socialism (Grbović, 1990, p. 132)
and neoliberal ideology in the age of transition, while the linking of sociology with
Marxism impacted the resistance to sociology in society (Milošević, 2016, pp. 190–
191). This situation is reflected not only in the position of sociology as a science, but
also as a profession since it reduces its „recognizability“ and distinctiveness in the
society.
Although the subject of the paper refers to sociologists’ employment, the
problem has to be viewed within the context of the development of all the elements
related to the sociologist profession. The issue of sociology professionalization has
especially been taken into consideration by a group of Zagreb sociologists and from
the standpoint of the sociology of profession (Vuletić, 1996, p. 426). In that sense,
Županov and Šporer analyzed, in the mid-eighties, the extent of development of
various elements of the sociologist profession in the then-Yugoslavia. The extent of
development of the theories and techniques of sociology as a profession were under
This is not only a problem of Serbian sociology as evidenced by the debate about public sociology.
Beck points out the results of the several projects in Germany “attempted to find out what happens to all
the sociology being produced for public, practical or administrative purposes when it is used – or not
used! – in public, practical and administrative contexts”. He concludes that it could not be described as a
direct use of scientific results. Moreover, the practitioners, decision-makers and journalists etc. “had reinterpreted both the sociological content and the so-called ‘results’ within their own frame of reference
and for their own practical purposes“ (Beck, 2005, p. 336, 337).
7
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the influence of the then-dominant Marxism and unfavorable social conditions.
When it comes to monopoly, sociology achieved monopoly over education of
sociologists, but not over sociological expertise
since there was no expertise whatsoever; neither did it fully develop later on (for
instance, in work organizations there was not even a workplace for industrial
sociologist while one can as well wonder what he would be expected to do even if such
a job had existed) [...] The genuine applicative research projects are occasional whereas
sociological ‘consulting’ is utterly unknown (Županov, & Šporer, 1984, p. 18, 43).

The recognizability of the sociologist profession (what kind of a job is done by
this profession; what kind of expertise it offers; what its typical ideal behavior is toward
users of its services; the type of organization through which its experts most often
provide services) is determined by the fact that sociology does not provide services to
individuals (but organizations) as well as by the level of the society’s development and
the degree of democracy (in developed societies, with the growth of the educational
level of the population and application of the knowledge from the social sciences, the
extent of recognizability of sociology also rises). When it comes to the organization of
the profession of sociologists, it meets the requirements regarding the organization of
the institutions for professional education, while sociologists’ employment is taking
place in organizations of different types (educational, economic, political). Finally, in
1972, the moral code of Yugoslav sociologists was adopted; it was very general and
based upon the general principles of science and scientific relationships.
Three decades later, Milošević analyzed the achieved progress in the process
of professionalization of former Yugoslav and present Serbian sociology (Milošević,
2016, pp. 242–243). He accentuates the advancement when it comes to the cognitivemethodological shaping of the sociologist profession, a developed theory about the
activities it deals with and a partly developed specific professional subculture. On
the other hand, neither is its ethical code sufficiently developed nor are its expert
authority and social sanctions due to which this profession becomes recognized in
the society and which prevents the intrusion of laymen into the profession. Milošević
also points to a relative paucity of the sociologist profession in Serbia, especially
when it comes to its organized part which almost exclusively comes down to those
employed at universities and institutes. The consequence of this way of professional
organization of sociologists is the weakening of the generally-socially recognizable
professional subculture and a neglect of the moral code of the profession (Milošević,
2016, p. 248).
Further on, the paper briefly presents an analysis of sociologists’ employment
as well as the way in which the issue of the position of sociology as a profession in the
former Yugoslav and present Serbian societies is analyzed by sociologists.
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Employment of Sociologists in Serbia
The first generations of graduate sociologists found employment relatively
fast at research and teaching posts. Since 1970s the unemployment of sociologists
has been increasing, on one hand, as did their employment in various organizations
(journalist, socio-political communities), on the other (Grbović, 1990). Vuletić points
to the fact that, in the 1980s, sociology, on one hand, was pushed back by the Marxist
subjects in high schools while, on the other, it lost the role of professional sociological
expertise in social planning, namely, the role was taken over by economists (1996, pp.
521–422). In the age of socialism, thanks to the policy of permanent employment and
a wide spectrum of knowledge they possessed, sociologists managed, individually, to
provide jobs for themselves though the profession was, on the whole, marginalized
(Mojić, 2010, p. 221). After 1990, the position of sociology as a profession as well as
sociologists’ employment were under a strong influence of the social conditions –
crises, brain drain, collapse of economy.
Half a century of the existence of institutional professional education for sociologists
in 2009 was an occasion to take into consideration the institutional development of
sociology in Serbia and make a cross-section of the state of sociology as a science and
a profession (Bogdanović 2009). In the period of fifty years, the overall number of
graduates at all universities in Serbia included: 2,289 (bachelor’s), 190 (master’s) and
151 doctoral degrees in sociological sciences (Bogdanović, 2010, p. 9). With respect to
the socialist period, the sequences of organizations in which sociologists most often
find employment partially changed: faculties, state institutions, companies, followed
by high schools, institutes, newspaper companies, non-government organizations,
libraries, political parties, international organizations, unions (more in Mojić, 2010,
pp. 222–227). In October, 2009, in Serbia there were 278 unemployed sociologists
registered at the National Employment Agency (Mojić, 2010, p. 231).
Analyzing the activities of the Yugoslav Association for Sociology (YAS) and
the Serbian Sociological Association (SSA) from their foundation till 1990, Vladimir
Ilić concludes that a disproportionate amount of their work was devoted to the
activities aimed at developing professional and scientific communication while
the work on the protection and social affirmation of the profession was somewhat
neglected (1990, p. 175). This does not mean there were no such activities: two
SSA symposia were held (Symposium of the Sociologists Employed in Economy in
1971 and Sociology as a Science and Profession 1975–1976) (Ilić, 1990, p. 180). An
attempt at contributing to the employment of sociologists was a scientific symposium
The Sociologist in Economy held in 1984 at the Faculty of Philosophy in Niš. The
symposium Proceedings published under the same title did not attract any greater
attention though it comprised, in addition to the papers discussing various problems
of the sociologist’s professional work, the texts which tried to specifically describe
workplaces, jobs and tasks of sociologists in: associated labor, factories, institutions of
culture, urban planning, socio-political organizations, social welfare centers, medical
centers, institutions specializing in the treatment of mental disorders (Nikolić, 1985).
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In the last few years, the SSA activities have been oriented towards state
and society (protection of sociologists’ monopoly in high school education over
sociological subjects, making of the national qualification framework for the field
of sociology, popularizing sociology among the young, integration of sociologists
employed in high schools into the sociological community) while the activities of
the institutions for professional education are directed towards adjusting curricula
of the school subjects to the potential needs of the labor market. Thus, for instance,
at a roundtable in 2012, the following potential workplaces (jobs) of sociologists
were singled out, namely, the teacher of sociology and civil education, sociologistresearcher, analyst and evaluator of social policies and project manager as well as
possibilities for sociologists’ employment in the sphere of marketing and human
resource management. In addition, the changes in the professional education of
sociologists were discussed as well as the needs for “making deals“ with the state in
the matters of protection and affirmation of the sociological profession (Roundtable,
2012, pp. 87–114).

The Problems of Sociological Profession
While considering the problems of sociologists’ employment, several issues
came to the fore. The greatest attention has been paid to the possibility of (ab)use
of the sociologist work in various organizations for the sake of realizing interests of
the party-bureaucratic structures in socialism at the expense of the integrity of the
sociologist profession. Thus, for instance, employment in the spheres of education,
research and economy has been regarded as professional work, while sociologists’
employment in journalism and various socio-political communities was regarded in
a negative context. Grbović (1990, p. 131) appeals to the distinctions to be made
between the “sociologist-intellectual” and the “sociologist-technician” with the latter
treated sometimes as identical to the “sociologist-subject”.
Such understanding of the jobs done by sociologists requires certain attention
since it has exerted much influence upon professional education and professional
socialization of sociologists. It expresses, on one hand, a self-understanding
of sociology as a profession in the world and in our country; on the other hand,
it points up the peculiarities of the position of sociology in the former Yugoslav
socialist society. In a wider sense it is part of the general consideration of the
practical role of sociology which emerges in the changed conditions (attempts of
sociology throughout the 20th century to constitute itself as a science “in the strict
sense” and ordering of sociological research projects by state administrations and
great corporations, especially in the USA). This is exactly what is pointed out in the
text by Marija Bogdanović (1977), the one in which the identity of the technician and
the subject was emphasized. The text, first of all, speaks about sociologists-scientists
and university professors in the USA who accept to work upon research projects for
clients. The consequences of this are likewise regarded with respect to sociology as a
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theoretical-empirical discipline with a special emphasis on its ideological functions
and ethical problems. The text speaks about new kinds of intellectual occupations
such as intellectual administrators and planners of scientific research projects,
research technicians, researchers-experts and experts-councilors. Only sporadically
there are mentions of the role of the sociologist-practitioner who may appear as a
“solo” practitioner (par example, marriage councilor) or a person of organization
(for example, planner in the city administration, penologist in prison system); all
these roles come up to applying sociology to the problem-solving process of a group,
organization and the like (Bogdanović, 1977, p. 649).
The way in which the application of sociology and employment outside
scientific-educational institutions and economy was treated was also conditioned by
the peculiarities of socialist self-management and the ways in which sociology defined
the essence of its existence in this kind of society. Analyzing ideological bearings and
ideological determination of different theoretical currents in the Yugoslav sociology,
Vuletić (1996, p. 426) points to the correlation between theoretical nuances and selfunderstanding of the role of sociology in the society “in accordance with conceptions
and contributing to the interests” of the ruling collective-ownership class and its
organ – the Communist Union of Yugoslavia. Sociology was serving the function
of building a socialist self-management society within the allowed humanist (often
abstract) criticism (from the position of Marxist theory).8 Mitrović (2010) points
to practical consequences of the differences in the theoretical orientations of the
Serbian sociology. The theoretical-humanist orientation most contributed to the
promotion of sociology as a critical science about society and humanist vocation;
the institutional orientation as a kind of “functionalist Marxism” was in the function
of “aestheticization of the political process” and instrumentalized to serve the needs
of power centers; the empirical-analytical orientation based upon the assumption
about the unity of the theoretical and the empirical elements most contributed to the
affirmation of sociology as a new profession (Mitrović, 2010, pp. 247–249).
Županov and Šporer (1984, p. 34) provide an analysis of professional socialization
of sociologists (formal and informal) which brought about the identification of
individuals with profession. They stress three orientations in the Yugoslav sociology:
those of “intellectuals,” “revolutionaries” and expert-professionals. The image of the
intellectual is characteristic for sociology in general while the image of revolutionaries
is developed under the influence of the dominant Marxist theory. The expertprofessional orientation was the least developed.
A gap between intelligentsia and experts has an impact on the professionalization
of sociology. The growth of the number of professionally educated sociologists leads to
the shift of the center of sociological professionalization from “a cognitive-humanist
to a professional-practical function,” that is, from an intellectual to an expert; hence
occasionally there occur squabbles and an inter-professional animosity between the
8
Milošević gives divisions of functions of sociology: cognitive, professional-practical and humanistemancipatory (2007, p. 21). Županov and Šporer (1984, p. 41) point to three practical functions of
sociology: social criticism (from various positions), dissemination of sociological concepts and ideas
and their influence on social consciousness and social expertise (application).
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two currents: the one that sees sociology as a humanist-emancipatory (intellectual)
activity and the other one that sees sociology as a utilitarian-pragmatic (expert) activity
(Milošević, 2007, pp. 24–26). While intelligentsia is characterized by creativity, criticism,
spirituality and non-authoritarianism, experts are “groups of individuals dealing with
routine, operatively applicable jobs that bring about profit or deal with those activities
by which social life is controlled” (Milošević, 2007, p. 25) and is exposed to risks of
digressing from profession and of bureaucratization.9 Mojić (2010, 236–238) argues that
a major precondition for the improvement of employability of sociologists is overcoming
the tension within the sociological community between the understanding of sociology
as intellectual thought and as utilitarian-pragmatic (expert) practice.
Županov stresses that sociology, if it wants to affirm itself as a profession, cannot
be restrained to social criticism or dissemination of its concepts and ways of thinking
(though these are its important functions); instead it has to develop “special expertise
in applying sociological knowledge to analysis and solving concrete social problems”
(1985, p. 25). The development of applied sociology as service-oriented toward the
users who comission sociological expertise implies a change in orientation of the
sociological community toward giving services to various users “regardless of our
individual or scientific interests and affinities“ (Županov & Šporer, 1985, p. 55). This
implies certain differences from scientific research: the choice of topic is made by the
client; the sociologist is under pressure to achieve the results that would be of use to
the client; his work must be comprehensible to non-sociologists as well; the reward
for his work is that the results should be accepted and used as the basis for decisionmaking. Besides, research deadlines are short; material means are limited comparing
to what academic sociologists have at their disposal; results dissemination is often
limited or not allowed while responsibility is not only to science itself, but also for the
consequences of the decision made about concrete people, groups and organizations
(Županov & Šporer, 1985, p. 55–56). The fact is that results dissemination is often
limited or not allowed means that the work of sociologists is, first of all, estimated by
non-sociologists instead of the sociological community.
The sociologists employed outside academic institutions are facing double
identification, namely their own profession and their organization.
But the basic meaning of professional ethics consists in the fact that it should ‘reconcile’
this controversy so that the profit motive is not allowed, without any protest, to devalue
the professionals’ ability to act in accordance with the moral norms of their profession
(Milošević, 2016, p. 92).

This separation of the sociologist from the professional community is a problem
faced by professional associations in the world at large – in what way is it possible to
enable applied sociologists to integrate into the sociological profession dominated by
academic sociology with different problems?
It is interesting that, in this context, the author does not speak only about the profession of sociologist,
but also about the need for sociological education of experts from other fields as a prerequisite of their
autonomy and professional activity.
9
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Expertise, professional ethics, legal regulations and control function of
professional associations are, as with other professions, an obstacle to abuses
of profession. This does not mean that the right and ability for critical thinking
are denied to employed sociologists; yet the solution for this is not giving up on
employment in different organizations. Quite the opposite, the experiences of the
sociologists employed in various domains of the society are useful not only for
preservation of autonomy of the profession but for the development of sociological
knowledge about the society. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to motivate
publication of professional articles in journals, organization of symposia, seminars
and conferences; professional associations and the academic part of the sociological
community should estimate various practices, formulate recommendations and act
on the society (carriers of power, employers, public) for the sake of protecting the
profession. An analogy with economy can be useful for overcoming the gap between
the general sociological approach and specialist practical work of the sociologist. The
economist education comprises general theoretical education and applied disciplines.
“Economists are specialized to work and apply their knowledge in particular sections of
the society while the general theoretical education enables them to better understand
the relationship between the micro and the macro environment” (Županov & Šporer,
1984, p. 35).
Katunarić (1989) stresses another problem which emerges as a result of the
lack of communication between the sociologists inside the academic community and
those outside it. The sociologists in the scientific institutions rarely find themselves in
the position to apply the results of their research in the social practice. On the other
side, those employed outside of scientific institutions find themselves in the position
to solve the problems which ask for scientifically based action while at the same time
have no possibility for further professional specialization and information. That is why
he underlines the need for permanent education of graduate sociologists: occasional
courses on the latest developments in science and the problems faced by sociologists
in practice and joint teams of experts of scientific and practical orientation that would
engage in common empirical research studies (Katunarić et al., 1989, p. 21).
Sociologists’ employment at all sorts of jobs has posed the problem of dequalification and de-professionalization.10 Those employed in different organizations
often do the jobs which are not systematized as those intended for sociologists; even
when they are, very often the contents of their work (tasks) are not compatible to
what is implied in the jobs of sociologists (for instance, sociologists employed in work
organizations do only administrative work). In addition to permanent education,
Supek underlines professional meetings and activities of professional associations
as well as well-conceived publishing activity for fighting against de-qualification of
graduate sociologists and constant attachment of sociologists to their professional
activity (Supek & Cvjetičanin, 1989, p. 25).
10
While some occupations do try to become professionalized (such is the case of academic education
for professions having no elaborate theoretical foundation), there is also an opposite tendency of “deprofessionalization” – in the cases where profession is “bureaucratized”, when it is done like any other
common occupation (Bolčić, 2003, p. 72).
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Mojić (2010) highlights the tendencies in the Serbian society and sociology in
the last few decades that may have an effect upon the position and employability of
sociologists: the feminization of the profession, the growth of short-term employment,
competition with other professions in particular fields (schools, institutes), a poor
protection of the profession (school teaching), disappearance of great companies
from the age of socialism in which sociologists were employed, emergence of new
companies, changes of sociology studies leading to increasing efficiency of the studies,
changes in curricula in the direction of applied knowledge and skills. The influences
of these factors are different – some of them act towards the growth of sociologists’
employability, while others act towards a reduction of available jobs for sociologists.
The author sees a potential for the improvement in demand for sociological expertise
in private companies (understanding of human aspect of work for the sake of
improving efficiency of business dealings, socially responsible business), as well as
analyses and applied research for state bodies and institutions as well as the nongovernment sector (Mojić, 2010, pp. 239–240).

Examples of Analysis of Sociologists’ Jobs
In the development of Yugoslav and Serbian sociology there were attempts
made to concretely demonstrate and elaborate the possibilities of applied and clinic
sociology as is the case with the above-mentioned symposium on The Sociologist in
Economy.
In the text entitled “Practice and Rural Sociology in the World”, Cvetko Kostić,
on the bases of experiences of French, American and Dutch sociologies, states three
roles of sociologists in regional planning as well as concrete tasks to be performed,
stressing at the same time that sociology should develop not only as a scientific theory
but as a profession as well (Kostić, 1967, pp. 36–38).
The most frequently mentioned domain of sociologists’ expert activity was
work organization. On one hand, industrial sociology (sociology of work) develops
primarily as an applied discipline while, on the other hand, the social conditions
in former Yugoslavia favored the practical application of sociology in this field:
accelerated economic growth, problems and consequences of industrialization,
working class as the focus of ideological attention, enterprise as the birthplace of selfmanagement. Starting from the fact that the progress of technology and contemporary
ways of organization both require a scientific approach to the “human factor”,
Cvjetičanin elaborated the jobs that sociologists can do in the work organizations.
They comprise: cadre (the planning of work force, the problem of the “cycle” that the
employees pass through, “socio-pathological phenomena in work”), organizations of
work (employees’ adjustment to technology and vice versa, adjustment of technology
and organization of work to employees), self-management (building of model and
monitoring the “mood” of particular groups; information and education for selfmanagement), social relations in work organization (interpersonal relationships;
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formal and informal groups), education (organization of employees’ education at
work place), marketing (market research and propaganda issues), management and
organization (distribution of competences and relationships between the managing
and self-management organs; organizational changes and the problem of adjustment
of efficiency of organization and interests of employees) (Supek & Cvjetičanin, 1989,
pp. 25–27). The best results are achieved when a sociologist is part of the team. In
his discussion of the place of sociologists in the organizational scheme, the author
stresses that, up to that time, it was common for sociologists to be in the personnel
department. He thinks that sociologists should be employed in the development sector.
The justification for sociologists’ employment exists in large work organizations.
When it comes to smaller ones, what should be organized is a centre that would
work by project orders for a greater number of smaller organizations while, at the
same time, it could collect data from the sociologists who successfully work in larger
organizations.
Already in the 1980s, one could perceive a field of research in which “’a
sociological aspect’ is present but, unfortunately, no professional sociologists”
(Županov & Šporer, 1984, p. 45). Namely, economic organizations conducted
marketing research by applying sociological methods; yet they remained outside the
field of view of the sociologist profession. The authors found the reasons for this, on
one hand, in a superior posture coming from the sociological tradition while, on the
other, in the ignorance of marketing. Milošević (2007, p. 55) likewise points to the
domain of marketing as an important possible field of application of sociology as,
1) a science about marketing, and, 2) a professional activity of sociologists (“under
the conditions they are capacitated for it”). While giving a detailed explanation of
the reasons why it is the sociologist who is professionally capacitated for marketing
jobs, he underlines the fact that the sociologist’s involvement should be dominant
in examining needs, desires and interests of buyers/service users, research of forms
of promotion and market research, while in the analysis of economic justification of
products the dominant engagement would be that of economic experts (Milošević,
2007, p. 60). Sociologists’ employment in economy was modest in the socialist period
while with the transition these options were even more reduced since job postings
for sociologists are closing while no new ones are opening. The field of marketing
offers possibilities for sociologists’ employment since “marketing activity is not a
narrowly profiled activity; neither is it of a purely economic character (as we usually
think)” (Milošević, 2007, p. 61). This, however, needs sociologists’ education at the
university or an organization of specialist courses and seminars. In accordance with
his concept of sociology as a humanist-emancipatory science, Milošević states that
sociologists’ activities in the field of marketing represent a necessary “compromise”
with the existing conditions in which it is indispensable to preserve a critical distance
both for the sake of a specific sociological approach and successful performing of the
marketing communication itself.
Two more texts have to be mentioned for their concern with concrete
descriptions of sociologists’ work from a variety of perspectives. In the text by Petar
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Opalić (2007), on the basis of the development of sociological practice in the USA,
roles, work tasks and education of clinic sociologists in psychiatry are specified.
Željko Krstić (2010), on the basis of his professional experience, describes concrete
jobs and procedures of the sociologist in prison through his primary activities – the
sociologist as an educator (in the admission sector, educator of prisoners’ group
and educator as a spare time organizer) and a secondary activity – sociologist as a
researcher.

Concluding Remarks
When it comes to employment of sociologists two approaches are possible.
Firstly, starting from sociological science and competences of sociologists it is possible
to define the range, jobs, workplaces, skills and techniques of sociological profession.
The second approach is to empirically find the jobs that are performed by sociologists
and then to analyze the extent to which the jobs are regarded as sociological as well as
the extent to which it is the matter of de-professionalization and whether these jobs
are possible to additionally “sociologize” (enrich with sociological contents). Likewise,
the analysis of demand on the labor market can point to what new jobs sociology can
offer its professional expertise and to respond to demand by a specialist training of
its students (such as elderly care). The contemporary society is characterized by the
disappearance of the clear borders between various occupations and a formation of
“fluid” ones (Bolčić, 2003, p. 68).11 It is necessary to analyze what jobs sociologists could
perform and how to achieve a monopoly over the expertise (for instance, jobs related
to the prevention of discrimination, social responsibility of companies, ecology etc.).
These approaches do not exclude each other; they complement each other
instead. They imply a permanent motion from what sociology as a science and as a
profession is towards the demands on the labor market and vice versa, namely, the
ways of incorporating demands of the labor market into the standards of sociological
profession. The demand for sociologists’ services is developing in the interaction of
science and society (Županov & Šporer, 1985, p. 54). Figuring as carriers of these
activities are professional associations both in the outside direction (toward society,
authorities, employers) and the inside (institutions for professional education of
sociologists, sociological community). The type of work, kind of organization and the
position that the sociologist holds in it are all different which poses a problem of the
relationship between the general-sociological and narrow-specialized education,12
as well as increased share of practical activities during the academic studies.
In modern societies there is an increasing number of “transition states” since particular sets of jobs are
temporarily “structured” into some work entity, but people do not regard them as “occupations” (Bolčić,
2003, p. 68).
12
All members of sociological profession cannot be “experts” for various fields of sociological activities.
If this happens in a massive volume, it can be more unfavorable for a long-term development of the
sociological profession, namely, far more unfavorable than insufficient interest of a given society in the
development of sociological knowledge about it (Milošević, 2016, p. 241).
11
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Another problem concerns the ways of preserving identification with the sociologist
profession of the “sociologists outside academia,” respect for professional ethics and
integration into the sociological community. While these two problems, first of all,
refer to the activities of the sociological community, the increase of recognizability
of sociology in the society, achievement of monopoly over professional expertise and
social sanctioning all depend on both sociologists’ activities and social conditions.
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ПРОФЕСИЈА СОЦИОЛОГА НА ПОЧЕТКУ 21. ВЕКА –
ПРОБЛЕМ ЗАПОШЉАВАЊА СОЦИОЛОГА
Сажетак
Међу изазовима са којима се суочава социологија на почетку 21. века јесте изграђеност социологије као професије. Социологија се развијала пре свега као
академска дисциплина док други елементи професије (монопол на експертизу,
препознатљивост, организованост) нису довољно развијени па се изнова поставља питање на којим пословима, у којим организацијама могу социолози да
раде. Предмет рада јесу разматрања социологије као примењене дисциплине и
професије у југословенској (до 1990. године) и српској социологији. На основу
прегледа литературе у раду ће бити приказане анализе: професионализације социологије у Србији; запошљавања социолога; проблема социолошке професије
(очување професионалног интегритета, јаз између „интелектуалаца“ и стручњака, професионална етика, деквалификација социолога); примери послова социолога.
Кључне речи: социологија, професија, Југославија, Србија, запошљавање
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SOCIOLOGY OF WORK AND ORGANIZATION TODAY:
(RE)SEARCH FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE ANALYZED
SUBJECT WITH OWN IMAGE
Abstract
Periodic evaluations of cognitive goals and possibilities for their realization in certain
sociological disciplines are a sign of openness for a dialogue, the one that can contribute
to more substantial research results. Hence the subjects of the analysis in this article are
characteristic views of some established foreign and domestic sociologists of the work
and organization and their perception of cognitive goals of the discipline/s. With a
critical analysis of their perception – presented in their familiar studies from the end
of the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries – we have explicated most influencing
cognitive and non-cognitive motives that (once again) “push” sociology of work and
organization to the margins of cognitive and academic recognition. Main cognitive
influences concern the ever widespread “crunching” of the systematic content of the
sociology of work and organization, emerged as the result of their centurial research
efforts. It is noticeable that, as a result of this orientation, we have a multiplication
of partial (pragmatically directed) disciplines in university education which seeks to
suppress or completely “replace” sociology of work and organization. At the same
time, positivist-oriented explanations of the sphere of work “thrive”, followed by the
“crunching” of sociology of work and organization in the higher education process
in a form of (self-sufficient) “courses”. Pointing to these motives, which influence the
obscuring of the “image” of the sociology of work and organization, we pledge for an
intra-disciplinary criticism that can strengthen the preservation of discipline/s identity
in sociological cognitive corpus, as well as beyond that cognitive framework.
Key words: sociology of work, sociology of organization, identity of work, organizational
change, “futurology of work”, techno-economical pragmatism

At the beginning of this presentation it should be emphasized that the reason
for our (re)consideration of the recognizability of the sociology of work and the
sociology of organization is primarily contained in the most recent non-cognitive
challenge concerning the status of these sociological disciplines; not only within
plans and programs (“syllabus”) for the education of sociologists, but also in their
notable “disappearance” from other educational profiles, where they were common.
Our initial stimulus imposed the need to “frisk” some of current basic cognitive
questions within these disciplines, the ones that influence the maintenance their
(acquired) status in the scientific and educational process and their recognizability
1
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(“image”) in all more diverse research in the sphere of work. Considering that we live
in the time of global social “turmoil” in which living on “old merit” is not an option
neither in social, scientific or educational activity, we consider it worthwhile to have a
critical review of these questions, within the professional sociological community, in
order to easily overcome the problems while they are in nascency. Namely, it is not so
much a problem in explaining the cognitive goals and possibilities of the mentioned
disciplines (since this is the subject of occasional re-examination in every “confined”
disciplinary knowledge), but the basic problem are attempts to submit the cognitive
goals of these disciplines to the latest pragmatic-positivists shaped “courses” in the
higher education process.
We regard that the process increasingly affects not only the status of sociology
of work and sociology of organization within, but also their cognitive fumble and
“drowning” into (pre-shaped) “courses”. This reason imposed the need to (once
again) reassess a) how sociologists of work and organizations understand the
cognitive possibilities of the disciplines they are dealing with; and b) how much such
understanding has influenced the fact that we are still wondering whether all research
in the sphere of work corresponds with their “image”.

Introduction
In comparison with a multitude of emerging sociological disciplines, sociology
of work and sociology of organization “stand” very well today, they do not “stand” badly
even in relation to dozen other “basic” sociological disciplines that were constituted
into a recognizable cognitive totality by the 1960s. For the status within the totality
of the sociological knowledge, sociology of work and sociology of organization must
thank the following cognitive outcomes:
1. The fact that classics of sociological thought (Durkheim, Weber), as well
as Marx, treated the sphere of work (division of labour, work actors and
relations among them, organization of work) as an indispensable factor
for understanding the peculiarities of society as a natural-historical
phenomenon and for the explanation of structural-developmental
processes in it.
2. The fact that the first more extensive empirical (sociological) research,
mainly conducted in practical need of solving problems in the work of
organizations, contributed to the spread of confidence in rational thought
about society’s ability to resist the turmoil of routine “practicing” in
existential sphere of human activity.
3. The fact that systematically presented results and some of their thorough
explanations within these sociological disciplines had an “echo” and
influence on the cognitive sphere outside sociology (for example,
Friedman’s research on “crunched work”, and some later research by other
authors).
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These are evident facts in a centenary process of establishment and constitution
of sociology of work, and later of sociology of organization as its “outcome”.
Hence these two sociological disciplines, sociology of work in particular, had an
“established” status in curricula (“syllabus”) of all major sociological faculties,
sociology departments in the world, as well as in Serbia. In addition to these –
“original” scientific-educational centres – these disciplines, especially sociology of
work, were studied at many economic-organizational and technical-technological
faculties and institutes, until the emergence of “courses” as a “crunched” cognitiveeducational framework in (most of the time imposed on sociologists) the “Bologna
process” of higher education.
Although the inclusion in the “Bologna process” of higher education has
influenced that many cognitive-educational contents become, to a large extent,
narrowed and “truncated”, it should be added that it (at least for the sociology of
work and organization) meant the narrowing of the view on the wealth and diversity
of empirical and theoretical achievements in the field of sociology, and a “diluting” of
their cognitive contribution to the general sociological understanding of structural
and developmental processes in modern societies. This two-sided cognitiveeducational process will (or it already is) result in a “disintegration” of their systematic
theoretical and empirical analyses and explanations, which are first of all and most
commonly occurring in the form of segmented educational “courses” and partial and
cognitively “shallow” publications, which not only a lack sociological research basis,
but very often try to conceal or cognitively discredit it. In this way, many sociological
findings, especially in the scientific and educational system related to the sphere of
work (such as private and public colleges and faculties of economics, organizational,
management-marketing and technical-technological orientations) appear in
“remnants” of pragmatic-positivist “tailored” educational courses. In the next phase,
whole series of publications that pretend to have any kind of cognitive character
conform with projected contents of these courses. Comprehensive, theoretical and
empirical contribution of the sociology of work and sociology of organization is
“decaying” in the very foundation of adoption and development of knowledge, and
thus it diffuses as a shoreless river, sinking valuable centennial cognitive contribution
of the disciplines. Although the sociology of work and organization, as well as others
sociological disciplines, managed to get rid of pragmatic-positivistic theoretical and
methodological “embrace” (from the end of the 1950s), neoliberal ideology is using
the “Bologna process” of high education for pragmatic needs of the dominant capitalrelations in society, in order to “enter” cognitive sphere through educational process
and selective financing of research that empowers this ideology. That is why critical,
and therefore impartial research of the sphere of work is (once again!) less desirable,
as well as critical research in other spheres of contemporary social life.
Based on an insight into the growing number of publications that deal with the
sphere of work, it can be concluded that the comprehensive critical “blade” of its study
persists only in rare sociologists, those who “grew up” into scientists in the 1970s and
1980s and are still cognitively active today. In the work of most young sociologists,
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there is a noticeable trend of “adapting” these sociological disciplines (quantitative)
to the prevailing pragmatic-positivist managerial-marketing orientation of the
understanding of the sphere of work. Attempts to approach the understanding
and explanation of work and its organization, as very complex sphere of social life,
(only) from this “angle”, usually end in an uncritical acceptance of the rules of the
existing “law and order” which was established under the dominant influence of
the proprietors-managerial elites in society. By submitting to one (dominant) side,
among various actors in the sphere of work, such partial explanations, deliberately or
unintentionally, reinforce the contemporary dominant (neoliberal) ideology of these
actors, rather than contribute to a comprehensive (sociological) explanation of this
sphere. Increasingly frequent attempts in higher education programs and programs
(syllabus) to “substitute” (or even “abolish”) one or both traditionally recognizable
sociological disciplines about work and its organization – sometimes “replacing”
them with much narrower contents (in the form of “sociology of management”,
“sociology of marketing”, “sociology of entrepreneurship”, “economic sociology”, etc.)
– only confirms how much the neoliberal ideology is “strong” in regulating not only
the sphere of work, but also the sphere of education. It should be emphasized that it
is not so controversial that the concrete scientific-disciplinary knowledge “branches”
in several directions, but it is cognitively and sociologically unsustainable to have
partial-pragmatic knowledge “inserted” into educational-professional contents
without a prior mastering of the systematic basic and special theoretical knowledge
about individual spheres of social life.

Views of some contemporary sociologists of work
and organization on the status of these disciplines
Considering that, within the framework of the whole sociological knowledge
and beyond, a recognizable disciplinary “domain” (“image”) of the sociology of work
and sociology of organization has already been established, the newly emerging
social and, within them, cognitive-educational circumstances imposed the need
for these disciplines to critically “look back” on what endangers them cognitively,
whether from the inside or from the outside. Although it is not a matter of “dramatic”
endangering of these sociological disciplines from within, the critical thematisation
of some of the processes that suggest this can also be “warning” in more calm periods
of their social (non)acceptance; which are most clearly expressed in the “favoring” of
the non-sociological (mainly ideologically acceptable) understanding of the sphere
of work and research that allegedly seek to “empower” it.
In this respect, we will address some sociologists’ understanding of the
contemporary state of sociology of work and sociology of organization (“collectively”!);
indicating their “warning” (above all to sociologists-researchers of the sphere of work) of
the need to sustain and further critically develop a valuable cognitive contribution of these
sociological disciplines, despite (re) attempting to marginalize this contribution (both
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in the educational process, and in the wider spheres of knowledge). As a “convenient”
cognitive-illustrative “sample” (from diverse literature that treats the sphere of work in a
highly sociological way), we will present, in a concise way, the views on the contemporary
state of sociology of work, and the organization of those sociologists who are more
or less recognizable to Serbian scientific public; These are foreign sociologists, from
different national centers (J. J. Castillo, Keith Grint and co-authors N. I. Dryakhlov – A.
I. Kravchenko – V. V. Shcherbina) and domestic, Serbian sociologists (S. Bolčić and B.
Milošević).2 These are the sociologists who, in their most important studies about work
and its organization, addressed the contemporary state of the discipline(s) they have been
dealing with for decades. In addition, it should be emphasized that Castillo’s view (in
several of his special papers), in a more prominent way and with a lot of critical “edge”,
deals with the latest attempts to suppress or “water-down” the sociology of work (and
organization) in pragmatic managerial and marketing studies; while with the others, we
can see a more “calmer” analysis of its/their disciplinary constitution and contemporary
“acceptance” in cognitive-sociological and educational-professional terms.
J. J. Castillo supports Guldner’s view that a scientific discipline that does not
think of itself and occasionally re-examine the achieved results of its own research is
in risk of remaining in a “paralyzing state”, because “this prevents the discipline from
exploring its boundaries, from entering an unknown territory in order to observe,
identify and dissect various enigmas that are at the center of contemporary social
problems” (Guldner, 1978, according to Castillo, 1999b, p. 21). Since the development
and the constitution of sociology of work and organization are largely conditioned
by the meaning of work in the system of sociocultural values in individual societies
(Milošević, 2016, pp. 17–18), it should be kept in mind that these meanings also
change through the ideas of work and the role these ideas of work perform in the
society. That is why – says Castillo – the education for any type of activity is looked
upon differently (Castillo, 1997, p. 413), and we would add that the education for
a sociological understanding of work and the social acceptance of the scientific
discipline that provides this understanding is also looked upon differently. In this
sense, Castillo “summarizes” characteristic understandings of work from the 1960s
to the end of the 20th century; distinguishing three periods in which, not only the
specific meanings of work, but also the understanding of the sphere of work adapted
to them, are recognized by researchers and “educators”. In the first period (1968–
1973), the understanding of work as “polarization of skills” is characteristic, i.e.
the understanding of work in the sense of “more training for few, less training and
lack of qualifications for the majority”; in the second period (beginning with a kind
of milestone in terms of Orwell’s “Big Brother”, 1984–89), the work is understood
as a “reconstruction of production, relocation and networking of enterprises,
movement towards a small business model”; while in the third period (from 1990),
the work is seen as “models of lean manufacturing, participation, quality, continuous
improvement [...], of learning how to learn and to be mobile” (Castillo, 1997, p. 414;
We will rely on their works/books that appeared in a period of fifteen years (1998–2013); which point
out the cognitive and/or unconscious causes that influence the further (recognizable) development of
sociological disciplines that are the subject of their professional interest.
2
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Castillo, 1999b, p. 30). In addition, cognitive and sociological neglect of the sphere of
work, as a human activity that is directed at the transformation of the social reality,
is noticeable in recent years. Its treatment cognitively fades and blurs; which leads
to a “withdrawal” of work into the secret corners of society, from where it becomes
socially and scientifically invisible (Castillo, 1999b, p. 25). Such an understanding of
work has imposed different views on educational practices, which were more or less
adapted to it. At the same time, Castillo is particularly critical of the (then) popular
views on the “end of work”; which emerged from the discussions in the very sociology
of work (Rifkin, 1995).3 “The question remains,” says Castillo
about how to reconcile the need for more training for work with a massive bombardment
by the media with a message that work will disappear? Do people need to learn and be
trained more in order to deal with something that does not lead anywhere? (Castillo,
1997, p. 413).

Castillo’s criticism precisely refers to the “subordination” of sociological
knowledge about work to journalistic descriptions, which are then increasingly spread
in the managerial-marketing sphere of observation of work, in the form of ideological
justification of the economic elites that “promote” them (or, as he emphasizes, in the
form of “Airport best-sellers”); which not only determine the popular “image” and
socially dominant ideas about work, but also have a strong influence on the people
who make the decisions that form the world we live in (Castillo,1999a, p. 2).4 Although
such “state of affairs”, with the way of interpreting work by the modern media, is not
easy to reverse (because the mass media have been consciously “set to” popularize it),
Castillo considers that a sociologist of work should make additional effort to redefine
such social trends and (allegedly) “general public” demands, and to point out their
sociological meaning and real social significance. In that sense, a sociologist of work
(again!) should (1) discuss a series of questions about the essential components of
this sociological discipline; (2) critically examine the epistemological models used in
it, (3) review the normative orientation of such (“media”) efforts, and (4) explain the
social complexity that is getting more complicated with certain changes in the sphere
of work today (Castillo, 1999b, 24–27). Regardless of the fact that this is a harder
path the modern sociology of work is (should be) taking, it should accept this path
“in order to share the knowledge this discipline has generated, thereby increasing the
ability of people to manage their fates and to create a policy for the majority, which is
based on the knowledge that has accumulated over the years” (Castillo, 1999b, p. 30).
This view of work was first put forward and explained by Jeremy Rifkin in a study with the same
(“effective”) title – The End of Work (Rifkin, 1995); but his view was often “popularized” in the sphere
beyond the cognitive sphere, much more than the ones before it.
4
Castillo describes the paradoxical state of affairs with the understanding of the sphere of work in modern
times in this way: “On the one hand, we encounter rooted ideas that are strengthened daily through
newspaper headlines, as well as statements and declarations of people who do not really understand the
subject, but who nevertheless form an opinion and ideology that affirms the disappearance of work (and
jobs), as well as the collapse of the corresponding values. On the other hand, we encounter an enormous
amount of data that are in direct contradiction with this popular “common sense” vision of the future“
(Castillo, 1999a, p. 2).
3
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Castillo sees the exit from this “false problem” – that work will disappear –
in the sociological understanding of the need of modern organizations to revitalize
some traditional skills, which have almost disappeared with the withdrawal of the
traditional division of work. Understanding this need, the sociology of work can
more clearly analyze and explain where the need of a society for specific training
comes from, which often coincides with the need for compliance between public
policies and policies of private enterprises (Castillo, 1997, p. 414). Thereby, in the
case of the sociological understanding of the education for work, Castillo indicates
the direction in which the sociology of work research should move; assuming that its
“global coverage” should be seen in each segment of its analysis. Such an approach to
the sociology of work research
assumes that it is possible to build a social reality, that social actors will not be locked
in circumstances no one can do anything about. It presupposes a discussion on the
various possibilities of social organization, giving priority to short-term predictions,
on the construction of society through negotiations, on the jobs we want to exist in the
future and, of course, the education we need for these jobs, this division of work and
those citizens (Castillo, 1997, p. 417; Castillo, 1999a, 1–2).

Hence, Castillo advocates that the sociology of work research should not
move in the direction of (unrealistic) idea of the “end of work”, but rather should be
oriented towards a “more sensible and realistic perspective”, which is rooted both in
human experience and sociological research, but also in the needs of the companies
that think about their future (Castillo, 1999a, p. 3).
Accordingly, current discussions about the “future of work” are moving in two
directions – one direction is about the “end of work” in the future, and the other about the
emergence of important changes that speak of the importance of work for an individual
and for the society in which he/she lives. Although these two directions, at first glance,
are different, they share a common theoretical starting point, which consists of the view
that “dramatic” changes in the sphere of work lead to the growing complexity of future
societies (Castillo, 1999b, p. 32). That is why, says Castillo, we need such sociology of work
capable to refute all those ideological misconceptions that speak about what a business
wants; because its dominant actors are trying to keep us in the belief that, due to the
alleged demands of the market and the necessity of survival of companies, it is justified
to support degraded work and “crumbling biographies all around us” (Castillo, 1999b,
pp. 35–36). The accumulated knowledge in sociology of work (and organization) now
provides us with not only greater cognitive ability than ever before to critically oppose
“commonly accepted” common sense ideas, “journalistic sociology” or “TV experts”, but
also with greater “guidance” to social practice on how to organize life and work at the
time available. As far as the sociological discipline, “which can examine ideas that do not
exclude the possibility that understanding of work, its importance and human experience
is open to development of an individual, to production without suffering, to creating and
improving better work for all” is concerned – it is necessary to (continuously) develop
a cognitive critique of “endless tide of technologism, economism, reductionism and
determinism that threaten to swallow us” in it (Castillo, 1999a, p. 3).
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Castillo’s particular criticism of the (reductionistic) technical-economic
deterministic explanation of the complex sphere of work is (again) emphasized precisely
because of the “tough” maintenance of those approaches to work in sociology of work
and organization that are oriented (almost exclusively) at studying the industrial mode
of work and its orientation to profit (which were developed in “industrial sociology”).
The survival of such approaches to the study of the sphere of work affects – as
emphasized by (also) the Russian authors of the Sociology of Work N. I. Dryakhlov, A.
I. Kravchenko, V. V. Shcherbina – the discord of the analyzed subject with own image
(Dryakhlov, Kravchenko, & Shcherbina, 1997, p. 91). These authors rightly conclude
that the cognitive complexity (“matrix”) of sociology of work can not be understood
or accepted as a valid knowledge, unless various aspects of contemporary work are
theoretically explained, as well as their connection with the past peculiarities of work
and the possible expectations of that relationship in the future. This requires for
the research of the sociology of work, in every part of its analysis and explanation,
to rely on various cognitive-theoretical levels of analysis, such as: meta-theoretical/
philosophical assumptions; general sociological explanations of the importance of
work and division of work for historical development of the society; special-theoretical
findings that were created by “generalizing” those specific research findings various
scientists discover; empirically validated assumptions about work (which serve both
to verify a theoretical approach and to take practical “steps” in the field of work) and
applied research (for the purpose of “interfering” in the practical sphere in order to
solve a particular problem in work) (Ibid, p. 99). Such – as the authors say – “vertical”
approach in the sociology of work is its central “identification” determinant,5 both in
relation to other sciences and their disciplines which deal with the “sphere of work”
(from technical-technological, through organizational-economic, to psychology of
work, occupational medicine and various other non-disciplinary approaches to work),
as well as in relation to the “horizontal” cognitive level of work analysis, which refers
to “internal differentiation” (industrial sociology, sociology of organization, sociology
of working collective, economic sociology, sociology of professions, etc.) (Ibid, p. 99,
107). Dryakhlov et al. are particularly critical of the “mixing” of scientific and everyday
“theorization” of work, which makes it difficult to identify the domain of the sociology
of work (as “academic discipline”) (Ibid, p. 121). In that sense, they emphasize that the
question of “identification” of this discipline is a first-class methodological question,
and that the theoretical interpretation in it is the criterion on the basis of which it differs
from everyday thought, but also from the real misconceptions or theoretical myths that
the scientific community can not or does not want to admit as a false knowledge (Ibid,
p. 91, 121).
As methodology primarily determines the way, approach to the study of social
problems (by which sociology differs from other social sciences), so is the sociology
5
Identification is – Dryakhlov, Kravchenko and Shcherbina say – at the same time a process of
identification (attribution of certain features to a given object on the basis of their compliance) and a
process of recognition, i.e. search, among similar characteristics, of only those that are characteristic
exactly for this object, and which make it different in that way, and which distinguish it from a multitude
of similar ones” (Ibid, p. 92).
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of work distinguished, above all, by its theoretical-methodological approach to work,
which makes the “process of recognition” of this sociological discipline as different
among a multitude of similar studies of work (and less by “research practice” in
the field of work6). As in the first decades of the development of sociology of work
(even organizations), the scholastic theorizing and vulgar empiricism were often
encountered and merged, and practical advice was limited to wishes (that it should
be “improved”, “increased”, “strengthened”), so in the recent times the disciplinary
boundaries of the sociology of work have been relativized (in the form of an increase
in the number of narrower interdisciplinary courses at sociological faculties, related
to the sphere of work) (Ibid, p. 88, 93). Thus, since the end of the 1980s (and we would
also add – later, under the influence of the “Bologna process” in the higher education),
the possibility of the sociology of work and organization to develop in its entirety has
been further reduced. If it continues on this path, the sociological approach to work
will increasingly be “depleted” (as a “river without banks”) in “interdisciplinarity”
(relying on “identification” by the similarity of “research practices”), rather than by
meaningful “deep” theoretical-methodological basis of its research results and their
explanations. It should be borne in mind that the sociology of work is not special
because of the “interdisciplinary approach”, but rather a distinctive complexity of
sociological approach, which identifies that sociological discipline in the “system of
science of work” (Ibid, p. 94). The distinctiveness of the approach of sociology of work
is precisely reflected in the dual meaning of work as a subject of studying. On the one
hand, the philosophical “background” of the sociology of work is contained in the
conceptual complexity of social work as a “universal social substance” and on the
other, in the sense of “empirical reality of behavior of people” (which is determined
by division of work and a form of property relations in the society (Ibid, p. 130). If
its field of research predominantly focuses on this second meaning of work – as it
follows from its branching (“crumbling”) in a few weakly-linked sub-unities – then
its entire “image”, which it acquired in the system of sociological disciplines, is lost.
The starting point of the contemporary state of sociology of work (and
organization) of Silvano Bolčić is, at least in principle, in accordance with the
previous position of Dryakhlov et al. Namely, Bolčić lists three basic “difficulties” that
make it difficult to maintain a recognizable “image” of this sociological discipline.
The first difficulty, as Bolčić points out, is that today both the laic and the “schooled”
opinion is more concerned with politics and acquisition of power leverage, than with
production of life goods, hence the modern knowledge of work which is less and less
a general theoretical knowledge, rarely philosophical, and more and more practical,
“applied knowledge” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 14). The second difficulty is seen in the “radical”
changes in the sphere of contemporary work (and their influence on other spheres of
society), which significantly influence the “modern sociology of work”;7 by making it
6
“Sociological research is primarily a check of hypotheses, not gathering of information on a
predetermined topic”, Dryakhlov et al.
7
“Many radical changes in the living conditions of people begin “quietly”, precisely in the sphere of work,
as novelties in the way of production and exchange of goods essential to everyday life of men”, Bolčić
notes, adding, “the study of such radical changes in the sphere of work is one of the essential tasks of
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increasingly difficult to see their essential characteristics, despite the development of
new technologies for recording and “processing” information and all kinds of “facts”.
“This frequency of changes”, says Bolčić, “can at least in part explain the current
practical absence of new major systematizations and synthesis of knowledge about
human reality” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 15). The third difficulty arises from the cognitive
insight that – due to the marginalization of the sphere of work in modern society –
this sphere of society is more rarely analyzed from a “pure” sociological perspective;
which leads to the “crisis of sociology of work as a special scientific discipline in the
last decades of the 20th century” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 16).
Although Bolčić observes that the crisis of the sociology of work, in the last
decades, is conditioned by the neglect of the “sociological perspective” in it, due
to the influence of pragmatic (non) cognitive orientations from non-sociological
research, he thematically “shapes” his most important study of work (The world
of work in the transformation) by “including” non-sociological knowledge in it.
He explains this by seeing, first and foremost, their practical importance, and then
because – as he emphasizes – of a more comprehensive understanding of individual
“things”, as well as the reality of humanity itself in its totality (Bolčić, 2003, p. 17).
Bolčić, therefore, seeks to “modernize” the “contemporary sociology of work” by
“empowering” it with practical “disciplinarily diverse new studies of the sphere of
work”; although he emphasizes that the sphere of work in them is mainly treated as
a new “terminological package” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 16). Hence his understanding of
the “domain” of the sociology of work. This domain (should) include, in addition to
general determinations of this discipline, special (historical and actual) “practices
of sociologists” in relation to the sphere of work; all with the aim of fitting these
practices into “some new interdisciplinary designed scientific practices in the study
of work in the modern society” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 18).
Therefore, Bolčić sees no significant obstacle to the survival of the “image” of
the sociology of work (and organization) in the fact that its subject determination
(“domain”) and knowledge of it “is supplemented” with new “terminological
packages” (which arise with “disciplinarily diverse new studies” on the sphere
of work). On the contrary, he sees its contribution to the development of the
interdisciplinary developed work practices in modern societies. Therefore Bolčić’s
conclusion follows (with reference to T. Watson’s reasoning) that, in contrast to
ergonomic and/or psychologistic reductionism, “the social-structural or socialsystemic approach is a dominant approach in contemporary sociology of work, and
that the sociology of working organization is its central circle of study” (Bolčić, 2003,
p. 28).8 It is not surprising that Bolčić denotes a working organization as the “central”
domain of the study of “contemporary sociology of work”, because it is in accordance
with his understanding of the contribution of “research practices” to its survival in
contemporary turbulent social processes (in which the sphere of work is no longer a
modern sociology of work” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 13, underlined by B. M.).
8
Such a view of the “domain” of sociology of work influenced the subject scope of Bolčić's book The
World of Work in the Transformation, in which seven of nine chapters are dedicated to the problems of
this “circle of study”; which makes about 4/5 of this study.
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central sphere of the society). It is therefore undeniable that Bolčić prefers “research
practice” as a central domain that characterizes the sociology of work (which is
why many earlier critics of such approach referred to the sociology of work and
organization as “managerial” disciplines); although he – as a sociologist with a very
wide sociological education – is aware that there is no scientific discipline without
a cognitive-methodological foundation in the wider knowledge of the appropriate
science. However, he derives this foundation from the consequences of the “research
practice”; as can be seen from his next position (on the contribution of the sociology
of work): “[...] the knowledge arising from the intention to solve the aforementioned
practical ‘problems of work’ had a deeper cognitive meaning from the initial practical
instructions that were to be derived from them” (Bolčić, 2003, p. 30).9
Our (Božo Milošević) view of the contemporary state of sociology of work and
sociology of organization (which is especially explained in two studies – The Working
Skills and The Organization of Work in Global Transition) is based on the argument that
the cognitive recognition of these sociological disciplines is indisputable, but that their
“image”, in the last two decades, has “corroded” under the influence of two parallel
processes. The first of these processes concerns the social reality of the contemporary
globalizing design of the sphere of work and its organization; while the second process
takes place in the cognitive sphere of sociology of work and organization, in which the
“decaying” of the critical approach arises from the adverse influence (“introduction”)
of neoliberal ideology into their cognitive sphere. Although we consider that these
sociological disciplines have a recognizable (“established”) status among sociological
disciplines – which they have achieved thanks to very diverse research, which is
quite reliable (“exact”) and which, in great part, succeeded to”break” out of empirical
understanding of the sphere of work (Milošević, 2004, p. 5, 6; 11, 12). As sociology –
either as “general” or as “special” – always requires a global view of society, our view of
the sociology of work and organization comes from the view that in each segment of
the research of the sphere of work they should take into account the unity of theoretical
and empirical research; and that they are primarily theoretical-empirical disciplines
of sociology. In this regard, comprehensive research of work and its organization – as
well as research in any other sociological discipline – are in essence sociological, which
only “deeply” study the appropriate area of social reality. In this regard, we claim that
specific problems of the society – such as problems from the sphere of work – can
not be explained in theory nor solved practically if there is no developed initial global
theoretical idea about them (Milošević, 2004, p. 16).
We agree with Bolčić that a modern industrial work is preoccupied with the
problem of efficiency, and that most of analyses in the sociology of work (as well
as in the sociology of organization) refer to the work of modern organizations.
However, we must note that the treatment of efficiency, as a dominant feature of
modern work, should not lose, out of its cognitive field, the increasing intensification
9
In this sense, Bolčić sees the specificity in the “application” of sociological methods in the study
of the sphere of work. “Book knowledge of general methods of research,” he says, “is not a basis for
understanding a particular approach or for further development of sociology of work” (Bolčić, 2003,
p. 33).
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of ecological problems as a consequence of this efficiency, as well as the emergence
of more recent forms of human dependence and unfreedom. This is in line with our
understanding of the sociology of work (as well as the sociology of organization)
as a sociological discipline about the working skill (Milošević, 2004, p. 14, 23, 24;
Milošević, 2013, p. 11, 20, 216). In this sense, we – in both of our above-mentioned
studies – explained our basic cognitive theoretical standpoint, based on which we
argue that the processes in work and organization of work can be most fully “covered”
if they are approached in the relation of repetitive-creative work; with the additional
conclusion that only after that, the research of the relation commanding-executive,
that is, mental-manual work can be properly approached (most often when these
problems are specifically considered at the level of a concrete society). Namely, it can
be noticed – by insight into the latest scientific and educational practice at universities
– that diverse scientific disciplines about work, as well as various non-disciplinary
approaches, are spreading almost at the same speed at which the work is divided and
narrowed. Therefore, as a result of this practice, more and more knowledge about
smaller and smaller segments of work is emerging. Along with this practice, the
scientific interest in studying the integrity of work and the essential processes in it is
lost. This is a non-historical approach to the study of work, which goes towards the
reductionistic explanations in a dual sense. Firstly, the creative aspect of work is lost,
it is often pushed aside in the modern processes of industrial work, but nevertheless
it survives in the deep shadow of repetitive work. Secondly, the approach to work
from the point of view of technical-economic rationality and efficiency was limited
to the analysis of its utilitarian-pragmatic side, and it ignored the need to study
the work as the eternal condition of survival and self-development of men and the
development of society (Milošević, 2004, p. 9, 12). Hence our point of view about the
subject determination of the sociology of work, which is somewhat different from
Bolčić’s (who thinks that the study of working organizations is the central problem
of studying this discipline). In our opinion, the study of the work of organizations
is a fundamental problem of one of the branches of the sociology of work and
organization – industrial sociology. Although the study of industrial work (was) is
most prevalent in sociological disciplines about work, it was nevertheless realized –
both in the general-sociological critical explanations of modern societies, and within
these disciplines (from Friedmann, Braverman, to Castillo) – that many problems of
contemporary (industrial) mode of operation can not be understood without analysis
and explanation of those historical forms of division of work that preceded it (peasant
work), as well as those that are already emerging and which are increasingly dominant
in modern societies (the so-called postindustrial service, intellectual work). This has,
to a significant extent, influenced the subject determination to disciplinary “extend”
and to “accept” the concept of sociology of work as a more adequate term (from
the term industrial sociology, or some other narrow conceptual determinations) for
a sociological discipline that studies the work in its totality. Therefore, the subject
determination (“comprehensiveness”) can be treated as the basis for determining the
sociology of work. In this sense, we understand the sociology of work as a special
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sociological discipline, which examines work as a basic characteristic of man and as a
basic condition for the survival and development of man and society in the appropriate
natural-historical and cultural conditions (Milošević, 2000, p. 15). In addition, we
can add that some aspects of the sphere of work can be exploratory interesting to
the narrower scientific disciplines (and branches of the sociology of work), but if the
subject of these disciplines/branches is not properly explained in connection with
the broader (sociological) understanding of the sphere of work, we can not expect
their greater contribution to knowledge. If special and individual approaches to the
research of the sphere of work do not rely on the cognitive contribution, not only
of the sociology of work and organization, but also of general sociology, it is more
certain that their effect can “mislead” researchers – diverting them from studying the
essential problems of work; which ultimately results in pseudo-scientific knowledge
being offered as a substitute for scientific knowledge.
Hence, in the foreground of our (comprehensive) study of the working skill is
the analysis and explanation of the social possibilities for expressing creativity (skills)
of the actors of work (Milošević, 2004). Then, from these basic cognitive frameworks,
critical remarks can be “derived” on specific and individual research and explanations
of the sphere of work, which have been “established” (in the previous decades) within
the sociology of work and sociology of organization, or outside of them. In this
way, our (critical) view of the contemporary identity (“image”) of the sociology of
work and sociology of organization – which I have previously explained (in the two
mentioned studies) – is predominantly a view from their “inner” side. From this
side, it can be more clearly seen that social processes in modern work organizations
can not be more explicitly studied if those organizations are not critically viewed
as integral parts of the overall organization in specific periods of concrete social
development. Such cognitive approach does not rely on the possibilities of achieving
greater efficiency of the organization of work, but it also problematizes the goals of
the organization themself, as well as the goals and values of the society of which
they are part. Therefore, the sociological approach to the organization of work and
its organization – from the skills point of view – reveals the need for an innovative
organization, i.e. an organization that can relatively quickly adapt to the changing
needs and values of individuals, social groups, or global society. In this respect,
the sociological understanding of the efficiency of organizations of work is more
comprehensive and modern than the economic one, because it is not only asked
about the conditions of technical-economic efficiency, but also about the “efficiency”
of the organization from the point of view of the man/woman in it (his/her freedom
and possibility for realizing his/her creative tendencies (Milošević, 2004, p. 8, 217,
252; Milošević, 2013, p. 21, 230).
Hence our advocacy for the cognitive “refreshment” of the sociology of
organization (as well as the sociology of work) in order for them not to – to use
Castillo’s warning – be misled by the economy and trapped by the management
ideology (Castillo, 1999b, p. 25 and 27). The cognitive “refreshment” – in the form
of an (interdisciplinary) opening towards “new economic sociology” (which has
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developed more extensively in relation to “the old sociology of economic life”), as
well as in the form of continuous connection with contemporary general sociological
explanations of overall social processes and relationships (in order for them not
to remain fragmented scientific disciplines) – enables the sociology of work and
organizations to preserve their identity (“image”) in the future as systematic, and
at the same time very “exact” sociological disciplines about the sphere of work
(Milošević, 2004, p. 5, 217; Milošević, 2013, p. 10–11). The need to “shift” the focus
of analysis – from “static” forms of organization to “dynamic” processes in the sphere
of work and global social challenges – the sociology of organization (as well as the
sociology of work) needs to deal, even more contentious, with criticism of those
research tendencies in its/their frameworks that are directed by dominant actors
in organizations. Namely, it should be borne in mind that “the protagonists of the
ideologically disguised “scientific” research display their role as “brainwashers”
mostly in the research of the organizations of work (they do not show this so much
even in the research of political organizations, because they are more under “the
watchful eye” of the public in democratic societies) (Milošević, 2013, p. 230). In
addition, sociological critique of the various ideological concepts of the organization
of work (and especially of the role of managerial control/”oversight” in them) should
separate cognitive debates about the validity of these concepts from analyses and
explanations of the factors that make the work of the organizations more efficient and
human at the same time. Therefore, from the sociology of organization (as well as the
sociology of work, whose “offspring” it is) is expected to constantly critically examine
various ideological influences on their research sphere of interest; in order not to lose
their identity (“image”), which is (was) recognizable not only by sociologists but also
by most of those scientists who deal with the sphere of work. This identity was built
by the best researchers of the sphere of work; almost always with a clear critique of
various ideologies of organization and management. There is no reason for this not
to continue in future research and explanations of the sphere of work.
Keith Grint also critically addresses the survival of those cognitive efforts in the
sociology of work and organization (and beyond) that reduce them only to some of
their areas of study; ignoring the fact that “all of them are special aspects of a more
general sociology of work” (Grint, 2003, p. 9). In doing so, Grint notes with regret
that “some sociologists claim that the sociology of work is becoming the “sociology
of everything” because every activity is considered work; while no one will pay
attention to extremism regarding the subject of sociology of work” (Grint, 2003, p. 8).
Considering that Grint believes that all human activities can not be considered work,
this “everything included” standpoint in sociology can not be accepted. In doing so, he
states that the subject determination of the sociology of work can be derived from the
understanding of work as a category relating to “nature transformation”; regardless
of the fact that this category is often “constructed” in accordance with the language
practices of particular societies and cultures (where the concept of work “shifts to
its value perception, the work as a symbol, meaning in which power and interests
are involved”) (Ibid, p. 8). Bearing in mind that Grint does not deal specifically with
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the analysis of the status of contemporary sociology of work, but he refers to this
problem (as part of an analysis of certain thematic units) in several places in his
influential study/textbook The Sociology of Work, however, from the entire content of
this study we can conclude that the subject determination of the sociology of work
is consistently derived from the stated general conceptual/categorical definition.
In that sense, we can agree with him that the work, in the diverse historical and
contemporary perspective of observation, is the subject of the sociology of work; and
that the historical types of work (including contemporary globalization tendencies in
the work of industrial organizations) are only specific aspects of its substantive study.
Hence we can understand Grint’s (in the said book, “scattered”) critical remarks
on (elemental) survival or attempts to restore those views on the work that seek to
suppress a comprehensive, systematic understanding of the sphere of work and its
organization. In this way, this sociologist of work more explicitly touched upon the
problems that affect the sustainability of the recognizable “image” of the sociology of
work in the entire sociological knowledge.

Conclusion
More or less elaborated views on the contemporary state of sociology of work
and organization – presented by established contemporary sociologists from different
national centres (Juan Hoze Castillo, Kit Grint and co-authors N. I. Drjahlov, A. I.
Kravchenko, V. V. Scherbin) and from the local (Serbian) environment (S. Bolčić and
B. Milošević) – confirm the justification of interdisciplinary critical approach, not
only to the individual research questions, but also to issues related to the scientifically
and disciplinary recognition in the wider knowledge, as well as the disciplines
sustainability in society. A preliminary analysis of these views, which are presented
in studies and/or scientific articles dealing with this field of sociology, suggests that
even sociological disciplines with significantly developed cognitive and professional
identities – not only those which are still searching for it – cannot make new
breakthroughs in the knowledge if they occasionally do not look back on the path
they have gone through and the challenges they are facing. Although, at first glance
it may seem that our previous critical analysis is premature, given the current solid
level of recognition of sociology of work and organization, a good deal of attitudes
of mentioned sociologists (including our earlier views on this) indicate that that the
research of the sphere of work has been “under attack” in the last two decades (more
than before) by pseudo-scientific and common sense understanding of work, and it
must be seen as a warning to sociologists not to “drown” in a similar flood of partial
exploration and to them adapted superficial explanations.10
Previously analysed attitudes about the status of the sociology of work (and its
“image” today) are the attitudes of those sociologists who have demonstrated their
professional skills by continuing research and explanations of the sphere of work, based
10
We can add that it is not case just with these sociological disciplines, but it is something that we should
use as consolation.
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on the relatively good cognitive foundations of predecessors (and contemporaries)
such as Huan Hoze Castillo, Kit Grint and co-authors N. I. Drjahlov, A. I. Kravchenko,
V. V. Scherbin, as well as domestic authors – S. Bolčić and B. Milošević. In a sense, it
can be said that these attitudes were a “suitable sample” for our critical analysis, based
on which we can carry out a valid conclusion of the addressed topic. We will do this
in several of the following characteristic findings.
First, the contemporary state of the sociology of work and the sociology of the
organization is based on the continuity of the previous constitution and development
of these sociological disciplines. Therefore, it can be noted – in the sense that this is
especially emphasized by Grint (with which we also agree) – that these disciplines
are greatly (still) “marked” by the meaning of work in a particular society and its
dominant cultural in that society. In addition, Castile considers that this is the
source of an unequal attitude of societies towards the “introduction” of sociological
knowledge about the sphere of work into the educational process. His criticism
in particular concerns the rejection of the discourse on the “end of work”, with an
explanation based on the grounds that such view of work is developing because
modern industrial work is viewed as a discontinuous social process – as a process in
which all the traditional features of work have disappeared. Such a discourse is too
superficial because it does not recognize the important fact which some sociologists
have previously pointed out that in modern work some traditional arts and skills that
are significant for companies (too) that count on long-term business are successfully
revitalized. Ignoring this fact precisely affects the “truncation” of a comprehensive
approach to the sociology of work, and hence the recognition of its “image” in the
totality of knowledge.
Secondly, the analyses of the aforementioned sociologists of work and
organizations are largely coincidental in the explanations that current “dramatic”
changes in the field of work are more than ever reflecting on the turbulent processes
in the whole society. In addition, their attitudes (except Grint and Drjahlov) indicate
that over the last two decades work has been “retreating” into the secret corners
of society11, which to some extent affects the marginalization of more contentious,
sociological research of work.
Third, although modern social life is busy with a lot of business activities, they
are mainly discussed as being “transparent”. Therefore, as a “substitute” for systematic
sociological research, there is a multitude of partial analyses which speak more about
what owners and managers want in the sphere of work (especially in the sphere of
economic business) than they truly explain it. Hence Castiglione’s (as well as ours)
position particularly refers to the criticism of the increasing “tide” of economism and
technologism in the sociological explanation of the modern sphere of work. This is,
in our opinion, under the influence of the neoliberal ideology, in this sphere as well
in other spheres of modern societies (although in the earlier periods sociological
explanations of the sphere of work were not immune to technical-managerial
In the first half of the 1980s, Hari Braverman wrote about the marginalization of the working class
from the visible spheres of society into its dark corners (Braverman, 1983, p. 19, according to Milošević,
2004, p. 154).

11
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ideological interference and to theoretical “seduction”). While Bolčić concludes that
this reflects on a certain “crisis” of sociology of work – because of the interference
of the “learned” and the common sense approach in her research, Drjahlov and his
associates (as well as we) elaborate possibilities to overcome partial approaches – the
need for this discipline to rely on to the cognitive “background” of philosophy and,
in particular to general-sociological knowledge of the structural and developmental
features of contemporary societies. In addition, Bolčić believes that the work of modern
organizations is the central domain of (“modern”) sociology of work and organization,
which makes this discipline recognizable, while Drjahlov and her associates see the
discipline “figure” primarily in its specific theoretical-methodological approach to
the sphere of work. Unlike Bolčić (who determins the object of sociology of work
and organization mainly as related to analysis and explanations of the possibilities
to improve efficiency of work in modern organizations), our point of view sees its
objectivity in the search for possible ways of developing man’s art(s) in that sphere
of its being (directing attention to the study of its manifestation in the historical
continuity, in contrast to repetitive/alienated work).
Fourth, although in all the analysed views on the contemporary status of the
sociology of work and organization there is resistance to increasingly frequent cognitive
attempts to have its “image” fumble into a multitude of partial disciplines and (alleged)
“interdisciplinary” approaches, Castillo’s the position (as well as ours) explicitly warns
of (possibly) dramatic consequences for its/their identity. Namely, we deem that the
“crunching” of a systematic and fairly well-reasoned knowledge contained in these
disciplines, is even more stimulated by modern (high) educational practice. It is about
education of a sociologist by so-called Bologna criteria, practice that has imposed – with
the wholehearted support of the dominant neoliberal ideology – the “disintegration”
of comprehensive knowledge into increasingly narrower disciplines and “courses”.12 It
then seeks to influence the narrowing of the cognitive aspects on totality of the sphere
of work. In this way, the sociology of work and the sociology of organization found itself
in the “whirlpool” of this ideology, especially in (for sociology) the so-called non-parent
faculties (such as organizational-economic and technical-technological) and their related
high schools, where they already had a fairly identifiable identity. In addition, we can
add a long neglection of both intra-disciplinary criticism and the criticism of partial
educational and research practice in the field of work; which, in turn “encouraged” the rise
12
Pointing to this bad practice, domestic (Serbian) sociologists of work and organization have in mind
that the sociology of work and organization accumulated a lot of cognitively valuable research results
and systematically developed explanations of the sphere of work. Bearing in mind this “cumulative”
knowledge, they rightly consider that decades of their systematic dealing with the sociology of work and
organization cannot be “a substitute” for a comprehensive consideration of all important aspects of the
sphere of work. Hence, they more precisely “specified” their (by thematic, extensive) sociological studies
on the sphere of work and its organization (from which we presented their views in this analysis) in the
subtitles as “lessons from contemporary sociology of work” (Bolčić, 2003), or as “contributions to the
sociology of work” and “contributions to the sociology of organization” (Milošević, 2004; Milošević,
2013). In this way, they show the ways in which these sociological disciplines can develop in the
future; certainly not through “crunching” into “courses” or “spilling” of their content into some new
“terminological packages”.
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of common-sense and superficial research and work-based publications based on them,
in which the “image” of sociology of work and organization is barely noticeable or even
completely disavowed. Bolčić called it “a new terminological package”. True sociologists
of work and organization (by the calling) should devote more to a critical “friskiness” of
such endeavours (which occur outside these disciplines), and not to adapt the contents
of “their” disciplines to “pre-tailored” educational courses, and not to “adjust” research
results to the interests of the owner-managerial elite in the field of work. 13
Fifth, most of the views expressed by sociologists involved in our discussion (re)affirm
the view of the sociology of work and organization as a scientific discipline/s in which the
basic, general and theoretical-empirical approach to work prevails. In this sense, Grintov’s
point of view (as well as our) indicates that the sociology of work and organization is not the
“sociology of everything” in the field of work, but a systematic theoretical-empirical research
and explanation of the sphere of work. Even when special and individual segments of the
sphere of work are treated within its/their frameworks, it requires the scientist/researcher
to elaborate and explain the relationship to other segments, as well as to the whole of the
structural and developmental problems of society. In the abovementioned is the cognitive
power of these sociological disciplines, which directly affects the sustainability of their
“image” formed over almost hundred years of development.
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СОЦИОЛОГИЈА РАДА И ОРГАНИЗАЦИЈЕ ДАНАС:
(ПОНОВНО) ТРАГАЊЕ
ЗА ИДЕНТИФИКАЦИЈОМ АНАЛИЗИРАНОГ
ПРЕДМЕТА СА СВОЈИМ ЛИКОМ
Сажетак
Периодична преиспитивања сазнајних циљева и могућности њиховог остваривања,
у појединим социолошким дисциплинама, знак су њихове отворености за дијалог;
који може да допринесе њиховим садржајнијим истраживачким резултатима. Отуда
је предмет анализе овог чланка анализа карактеристичних схватања неких страних
и домаћих социолога рада и организације, који се тичу њиховог виђења сазнајних
циљева дисциплине/а којима се баве (више деценија). Критичком анализом тих
њихових схватања – који су изнети у њиховим препознатљивим студијама (с краја
20-тог и почетка 21-ог века) – експлицирали смо из којих сазнајних и вансазнајних
разлога струје утицаји, који социологију рада и организације (поново) „гурају“ на
маргине сазнајне и високообразовне препознатљивости. Главни сазнајни утицаји се
тичу све распрострањенијег „мрвљења“ систематског садржаја социологије рада и
организације, који је настајао као плод њихових стогодишњих истраживачких настојања. Као резултат тог усмерења, приметно је множење парцијалних прагматички
усмерених дисциплина у универзитетском образовању, које настоје да потисну или
у потпуности „замене“ социологију рада и организације. Упоредо са тим, долази до
„бујања“ позитивистички усмерених објашњења сфере рада; који увелико „прате“
високообразовни процес „мрвљења“ социологије рада и организације у виду (самодовољних) „курсева“. Указујући на те разлоге, који утичу на затамњивање „лика“
социологије рада и организације, пледирамо за унутардисциплинарном критиком;
која може да оснажи очување идентитета те/тих дисциплене/а (како у оквиру целине
социолошког сазнања, тако и изван тог сазнајног оквира).
Кључне речи: социологија рада, социологија организације, идентитет рада, организационе промене, „футурологија рада“, техно-економистички прагматизам
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SOCIAL PATHOLOGY AND ITS IMPORTANCE
IN TRANSITIONAL SOCIETIES – EXAMPLE
OF REPUBLIKA SRPSKA
Abstract
Social pathology and its related disciplines, such as psychiatric sociology or sociology
of mental disorders, aim at finding a specific social cause within their area of study.
Society is a very complex system with different deviant models of behavior, each caused
by their specific social environment which allows them to exist. This is especially
emphasized in transitional societies which are characterized by the dysfunctionality
of basic elements such as social environment, education, science and culture as well
as “areas that form consciousness and consequently a value system that contributes
to understanding and better perception of disruptive factors in the social reality by
an individual” (Bošković, 2007, p. 25).We believe that it is necessary to intensify
sociopathological research that can be conducted on every social level and also used
for analysis of every social custom; such research reveals potential “national” pathology
caused by certain social phenomena and states, as well as any structural social problems
characteristic of transitional societies.
Key words: social pathology, sociopathological research, society, deviant models of
behavior, transitional societies

Introduction
Before pointing out the very significance of the study of social pathology, as a
specific sociological discipline in transitional societies, it is necessary to comment
on the status of sociology today, at least from the perspective of BH society. The
current crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as in entire global community, must
be understood as a challenge for sociology, and not the cause for crisis in sociology,
as is usually the case (Ibraković, 2014, p. 65). The need for sociological criticism is
on the increase, as well as a need for an analysis of contemporary social events and
occurrences of new social phenomena, which can be used in scientific purposes and
forestall much present dilettantism in science. Petre Georgievski points out that
sociology appears exactly at the times of great political changes and three revolutions:
political, economic and intellectual (French revolution, industrial revolution and the
victory of rationalism and positivism in science) (Georgievski, 2008, p. 141–161).
This officially marks the beginning of foundation of western sociology as a science,
1
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which appeared precisely as the result of modernity, and corresponding strivings to
influence the change in society by sociological means. The basic foundations of the
science about society were crisis and social change, as well as an explicit need for
researching the crisis, pointing out the main causes of the crisis and predicting its
further development (Ibraković, p. 67).
Sociology and its disciplines, in the first place social pathology, did not fully, if
at all, find its place in the social crisis that caused many problems for comprehensive
analysis, such as the limited possibilities in analysing only theoretical topics in their
full historical change of epochal proportions (disappearance of a state, disappearance
of a society, formation of new states, terror and violence, new kind of familial relations,
forced migration, destructive mindsets, new social movements, sects, religious revival,
broken homes, consequences of war, etc.). There is a lack of sociopathological research
and large-scale projects on the state level, which could inspire more researchers and
provide opportunity for adequate development of this discipline. Based on many
phenomena of the transitional period of our society, there is a tendency to create a
picture of pathological society “painted” by destruction of the authentic social values,
moral crisis, lack of ethical and aesthetic guidelines, spread of lowest human instincts
and passions that ultimately question the very foundation of human security. Also,
the evident predominance of politics in all areas of social life disturbs independent
judgment, dissolves the integrity of an individual, as well as his capacity to make proper
judgments, think critically, rely on his subjectivity and creativity, which brings us to
conclusion that it is necessary to strengthen the role of social pathology as a discipline in
our, as well as other, transitional societies. This is further verified by the representation
of our transitional society in the last two and a half decades, which portrays a difficult
situation caused by the civil war, refugees, migrations, poverty, crime, corruption, rule
of force and club law, huge gap between rich and poor, depopulation and low population
growth, disruption of social values, a crisis in morality, lack of ethical and aesthetic
guidelines, mediocrity, and to put it simply, the blooming of proper social pathology.
In the current conditions of utter predominance of politics in all spheres of social life
– politics is a synonym for immoral activity, irresponsible, arrogant and aggressive
behaviour, opportunism, selfishness, greed, primitivism, lies and manipulation –
individual independence is at stake with destruction of individual integrity, capacity
for independent judgment, critical thinking, subjectivity and creativity, and most of all,
weakening of the morals and ideas of truth and justice.

The importance of social pathology and its research within the
sociological context of transitional societies
Social pathology deals with a series of social disorders, and unlike medical
pathology, whose research can be conducted in operating rooms, social pathology
research is conducted on a social body with its focus on the influence of social
relations and states, not just individual organisms, but the entire social community.
People closely involved with social medicine agree that many pathological changes
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cannot even be truly recognized without approaches and insights by social pathology.
Methods of social pathology are the most appropriate for national pathology
research, as noticed earlier, and thus for determining mechanisms for treatment and
suppression of social disorders mentioned earlier (Stampar, 2006). Deviancy, as the
main focus of social pathology, its research and goal analysis, in some way represents
a concept for understanding mechanisms necessary for the functioning of transitional
societies. Deviancy is, therefore, a foundation force in the middle of society, and not
just on its verges (Adler & Adler, 2006, p. 133). The struggle over precedence regarding
the definition and analysis of deviancy in transitional societies is ongoing between
sociology, psychology, criminology and medicine: the struggle is over the “ownership”
over deviancy as a social problem. These struggles start with establishing dominance
over the capability of defining this phenomenon, but also the competition over the
domains between original and alike fields (Ibid, p. 138). Still, we are of opinion that
the sociological contribution in the area of social pathology is extremely important
and far-reaching. Deviancy is considered as important means for social changes,
because identification of breaking the rules and norms can be used as deterrent from
further bad behaviour or stigmatisation. Social pathology had a prominent position in
functionalist sociology in the first half of the 20th century, which took another route
in the second half of the 20th century when new ideas were formed about the purpose
of sociological aspect in the field of deviations. One group claimed that sociological
studies in deviancy are too conservative and that they serve the dominant hegemony
(Liazos, 1972; Sumner, 1994), while others believed that such approach is too liberal and
subversive of the social system (Hendershott, 2002; Moynihan, 1993). Goode pointed
out that there are still theorists and researchers in the field of deviancy who approach
the issue from the sociological perspective, and that their scientific contribution keeps
social pathology alive and up to date (Goode, 2002, 2003, 2004). All these criticisms
are directed toward “sociological” social pathology, as Konty calls it, for two reasons:
1) social pathology is considered to be politically unviable due to a close relation
between the forces of social inequality in defining deviancy and attempts of social
control; and (2) social pathology stagnates intellectually because it fails to establish any
new theories (Konty, 2007, p. 154). Further on, Konty brings up intentions to accept
such claims, because by reasoning on the main arguments on the debate on deviancy,
he believes that political preoccupation with studies on deviancy is exactly what
causes the damage (Ibid, p. 154–155). He advocates the return to pragmatic roots of
American sociology underlying the pragmatism as intellectual means of the liberation
of sociology from the political influence. With pragmatism as the initial point, Konty
points out that all societies and cultures go through certain forms of deviancy, as well
as forms of social control, whose rivalry in the society is constant and influential to
social groups and individuals within them. Outcomes of such rivalry are pragmatically
similar because they have similar consequences. The study of deviancy is more than
the study of regular, everyday things, considering that the focus is on researching real
people, in real situations, the rules that regulate their lives in those situations and the
effects that norms and rules of behaviour have on them (Ibid, p. 169).
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As Horwitz notices, relying on the work of Russian sociologist Paul Lilienfeld,
social pathology is defined as a science that studies social abnormality inductively
and expresses its discontent by renaming social pathology into sociology of deviant
behaviour in American sociology because, as one of the example goes, social
pathology in Japan has a firm status in academia and journalism and it is expected to
contribute to a better understanding of various social problems especially in modern
societies. Also, he points out that it is not enough for social pathology to be based
solely on the observation of social abnormality (or deviancy). Social abnormality
is almost always related to social dysfunction which is essential for social problems
and social deviancy. Therefore, this problem field should be studied from both
perspectives: social abnormality and social incompetence. Based on this, Horwitz
sees and represents social pathology as an asset (Horwitz, 1984, p. 95–119).
The social image of a society in transitional process, such as the one in RS, is
accompanied by an accumulation of many social problems, whose genesis is long-term
and which are direct consequences of social crisis, weak development, or the lack of it,
and regression. Transition to economic and social relations in post-socialist economic
systems is followed both by new and old problems. Apart from being a referential point
of transformation into market economy, structural, complex and long-term crisis of
our society is also a significant restrictive factor that influences economic, political,
social and cultural changes. The expansion of deviant occurrences and social problems
in post-Yugoslavian region (including BH/RS) is a consequence of events that have
started in 1990 and are still ongoing (Мilošević Šošo, 2013). These consequences are
manifested in the form of: criminal, corruption, destruction and self-destruction,
the collapse of economic organizations. Also in this BH region, as a few studies have
shown, deviant occurrences are present in the sphere of ethnic and political as well as
the sphere of traditional deviant occurrences. For scientific purposes, in the period
2008–2010, the author conducted a research on the influence of certain social factors
that cause deviant behaviour in a multiethnic society, and regarding the sphere of ethnic
and political relations in BH society, examined characteristic cases (individuals) who
are in one ethnic group treated as delinquents and in others as positive examples and
deserving national individuals. Such examples are illustrative for the understanding
of the practice that uses all means available to achieve a full ethnic identification, in
order to use individual engagement for promotion of its ethnic group (nation) as much
as possible (Ibid, p. 200). A seed of deviant behaviour lies within such framework, a
seed that most definitely possesses ethnic-political characteristics of deviancy. It seems
that people constantly forget that ethnic prejudices can grow into ethno-centrism and
potentially cause ethnic and political conflicts. If the direction of deviant reaction of an
individual or his group depends on the degree of assimilation of cultural goals, and if the
discrepancy between importance of cultural goals of different social groups is bigger, as
is the case with ethnic groups in BH, then social pressure on the individual belonging to
these groups will be bigger as well. Referring to the words of professor Mitrovic, it can
be said that processes of revision are at work as well as new interpretations of history
and that almost all forms of social consciousness are marked with re-traditionalism
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and restoration. “Behind new talk of modernisation and European integration in the
facticity of cultural anomy, processes of re-traditionalism have been restored with all
of their historical partitions and tragic consequences they had on ethnic and political
conflicts in the 90s in the Balkans” (Mitrović, 2011, p. 48). This conclusion relies on
some of the respectable sociological studies that showed how structural changes after
“the implosion of socialism” (Mitrović, 2008) conditioned such post-socialist transition,
which in its initial phase renewed old ethnic prejudices and caused ethnic and political
conflicts, and which can be and it is a subject of interest and analysis of social pathology.
When research and conventional socio-pathological occurrences are concerned,
recent results2 should be primarily used for “growing awareness” in our society about the
analysed deviancies in order to take adequate measures in the direction of improving the
social situation, and if possible, healing the value system ruined by the pressures of the
transitional process. This proves yet again the importance of the role of social pathology
as a scientific discipline in modern societies, because it is exactly this discipline that can
in the best possible way reveal and point to the social factors leading the social system
into destabilisation, but also explain the burden of social consequences within a specific
social and cultural context. A part of the gathered results in the mentioned research
points to the fact that more than half of the examinees are unemployed, and belonging
to the group between 25–31 years of age (58.3%) and also the group between 32–38
years of age (43.9%) (ergo, these are the people in their best, physically speaking, in full
strength and in reproductive life age). This supports Merton’s concept of anomy since
structural disturbances in the society make it impossible for these people to realize
adopted cultural goals, like gaining the material status in a legitimate way. This opens
up the space for the development of deviant occurrences with the purpose to satisfy the
set goals in socially unacceptable ways (Milošević Šošo, 2018). Deviant occurrences are,
mostly, the consequences of poor adaptability, both of the individual and the existent
social system, to new trends in globalisation in all spheres. They represent, in one way,
an image of deviancies that occur at odds between (still) traditional bonds and global
pressures. This is characteristic for the societies going through a transitional period
and striving to “fit into” contemporary development trends. However, such strivings
are reflected in the fact that individuals – almost regularly – have to face uncertainty
regarding their employment, unsecure working careers, short-term jobs, unreliable
pensions, poor economic growth, and poor health care. Transition from the old into
a new political, economic, and legal system is followed by a striking conflict of values,
evident in the disturbances of moral and social “climate” and the growth of social
anomy. These processes increasingly dominate the entire society and reflect especially
on some of its members (Pejanović, 2015, p. 128).
Furthermore, it is interesting to refer to the findings regarding corruption, which
is a side occurrence in all transitional societies. The examinees perceived corruption
as an occurrence that should be fought against (65% of them) but also as a “general”
social phenomenon, since it is present in all spheres of government and institutions
of power, apart from individual corruptive engagement. Corruption is characterised
2
The research was self-initiated, planned and conducted in the period October 2016 – February 2017 in
7 municipalities of Republika Srpska. The sample was comprised of 220 examinees.
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as occurrence of the ambivalent character because the research results proved that
examinees expressed their willingness to “offer bribe” in certain life “situations”,
seeing it as one of the channels for achieving desired social goals (Milošević Šošo,
2018, p. 95). Presence and spread of corruption is the proof of anomy, lack of ethics,
disintegration of concrete society, as well as the pattern of behaviour of its members.
All this contributes to the importance of social pathology as a social discipline which
shows interest for an entire group of facts regarding the disturbances which are
socially conditioned, damaging, unacceptable, and undesirable. It helps conclude that
in such social circumstances it is very difficult to achieve any kind of success because
preferable channels are no longer “modern”, nor simple, so that individuals turn to
postmodern values and channels in order to achieve success and these are, due to
their wide presence, although irregular, much more available. It is noticeable that one
part of the population in RS deviates from traditionally accepted values as desirable
ones, and an overall siding with new-born values, of postmodern character, is more
evident. These values are in good part imposed by “new elites”, of utilitarian direction,
focused on status, power and money, which is why they prefer new channels in social
mobility as political engagement. This social minority (new political, economic, and
cultural elite) tends to “implant” values that justify their stability in new (neoliberal)
circumstances, which are in most of the cases in conflict with (ingrained) traditional
value orientations (Мilošević Šošo, 2018, p. 97). Discernment between normal and
pathological, as Durkheim also noticed, has theoretical and practical benefit, and
should have scientific foundation in order to redirect such behaviour (Durkheim,
2012, p. 69).
Based on our knowledge on nature, causes and consequences of social
deviancies, there is a possibility to monitor, analyse, research and report on different
types of current social deviancies, which should influence the definition of politics
and other plans in local and other communities. Knowledge about the types of social
reactions to deviancies can be used in many development projects, programs and
measures in prevention and suppression of social deviancy, primarily on a smallscale, and then a large-scale, in transitional societies, because they stand before many
challenges and ordeals. These and similar examples draw attention to the fact that,
by pointing to the existence of deviant occurrences in a society, their analysis and
interpretation, as well as by means of its primary goal, social pathology is already, in
a certain way, understood as the means of fighting those occurrences, and therefore
it is once more necessary to emphasize the significance and importance of this
sociological discipline.

Conclusion
The greater significance that social pathology should have in all societies, and
especially transitional ones, lies in the fact that every form of behavior in conflict
with existent societal norms and rules represents a form of deviant behavior, which
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is a subject of analysis and study of social pathology, but at the same time in the fact
that societies transform under new social changes, which consequently changes their
systems of social norms and values. From this reason, social pathology is the most
competent for understanding, analyzing and predicting the further consequences of
such behavior, together with mutual consultations with other sociological disciplines.
Researching deviant and unconventional behavior will always be topical and a part of
social pathology. Aggravating circumstances for social pathology could be the ways by
which social norms and values must be analyzed from a certain cultural perspective,
which serves as a framework for an explication of the concept of deviant behavior since a
universal value system does not exist. This represents a kind of challenge for this scientific
discipline as well as individual scholars interested in the subject. Social pathology
makes a wide analytical framework for deviant behavior as well as social control, which
Lemert sees differently in reference to biological, psychological, psychiatric or any other
prevailing etiological approach to social pathology (Grattet, 2011, p. 187). An unfinished
transition and the unstructured economic system is at work in BH society today, where
market and business forces are trying to boost development while, on the other hand,
a mixture of government rule, a combination of a democratic and autocratic one, is
creating obstacles and making it difficult to overcome the problems of the transitional
period. This situation creates many social deviancies, among which the most visible
ones are a high unemployment rate, thr unsustainability of public services in the field
of social and health care, education and so on. As both theory and practice have shown,
the surrounding in which monopoly dominates the spheres of ownership, market and
political organization leads to the development of many social deviancies, ranging from
petty criminal offences, bribery and corruption, all the way to the organized crime. In
such surroundings, legal state function erodes, as well as the function of social state and
social justice. We believe that sociology, especially social pathology as its discipline, is
the most competent for considerations of these and alike social changes, because it can
reveal what is damaging both for society and individuals by means of its methodology
and scientific postulates; furthermore, it can use its analysis and interpretations for the
purpose of providing adequate recommendations for containing “unhealthy states”.
This is also corroborated by Mitrovic who claims that the circumstances of social
transition and opportunities pose a challenge to sociology, as a fundamental social
science covering trans-disciplinary spiritual field (Mitrović, 1995, p. 521). According
to Malesevic, sociology is the science that can help with interpretation and solving the
problems of complexity and identification of social, political, cultural, psychological
and other assumptions for the development of democratic societies in the original sense
(Маlešević, 1998, p. 332). We expand this thought and emphasize especially one of the
disciplines – social pathology – as the one most capable of dealing with this problem.
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СОЦИЈАЛНА ПАТОЛОГИЈА И ЗНАЧАЈ ЊЕНОГ
ИЗУЧАВАЊА У ТРАНЗИЦИОНИМ ДРУШТВИМА –
ПРИМЈЕР РЕПУБЛИКЕ СРПСКЕ
Сажетак
Социјална патологија, али и њој сродне дисциплине попут психијатријске
социологије, социологије менталних поремећаја, су усмјерене на проналажење
друштвене нити за коју претпостављају да је кључни фактор за њихову проблемску
област. Друштво није имагинаран појам, јер се у оквиру њега појављује безброј
девијантних модела понашања, који су или узроковани или им конкретна
друштвена средина омогућава њихово постојање. То је посебно наглашено у
транзиционим друштвима, за које је својствена дисфункицоналност основних
елемената попут друштвене средине, образовања, науке и културе и „подручја
која формирају свијест којом се изграђује систем судова о основним друштвеним
вриједностима, који ће допринијети схватању и перципирању реметилачких
фактора у друштвеној стварности од стране појединаца (Boskovic,2007,p.25).
Сматрамо да је неопходно интензивирање социопатолошких истраживања која
се могу изводити у сваком друштвеном слоју, могу анализирати сваки обичај у
некој култури, откивајући на тај начин одређену „националну“ патологију, која
је узрокована одређеним друштвеним појавама и стањима, те структуралне
друштвене проблеме, карактеристичне за транзициона друштва.
Кључне речи: социјална патологија, социопатолошка истраживања, друштво,
девијантни модели понашања, транзициона друштва
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SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF YOUTH IN former
YUGOSLAVIA AND SERBIA – DEVELOPMENT AND
PERSPECTIVES OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH2
Abstract
The focus of the research is on youth in former Yugoslavia and Serbia, whose results
are of key importance for the development of the sociology of youth as a scientific and
academic discipline. The aim is to examine the representation of particular problems of
youth, starting from 1960. In the period 1960–1980, research on the social origin of high
school and college students, social inequalities in education, rural youth, the difference
between youth with a working-class background and youth with an intellectual
background, social background, and life orientations of high school students was
dominant. During the 1980–2000 period, the researcher’s attention was focused on the
position, awareness and behavior of youth of Yugoslavia, the social structure of youth
that was reflected in education, the social position of the “children of crisis”. With the
beginning of the new millennium, research is focused on the status and role of youth
in Serbia in the transition period, the position of youth, their expectations, interests,
values, the social biographies of young people in Serbia and the situation, perceptions,
beliefs and hopes of youth in Serbia.
Earlier scientific research of youth indicates a “history”, the challenges and development
of the sociology of youth, as well as the need for their intensification and a conception
of new theoretical and methodological approaches in order to find the possibility of
linking results with practical solutions to the problems of youth.
Key words: youth, development of the sociology of youth, sociological research, social
position of youth, social biography of young people in Serbia

Introductory remarks
The development of the sociology of youth correlates with the global social
crisis. In the crisis epoch of modern society, sociological thought turns to topics of
the younger generations in order to find answers to open questions about the future
of the modern world. The rapid and profound changes in contemporary society have
posed the question of youth in a new way, and the social sciences and social practice
are trying to solve this issue.
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Several critical social periods have proven fertile for dealing with the issues of
youth, the emergence of new theoretical approaches and the collection of empirical
data for more reliable scientific interpretations. The development of the sociology
of youth as a special sociological discipline began in Europe in the mid-1920s. The
sociological and psychological approach to youth in this period can be found in the
works of Ch. Büchler, E. Spranger, O. Tumlirc, V. Hoffman, K. Mannheim. With the
advent of student movements, the discipline achieved full potential in the works of S.
Eisenstadt, L. Rosenmayer, A. Krojc, H. Marcuse and other sociologists, psychologists,
anthropologists, and philosophers. The theoretical and methodological standpoints of
these authors are different from the national-social point of view of Tumlirc, through
the Marxist-based views of Mannheim, to the dialectical theoretical (ideological)
concepts of Marcuse, Adorno and the leaders of student movements from 1968,
Kon-Bendit and Duchke (Ilić, Đokić, & Stojković, 1986, p. 10–18). The focus of this
research is on the social position and role of the young generations, and in addition,
the question of the future (development) of modern society. Namely, the sociology of
youth, which emerged during the period of the great socio-economic crisis in the late
1920s and early 1930s, underwent its qualitative development in the seventh decade
of the twentieth century, after student unrest, while the critical reevaluations of its
ranges occurred in the early 1980s along with the current world economic crisis.
The sociology of youth in (the former) Yugoslavia was a new and theoreticallymethodologically insufficiently developed and founded scientific discipline. However,
in the early 1970s, the situation changed significantly, resulting in a series of studies,
monographs and thematic issues of scientific journals dealing with issues of youth.
Sociological research of youth was significantly represented in the research activities
of the Institute for Social Research in Zagreb, the Institute of Economics of Agriculture
and Sociology of the Villages in Zagreb, the Institute of Social Sciences in Belgrade
and other university centers and research institutions. Theoretical imagination and
breadth were demonstrated, especially when defining youth as a social group, and
a special place belongs to the efforts to develop theoretical and methodological
approaches to the study of its problems within the institutional research activities.
In this paper, the development of the discipline is followed over three time
periods in which the specific problems of youth are presented in terms of the
corresponding social context, lifestyle and youth-related policies, in order to “solve
this interesting puzzle” and to find the ways for achieving practical solutions.

The methodological approach
The focus of this work is the sociological research of youth in former Yugoslavia
and Serbia whose results have significantly contributed to the development of the
sociology of youth as a scientific and academic discipline. The aim is to examine
the time and problem dimensions in the sociological research of youth, that is, the
representation of certain problems of the youth within a certain timeframe. In this
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paper, the investigated problems of youth are classified based on the following time
frames: 1) 1960–1980, 2) 1980–2000, and 3) from 2000 to the present. Following the
presentation of the most significant results of research conducted in the 1960s, the
importance of sociological research and the need for further continuous, sociological
as well as interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research into the youth phenomenon
are pointed out in order to understand and solve the social problems of youth.
		

Sociological research of youth in former Yugoslavia and Serbia
The phenomenon of youth is increasingly becoming an object of interest,
so researchers in our country and the world have managed to accumulate a
certain amount of empirical data on the various aspects of the social position and
behavior, values and
 aspirations of youth. This accelerated the development of the
scientific discipline that studies youth as a specific socio-demographic group, the
characterization of socialization, the education of young people, the process of
transferring knowledge and experience from the elderly to younger generations, the
way of life, formation of life aspirations and value orientations of youth (Lisovskij,
1995, 1996). The sociology of youth seeks to determine the basic factors determining
the role of youth, its position and relationships in society using different theoretical
and methodological approaches (Kovaleva & Lukov, 1999). In addition, there is the
interest expressed by society as a whole for the problems of youth, because it is one of
the main initiators of the overall social development.
Previous research has warned that youth groups are in a very complex position
in view of social perspectives, economic and educational problems. At the same
time, there is a need for further scientific research in this area, because an educated
youth is one of the main providers of social, economic, technical, and educational
transformations.
Sociological research of youth in the period 1960–1980 is characterized by the
dominance of research focused on the perception of the social position of youth,
that is, certain categories of youth groups (high school students, college students,
rural youth), as well as its influence on the possibilities of further education. Since
at this time our country saw intensified global social processes (industrialization,
urbanization and modernization), which included youth in all spheres of social
life, education took on a great significance as a process of acquiring knowledge and
developing the individual’s abilities, and as a channel of social mobility.
One of the first attempts to highlight the social position of high school and
college students in theory and empirically is the research of the social origin of high
school students and college students carried out by Vojin Milić (1959). Statistical
data have shown that in all types of secondary schools and universities there were
different representations of certain social classes, with the children of farmers being
the least represented in each of them. Increased participation of secondary school
students and college students from working class families was observed. There
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were differences in the choice of occupations based on the social background of the
students (the children of manual workers prefer to choose professions closer to the
production process). Nevertheless, in spite of the existence of certain regularities, V.
Milić concludes that there was no rigid polarization between students in terms of
their social background at the level of secondary schools. Class inequalities were least
represented in community colleges, but they were significantly more represented
at universities. In the late 1950’s, however, there was a tendency of increase in the
relative share of students with working class and agricultural backgrounds in higher
education institutions. So, in the school year of 1957/58, one quarter of the students
had an agricultural, and 11.9% a working-class background, which together with the
students from vocational families accounted for 44% of students with working class
backgrounds. The children from these classes were trying to obtain the preconditions
for their own social promotion, so that the significant influence of social origin, that
is, the cultural-educational status of their parents on their choice of occupation can
be confirmed. A regularity was noted that students with a working-class background
enrolled in educational institutions that prepare them for occupations closely related
to production processes, while students from non-working-class backgrounds have
shown a greater interest in professions in the humanities and for professions related
to the urban environment, which presuppose a broader general culture and which is
not directly related to the production process. The significant influence of the family
was pointed out, that is, the socio-cultural status of the family on the academic
success of children, which begins with the development of aspirations for achieving
academic success to concrete forms of assistance in achieving academic success. Due
to the comprehensive theoretical and methodological basis of the research and the
acquired knowledge on social mobility through education, this study has significantly
influenced many sociologists who have studied the problem of the social dimension
of education.
Rural youth was the subject of a scientific study carried out by Edhem Dilić,
Social position and orientation of rural youth (1971), who presented the results of
empirical research carried out in 1967 and 1968 in 24 municipalities and 120
settlements in Yugoslavia. The surveyed youth were involved in agricultural
production – 1713 young people aged 14–25, who lived and worked on individual
agricultural farms, as well as 1922 eighth grade students from rural elementary
schools. The aim of the research was to determine the orientation and aspirations of
young farmers, and their connection to the personal and family characteristics of the
respondents. It was determined that the students were oriented toward continuing
their education (74.2%) and that they had almost completely “deagrarized”
aspirations. The percentage of those who wanted to seek employment in a factory
(6.9%) or work on their parents’ farms (3.9%) after the completion of their primary
school education was minimal. In the meantime, rural youth preferred schools that
would provide them with faster economic independence: male students – schools for
skilled workers, and female students – secondary vocational schools and schools for
skilled workers. A relatively small number of students expressed a desire to attend
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schools for teacher education, although it was a tradition and a frequent choice of
rural youth. The children of farmers had generally lower professional aspirations than
children from non-agricultural rural households. The factors determining the choice
of occupation of rural youth are objective (the demand for physical labor in different
sectors of the economy, the number and types of schools, the availability of schools),
sociopsychological (professional aspirations and expectations, and models of social
upbringing in the local community), and individual-psychological (talent, character).
The determinants of socio-professional and spatial displacement of rural youth were
determined: sex, marital status and education. Spatial isolation and the general
socio-economic underdevelopment of the settlements influenced the reduction of
the young people’s chances of leaving a life of agriculture behind and a “reduction” in
their aspirations. The results of the survey confirm that rural youth were left to their
own devices all the time, so it was illusory to expect this generation to be the bearer of
action aimed at the social, economic and technical transformation of the village. This
study of rural youth is just one step in the attempts to systematically study the young
generations growing up in villages.
The problem of the social inequality of possibilities for education was examined by
Velimir Tomanović (1967) as were the differences between working class youth and youth
from an intellectual background (Tomanović, 1971). He pointed out that empirical
indicators warn about the unfavorable conditions for furthering one’s education after
elementary school, and even the deterioration of educational conditions for certain
social groups. The division into working class youth and youth from an intellectual
background is determined by social factors. These two youth groups share significant
differences in their financial situations, in the conditions for their education and
educational values, in the distribution of socio-political influence, in intra-group and
inter-group relations. Children from smaller towns, underdeveloped areas, children
of laborers and peasants are objectively discriminated against in terms of education,
both due to their lack of funds and poor previous education. Discrimination is even
more pronounced in higher education. In order to reduce social inequalities in this
field, according to the author, it is necessary that all types of preschool and school
facilities be available to children from poor families. Particular attention should
be paid to the contribution of V. Tomanović to the sociological determination of the
concept of youth (Tomanović, 1977), the typology of youth according to their financial
status, the consideration of the influence of the socio-economic position of young
people on their educational possibilities, aspirations and orientations. One of the
conclusions of this differentiated analysis is that a different socio-economic position
affects not only a different general representation of youth from various social and
financial groups, but also the different orientations in education: a more unfavorable
socioeconomic position focuses on education that takes a shorter time to complete
and leads to professions that have a lower position on the socio-professional scale
and vice versa.
Petre Georgievski (1972) made a significant contribution to the research of
the social origin of secondary school students, by studying the social origin of high
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school students and its influence on their choice of school, socializing, academic
success and aspirations for continued education. On the basis of the analysis of the
influence of social origin on student aspirations, the author made several general
conclusions. The social origin of students significantly influences their choice of
secondary school. Upon completion of their primary education, students with
working class backgrounds (agricultural, unskilled and semi-skilled working classes)
predominantly select schools closest to their social status, or the social status of their
parents – skilled workers’ schools. But this does not mean, according to the author,
that the part of the agricultural population that attends schools for skilled workers
is only horizontally mobile in the social structure. This is, in a certain sense, also
vertical mobility, especially on the part of the agricultural population that is poorer.
Students without a working-class background, including families of highly skilled
workers and management level professionals, generally choose schools that lead not
only to continued education, but also to key social and economic roles and positions
– technical schools and grammar schools. The orientation of students in the selection
of secondary schools is influenced not only by the social origin of the students as
a whole, but also by a set of specific components: the socio-professional affiliation
(occupation) of the parents, personal income per family member, and the parents’ level
of education. If the overall influence of the students’ social background on the choice
of type of school, learning success and aspirations for continuing their education is
viewed, then a clearer picture of school as a channel for the social advancement of
certain social strata is obtained. The author concludes that Macedonian society, taken
as a whole, as well as that of Yugoslavia at the time, is not a classless society, even
though many elements of class division and the oppositions that governed it have
been abolished.
Sociological research of youth in the period 1980–2000 contributed to the
development of the sociology of youth by opening many theoretical issues and
carrying out empirical research on the social position, awareness, behavior, and
education of youth during a socio-economic and political crisis.
The findings of the research on the position, awareness and behavior of youth in
Yugoslavia on a sample of 6215 respondents aged 14–27, including: schoolchildren,
students, the unemployed, workers, and farmers in 228 municipalities of Yugoslavia,
were presented in the study Position, Consciousness and Behavior of the Young
Generation of Yugoslavia (Vrcan et al., 1986). A higher level of satisfaction with
events in society among rural youth and youth from smaller towns was noted, mostly
youth with a working class or farming background, who were less educated and come
from less developed republics/provinces. There were significant differences in the
attitudes of youth toward being young, toward adulthood, and the future. Developed
environments allowed and supported the emergence of specific and relatively
autonomous youth subcultures, and in developed areas there was more critical
awareness, and a negative attitude towards current events, while in underdeveloped
areas conformity and an affirmative attitude toward current events was dominant.
Research has showed that youth had a positive attitude towards possible social
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changes, along with the attitude that changes can occur through the system channels.
It was determined that the cultural environment has a significant influence on the
attitude of youth toward the desired social changes.
Mihailović Srećko and associates carried out an empirical study of youth of
Yugoslavia (sample – 5000 young people) at the end of the 1980s, and the results
of the research were presented in the study Children of the Crisis (Mihailović et al.,
1990). The most prominent aspects of the manifestation of the social crisis were the
decline in the rate of production, the decline in personal and social standards, the
collapse of the value system, the failure of the political system, and the dissolution
of ideology. Youth lost out more than others because they were unemployed, and the
young people who had jobs, because of their age, were affected in several ways – in the
distribution of income, in the organization of work, and in the distribution of social
power. Youth were also hurt in the process of education by an incomplete general
and special education and the establishment of inhuman competition in acquiring
formal qualifications. The behavior of youth and, in particular, some aspects of social
consciousness under the conditions of a social crisis were studied. Anomicity was
found to be a characteristic of three-quarters of youth, which points to elements of a
pervasive general entropy, disintegration of personality, and cognitive and emotional
disorientation. The studied youth gave priority to the future as opposed to the
unfavorable present, were divided by their feelings of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
with their own life, and most often responded to the crisis emotionally. Most young
people did not accept the way socialism was practiced, they found society to be rather
conflicting, and considered themselves socially impotent. Youth opted for social
change, and changes related to the market economy, private property, and entry into
the European Economic Community. Regarding the way in which social change
was made, youth was divided between institutional and non-institutional ways and
claimed to be ready to participate in social change.
In order to examine the thesis on social inequalities reflected through education,
Borisav Džuverović presented the results of his research (Džuverović in: Popović et
al., 1991). The survey, conducted in Belgrade in 1986 and then in 1989 in Serbia,
with the exclusion of the provinces, confirmed the great importance of education as
a factor of social mobility and how it was affected by class membership, material and
social position, political power, lifestyles, and basic values. A low perception of the
importance of education and its suppression to the background of society was noted
(Džuverović, 1991, p. 313). The author points out that Yugoslavia is one of the first
countries to provide much of its population with some level of education, and among
the last in the effectiveness of its education system. Almost the entire generation
of the appropriate age completes its primary education, the number of high school
graduates was constantly increasing, while higher education has had the most
explosive development, so according to the representation of students in the total
population, Yugoslavia was among one of the first countries in the world. The author
adds that the Yugoslav version of education had no long-term projections, but that
throughout the post-war period, through education, a large part of the population
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changed its material status, lifestyle and, finally, its social position. Education opened
social mobility channels at that time, democratized an important area, but also,
especially after the culmination of the crisis, opened new processes of stratification.
The research identifies social inequalities: in terms of one’s status allocated by birth
and their education, the choice of a lifelong profession and the search for a chance
to get the appropriate education and, finally, in the selection process for the highest
levels of education. It was determined that regardless of the formal possibilities for
equal education, class/social determinants influence the self-reproduction of classes
and professions, i.e. when choosing a profession, members of different classes are
guided by unequal opportunities and different motives. Young people with working
class backgrounds choose those occupations that will enable them to get an education
faster, and a job faster, occupations which are closer to home, while the children from
the wealthier social classes will be guided more by their real desires and preferences
for a particular profession.
Sociological research of youth in the period from 2000 to the present day is gaining
momentum and is dominated by some of the important issues that affect the social
position and functioning of youth at a time of transition, the position of youth in the
sphere of work and employment, the cultural life of youth, as well as the different
forms of risky behavior. The problems of youth regarding educational, professional
and life orientations and aspirations are being examined and investigated. The
results of the research point to the problem of “brain drain”, that is, to the intensified
aspirations of young people for going abroad, especially the student population.
One of the most important studies of this period, which was conducted at the
beginning of the third millennium, is the research Youth of Serbia against the challenges
of the future (2002, on a sample of 1590 young people aged 15–24 living on the territory
of Serbia, without Kosovo and Metohija). The sample consisted of high school students
(33%), gainfully employed individuals (21%), the unemployed (20%), students (17%),
and primary school graduates (7%). Another research that is of great importance for
understanding the phenomenon of youth during the period of transition was carried
out in 2003 on a sample of 3180 young people aged 16-35. The aim of the research
was to “capture” the position of the youth, their expectations, interests, and values,
to compare the data and use them to design more adequate youth policies in several
countries covered by the Stability Pact (Mihailović et al., 2004).
The results of both studies show the social position of young people in Serbia,
their aspirations in the sphere of education, professional development, professional
advancement, as well as their aspirations regarding their place of residence. These
aspirations cannot be achieved by many young people in Serbia. They tend to get a
quality education so that they can leave the country and work abroad. For the second
decade in a row, young people are waiting to “graduate and emigrate”. Every other
young man in Serbia wants to leave the country (according to data from 2003). Given
that emigration is a feature of underdeveloped countries and countries in transition,
these countries are increasingly characterized by the phenomenon of the brain drain,
and the emigration of highly professional staff and scientists. The reasons behind
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the aspiration of young people to leave the country are not only related to existential
frustrations and the culture of poverty, but to gaining a good education and improving
their quality of life. The direction of emigration of young people has changed
somewhat in comparison to the destinations from the 1990s. In relation to earlier
research from the 1990s, when a lot of young and educated people left the country for
political reasons, in 2003, only 1% of the respondents cited politics as a reason to go
abroad, and Italy was the country which most young Serbian citizens dreamed about.
Young people want to go, according to research results, to Europe (62%), the US and
Canada (18%), and to Australia and New Zealand (8%). When it comes to the value
orientations of young people in Serbia, the results of the research have shown that
the presence of a materialistic-hedonistic value orientation is characteristic for young
people with high school education, the tendency to take risks, openness to new ideas
and acquiring knowledge, the need for social power and popularity, creativity and the
existence of life ideals. A type of “materialistic” and “intellectual” value orientations
coexists with the value structure of high school students in Serbia, that is, young
people aged 17–19. The conclusion is that in the axiological system of high school
students for intellectual self-actualization, it is necessary to possess wealth, power
and glory. There seems to be a kind of conflict between individual and collective
values.
One of the attempts to empirically examine the educational aspirations of young
people is the research carried out by Suzana Marković Krstić, in which the influence of
the social background of students and their academic success on the choice of study
programs in colleges of higher vocational studies was analyzed. Relations between
certain elements of the social origin of students attending colleges of higher vocational
studies and their educational, professional and life aspirations were also evaluated.
The results of the survey conducted in 2009, on a sample of 985 students of colleges
of higher vocational studies (30) in 28 cities in Serbia, confirmed the assumption that
social origin is a significant determinant in the choice of study program in colleges of
higher vocational studies, but also in the educational, professional and life aspirations
and the orientation of the student population. Profitable professions have become
the goal of students, because they offer greater opportunities for achieving material
security and advancement on the social ladder. Student expectations are driven by
the pragmatic education function. A high social differentiation of colleges of higher
vocational studies was determined, i.e. a clear identification of a greater prevalence of
students with lower – and middle-class backgrounds. Education at the tertiary level for
this generation of young people should enable not only the acquisition of knowledge,
which is necessary for carrying out complex tasks, but also of higher social position
in relation to the generation of their parents (workers) and the generation of their
grandparents (farmers). Students consider education selection through exceptional
learning outcomes to be one of the more important opportunities for greater upward
social mobility (Marković Krstić, 2014, pp. 251–272).
In the study Young – our present. The survey of social biographies of young people
in Serbia (Tomanović et al., 2012), the research results on the social position and life
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aspirations of young people in Serbia conducted in 2011were presented, based on
a sample of 1627 young people aged 19–35, living on the territory of Serbia (in 62
municipalities, without Kosovo and Metohija). The focus of the research is the presentday life of young people, their social position and way of working in different domains of
everyday life: education, work, family, leisure time, political and civic participation. The
opportunities of young people from different social strata to realize personal potentials
and to engage in different segments of social life were studied, along with an analysis of
the possibilities of existing state mechanisms to reduce social inequalities among young
people and to facilitate their social integration. It was established that education is one
of the key mechanisms of social reproduction and that it to a large extent depends on
the private resources of the actors and family capital. It turned out that education is also
the most important factor – a resource that influences the orientation and behavior of
young people, who differ in terms of their social biographies, thus diversifying them
(Tomanović et al., 2012). One of the indicators of the mechanisms of the reproduction
of inequality, and thus the closure of the social structure, are unequal opportunities
for young people to acquire a higher level of education than those of their parents,
and the inequality of possibilities increases with a decline in the stratification position
(Stanojević in: Tomanović et al., 2012, p. 68). The results of the same research were also
examined by Isidora Jarić and Ivana Živadinović in their work Going or Remaining: the
identity of young people and the orientation towards eviction (Jarić & Živadinović in:
Tomanović et al., 2012, pp. 211–220). The initial assumption of the authors’ analysis
was that serious social and political shocks produced, as a consequence, changes in
the identity constructs of the citizens, and that the content of these identity constructs
directly influenced the possible (mis)orientation of the respondents related to the
emigration of young people from Serbia. Almost half of the young people in the sample
are ready to make use the opportunity to go abroad, if it were offered. However, when it
came to active relations and realistic preparations for an actual departure abroad, only
6.30% took concrete steps. A significant number of them passively refer to this topic or
do not think about it at all (23.40%), or made a firm decision not to leave the country
(23.40%). The main reason for the desire to leave Serbia is the low living standard
(24.60%), then the feeling of a lack of future prospects (15.20%), a safer life abroad
(9.6%), and unemployment (8.6%). There is a noticeably significant percentage growth
in the number of those who state the main reason for their possibly leaving Serbia to
be a low living standard, lack of prospects and unemployment, and a decline in the
number of those who declare that they do not want to leave Serbia (compared to the
2003 survey). The authors point out that the calming of the social and political situation
in Serbia in relation to the turbulent period of the 1990s significantly influenced the
change of (personal and social) youth strategies. The reasons for leaving the country
are no longer predominantly political, but economic, due to low living standards, high
unemployment rates and the consequent feeling of lack of prospects. Finally, they
leave open questions about a possible social change in Serbia, such as the one in 2000,
stressing the necessity of economic reconstruction along with a change in government
(Ibid, 2012, p. 220).
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Smiljka Tomanović and Dragan Stanojević in the Young People’s Study of Serbia
2015: states, observations, beliefs and hopes (Tomanović & Stanojević, 2015) present
the results of a survey of a generation that grew up in country in transition, in a
society that began democratic changes fifteen years ago. The data were collected in
2015 by interviewing 1200 young people aged 15–29 from all over Serbia. The focus
of the research was the financial status and living conditions, education, work and
employment, family and leisure, confidence, attitudes and beliefs of young people,
their future aspirations, as well as the attitude of young people towards politics
and Serbia’s accession to the European Union. The results of the survey show that
young people in Serbia continue to face restrictions such as inefficient education,
high unemployment, a difficult path to financial independence and housing
independence, exclusion from decision-making and alienation from the political
sphere. There are significant differences among young people when it comes to
their financial situation. They are dependent on the resources of the parents’, and
one segment of the youth is exposed to severe material deprivation. The great
dependence of youth on the resources of their family of origin, whether it is the
pragmatic choice of living in their parents’ home or being provided housing with the
help of family resources. Young people are motivated to get an education, but they
show dissatisfaction with the quality of education in Serbia, as well as the existence
of a high degree of reproduction of educational inequities (in accumulated cultural
capital, in the access to state support and education assistance). Findings show that
this is a case of socially stratified accessibility of higher education, which is both a
channel of social promotion, and a guarantee for faster employment. The job market
for youth in Serbia is very risky (a high level of exploitation of labor, work outside
of one’s qualifications), and there is a high level of irregularities in the labor market
and corruption of the system. The family is of great importance to youth and is a
source of emotional and psychological support. There is a high level of traditionality
in the understanding and practice of family life (the meaning and importance of
marriage and birth, low acceptance of an alternative to married life with children).
Traditional forms of understanding and practice of family life are less pronounced
among youth with high cultural capital, which suggests an intensification of the
process of detraditionalization. Youth can be divided into four groups: those who are
traditional and strive for a family life and stability, hedonists who want to live free of
the “chains” of social norms, to look beautiful, those who are engaged in a career and
achieve financial independence through education and employment, and activists.
The lifestyles of young people are linked to personal and family cultural capital.
The results indicate that, in the frequency of practicing risky forms of behavior,
youth in Serbia do not differ significantly from youth in the region. A significant
correlation between all forms of risky behavior has been identified, which suggests
the danger of entering a vicious circle that is difficult to get out of. The determination
to emigrate is, at the level of aspirations, more pronounced among young people who
are objectively in a riskier situation. Any actions toward emigration are connected
with the possession of economic, cultural and social capital that provide real initial
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foundations for life as an emigrant. Many young people are reserved when it comes
to the process of Serbia’s accession to the European Union, but at the same time they
show a very pragmatic attitude towards the necessity of this accession.
The results of these studies contribute significantly to the development of the
sociology of youth and other scientific and academic disciplines and can also be the
starting point for decision makers in Serbia in conceiving solutions for the field of
social policy which would improve the living conditions of youth. They point out
that youth are the backbone of building a better future in a country that is still in
transition, and at the same time on a long road to Europe.

Conclusion
Sociological research of the youth in former Yugoslavia and Serbia has a
decades-long tradition, and the representation of particular topics and goals of the
research has been accompanied by structural changes and changes in the social
context. The “history” of the sociology of youth can be partly viewed through the
topics and prevalence of sociological research focusing on the problems of youth
in the sphere of education, work, family and cultural life, risky behavior, values and

aspirations, and political life.
Since its inception in the period of the great socio-economic crisis in the late
1920s and early 1930s, the sociology of youth experienced highs and lows, but today
it is an important scientific and academic discipline. Its development is connected
with the social crisis of a global nature. In the crisis epoch of modern society,
sociological thought turns to the topics of youth that point to the search for answers
to open questions about the future of the modern world. The constitution of a special
sociological discipline – the sociology of youth, contributed to the understanding of
youth as a specific social group. Individuals belonging to this group have a specific
social position, and in relation to other groups there is a differentiation that is
expressed in particular group action and behavior.
The period after the Second World War, the 1950s and 60s in former Yugoslavia,
“was marked by a dogmatic character of theoretical and research studies of various
social phenomena, and thus of youth” (Tomanović & Stanojević, 2015, p. 8). The
student rebellion of 1968 and the nationally colored movements of the 1970s pointed
to the onset of the collapse of the monolithicity of ideological projects of self-governing
socialism and fraternity and unity, which intensified the interest in studying and
empirical research on youth during the 1970’s and 80’s. In that sense, in the period
1960–1980, the most significant and most numerous studies were those on the social
position and the role of youth, on rural youth, the social origin of high school and
college students, social inequalities in education, and the value orientations of youth.
In the period 1980-2000, research was dominated by research problems related to the
social position and behavior of youth, the social structure of the young generations,
the problems related to the social dimension of education and the possibilities of
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educating young people, and the social position of the “children of crisis”. In addition
to the dominant prevalence of research into the various spheres of the behavior
of youth, the first theoretical studies appeared (Milić, 1987). In the period of the
blocked post-socialist transformation of the 1990s, studies focused on youth which
appeared on the social scene as a political generation, active in the protests of 1991–
2000 (Milić & Čičkarić, 1998). After the political change in 2000, there was also a
need for conceiving a youth policy, which conditioned the emergence and the need
to research youth. In addition to more research into specific social spheres of young
people (cultural consumption, political participation and civic activism, education,
leisure time, attitudes, professional and life orientations, aspirations, values, and
role models), research has also been conducted on large representative samples. In
these studies, issues of family life and family transition, youth expectations, interests,
values, cultural habits of youth, risky behavior, unemployment, and the “brain drain”
have an important role to play.
Sociological research over three periods has showed that there has been a major
turning point in terms of the position of youth in Serbia today compared to the generations
of their parents and the generations that came before them in former Yugoslavia and
Serbia. Namely, in socialist Yugoslavia, there were “standard biographies” of young
people supported by systemic measures, while young people in Serbia today “learn to
swim” through the uncertainty of the social, economic and political crisis. Young people
today are not able to plan their biographies in the long run. Research shows that this is
an unfavorable financial situation for young people who rely heavily on the financial and
housing resources of their parents, since systemic support in the post-socialist period has
collapsed. Individual atomized practices constitute the specificity of the lives of young
people in Serbia today, which is reflected in the transition to adulthood and the internal
integration of young people as a social group (Tomanović et al., 2012, p. 284).
The great significance of the previous sociological research of youth can be
seen through their contribution to the revival of interest in the problems of youth, in
resolving this interesting “puzzle”, as well as in contributing to the development of the
sociology of youth as a scientific discipline. Therefore, the contemporary sociology
of youth requires the elaboration of existing and the development of new theoretical
and methodological approaches to research of youth and finding the possibility of
linking results with practical solutions to its problems.
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СОЦИОЛОШКА ИСТРАЖИВАЊА ОМЛАДИНЕ
У НЕКАДАШЊОЈ ЈУГОСЛАВИЈИ И СРБИЈИ – РАЗВОЈ
И ПЕРСПЕКТИВЕ СОЦИОЛОГИЈЕ ОМЛАДИНЕ
Сажетак
У фокусу рада су истраживања омладине у некадашњој Југославији и Србији
чији су резултати од кључног значаја за развој социологије омладине као научне
и академске дисциплине. Циљ је испитивање заступљености појединих проблема омладине, почев од 1960 године. У периоду 1960–1980. године доминантно су
заступљена истраживања социјалног порекла ученика средњих школа и студената, социјалних неједнакости у образовању, сеоске омладине, разлика између
радничке и интелектуалне омладине, социјалног порекла и животних оријентација средњошколске омладине. Током периода 1980–2000. пажња истраживача
усмерена је на положај, свест и понашање младе генерације Југославије, социјалну структуру младе генерације која се рефлектује на образовање, друштвени положај „деце кризе“. Са почетком новог миленијума истраживања су усмерена на
статус и улогу омладине Србије у времену транзиције, положај младих, њихова
очекивања, интересовања, вредности, социјалне биографије младих у Србији и
стања, опажања, веровања и надања младих у Србији.
Досадашња научна истраживања омладине говоре о „историји“, изазовима и
развоју социологије омладине, као и о потреби њиховог интензивирања и конципирања нових теоријско-методолошких приступа ради проналажења могућности повезивања резултата са практичним решавањем проблема омладине.
Кључне речи: омладина, развој социологије омладине, социолошка истраживања, друштвени положај омладине, социјалне биографије младих у Србији.
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SOCIOLOGY OF AGEING IN SERBIA – CHALLENGES
AND PERSPECTIVES2
Abstract
Since the ageing of the population is one of the great challenges facing the world, the
social position of older people and the quality of their lives is the subject of the study
of a special sociological discipline – sociology of ageing. With various theoretical and
methodological approaches, sociology of ageing tries to determine the basic factors
that determine the social position and role of older people and explain the changes in
the relation of individuals and society when it comes to the ageing process. The aim
of the paper is to point out the challenges and perspectives of the sociology of ageing
in our country, which in 1996, according to internationally accepted criteria, entered
the stage of demographic ageing of the population (according to the 2011 Census it is
evident that Serbia with 17.4% the population is among the countries with the oldest
population in the world).
The first part of the article points to the importance and specifics of the sociology of
ageing, and in the second part its representation at faculties in Serbia. Content analysis
has identified which topics are presented and what is missing in the literature in this
field. In conclusion, it is stated that it is necessary to improve the academic status of
the sociology of aging and emphasize its importance for raising social awareness and
finding the possibility of linking the obtained scientific results with practical answers
to the problems and needs of older people.
Key words: ageing, older people, social position, quality of life, sociology of ageing

Introduction
Intense and complex social and demographic changes have presented the topics
of ageing and old age in a new way. The increasing number and share of older people
in the overall population represents a social reality that brings numerous challenges
which society is now facing, as well as challenges that individuals whose life span is
now longer are also facing. Science is expected to undertake a more serious approach
to these phenomena in order to find appropriate directions of action.
According to Eurostat data, almost one-quarter of the European population is
over the age of 60, while the percentage of older people in the overall population is
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as high as 24%. It is expected that by 2050 this number will increase to 34%, and that
one-third of the total population of the old continent will belong to older people, so
that one out of ten citizens of Europe will be over the age of 60. It is also expected
that by 2060, the average age of men will be extended to 84.5 years, and the average
age of women to 89 years (Eurostat, 2015). The very low rate of fertility in the most
developed countries, as well as the significant prolongation of life, have rendered the
European continent dominant in the process of global ageing of the population.
As a global social phenomenon, ageing has gotten a completely new dimension
in the 21st century. Demographic ageing has been deemed one of the most important
topics at numerous scientific conferences of a demographic profile and in the related
scientific disciplines, and a confirmation of the importance of the topic was provided
by the expert opinions of 970 interviewed members of the International Union for
the Scientific Study of Population who rated this topic as the most important one in
the next 20 years (Van Dalen & Henkens, 2012; according to Devedžić & Stojilković
Gnjatović, 2015, p. 8). At the World Assembly on Ageing, held in 2002, Kofi Annan,
the then UN Secretary General, said that the ageing population is ‘a quiet revolution
that is not only demographic, but has a great impact on economic, social, cultural,
psychological and spiritual life’ (Puljiz, 2016, p. 82).
Demographic changes, which can only be viewed as part of broader social
processes, are generally seen as problems, due to the increased pressure on pension
funds, and health and social insurance. However, as it was pointed out in one of the
accompanying documents for the preparation of the European Year for Active Ageing
and Solidarity between Generations, the ever-increasing and healthier life is, above
all, a success that should be celebrated (for more details see European Commission,
2010). The positive consequence of this trend is the prolongation of the life span, as a
great success on the part of humanity as a whole.
As demographic ageing has significant implications in social and economic
terms, it also requires certain directions of action. Consequently, all the countries of
the world are trying to find solutions to satisfy the principles of sustainable growth,
and at the same time respect the human rights of older people. Numerous countries
have united their efforts and through various documents have established a shared
activity plan, and a plan outlining the social attitudes regarding old age and ageing,
in a number of international documents and acts.
According to a projection of the United Nations3, in comparison to 2017, the
number of people aged 60 and over will double by 2050, and triple by 2100. There
are about 962 million people aged 60 and over in the world, and it is assumed that
this number will increase to over 2 billion by 2050, or 3 billion by 2100. An even
faster increase in the number of people aged 80 and over is expected. Their share in
2017 was 137 million, and demographic projections show that it will triple by 2050,
and by 2100 it will increase by as much as 7 times. From these projections it can
be concluded that the ageing of the world population is very fast and progressive.
The number of older people is on the rise globally, especially in developed countries,
3

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/world-population-prospects-2017.html
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because they are characterized by a developed economy, better living conditions and
a good healthcare system.
Demographic ageing raises a series of questions to which, depending on their
socioeconomic development, each country should provide very concrete answers.
Ageing of the population is a complex phenomenon that needs to be observed from
multiple perspectives, and not just as a demographic phenomenon, isolated from
social, economic and political factors. In order to effectively address the challenges of
the ageing of the population, it is necessary to understand demographic, economic
and social changes – their causes, consequences and implications. It is also considered
necessary to find adequate ways for older people to be active and dignified, but society
should also be ready to take care of them when needed.
Such a demographic and social context points to the special importance of
scientific disciplines dealing with the phenomena of old age and ageing from different
aspects. One of the important scientific disciplines that can provide answers to many
questions and which deals with the study of old age as a sociocultural category is the
sociology of ageing.
In line with this, the aim of this paper is to point out the challenges and
perspectives of the sociology of ageing in our country, which in 1996, according
to internationally accepted criteria, entered the stage of demographic age of the
population.

The subject and domain of sociology of ageing
Sociology of ageing is a special branch of sociology and an important
sociological field, with different theoretical and methodological approaches, which
tries to determine the basic deciding factors behind the social position and social role
of older people, that is, to explain the changes in the relations between the individual
and society that occur as a result of the ageing process. The subject of its research is
the influence of society and culture on the ageing of people and the impact of people
ageing on society and culture. In studying old age, ageing and the social position
of older people, sociologists apply an interdisciplinary approach and use different
theoretical perspectives and scientific methods in order to better understand these
sociocultural phenomena. The sociology of ageing relies on other special sociologies,
but also on other scientific disciplines, which also provide their own contributions.
It is based on a unity of the theoretical and empirical level of perception of social
reality with the aim of applying knowledge for practical purposes. Qualitative and
quantitative methods have an important role to play in the sociological research of
old age, ageing and the social status of older people, while longitudinal studies that
contribute to determining causal relationships are of particular importance. Based on
the Handbook of the Sociology of Aging (Settersten & Jaqueline, 2011), it can be seen
that significant steps have been taken in the past 30 years. Certainly it is necessary
to give recognition to the 20th century pioneers in the field of ageing studies, such as
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Bernice Neugarten, Matilda White Riley, Anne Foner, Norman Ryder, Glen Elder
and others.
The question is, why is it so important to study ageing and older people?
Understanding ageing and older people contributes to the understanding of the
society we live in, and also warns us about the processes and problems that concern
or will concern us all. The sociology of ageing provides an analytical framework
for understanding the interaction between people who are ageing and the social
structures. Its mission is to examine the interdependence between ageing during the
life cycle as a process, and societies and groups that are stratified based on old age
(Riley, 1987).
Great interest was generated for sociology of ageing because of the prolongation
of life expectancy and the need for the family and society to respond to the demands
of prolonged age. The sociology of ageing aims to explore and explain the role and
place of older people in the social structure, the needs and interests of older people,
the social dimension of old age and ageing, the social consequences of ageing, the
quality of life of older people, the social dimension of successful ageing, social
relations and ageing, intergenerational relations, social protection of older people,
learning and ageing ect.
In the context of existing social and demographic changes, it is quite clear why the
sociology of ageing is needed. These trends require new knowledge that can be provided
by sociology of ageing, which provides a deeper insight into a wide range of social
factors that affect the patterns and processes of ageing. It also provides a deeper insight
into the social consequences of the patterns and processes of ageing. The study of all
this is the result of an increase in the population of older people, which was not the case
before. By studying all these problems and challenges, and by looking for answers to the
question of what ageing means for an individual, family and society from a sociological
point of view, there is relevant information about everyday life, the everyday life that
is provided and the one that is experienced. The tendency of sociology of ageing is to
solve the problems that older people face, as well as the entire society, because of the
ageing of the population. Therefore, scientific research in this field is very important.
What should also be considered is the fact that people live longer. The
prolongation of human life through the improvement of medical technology can also
have unpredictable consequences, which some call ‘the failure of success’ (Vaupel &
Yasin, 1985) because the progress in providing healthcare services allows weaker, frail
individuals to live longer. It is not possible to know in advance what the consequences
of this are for the family, the job market, education, policy, or the well-being of a
society that will be made up of a huge number of citizens over the age of 65. The
sociology of ageing is facing the challenge of beginning to deal with this problem, of
course, based on an interdisciplinary approach. The research of sociologists of ageing
is crucial for monitoring the effects of these changes on individuals, their families,
and social institutions. In addition, other similar questions from the age domain can
be posed. For example, why do some individuals live to a very old age and some
do not? And why do some people develop dementia in old age? Regardless of the
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fact that there is interest in the consequences of the ageing of the population, not
enough is known about it. Because of all of the abovementioned, there is a need for
social aspects to be explicitly explored in an interdisciplinary fashion and, together
with biological, neurological and psychological understanding, to be understood
as equally important factors that influence the processes in question (according to
Settersten & Jaqueline, 2011, p.VI).
However, some sociologists of ageing remind us that it is necessary to improve
the theoretical approach, and not just finance research into the burning problems.
They emphasize that theory is actually a lens through which one can understand
observations and integrate them into a cumulative understanding of ageing (for more
see: Bengtson & Schaie, 1999).

Theoretical directions and orientations
in the sociology of ageing
Sociologists of ageing rely on classical and contemporary sociological theories.
In addition to the seminal work of Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, and Max Weber,
the sociology of ageing relies on theories of structural functionalism (e.g. Talcott
Parsons, Robert Merton), social conflict (e.g. Gerhard Lenski, Ralph Dahrendorf),
social interaction and exchange (e.g. Georg Simmel, George Homans, Peter Blau),
symbolic interactionism (e.g. George Herbert Mead, Charles Cooley, Irving
Goffman), and phenomenology and social constructivism (e.g. Alfred Schütz, Peter
Berger and Thomas Luckmann). The starting points for developing these theories
were also found in social gerontology.
Starting with the second half of the 20th century, three dominant sociological
approaches to ageing emerged. These include the disengagement theory, the activity
theory and the conflict theory. The disengagement theory begins with the hypothesis
that if young people want to be able to take on important social roles, society must
encourage older people to relinquish their previous roles and to take on roles that
are more appropriate for their physical and mental state. The founders of this theory
are Cumming and Henry (1961). This approach stems from the idea that all societies
need to find a way in which older people can give up their work roles, as well as their
roles as authority figures and other social roles, in favor of younger people, since
younger generations can perform these roles better.
The critique of this theory is focused on assuming that older people are no
longer able to adequately perform their previous roles. The fact is that in many
societies older people still perform the roles that they had previously performed quite
well. Also, many older people cannot afford to give up their previous roles because
they will lose their necessary sources of income if they leave work, and also lose their
means of social interaction.
The theory of active ageing begins with the hypothesis that older people will
be of use to themselves and their society if they remain socially active. The ability to
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stay active depends on their attitude towards ageing. When it comes to active ageing,
it is not just a case of work-related activity but about community involvement, and
performing roles they previously had. This is crucial for the self-perception of their
ageing, self-esteem, but also other aspects of their psychological state. Unlike in the
previous approach, which is functionalistic, this theory emphasizes the interactionist
approach to the ageing process more and is considered a social-interactionist
approach to social ageing (Barkan, 2012). The critique of the theory of active ageing
is primarily focused on the overly optimistic assessment of older people’s ability to
remain active, because some older people simply cannot remain active for health
reasons. Another criticism is that the individualist approach is emphasized too
much, which neglects many social barriers to active ageing, such as poverty, gender
(especially in patriarchal societies), class membership, level of education, and other
structural conditions that can adversely affect physical and mental health.
It is precisely these conditions that are studied in the conflict theory of ageing,
which emphasizes that older people encounter many stereotypes and prejudices against
them, as well as discrimination on account of their age. Because of this, the inequalities
they perceive fall into a number of social inequalities, such as those of gender, race,
ethnicity, and belonging to different social classes and strata. In the literature, this
discrimination is known by the English word ageism, and in our local literature as age
discrimination. According to this theory, older workers are less valued because they
are no longer economically productive, and their higher salaries due to their length of
service, as well as the cost of their health insurance and other costs, reduce the profits of
the employer. The conflict theory also notes that there is inequality within the group of
older people in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, and belonging to social classes, so some
older people in society are extremely rich, while others are poor. One of the critiques of
the conflict theory of ageing is that age discrimination is described as a phenomenon
of modern capitalist countries, while in fact there are numerous examples of cultural
anthropology that even describe gerontocide as an integral part of culture in many preindustrial societies (Haralambos & Heald, 1989) (for more see Barkan, 2012; about the
theorys according to Peračković & Pokos, 2014, pp. 93–95).

The sociology of ageing in our country – challenges
and perspectives
Most sociologists of ageing believe that interest in this area appeared relatively
late. The situation is much the same in our country – for years ageing and age as
research problems were reserved for social policy or social work, while sociologists
were more focused on other issues. In the last decades there has been growing interest
in research into this field, and the reason is the intense ageing of the population in the
conditions of a socio-economic crisis.
The ageing of the population in our country is accompanied by a number
of challenges and problems. It unfolds in an extremely unfavorable social context,
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characterized by a decline in living standards, a high unemployment rate, and high
economic uncertainty. The general social and especially economic situation has
drastically affected all segments of life, so that older people are at a crossroads between
the old and the new system of values. Such trends require new knowledge of social
factors that affect the patterns and processes of ageing, and the social consequences
of the patterns and processes of ageing. Such knowledge can be provided by the
sociology of ageing.
According to all demographic characteristics, Serbia can be classified as
belonging to a group of countries with an exceptionally old population, not only in
Europe but also in the world. According to the latest census of 2011, the number of
people over the age of 65 in Serbia is 1 250 316, or 17.4%. However, demographic
ageing, in addition to prolonged life expectancy, is also affected by a sharp decline in
the birthrate and fertility. The basic demographic characteristics of Serbia between
the two censuses (in the period from 2002 to 2011) are the low birth rate and fertility,
and the intense ageing of the population, while the demographic projections point to
an even more pessimistic future. Particularly noticeable is the increase in the number
of the oldest members of the population, or an increase in the ageing process of the
population of older people. The number of individuals over the age of 85, compared
to the 2002 census, almost doubled (2011 – 81.5 thousand, 2002 – 44.8 thousand)
(Marinković, 2013, p. 2). If spatial distribution is observed, it can be noticed that
the demographically oldest areas are located in rural, peripheral, mountainous areas,
which have long been affected by depopulation.
Such trends are the result of a specific demographic development called the
“second demographic transition” or “post-transitional stage”. This stage took place in
the second half of the 20th century and is characterized by a decline in the number
of marriages, the delay of marriage, the spread of cohabitation and alternative
partnerships, the increase in the number of divorces, the postponement of birth, the
decision to bear only one child or none, the law on abortion and the availability
of means of contraception, the change in male-female relationships, the spread of
education, while the values o
 f individualization, self-actualization and self-realization
are foregrounded (Bobić, 2007, p. 141).
The situation is especially alarming in South-East

Serbia, where demographic
trends are more unfavorable, and gloomy prospects more certain. At the time of the
census of 1948, the population of South-East Serbia was greater by 29,000 individuals,
and in 1981, there were 123,287 more individuals living there than in 2011. From
1948 to 2011, the share of South-East Serbia in the total population of the country
was reduced from 17.7% to 13.9%. In addition to the fact that the depopulation
of South-East Serbia is very intense, it is spatially very widespread, which can be
concluded based on the fact that between 2002 and 2011 the number of inhabitants
decreased in five of the five districts and in 30 of the 33 municipalities (for more see:
Penev & Marinkovic, 2012, p. 37, 38).
In accordance with international documents, relevant national documents also
emphasize and seek to provide security for older people. However, despite numerous
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documents, scientific research (Satarić et al., 2003, 2009; Milošević Radulović, 2012a;
2012; Milošević Radulović et al., 2013; Janković et al., 2016; Petrušić et al., 2012)
shows that adequate social stability in our country has not yet been ensured when
it comes to the quality of life of older people, because there is no need to establish
certain legal mechanisms and procedures.
What these mechanisms will be, and how they will be used depends on many
factors: on the economic development of society, the socio-political order, as well
as on the awareness of citizens about the existence of rights, the search for their
protection and the obligation to respect these rights (Satarić, 2015, p. 8).
The abovementioned research shows that older people in our country face
poverty, a “new position” in the family because of the changed family structure,
problems of social care and social inclusion, numerous prejudices and stereotypes
aimed at older people, as well as discrimination and violence aimed against them.
A special challenge is retirement, because besides a reduction in their income,
there is a loss of status, and older people find it very difficult to adjust. A serious
problem is also the loss of a spouse. In addition, they are exposed to various forms
of social “invisibility” or are condemned as “an obstacle to an accelerated pace of
life”. They are usually mentioned in conversations about the progressive decline
in physical and mental abilities, social isolation, lack of creativity, and family and
economic “burdens”. The fact is that the psychological mechanism of ageism4 allows
some to ignore the social problems of older people. An additional problem is that
many older people try to adapt to such a negative attitude and agree to an inferior
social position (for more see: Milošević Radulović, 2014). Older people are often
“labelled” as an obligation and as a social problem created around the concept of
dependence (Angus & Reeve, 2006, p. 139), as someone whose opportunities and
rights can much more easily be denied. Very often they are denied medical treatment
because they are “old”, are not hired or passed up on the possibility of a promotion
because they are “old and less productive” and the like. Older people are often not
viewed as people who have human needs that require an appropriate social response
(Milošević Radulović, 2012a, p. 172). Because of all of this, they find it very difficult
to maintain their autonomy and overall well-being.
All these problems are present in both urban and rural areas. The modern
lifestyle has led to the increasing isolation of older people, especially those living in
rural areas. A special problem of devastated and neglected rural areas is the increase in
the number of nursing homes and elderly people without the basic means of survival,
forgotten by their children and close relatives (for more see: Milošević Radulović
et al., 2013), because the modern way of life and the transformation of the family
structure and family relationships have contributed to their isolation. Research shows
that older people in rural areas in our country bear the difficult “burden” of their
years, both because of health problems and because of the lack of adequate support
from their family and state. Being left alone to cope, sick and exhausted, mostly
Ageism includes age-based discrimination, an attitude that does not accept an individual approach to
older people after a certain age, as well as determining ability and prescribing social roles exclusively
based on age.
4
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insufficiently educated and uninformed about their rights, without a secure income
and access to the necessary system of assistance and support services, they find it
difficult to bear that they have been marginalized, and often discriminated against
and neglected (Stjepanović Zaharievski & Milošević Radulović, 2018, p. 275–290).
Accordingly, a number of questions have arisen which sociologists can give
relevant answers to. Sociological research, scientific conferences and literature in
the field of sociology of ageing in our country indicate the need for answers to the
questions regarding old age, ageing and older people, and the current nature of this
special sociology. In addition to these problems, active ageing, intergenerational
solidarity, social inclusion of older people, etc., is also being considered.
However, despite the growing interest in the research into age, ageing and older
people, we lack sociological studies on the key problems in this field: the poverty of older
people, violence against older people, discrimination against older people, their free time,
gender inequality in old age, older people as marginalized consumers, the modern family
and care for older people, older people in the media, and the cultural needs of older people.
Sociologists are expected to respond to these scientific and practical challenges as soon
as possible. There are sociological scientific papers on these problems, but no sociological
studies. For now, the authors of such studies are only lawyers, psychologists and social
workers. The contribution of these studies would also be reflected in the development of
official strategies for older people. Currently, there is no National Strategy on Ageing in
our country. It existed in 2006–2015, after which an evaluation was carried out. The final
result of the work and the conclusions of the round table discussions indicate that the
overall implementation process was slower than planned. The total scope of achievements
varied by region – from southern and South-East Serbia (Niš) where they are somewhat
more modest, through central Serbia (Kragujevac), to northern Serbia (Novi Sad) and
Belgrade, where the achievements are more noticeable. Some goals were not achieved, but
the defined strategic directions were assessed as appropriate, with recommendations for
setting priorities in the period ahead (for more detail see the Evaluation of the National
Strategy on Ageing of the Government of the Republic of Serbia 2006–2015, 2016, p. 4).
A new strategy has yet to be developed, and sociologists of ageing could certainly make a
significant contribution to its development.
The challenges are numerous and serious, and the perspective of sociology
of ageing depends primarily on the sociologists themselves. It is up to them to first
of all pave the way for this significant and special sociology that has not yet found
its place in all the faculties in Serbia which have sociology departments. Today in
Serbia sociology of ageing as a course is taught only at the Faculty of Philosophy in
Niš as part of the basic academic studies of sociology. This new study program was
accredited in 2014, and Sociology of Ageing is an elective course offered during the
second year of study, which means that it has been taught since the 2015/2016 school
year. An analysis of other recent study programs found that at this course was not
found in the curricula of other faculties (at the Faculty of Philosophy in Novi Sad
there was an elective course called Sociology of generations as part of the old study
program dating from 2008, which included only certain topics on age).
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For now, we do not have a textbook on the sociology of ageing in Serbia. The
available handbooks for sociology of ageing in English are being used, as well as other
relevant literature in our native and other, foreign languages. Regarding bibliographic
units, content analysis shows that the works are diverse and cover a large number
of key topics (the quality of life of older people, intergenerational solidarity, active
ageing, the role of schools in developing solidarity with older people, older people
in the media, the education of older people, stereotypes and prejudices about older
people, discrimination against older people, older people in rural areas, the poverty of
older people, the institutional care of older people, the volunteering of older people),
and in 2018, Belgrade hosted the tenth international gerontological congress on
“Ageing and human rights”, where papers were presented in the field of the sociology
of ageing. So far, no sociological gathering on the topic of old age and ageing has been
organized in Serbia. Sociologists have presented their work at demographic scientific
meetings and gerontology congresses, as well as at interdisciplinary round tables.
Papers have been published in the journal Gerontologija, which was founded in
Serbia in 1973 (published by the Gerontological Society of Serbia), then in scientific
journals, and in conference proceedings.
So, when it comes to challenges, and also the perspective of the sociology
of ageing, the first step would be to improve the academic status of sociology of
ageing, that is, the introduction of this course at other relevant faculties, then writing
sociological scientific studies on the burning problems in this field which for now have
not been covered, and which have been mentioned earlier, as well as the organization
of interdisciplinary round tables and scientific meetings, which would include
a greater number of sociologists than before, and which may give new guidelines
for research in this field. It is assumed that in time, new generations of sociologists
will arrive who will dedicate themselves to the sociology of ageing, especially if the
sociology of ageing begins to be studied at other relevant faculties in our country.
As far as theory is concerned, one can notice that all three theories of ageing
have been represented in scientific papers in the field of sociology of ageing. The
question is which one will prevail, which one will eventually be abandoned, whether
the disengagement theory or the theory of active ageing (active theory), in the light of
the new Law on Voluntary Pension Funds and Pension Schemes in our country and
the extension of the age for retirement, i.e., later retirement. The problem is reflected
in the assumption that older people are no longer able to adequately perform their
previous roles, although in many societies they have so far continued to perform
their roles. It is also important that many older people cannot afford to reduce the
activities related to their previous roles, because if they leave their jobs and are not yet
legally allowed to retire, their income will be reduced.
The knowledge of age and ageing and understanding of the consequences of
ageing of the population imposes itself as an important criterion in the design and
implementation of the policy of economic and social development in our country, as
well as further planning of the social protection of older people and the improvement in
the quality of life of older people. For all this, sociological knowledge is also necessary.
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Conclusion
The paper points to some of the challenges that the sociology of ageing in our
country is facing, which is characterized by accelerated demographic ageing in the
conditions of the socio-economic crisis. The significance of the sociological study of
ageing and old age arises primarily from the fact that the issues of old age and ageing
should be approached as socio-cultural phenomena, and that the consequences of
the ageing of the population are significant and far-reaching for all spheres of society.
Considering that the sociology of ageing is a special sociological discipline, in
terms of its subjects, methods and the terminology it relies on sociology as a whole, but
it also relies heavily on other sciences. In order for this discipline to develop further,
it must make progress with regard to theoretical approaches and interdisciplinarity.
Disciplinary borders must not be an obstacle to the theoretical study of ageing. It is
necessary to spread knowledge about ageing mechanisms from other disciplines. It is
also necessary to address the issue of the academic basis of sociology of ageing.
An aging society is increasingly in need of knowledge provided by the
sociology of ageing. Understanding the way and reasons behind the social aspects of
ageing is possible thanks to the sociology of ageing. It provides knowledge, analytical
approaches and unique theoretical perspectives that can facilitate the understanding
of demographic and socio-economic changes and their causes and consequences.
The knowledge that sociology of ageing obtains is important for creating a new social
consciousness, but also for finding the possibility of linking the obtained scientific
results with practical answers to the problems and needs of older people.
If we start from the fact that population ageing is one of the greatest triumphs
of humanity, but also one of the greatest challenges (UN), that demographic ageing is
a unique universal process, unprecedented, and that in the history of human society
there are no historical parallels that correspond to the current intensity of ageing
populations, which will further be intensified in the 21st century (as well as from the
fact that demographic ageing essentially changes the world (Suzan & Harper, 2013;
according to Devedžić & Stojilković Gnjatović, 2015, p. 7), it is necessary to provide
a more comprehensive look at the problems and needs of the increasing number of
older people and to respond to them. The existing ageing trend in the population
entails the necessity for this phenomenon to be thoroughly investigated. In addition to
demographic indicators, it is important to point out some sociological aspects of ageing
that include the social position and social reputation of older people. An additional
challenge is to gain new knowledge on how to transform relevant institutions in order
to improve the quality of life of older people, including family support.
The fact is that in our country there is no societal response to the numerous
problems and needs of old age, and that the development of social and individual
awareness of the ubiquitous needs and problems of older people, especially in
devastated areas, is needed.
Therefore, sociologists dealing with the study of old age and ageing are faced
with a further elaboration and development of theoretical and methodological
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approaches to this socio-cultural phenomenon and finding the possibility of linking
results with practical solutions to the problems of older people. In a society like ours,
reaching European standards for quality living in old age is a big challenge. It is a
challenge to face change in social awareness at the level of our personal understanding
and interpersonal relationships. Therefore, it is necessary for this to become a clearly
defined strategic direction in the policy-making process, and that also requires
knowledge that can be obtained by the sociology of ageing.
Summarizing the previously stated, it can be concluded that older people in our
country face numerous problems on a daily basis and that it is a challenge to seek out
solutions and interventions in the name of the population being studied.
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СОЦИОЛОГИЈА СТАРЕЊА У СРБИЈИ – ИЗАЗОВИ
И ПЕРСПЕКТИВЕ
Сажетак
Будући да старење становништва представља један од значајних изазова са којим
се свет суочава, социјални положај старијих људи и квалитет њиховог живота
предмет су проучавања посебне социолошке дисциплине – социологије старења.
Различитим теоријско-методолошким приступима она настоји да утврди основне факторе који одређују друштвени положај и улогу старијих људи и објасни
промене у односу појединца и друштва до којих долази у процесу старења. Циљ
рада је да се укаже на изазове и перспективе социологије старења у нашој земљи,
која је још 1996. године, према међународно прихваћеним мерилима, ступила у
фазу демографске старости (према Попису из 2011. евидентно је да Србија са
17,4% старије популације спада у ред земаља са најстаријим становништвом на
свету).
У првом делу рада указује се на значај и специфичности социологије старења, а
у другом делу на њену заступљеност на факултетима у Србији. Такође, анализом садржаја утврђено је које су теме углавном заступљене, а шта недостаје у
постојећој библиографији у нашој земљи из ове области. У закључку се наводи да
је потребно унапређивање академског статуса социологије старења и истакнут
је њен значај за креирање друштвене свести и проналажење могућности повезивања добијених научних резултата са практичним одговорима на проблеме и потребе старијих људи.
Кључне речи: старење, старији људи, социјални положај, квалитет живота, социологија старења
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WHAT DO SOCIOLOGISTS REALLY ‘MEASURE’
WHEN SPEAKING OF HAPPINESS?2
Abstract
In recent decades, the issues of happiness have become phenomenally popular
especially for different global rankings. There is a wide range of quantitative studies
(mass surveys), whose authors seek to characterize populations of different countries
by their level of happiness, and, thus, present international rankings of countries
according to this level. Even without taking into account a certain absurdity of attempts
to compare multi-million communities by the level of happiness, the results of such
surveys raise a lot of questions for they are often contradictory, especially when it
comes to international comparisons (such as the World Happiness Reports) and
national surveys (in an international study a country can be presented as unhappy
while according to national surveys its population can feel quite happy). Many scholars
admit the necessity to systematize interdisciplinary definitions of happiness, to create
typologies of factors influencing everyday interpretations of happiness and lists of
empirical indicators to ‘measure’ happiness. Certainly, this is not enough for clarifying
what people really mean when answering surveys’ questions and describing themselves
as happy/unhappy, but we have to start with something, and this article identifies some
key challenges that the sociological research of happiness faces.
Key words: happiness, conceptualization, indicators, value orientations, sociological
survey

The 20th century turned out to be an amazing time for individual and social
self-identification due to a number of ‘turns’ in social sciences and humanities. First,
the ‘linguistic turn’ determined interpretation of facts as ‘representations’ of different
discursive mechanisms and of human life as an ‘auto-linguistic phenomenon’ (Löfgren,
1981). The ‘narrative turn’ put an emphasis on the ‘fiction nature’ of all texts, which
mitigated the differences between various forms of knowledge (primarily scientific
and everyday) by reveling their common narrative features (see, e.g. Franzosi,
1998; Fraser, 2004; Riessman, 2003) due to the involvement of every ‘speaker’ in
the discursive construction of social reality. Finally, the ‘visual turn’ recognized the
ability of the visual ‘dimension’ of our life to act as a ‘marker’ of already existing
irina.trotsuk@yandex.ru
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and just emerging social practices due to the omnipresence of visual images and the
“establishment of the ‘chronic voyeurism’ relationship between man and the world”
(Sontag, 2013). Narrative and visual turns supplemented and expanded the scope of
the linguistic turn that declared all political, economic, psychological and cultural
studies to be linguistic in essence, because all social practices are constituted by the
struggle of discourses claiming the right to ‘define the situation’ and ‘modality of
events’ (Guillaumou, 2010, p. 101). All three turns are to some extent ‘legalized’ in
sociology (see, e.g. Trotsuk, 2014), and the main challenge for empirical studies of
textuality in its verbal and visual expressions is the search for reliable indicators in
the contemporary world of versatile multi-layered ‘texts’ and for the balance between
abstract theorizing and collecting empirical data.
Another fundamental change in the scientific ‘optics’ and ‘rhetoric’ in recent
decades is the ‘affective turn’ that is not often mentioned in sociological works
although it significantly affected the sociological discourse. Unlike linguistic, narrative
or visual turns, affective turn has not been sufficiently conceptualized in sociology,
that is why we have to refer to neighboring disciplines to clarify the foundations of
the sociological study of emotional aspects of social life: “all societies have their own
emotional standards [the socially prescribed norms of emotional reactions] even if
such standards are not discussed openly... Emotional standards change over time and
vary in social spaces. Changes in emotional standards say a lot about other social
changes and can contribute to them” (Zorin, 2016, p. 15). The History of Emotions by
J. Plamper can help sociologists: first, it introduces the term ‘emotive’ as an expression
of emotion that describes it and at the same time changes it (for instance, any question
about happiness makes a person consider the very possibility of calling himself
happy, the criteria for such an assessment, the longevity of happiness, etc.). Second,
the book shows that happiness is a good illustration and indicator of certain concepts
and problems. For instance, today happiness is a ‘hyper-cognitive concept’ and a
priority for contemporary culture; happiness is always included in the list of basic
emotions that are declared universal for all cultures and are associated with typical
facial micro-expressions; and there are still discussions on what exactly should be
considered as happiness – the strongest affect or, on the contrary, absolute calmness,
etc. Third, the book revives an important sociological “dispute between socialconstructivist and universalist theories”. This dispute structured research practices in
various areas of the study of feelings for over a hundred years: social constructivists
believe that emotions are mainly the result of learning, culturally specific and subject
to historical changes [this determined the current boom for learning how to become
happy]; while universalists insist that emotions are the same in all cultures and at
all times [this explains the current fashion for affective neuroscience experiments].
Thus, the book “historicizes and problematizes this binary opposition by showing the
possibility of studying emotions beyond constructivism and universalism” (Zorin,
2016, p. 4).
One of the main manifestations of the affective turn are regular and ubiquitous
measurements of the level of happiness and numerous attempts to teach an individual
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and all mankind to be happy. On the Internet, there are omnipresent advertisements
of motivating workshops, trainings, master classes, etc., promising to ‘charge
everyone for happiness’. If you enter a search request ‘happiness’ at the amazon.com,
you will get a list of more than 100 thousand books, 20 thousand of which fall into the
category ‘self-help’ consisting of numerous manuals on self-discovery of happiness.
The search request ‘happiness’ in the Russian Internet bookstore labyrinth.ru will
get you a list of 1710 books, and again the majority of them (about a thousand) fall
into the category ‘non-fiction’. There are special editions, for instance, the Journal of
Happiness Studies,
dedicated to the scientific understanding of subjective well-being – its cognitive
assessments (life satisfaction) and affective satisfaction (mood) ..., and giving an
opportunity to discuss two main traditions in the study of happiness – conceptualizations
of the ‘good life’ and an empirical analysis of subjective well-being3 (see, e.g. Veenhoven,
2003).

In recent decades, contemporary society (at least developed countries) has
started the search for human happiness and attempts to assess its components and
their degree of sustainability. This is reflected in the widespread measurements of the
level of happiness (in various sociological surveys including international projects)
and recommendations on how to become happy (as a rule, they are based on
psychological techniques that everyone can master). Any sociologist, who addresses
the issue of happiness in the conceptual-methodological perspective for the first
time, will be surprised by at least two features of happiness studies. First, the majority
of relevant projects reduce the definition of happiness to subjective well-being, i.e.
to cognitive estimates (life satisfaction) and affective pleasure from life, which
determines a phenomenal variation of quantitative assessments of happiness and its
factors. Second, sociologists prefer to measure the index of happiness instead of the
index of unhappiness, i.e. this topic is made too ‘positive’ according to the generally
recognized phenomenon of social desirability (respondents tend to present themselves
in socially approved categories). Despite the diversity of projects and empirical data
on happiness, they have one common feature: when considering the results of surveys
on happiness for the past few years, even the most sociologically inexperienced reader
will be surprised by the scatter of quantitative estimates of happiness even of his fellow
citizens and of the factors affecting happiness. Moreover, one can also wonder why
sociologists are so eager to ‘measure’ happiness rather than sadness, disappointment
or other negative emotions that certainly determine unhappiness but are not its
synonyms. All this leads to the question of what we really measure in the famous UN
rankings of happiness (based primarily on objective social-economic criteria) and in
numerous sociological surveys (based on subjective assessments of well-being) under
the name of ‘happiness’, and also to the question why we are so sure that different
sets of indicators used in these studies (socially approved/biased and institutionalized)
allow us to assess the complex emotional state of the individual through simplistic
social clichés of normal and normalized happiness.
3

https://link.springer.com/journal/10902.
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In 2012, the UN introduced the International Day of Happiness – the 20th of
March4, when an annual report on the level of happiness in the world is published5.
This level is a complex indicator measured by such criteria as per capita GDP and
social support, life expectancy, freedom to make vital decisions, generosity, attitude
to corruption, etc. World Happiness Reports have clear applied tasks, for instance, to
explain and to predict vectors and scale of migration trends:
there are large gaps in happiness between countries, and these will continue to create
major pressures to migrate… In general, those who move to happier countries than
their own will gain in happiness, while those who move to unhappier countries will
tend to lose... A more tolerant attitude in the host country will prove best for migrants
and for the original residents. But there are clearly limits to the annual flows which can
be accommodated without damage to the social fabric that provides the very basis of
the country’s attraction to immigrants. One obvious solution, which has no upper limit,
is to raise the happiness of people in the sending countries – perhaps by the traditional
means of foreign aid and better access to rich-country markets, but more importantly
by helping them to grow their own levels of trust, and institutions of the sort that make
possible better lives in the happier countries (World Happiness Report, 2018, p. 9).

Another task of these reports is not only to present latest rankings of countries
according to different indicators of happiness but also to show both changes and
stability. For instance,
in the latest report there is a new top ranking country, Finland, but the top ten positions
are held by the same countries as in the last two years, although with some swapping of
places. Four different countries have held top spot since 2015 – Switzerland, Denmark,
Norway and now Finland. All the top countries tend to have high values for all six
of the key variables that have been found to support well-being: income, healthy life
expectancy, social support, freedom, trust and generosity, to such a degree that year
to year changes in the top ranking are to be expected. This year the happiness changes
reported are those from 2008–2010, in the immediate aftermath of the financial crisis
of 2007–2008; to the most recent years, covering 2015–2017. The winner of the change
category was Togo… It was the lowest ranked country in World Happiness Report 2015
and now ranks 17 places higher. Other signal success stories, countries with average
life evaluation gains… include Latvia, Bulgaria and Sierra Leone. The largest happiness
losses since 2008–2010 were in Ukraine, Yemen, Syria, Malawi and Venezuela (World
Happiness Report, 2018, p. 38).

Despite such applied tasks, the global happiness rankings are quite contradictory.
World Happiness Report uses a combination of indicators: GDP per capita, the time
series of healthy life expectancy at birth, social support (the national average of the
binary responses – either 0 or 1 – to the Gallup World Poll – “If you were in trouble, do
you have relatives or friends you can count on to help you whenever you need them,
or not?”), freedom to make life choices (the national average of binary responses to
the question “Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your freedom to choose what you
do with your life?”), generosity as the residual of regressing the national average of
4
5

https://happinessday.org.
http://worldhappiness.report.
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responses to the question “Have you donated money to a charity in the past month?”
on GDP per capita, perceptions of corruption (the average of binary answers to two
questions: “Is corruption widespread throughout the government or not?” and “Is
corruption widespread within businesses or not?”), positive affect defined as the
average of previous-day affect measures for happiness, laughter, and enjoyment for
GWP waves 3–7, or it is defined as the average of laughter and enjoyment for other
waves where the happiness question was not asked, and, finally, negative affect as the
average of previous-day affect measures for worry, sadness, and anger for all waves.
This list is quite simplistic and the binary measures do not seem to be enough
in particular, which determines that the changes in countries’ ranking positions are
hard to explain. For instance, according to the World Ranking of Happiness in 2015–
2017, the happiest countries are Finland, Norway, Denmark, Iceland and Switzerland,
Russia is on position 59, Serbia – on 78 (i.e. Serbs are happier than people living
in Greece, Tajikistan, Montenegro, Croatia and China). Changes in the levels of
happiness from 2008–2010 (a base period) to 2015–2017 show that Serbia is a leader
of the corresponding ranking (Togo, Latvia, Bulgaria, Sierra Leone and Serbia), while
Russia in on position 31 (followed by Uruguay and German), i.e. Serbs are among
the fastest nations in changes in happiness level. In the previous World Happiness
Report there were three subjective measures: life evaluations, positive and negative
emotional experiences. The respondents were asked to assess their satisfaction with
their current lives on a 0 to 10 scale. This was to be accompanied by two or three affect
questions and a question about the extent to which the respondents felt they had a
purpose or meaning in their lives (an important support for subjective well-being
rather than a direct measure of it). According to the World Ranking of Happiness in
2014–2016, the happiest countries were again Finland, Norway, Denmark, Iceland
and Switzerland, Russia was on position 49, Serbia – on 73. Changes in the levels of
happiness from 2005–2007 (a base period) to 2014–2016 show that Serbia was not
a leader of the previous corresponding ranking with the 14th position instead of the
5th now, while Russia worsened its position from the 7th to the 31st now. How can
we interpret these data and changes? Did the people in Russia and Serbia become
unhappier by, respectively, 10 and 5 points of the scale of happiness? And can one
say that Russians are happier that Serbs referring to the countries’ positions in
the rankings? Moreover, according to the all-Russian survey in May 2018, 83% of
Russians consider themselves happy in general, especially the youth (87% among
18–24 year-olds) and respondents with higher incomes (96%) (The reasons for the
Russians’ record level of happiness were named, 2018).
International surveys on happiness are conducted by the Gallup International,
and their results determine the international happiness index and its variations by
countries. The level of happiness is not a frequent but common topic of Russian
public opinion polls too. For example, the company NewsEffector together with
the Regions of Russia Foundation regularly conducts a study “Happiness Index of
Russian Cities” to find out where the happiest Russians live (the survey is conducted
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in a hundred largest cities of the country)6: people are asked about their material
well-being, environmental situation, social security, changes for the better, feeling
oneself as happy or unhappy, etc. The largest Russian sociological centers ‘measure’
the Russians’ level of happiness (see, e.g. Happiness, 2017; There is happiness,
2013; The secret of happiness of the happiest Russians, 2014). The Russian Public
Opinion Research Center (WCIOM) regularly presents the results of monitorings
assessing the general level/index of happiness (and the ‘social index of happiness’ as
the prevalence of happy/unhappy people among respondents – Happiness and crisis,
2016) and identifying the main reasons for being happy (in Russia these are family,
children, good work, good health, general satisfaction with life) and unhappy (The
level of happiness, 2016).
The current state of sociological knowledge is characterized not only by
expanding technical possibilities of empirical research under globalization,
informatization and digitalization of social interaction, but also by a new round
of methodological discussions about how sociologists should collect, analyze
and interpret data and ensure the traditional requirements of data reliability,
validity, objectivity, representativeness, etc. Unfortunately, the current conceptualmethodological discussions ignore the fact that many monitorings are too uncritical
(i.e. do not question the correctness of theoretical and empirical definitions of the
concepts used). This is especially true for such complex and ambiguous phenomena
as happiness and freedom, although there are world rankings of both that are used
to monitor the dynamics of the situation with happiness and freedom in different
countries. The problem is not so much that the concepts ‘freedom’ and ‘happiness’ are
too abstract or, on the contrary, too subjective (dependent on personal interpretation),
but that it is extremely difficult to study them at the empirical level due to their
universality (everybody understands them regardless of professional career and
life experience) and intangibility (hardly anyone can give them an exhaustive and
universal definition). “There are no methods for identifying freedom [and happiness]
either in oneself or in another person, there is only an inner subjective conviction
that instantly dissolves when the scientific analysis is applied to it” (Berger, 1996, p.
114, 115).
The word ‘happiness’ has many interpretations (see, e.g. Kachur, 2013) that
emphasize either ‘involvement’ or ‘luck’. “The former means determination of
happiness by membership in a certain social community, while the latter reminds
of the expression ‘fortune smiled on me’, i.e. implies the protection of some higher
powers that provide a person with his or her share of well-being. In general, social
representations of happiness have gradually changed in the direction of refusal to
interpret happiness as a sign of fate in favor of personal satisfaction with life regardless
of being a part of social groups and practices, i.e. towards the recognition of the
relationship of happiness with the level and quality of personal freedoms. Today
happiness is defined primarily as the greatest inner satisfaction with the conditions
of one’s existence, as fullness of life and awareness of one’s purpose” (Mishutina,
6

http://jpsy.ru/public/75563.htm.
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2008, p. 12). Therefore, empirical indicators of happiness include family status, level
of income, friendship, health, satisfaction with life, etc., which are usually evaluated
in the comparative perspective (in different cities – see, e.g. Lazareva, 2013; or in
different countries – see, e.g. Veenhoven, 1991). In other words, the main feature of
the sociological interpretation of both freedom and happiness is the combination
of interdisciplinary ‘optics’ with empirical attempts to ‘measure’ both phenomena
and identify their social differentiation for freedom and happiness are very unevenly
distributed in society (this does not mean that all rich people are happy and free,
while the poor, on the contrary, are unhappy and unfree). There are objective
determinants of happiness and freedom and differences in the level of awareness and
understanding of them, in particular, of one’s real rights and freedoms. Moreover,
different social actors have different ideals of freedom and happiness and ideas about
acceptable ways to achieve them. As a result, some authors deny the very possibility
of the sociological analysis of freedom and happiness referring to their lack of direct
causality, which is not true for happiness and is true for free will but not for freedom
of action or choice, because sociology studies not so much freedom as the lack of
freedom in various social milieus.
Representatives of ‘objectivist’ approaches ignore the issue of individual
freedom/happiness and consider freedom/happiness as socially determined for most
people seek exactly what society expects and want to obey the rules that society
dictates. Representatives of ‘subjectivist’ approaches believe that society is not an
objective structure but rather the result of the activities of many people with free
choice; therefore, we should study society through personal experiences and not
personal knowledge through society. The current interpretations of freedom and
happiness can be divided into ‘individualistic’ and ‘collectivist’: the former define ‘I’ as
given and individual actions as ensuring the achievement of common good; the latter
believe that ‘I’ and individual freedom are not given but are the result of social actions;
therefore, a person can feel free only in a group. Both definitions are true in the sense
that each (or a combination of them) turns out to be true in certain historical periods,
but they are not universal. Thus, the sociological definition of freedom and happiness
should take into account their interrelation with the system of social institutions,
life goals of different groups, ideas about acceptable ways of achieving them, and the
dynamics of factors limiting freedom and happiness (external and internal).
Life satisfaction is considered an indicator of both the level of happiness and the level
of freedom. As a rule, the main question for measuring this satisfaction is the request to
indicate one’s position on the 10-step conditional ladder, on which the 10th step means the
‘best life’ and the 0 step means the ‘worst life’. Sometimes sociologists try to identify links
between freedom and happiness: for example, in addition to questions about happiness,
the questionnaire includes the request to express one’s agreement/disagreement with the
statement “I am satisfied with the freedom to choose my own life” (Ortiz-Ospina & Roser,
2017). Thus, according to the results of the international project in 2016, if people consider
themselves free to choose and control their lives, then they are happier than respondents
in countries that do not provide their citizens with such freedom. The relationship of
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freedom and happiness was confirmed by the freedom ranking in 2010 (Freedom in the
world, 2010): freedom as self-realization is associated with the feeling of happiness to a
much greater extent than with other indicators, i.e. freedom of self-determination plays
an important role in feeling free and happy. Certainly, opinion polls to a certain degree
‘measure’ freedom and happiness, but only qualitative approach allows to identify typical
reasons for certain interpretations of freedom and happiness and respondents’ patterns of
self-identification in these terms, i.e. the best methodological strategy is a combination of
elements of qualitative and quantitative approaches.
Today we have both big data and different philosophical, psychological and
sociological conceptualizations of happiness that is mainly perceived as a basic value
of contemporary society, because the desire for happiness is said to be initially (during
socialization and not biologically) embedded in every person as an integral part of our
social nature and worldview – happiness is defined as a life goal and the highest benefit
of individual and social life. However, there are many differences in interpretations of
happiness: some believe that it is a virtue or reasonability, others say that it is wisdom,
pleasure or a part of moral consciousness which corresponds to the greatest inner
satisfaction, fullness and meaningfulness of life. The controversy between ethical
and psychological interpretations of happiness – hedonism and eudemonism – is
well known: the first defines happiness as pleasures and sensual joy, the result of one’s
satisfaction of physical, material and spiritual desires and needs; the second defines
happiness as possession of virtue, as behavior providing a person with a feeling of full,
conscious and socially significant life. In the 20th century, the axiological approach to
happiness partly prevailed and serves its sociological study the best for this definition
combines three aspects: happiness as life satisfaction (hedonistic interpretation), as the
highest value (eudemonic interpretation) and as a positive affective state (subjective
well-being). Accordingly, objective determinants of happiness (health, income, social
status, leisure, education, work, age, gender, religion, etc.) and subjective (extroversion,
humor, joy, love, etc.) are distinguished, which makes us believe that most people are
fully aware of what happiness is. The factors that determine the level of happiness
include one’s social relations (they ensure psychological support); availability of work
and/or a source of material income and corresponding feelings (diversity of labor, its
social significance, emotional background, relationships with colleagues, etc.); free
time, level of education, social status, a set of personal traits (character, self-esteem,
frequency and intensity of positive emotions), etc.
However, we still do not have answers to a number of questions: can we measure
happiness with sociological techniques? If we can, then what techniques should we use
– surveys or interviews? Can people adequately assess their level of happiness (and life
satisfaction) provided that within the general definition of happiness there are many nuances
(age, gender, generation, life situation, etc.)? Despite the controversial nature of these issues,
in the sociological and psychological tradition we use quite common and simple questions
for the subjective assessment of happiness (like the request to specify one’s happiness on the
scale from 0 – ‘very unhappy’ – to 10 – ‘very happy’). Such a survey technique implies the
assumption that people are able to assess how happy they are and is usually supplemented
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by a number of indicators reflecting different aspects of subjective life satisfaction (health,
personal freedoms, security, social capital, etc.) or its objective factors (income, housing,
work, environment, education, safety, civil activities, social networks, etc.).
To illustrate possibilities and limitations of the generally accepted survey questions
to ‘measure’ happiness, I will present some results of the survey based on the combination
of open and closed questions and conducted on the sample of students of the Peoples’
Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), which represented three groups of
specialties – natural sciences, technical sciences, and social sciences and humanities. Thus,
according to the results of the survey, the majority of students (90%) call themselves happy:
every third is definitely happy, every second is rather happy (Graph 1). The respondents
were asked not only to describe themselves in terms of happiness but also to ‘measure’ their
level of happiness on the 10-point scale where 1 means the lack of happiness and 10 means
absolute happiness (Graph 2): every second respondent considers himself quite happy (7–8
points on the scale), and every fourth – a very happy person (9–10 points).

Graph 1.

Graph 2.
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The students name as the main determinants of individual happiness family
(80%), friends (73%), health (72%), having a loved one (67%), then come free time and
hobbies, fulfillment of desires and dreams (58%), financial situation and profession/
work (52%), and, finally, among the key factors, luck (49%) (Graph 3). Such a
distribution of ‘happiness factors’ is quite predictable in the context of the respondents’
belief that one can be made happy (57% say that certain people/events/emotions make
us happy, only 13% doubt that, because happiness is a personal decision/opinion/
state of mind) and due to the respondents’ ideas about most important things in life
(respondents could choose no more than five answers): “good family” (77%), “good
health” (66%), “favorite work/profession” (53%), “having a loved one” (48%), “wellbeing of loved ones” (46%) and “wealth” (44%), “inner harmony” (38%), “favorite
hobby” (32%) and “children” (30%), followed by “optimism” (27%), “global peace”
(21%) and “faith in God” (19%). However, the students think that happiness cannot
be measured (61%) for this is a too abstract/immeasurable phenomenon (only 4%
believe in the opposite – that happiness can be measured), and every third clarifies
that, probably, happiness cannot be measured in some units but it can be compared
with the past.

Graph 3.
Thus, the student youth interprets happiness mainly as a subjective concept
(which explains the high level of happiness) and an egocentric one: basic determinants
of happiness are personal ‘things’ (family, health, close social circle, etc.) rather than
‘external’ factors. This contradicts the generally accepted approaches to the study
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of happiness as a combination of objective and subjective factors especially in the
international projects emphasizing the importance of ‘external’ determinants of
happiness. Therefore, there is a need to systematize and reconsider interdisciplinary
interpretations of happiness, its sociological conceptualizations, factors influencing
the everyday interpretations of happiness and indicators and techniques of the
empirical measurement of happiness in sociological studies so that to more correctly
interpret the comparative data of different global rankings that make some countries
look much happier/unhappier than the others as if without apparent reasons and as
if under annual changes of the level of happiness.
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ШТА СОЦИОЛОЗИ СТВАРНО „МЕРЕ“ КАДА
СЕ РАДИ О СРЕЋИ?
Сажетак
Питања среће постала су феноменално популарна током претходних деценија, посебно за потребе различитих глобалних рангирања. Постоји широк
спектар квантитативних студија (масовних истраживања) чији аутори настоје
да окаракреришу популације различитих земаља према нивоу среће и тако презентују међународну ранг листу земаља састаљену према овом нивоу. Чак и ако
занемаримо извесну апсурдност покушаја да се вишемилионске заједнице пореде према нивоу среће, резултати таквих истраживања покрећу многа питања
јер су често контрадикторни, посебно када се ради о међународним поређењима
(као што је Светски извештај о срећи) и националним истраживањима (у међународним студијама популација неке земље може да се представи као несрећна,
док према националним истраживањима њена популација може бити сасвим
срећна). Многи научници признају да постоји потреба да се интердисциплинарне дефиниције среће систематизују, да се створи типологија фактора који утичу
на свакодневне интерпретације среће и саставе листе емпиријских индикатора
за „мерење“ среће. Свакако, ово није довољно да се разјасни оно што људи заиста
мисле када дају одговоре на анкетна питања и себе описују као срећне/несрећне,
међутим, са нечим морамо почети, а овај прилог идентификује неке од кључних
изазова са којима се суочава социолошко истраживање среће.
Кључне речи: срећа, концептуализација, индикатори, вредносне оријентације,
социолошко истраживање
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RESEARCH ON THE CHANGES IN COMMUNICATION
OF SERBIAN RESIDENTS AND AN ANALYSIS
OF POSSIBLE TRENDS
Abstract
The first part of the paper summarizes three studies of the daily time use of Serbian
residents. The studies were conducted by the author from 2009 to 2013, with the
cooperation of the TNS Medium Gallup agency. The first article was published in the
collection The Culture of Polis, Novi Sad 2009, followed by three additional papers
dealing with the same topic. The research was carried out in the form of a diary:
respondents answered how much time they spent in various activities and states during
24 hours. The results showed that in 2009 the volume of face-to-face communication
was 20 times higher than the Internet-mediated communication; In 2011, it was 12 times
higher, and in 2013 it was only 5.5 times higher than the face to face communication.
In the second part of the paper, the author analyzes possible consequences of such a
trend (a rapid increase in the volume of communication on social networks and the
media) as well as the great changes in the behavior of an average Serbian resident.
The following research questions are important for that analysis: Does such a large
increase of Internet-mediated communication have an impact on the face-toface communication? Is the care about privacy ignored in such extensive online
communication? Is the growth of Internet-mediated communication taking place at the
expense of other human activities and conditions? Does this trend lead to addiction?
Key words: daily time use, communication; addiction; privacy

The author has devoted much of his academic and professional career to
empirical research, thus the resulting works have been, for the most part, as Weber
would say, “value neutral”. This paper too will be based on research data, but this
data will serve as a critical overview of the trends that have taken place since 2008,
when this research began, until the end of 2018. In fact, the main topic of this paper
is a major change in the way people communicate and the related increase in this
communication.
The basic source of data, for the analysis, was research into the daily time use
conducted on a large sample of 1600 to 2870 citizens of Serbia, carried out in six
waves between 2008 until 2013.2
srbobranb@gmail.com
A multi-stage, random sample representing Serbia’s population aged 13 years and over. Part of these
findings was presented in Branković, 2009, p. 5–21 and Branković, 2014, p. 7–23.
1
2
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Daily time use implies the manner in which individuals manage their time
and resources during a 24-hour cycle (Branković, 2009, p. 7). The phenomenon
and growth of the Internet, as a platform for communication, business, money
flows, education, health, traffic, technological development, political life, cultural
and artistic creativity, and a whole series of other activities and fields – has brought
incredible changes to his field, unprecedented in history.
The research overwhelmingly focused on the state of communication, as
mediated by the Internet, and the changes it entails. The research was based on the
diary method with the respondents recording, down to the minute, how much time
they spent performing various activities, and in various states, starting from sleeping,
waking, working at their respective jobs, or at home, and once again going to sleep3.
We define communication as an exchange of information and messages between
two people, or a group of people, or the simple sending or receiving of information,
regardless of whether it takes place directly (live, face-to-face), or through some of
the latest technologies such as mobile phones and computers and, in particular, the
Internet and social networks, with all their forms and services (Branković, 2008, p. 8).
Some of the main questions which initiated this project were:
− How much of our life is spent in communicating with other people?
− How much time does the average Serbian citizen4 spend on Internet
content, particularly on social networks?
− At what rate and according to which dynamic is this communication
increasing, mediated by information technologies and new media, and
does this growth reduce face-to-face communication?
− Are these technologies alienating us – are we communicating less in person
due to mobile phones and the Internet?
− At the expense of which other human activities and conditions is this
(mediated) communication being enhanced?
In this paper, we will specifically address the growth of Internet-mediated
communication and the change that this growth is introducing into the people’s daily
time use.

Hard – physical and “soft”– cyberspace: revolution and challenges
The traditional space-time variable has always been a communication barrier
between people. Improvements to traffic have greatly facilitated the overcoming of
this obstacle, but it steadfastly persists. The most remote point on planet Earth is a
semicircle of the equator, about 20,038 km. Similarly, the distance from the Earth’s
North Pole to the Earth’s South Pole is 20,014 km. Passage by airplane is the fastest
terrestrial movement in space-time5. All other forms of movement are incomparably
3
Part of the research findings was published in a collection devoted to this topic as well as several other
individual papers.
4
The population in question is over the age of 13.
5
What is meant by this is the fastest airplanes used for transportation purposes. Therefore, military
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slower, from walking to the fastest trains and cars on the highest quality rails and
roads.
At a maximum speed of around 1000 km/h, it would take 20 hours, with the
best passenger plane, to reach this most distant point. However, if one takes into
account that the maximum mileage of one of these planes is 12,000–13,000 km,
this time needs to be increased for refueling and take-off and landing times at the
destination. Therefore, roughly speaking, it would take about a day, i.e., 24 hours, to
reach these farthest points.
Cyberspace mimics physical space, but it is not rigid or limited either by distance
or by physical obstacles of earthly dimensions. Therefore, this “space” is passed almost
instantaneously. People living on the Greenwich and those on the 180th meridian, the
zero parallel, can, on a digital platform and through social networks, communicate
almost “in real time”, with a delay of just a few seconds6. In theory, communicationwise, the entire global population could be found, at the same “place”, at the same
time, connected in a virtual, cyberspace! This means that all the inhabitants of our
planet can be ubiquitous in real time, which is an achievement that has, perhaps, not
even been anticipated by science fiction.
It is not too great an exaggeration to say that the global network – the Internet,
with all its myriad applications, is the greatest invention7 and the most significant
undertaking in all of human history. The emergence of a digital society and the
networking of all of humanity opens up enormous opportunities for business,
commerce, daily activities, education, culture, art, play and a number of other fields.
However, some challenges have appeared which indicate that such a course also
has its downsides. For all the aforementioned reasons, the main topic of this paper
is an analysis of the communication that has emerged from this platform, and the
resulting challenges. It is particularly important to address the type of communication
whose goal is neither business, nor artistic, nor educational, but almost exclusively
fun-oriented. It seems that the powerful growth of fun has fundamentally altered the
traditional daily time use, for both individuals and their communities.
One of the research goals was to measure the time spent by social network
members on content at their disposal: data collection was carried out via the diary
method, with respondents, among other things, responding to the question of how
much time they spent on these networks during the day, during which they filled out
the questionnaire.8
The table below presents data on the communication volume that the average
citizen of Serbia achieved on social networks during the period from 2008 until 2013.
planes are not taken into consideration, which achieve much higher speed, as their goal is certainly not
communication
6
Therefore, the greatest physical distance within an earthly framework can be overcome in a matter of
a few seconds.
7
This invention is no doubt not the work of a single genius, like most others. It is the work of a large
number of experts, from various professions.
8
The sample was set so that all days were equally represented. This was necessary because there is
different daily time use during the weekend, on the first and last working day of the week and, often,
between the other three days of the week.
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Table 1. The number of minutes during a 24-hour period that the average Serbian
citizen (aged 13 years and over) spent on social networks during the period 2008–2013
RESULTS BASED ON RESEARCH INTO THE DAILY TIME USE9

November 2008
December 2009
December 2010
April – May 2011
May 2012

Number of minutes spent communicating via social networks
during the course of one day
11.2
19.8
32
38.6
52.9

May 2013

68.2

Time of conducted research

As a significant part of this research was conducted for the needs of two
university courses, this research followed the teaching dynamics, thus it was not
always possible to establish equal time intervals in data collection waves, as is usually
the case with “tracker” research in a series10. In order to correctly establish a trend
in communication growth, a month, rather than a year, was taken as the basic unit
of time. Therefore, the number of minutes spent on social networks per month was
calculated, so that a trend of increase per month, as the basic unit, was established.
According to this calculation, as at the end of 2018, the average citizen of Serbia
spent just over 140 minutes on social networks. However, it may be said, with a lot of
confidence, that communication has increased more than the projected trend (based
on a linear growth estimate) with the emergence of technological and creational
solutions which could have contributed significantly to this growth:
− there is a very big difference between mobile phones that were in use up
until 2013 and those created later: newer phones have more memory space,
more features and applications, as well as higher speed for processing huge
amounts of data; all of which has certainly consumed even more time;
− access to content has been simplified to the extreme: it has also been
noticed that computer illiterate individuals are able to, relatively easily,
reach this content and follow it successfully;
− numerous new applications in the field of games, music, media and other
entertainment content have been created11, the content of which can be
used in a much more simplified manner than during the aforementioned
six-year research period;
− communication has been further enriched by the emergence of a multitude
Part of these findings has already been presented in (Branković, 2014, p. 58).
Sometimes, we too call this “tracker” research.
11
All media have been moved to the Internet, which means to a digital platform.
9

10
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of new incentives – smileys and emoticons12, the ability to process and
share photos and clips on social networks, as well as a significant number
of other similar applications;
− parallel to this, the number of people who started using the Internet began
to expand, which could also have an effect on an increase in the volume of
communication.13
Bearing this in mind, the colleagues of the author estimated, and agreed,
when discussing research results, that growth could be higher than measured by the
application of a linear trend. It is therefore reasonable to assume that, at the present
moment, more people are able to use significantly more content, thus spending more
time, compared to the period encompassed by the research.
There are situations and times when people almost instinctively resort to social
networks, as the saying goes, “to kill time”: while resting at home, during times of
leisure when they are alone and when there is nothing to do, in waiting rooms, in
transportation, especially in larger cities and suburban areas. Often, however, this
addiction crosses over from simple entertainment into the business sphere: when
people engage in social network happenings during meetings and similar business
situations, when students do the same during classes at schools and universities,
not to mention extreme situations when people surrender to this dependence while
driving, or when they forget about pressing tasks and obligations14.
It is worthy to note that the above-mentioned measurements showed that
face-to-face communication has not been reduced: it ranged around 220 minutes,
with almost negligible deviations either way. This data indicates that overall
communication, face-to-face and social mediation, almost doubled, and that, in fact,
the growth of mediated communication was the sole cause of this increase.
In view of this fact (increase in communication), it is first necessary to start from
one’s own time use: there are 1440 minutes in one day and, if the volume of communication
via social networks, was increasing so rapidly, then this increase should take place at the
expense of other human activities and states. The question here is what is called a zerosum game in game theory: the total gain is equal to the total loss. If the time spent on
entertaining content increases so much then it must negatively affect other obligations
such as family, work, career advancement, sports, participation in public affairs, care for
others and solidarity with those who need help, advocacy for own and others’ rights.
What baffles is the fact that there are relatively few critical texts on this subject,
not only in our own but, to a large extent, in world sociological literature as well.
And these are very large and important social phenomena. Figuratively speaking, if
someone was to wake up from a coma he fell into 20 years ago and if, for example,
In 2018 on Instagram, the "heart" emoji alone was used 14 billion times, which this network
enthusiastically interpreted with the self-praise that they had been spreading love all year long; see:
https://wearesocial.com/uk/blog/2018/12/will-smith-iwd-wakanda-forever-social-in-2018
13
Approximately 300 million people worldwide joined the Internet in a twelve-month period, from
August 2017 until July 2018, corresponding to an average of nearly 10 new users per second (ibid).
14
A well-known recent example of one of the most talented and expensive players in the English Premier
League who did not go to a football game because he had to win in a computer game.
12
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this individual was to be handed a complete bibliography of one of our distinguished
research institutes from the field of social sciences15, this individual would not learn
of the Internet’s existence, and would not be able to grasp the magnitude of changes
which had occurred on that platform, nor how deep the effect of these changes has
been. What is in question are unprecedented processes in human history, which
certainly deserve a scientific but, above all, a sociological analysis.
Without a doubt, social networks open up to reveal enormous opportunities
and a great many people use them, to varying degrees, in their work. But this
seductiveness of a novelty also hides a serious reduction to man’s ability to properly
perceive the world and life around him, to raise some fundamental questions and to
give them meaningful and effective responses.
This very fact that we are constantly online, that all that is available is in real
time, and that this real time has become an imperative, speaks to the fact that we
are floating somewhere on the surface of the water, like planktons, and that from
that position we can neither consider anything significant, nor make any significant
changes. Where is that former critical view of reality? Where is that field of activism,
the struggle for a better and more just world? How many people are engaged in the
fight against arms? Against the crippling polarization of the world, split between
the enormously rich and the hundreds of millions of starving people. It does not
take a tremendous amount of wisdom to notice that this drowsiness of trivial
communication, banal images and sounds, represents a sort of anesthesia giving, to a
considerable extent, various oligarchies carte blanche to perform any of a number of
manipulations and dominations.
Another very serious issue is the problem of privacy, but the average person
does not seem to attach any importance to it. Do we give it any thought, do we
ask ourselves whether anyone can invade our privacy and learn something that we
would not entrust to anyone, that we keep only for ourselves? We certainly believe in
passwords while using the Internet, however we are also aware of the fact that even a
mediocre IT technician, or people who are just a little more versed in such work, can
crack them easily. If someone is interested in the privacy of an individual, and if that
person does not belong among the protected, there is a high probability he/she can
endanger that individual’s privacy.
However, the average person’s problem goes much deeper and is far greater than
a crackable password: why would anyone struggle to break someone’s password when
an enormous number of people, while engaged in endless, superficial communication,
leave behind an abundance of data that are incredibly useful and widely used by
others. Therefore, the average member of a social network has everything that is
important to him/her laid out for all to see, urbi et orbi, rendering the password
unneeded.
15
For example, a collection with the slogan We will move borders does not contain a single paper
which, even superficially, addresses the issue of the Internet as a platform for a whole series of profound
changes that have affected us thus far, for which reason we can rightly wonder in which direction these
boundaries are being moved.
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Are social networks the greatest historical
“opium for the people”?
If we were to once again activate the opium for the people problem, it will
render Marx’s view of things16 rather outdated. Of course, we are not alluding to
religion being the opium, but to something trivial: spending and dispersing your own
mental and physical energy, your own will and your time, while neglecting other,
more important tasks and obligations – it really does seem like intoxication. This is
certainly not a consequence of oppression, but of a specific type of self-destruction.
Thus, what is at hand is a kind of social anomaly.
The research findings contained in the first section of this paper are not the
only proof that the ordinary world is spending more and more of its time on the
plethora of Internet content, largely at the expense of important values. This is visible
to the naked eye – it is hard to spot a person who is not in the company of others and
not staring at the screen of a smartphone: various video clips, photos of exotic places,
jokes, millions of selfies, more or less concealed self-praise and narcissism – all in all
an unrivaled vanity fair. All of this happened when every human individual could
present himself, like a market item, on their Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and other
walls, and then fight for this item to get as many likes, praises as possible, in other
words, attain as high a price as possible.
This new, digital marketing has created vassals and servants from people, luring
them to, quite literally, work for it. The curious, besmitten, social network proteges are,
naturally, constantly online, constantly searching for something unusual, beautiful,
fluffy, touching, heartbreaking, while it creeps up and lurks: whenever you decide to
click on a link with one of these topics, that robot – the “debt collector” for digital
marketing purposes – emerges as a highwayman: stop, click here, like me, give me
your information... if you want to get this sweet again. And that right there is the real
cost of dependency: privacy for illusion.
The famous trio of anti-utopians, Orwell, Huxley and Zamyatin, appear as
utopians viewed from today’s world. They blame the social order which desecrated
the personality. But if you look at the current state of things – massive intoxication
with trivial entertainment, wasteful toying with ones’ own privacy – it can easily be
discerned that the individual is slowly, but surely, chipping away at itself and that that,
which stands behind it, is becoming increasingly faceless.
Truly troubling is when trivial fun is at the expense of a value which was,
until recently, sacred. As an illustration of this point the author has chosen a very
picturesque, and characteristic, fragment from a documentary created three years
ago17. According to its content, it could be taken as the ideal type of qualitative research
– for example, observing behavior: a four-member family is having lunch at a mall
restaurant. A mother, father and a daughter, of around 10 years of age, sit at a table
in silence, staring at their phones. A baby is crawling around on the floor, shadowed
“Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless
conditions. It is the opium of the people” (Marks, 1957, p. 58).
17
The author was unable to find the title and author.
16
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by a puppy. The baby approaches the mother, who looks at her absently, pats her on
the head dutifully and returns to her phone. The puppy approaches the mother, then
goes to the father and finally the daughter, they all repeat the same ritual – patting
the dog on the head and then quickly going back to the content on their screens. The
waiter appears with their lunch. As soon as he moves away from the table, the three
rise ritually, each taking a picture of their meal, and then sitting back down, silently,
probably sending these pictures to some imaginary friends. Meanwhile, the baby and
the puppy are still desperately struggling for a moment of attention.
Perhaps the author, in filming this, wanted to add some mildly ironic or even a
comic note to the scene, but it came out completely different: not young children, nor
pets, who were until only recently the most beloved beings on this planet, can compete
in likes and attractiveness with The Device – a “smartphone”. It easily defeats everything,
and many will bow down to it rather than what they worshiped only a moment ago.
A person who is dependent18 to his/her mobile phone resembles a hyperactive
child, only with a reverse prefix: it is not about the physical, but about the mental
hyperactivity which, however, does not give hyper-effective performance important
for human intellect and/or well-being. Quite the contrary, it delves harshly into this
daily time use, occupying a large quantity of this precious matter and producing
completely opposite effects and consequences: the consumption of large amounts of
time and energy and very often depression.
In all, it appears that we are too immersed in the glitterness of the Internet,
so that we miss the deaf silence of the study, which gives the mind the insolence to
imagine the impossible. What is impossible today? Man would say everything was
possible. But what is truly, fundamentally possible? What can we actually initiate and
change?
This digital platform has caused the appearance of a time which places the
objective, physical, and thoughtful experiences deep into the shadow of illusion.
Thus, together with the real, earthly side of life (the physical and physiological side
of a human being), it is assuming a speed previously unknown, the illusion itself is
growing, and pleasure is far more readily found in something imaginary rather that
the real and objective.
Every self-conscious individual needs a critical view and anticipation and, for
this to be possible, it is important to tear oneself away from this flood of useless
images and information and establish a firm stance towards them. Such an individual
views smart technology as his/her extended intellect and extended arm. And only
with such an approach will this individual not allow oneself to become an invisible
and prolonged hand, and a puppet, of someone else’s marketing or policy.

18
In 2008, a term nomophobia was introduced, which signifies the fear of mobile phone users that
they will lose their phone; even then, according to a survey conducted by the famous British market
research companyYouGov Market Research (http://global.yougov.com/ ), 53% of mobile phone users
were addicted to this device (downloaded from website http://fakulteti.edukacija.rs).
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Србобран Г. Бранковић
Факултет за економију финансије и администрацију (ФЕФА)
Београд, Србија

ИСТРАЖИВАЊЕ ПРОМЕНА У КОМУНИКАЦИЈИ
ЖИТЕЉА СРБИЈЕ И АНАЛИЗА МОГУЋИХ ТРЕНДОВА
Сажетак
У првом делу рада укратко се излажу налази шест истраживања дневне економије времена житеља Србије, које је аутор у периоду од пет година спроводио
са агенцијом ТНС Медиум Галлуп. Први налази су представљени у зборнику
Обичан дан: истраживање дневне економије времена, Култура полиса, Нови Сад
2009, а потом су уследила још три рада. Истраживања су спровођена у облику
дневника: испитаници су у минутима исказивали колико су времена провели у
разним активностима и стањима током 24 часа.
Резултати који се односе на комуникацију показали су да се време комуникације
посредоване интернетом из године у годину повећавало.
У другом делу рада аутор анализира могуће последице таквог тренда (брзог повећања обима комуникације на друштвеним мрежама и медијима) и тако велике
промене у понашању просечног житеља Србије.
Истраживачка питања су била: да ли тако велико повећање (техничким средствима) посредоване комуникације има утицај на комуникацију која се одвија
лицем у лице? Да ли се у толикој посвећености отвореној, онлајн комуникацији,
занемарује брига о приватности? Да ли се раст интернетом посредоване комуникације одвија на уштрб других човекових активности и стања? Да ли такав тренд
доводи до зависности? На крају је дат критички осврт на процесе и догађаје којима се бавило истраживање.
Кључне речи: дневна економија времена, комуникација, зависност, приватност
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INTRAGROUP DIFFERENCES IN THE ECONOMIC
POSITION OF THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
ELITES IN SERBIA3*
Abstract
In the text we examine whether in the period of consolidation of the capitalist order in
Serbia there are intragroup differences in the economic position of the economic and
political elites. The aim is to determine which factors contribute to the internal economic
differentiation of these two strata of the ruling group. The analysis is based on the data
collected by the Institute for Sociological Research of the University of Belgrade – Faculty
of Philosophy in the survey conducted on subsamples of the economic elite in 2012 and
the political elite in 2015. Using a multiple linear regression we analyse which factors
affect the household income level of the members of the ruling group, as well as the total
market value of the property in their ownership. Statistically significant predictors of
the household income level of the members of the economic elite are a higher rank of
respondent, the private sector of the ownership of an enterprise and the membership
in political party, and of the political elite – a best friend on the elite position, higher
rank and living in Belgrade. When it comes to the total market value of the property in
the ownership of the household, in the case of the economic elite, statistically significant
predictors are a higher rank of respondent, the private sector of the ownership of an
enterprise, the year of taking the elite position and Belgrade as a place of permanent
residence, and in the case of the political elite – only living in the capital city. We conclude
that there is an economic differentiation within the ruling group in Serbia.
Key words: economic position, economic elite, political elite, income, property

Introduction
The privileged economic position is one of the basic characteristics by which
the ruling group differs from other social classes or strata. Intergroup differences in
the economic position of the economic and political elites compared to other social
andelkam@yahoo.com
zmanic@f.bg.ac.rs
3
The paper is a result of the Project no. 179035, funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and
Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
1
2
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classes or strata, as well as changes in the economic position of two strata of the ruling
group in the period of system transformation (from 1989 to 2015), were thoroughly
analysed in recently published papers (Manić & Mirkov, 2014; 2015; 2016). In this
text we strive to examine whether in the period of consolidation of the capitalist order
in Serbia there is an internal differentiation of the economic position of the economic
and political elites or, in other words, whether there are intragroup differences in the
economic position of these two strata of the ruling group.
The analysis is based on the data collected by the Institute for Sociological
Research of the University of Belgrade – Faculty of Philosophy in the survey
conducted on subsamples of the economic elite in 2012 and the political elite in 2015.
Using the multiple linear regression we analyse which factors affect the household
income level of the members of the ruling group, as well as the total market value
of the property in their ownership. We are particularly interested in the factors such
as the rank of respondents within the economic or political elite, the year of taking
the elite position, and the social capital of having a best friend on the elite position.
The aim is to show which factors contribute to economic differentiation within the
highest social stratum in Serbia.
In the first part of the text, basic terms relevant for the subject of analysis, such
as economic and political elites and economic position, were defined. It the change
of the basis on which the ruling class (and its strata) is constituted in the capitalist
order under the circumstances of system transformation was shortly indicated. Then,
the characteristics of the empirical material on which the analysis was based were
presented. The next part is devoted to the economic position of the economic and
political elites during the consolidation of the capitalist order in Serbia, especially
their intergroup differences in the context of change in the economic position of
these strata of the ruling group during system transformation. For the content of
completeness of insight into their economic position, the findings of comparison the
with economic position of other social classes or strata were mentioned in short. In
the next section, intragroup differences in the economic position of economic and
political parts of the ruling group were analysed using the multiple linear regression
for determination which factors affect the household income level of the members of
the ruling group and the total market value of the property in their ownership. The
results of the analysis were synthesized in the concluding part.

Theoretical and Methodological Framework
The study of intragroup differences in the economic position of the strata of
the ruling group during the consolidation of the capitalist order in Serbia requires
a definition of the terms economic and political elites, as well as pointing to the
processes which determined their constitution. “System transformation implies a
change of the basis on which the ruling class is constituted, as well as every subgroup/
strata within it” (Lazić, 2016, p. 10), and its basic characteristics (economic position,
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recruitment pattern, value orientations) and the nature of its relation to other social
classes or strata. Here, in short, the subject of examination will be only the way the
ruling class is constituted, and in the next part the economic position of its strata.
For a thorough reading about the basic characteristics of the economic and political
elites during the constitution of the capitalist order in Serbia, as well as their relation
to other social classes and strata, two studies are available (Lazić, 2014, Lazić, 2016).
In this paper we start from a structurally based definition of the term of elite,
which directed the collection and interpretation of empirical data about strata
of the ruling group. According to M. Lazić, the elite is a social group possessing
concentrated control over accumulated resources necessary for the reproduction of
basic assumptions underlying the given mode of production of social life, actively
participating in the reproduction of these preconditions (Lazić, 2011, p. 43). The
strata of this social group differ by type of resources which are inevitable for the mode
of social reproduction.
Economic elite is defined as a social group which controls and renews
concentrated economic resources necessary for a given mode of social reproduction.
In the research of economic strata of the ruling group, the theoretical concept of
economic elite is operationalized based on affiliation with management or ownership
in public, mixed and private sectors, depending on the amount of business income and
size of the enterprise. Therefore, the research from 2012 involved directors of higher
and middle rank, as well as large and middle entrepreneurs. Based on the position of
respondents and the size of the enterprise, there are members of the economic elite
of higher, middle and lower rank. The structure of the sample according to the rank
of respondents is approximately corresponding to the real structure of the economic
elite in Serbia: 9.8% of higher rank respondents, 26.4% of middle rank and 63.8% of
lower rank respondents.
Political elite is a social group which controls and renews concentrated
resources within a political subsystem. The study of political strata of the ruling
group, the operationalization of the theoretical concept of political elite is done based
on one’s position in authorities and parliamentary political parties. Hereupon the
research from 2015 involved members of executive authorities at the level of the
Republic of Serbia and Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, members of executive
boards of authorities in large cities in Serbia (Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš, Kragujevac),
representatives of republic and autonomous province parliaments, highest officials of
parliamentary political parties and members of high courts. According to the political
function performed by respondents, they are classified into groups of politicians of
higher, middle and lower ranks. The sample included 23.4% of senior politicians,
55.2% of middle and 21.4% of lower rank.
Differentiating the ruling group to the economic and political elites within
the framework of the socialist order was conditional because of the monopoly
over resources in the economic and political subsystems. Under the conditions of
systemic changes there was a division into two strata which control the resources
of different types, with the separation process frozen during a blocked postsocialist
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transformation (1990–2000), in order to make a conversion of resources concentrated
during socialism, and thus preserve the privileged position. The separation of the
ruling group into the political and economic elites during postsocialism in Serbia does
not mean the absence of their connection. The political elite significantly influences
economic processes and the economic elite actively participates in political life.
The economic position implies the disposition of material goods resulting
from different roles of social groups in a given mode of social reproduction. “The
emphasized and structured inequalities in the distribution of the material wealth of
a society are among the most characteristic features of its systemic division” (Lazić,
2011, p. 148).
The analysis of the intragroup differences in the economic position of the strata
of the ruling group is based on the survey data, which were realized on the subsamples
of the economic and political elites in Serbia. Data were obtained from 163 members
of the economic elite in 2012 and from 192 members of the political elite in 2015. The
economic position is measured through indicators concerning the income, property
and consumption of the household of respondents, on the basis of which a composite
index of the economic position was formed, distinguishing higher, higher middle,
middle, lower middle and lower economic positions.

Economic position of the economic and political elites in Serbia
The intergroup differences in the economic position of the economic and
political elites during the consolidation of the capitalist order in Serbia were analyzed
in detail in previously published texts, as well as the changes in their economic
position from the end of the socialist order through the accelerated postsocialist
transformation to the gradual consolidation of the capitalist order4 (Manić &
Mirkov, 2014; 2015; 2016). The subject of the analysis was also the comparison of
the economic position of the strata of the ruling group with the economic position
of other social classes/strata.5 Therefore, only the most general findings about the
economic position of the economic and political elites will be presented here: the
basic dimensions (income, property and consumption) and the overall economic
position expressed by the composite index.
Household income of the members of the economic and political elites have
significantly increased during the period of consolidation of the capitalist order
compared to the beginning of the accelerated postsocialist transformation, regardless
In addition to the results of the research on the economic elite in 2012 and the political elite in 2015,
the data were collected in 1989, in a research organized by the Consortium of the Institute of Social
Sciences of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the sample of 231 members of the economic
and 219 members of the political elite. The data from 2003 were also used, when the sample included 205
members of the economic and 206 members of the political elite, as a part of the research The Southeast
European Social Survey Project.
5
The data were collected in 2012 in the survey on a representative sample of 2,557 inhabitants of Serbia,
within the project Challenges of New Social Integration in Serbia: Concepts and Actors, realised by the
Institute for Sociological Research of the University of Belgrade – Faculty of Philosophy.
4
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of the consequences of the global economic crisis, with the economically dominant
group having higher income in both periods observed. The most common total
monthly household income of the members of the economic elite in 2003 was from
1,000 to 1,999 euros (44.2%), and in 2012 from 2,000 to 9,999 euros (48%). In 2003,
the majority of households among the members of the political elite were in the
category of income from 500 to 999 euros (45.4%), and in 2015 from 1,000 to 1,999
euros (59.9%). Based on the index of income, the existence of a marked economic
differentiation of the population was found, revealing statistically significant
differences between social classes/strata.
The property held by households of the economic and political parts of the
ruling group has also been increased in the analyzed period. The housing situation
has improved, the acquisition of flats/houses of high market value (90000–200000
euros and more), but this tendency is more pronounced in the economic part of the
ruling group. Between 2003 and 2012, the share of households of members of the
economic elite who possess high-value residential properties increased from 43.7%
to 62%, and between 2003 and 2015 from 22.4% to 40.1% regarding the political elite.
In terms of the index of property, a statistically significant difference between social
classes/strata is also noticed, although less pronounced than in income.
In the domain of consumption, it is also evident that the economic position of
the members of the two strata of the ruling group has improved, but the members
of the economic elite, in all three periods studied, go on holidays more frequently,
compared to the members of the political elite. The number of those respondents
and/or their household members who can afford it has been constantly increasing.
Statistically significant differences between social classes/strata on the index of
consumption scale were also observed.
The overall economic position of the members of the economic and political
elites has improved during the consolidation of capitalist order in Serbia (Table 1).
In 2012, 93.9% of the members of the economic elite had higher economic positions
(39% in 1989, and 73.2% in 2003), as well as 82.3% of the members of the political
elite (31.1% in 1989, and 48.5% in 2003). The two strata of the ruling group not
only strengthened their economic positions, but became even more homogeneous.
Nevertheless, there were also discernible intergroup differences, since the economic
position of the economic elite was higher and more homogeneous than economic
position of the political elite. The indexes of income, property and consumption, as
well as the composite index of the economic position expressed differences between
social classes/strata. Members of the economic and political elites, in terms of their
economic position, regardless of intergroup differences, are distinguished from other
social classes/strata, positioning themselves at the top of the social ladder.
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Table 1. Economic position of the economic and political elites in 1989, 2003 and
2012/2015, in %
Index of the
economic
position
Higher
Higher middle
Middle
Lower middle
Lower
Total

Economic elite
1989
39.0
40.3
16.9
3.9
–
100

2003
73.2
21.5
4.9
0.5
–
100

Political elite
2012
93.9
6.1
–
–
–
100

1989
31.1
40.2
25.1
3.7
–
100

2003
48.5
38.8
11.7
1.0
–
100

2015
82.3
15.6
2.1
–
–
100

Intragroup differences in the economic position
of the economic and political elites in Serbia
In this part of the paper, we strive to determine to what extent certain features
represent significant factors of differentiation of the economic position of the strata
of the ruling group in Serbia, determining their intragroup differences. Using the
multiple linear regression, it was examined how much different predictors affect
the income level of the households of members of the economic and political elites,
as well as the total market value of the properties they own. It should be noted
that the questions about income and property were related to the household, not
to the members of the economic or political elite themselves, so we do not have
data about their personal income and property. The data on the total amount of
household income were collected by asking the question about annual income from
the following sources: regular employment; sale of agricultural products; pension
and disability insurance in the country; other social benefits: scholarships and the
like; income from abroad: salaries, pensions; financial assistance from relatives and/
or friends living abroad; financial assistance from friends and/or relatives living in
Serbia; income from renting a residential or business space; interests, dividends
and the like; income from a sale of property (if not reinvested immediately); other
additional income from regular or occasional jobs. The total market value of property
owned by the household is formed on the basis of the market value of the apartment
or house in which they live, additional housing units and business premises. The
influence of various factors was analyzed taking into account the specificity of the
strata of the ruling group (control of economic or political resources), as well as of
the observed indicators of two dimensions of the economic position (the amount of
household income and the total market value of property).
First, the results of the analysis related to the income of the economic elite
in 2012 and the political elite in 2015 will be presented, and in both models the
dependent variable would be the total amount of their annual household income per
household member who contributes to the home budget. We analyzed the impact
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of the following factors on the level of household income of the members of the
economic elite: the settlement of the permanent residence of respondents, their rank
according to the position occupied in the enterprise, the ownership sector of the
enterprise, best friends on elite positions, membership in a political party.6
Table 2. Regression model with indicators of household income level of the
members of the economic elite, per household member who contributes to the
home budget
Indicator
(Constant)
Inhabitant of Belgrade
Middle rank
Higher rank
Private sector
A best friend on an elite position
Member of political party
Coefficient of determination (R Square): 0.230

Standardized Beta
coefficient
0.127
0.085
0.363
0.270
0.042
0.176

Sig.
0.034
0.102
0.277
0.000
0.001
0.584
0.034

The combined effect of the indicators studied in the regression model explains
23% of the variance of the household income level of members of the economically
dominant group (Table 2). There are three statistically significant predictors: a
higher rank of the respondent, private sector of the enterprise7 and membership in
a political party8. More income is generated by the households of those members of
the economic elite who occupy the highest positions in enterprises, especially if they
work in the private sector, and additionally if they are members of any political party.
The findings are expected for the following reasons. The higher rank category of the
economic elite consists of the top management of the most successful enterprises
(majority owners, chief executive officers and presidents of management boards),
who have the highest income level due to their authority to manage the whole
enterprise and responsibility for taking business decisions in order to make a profit.
The top management of privately-owned enterprises are in an even better position
due to the accumulated resources and autonomy of the private sector, which involves
the disposal and appropriation of profits in accordance with their market success and
without much external restrictions. The effect of membership in a political party on
the income level of the members of the economic elite confirms a previously perceived
Reference categories are as follows: settlement of permanent residence – not living in Belgrade; position
in the enterprise – lower rank; ownership sector of the enterprise – state and mixed sector; social capital –
the best friend on a non-elite position; membership in a political party – not member of any political party.
7
The ownership sector of the enterprises is predominantly private (72.4%). In the state sector, it worked
20.2%, and in the mixed sector 7.4%, which due to a small number of cases for the purpose of the
analysis were merged with the state sector.
8
Most of the surveyed members of the economic elite were not formally party-affiliated (84.7%), i.e.
14.1% of respondents expressed their membership to any political party, while 1.2% did not want to
answer the question.
6
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connection between the economic and political parts of the ruling group in Serbia.
The leading businessmen have influence on political parties and sometimes they take
high positions and functions within political organizations (Vuletić, 2013, p. 184).
Between the economic and political elites there is a specific exchange of resources
and even an inevitable clientelistic relation which guarantees business security and
political support (Stanojević, Gundogan, & Babović, 2016; Cvejić, 2016). Bearing in
mind that membership in a political party is expressed by 1/7 of the economic elite in
the 2012 survey, it was not possible to do a more detailed analysis which would reveal
the difference of belonging to the political parties in power or in the opposition.
Regarding the determinants of the household income of the members of the political
elite, we studied the impact of the following factors: the settlement of the permanent residence
of respondents, rank according to the position in the political hierarchy, a best friend on an
elite position, membership in a political party in power.9 Three indicators showed statistical
significance as predictors of the household income level of the members of the political
elite, explaining 11.5% of the variance of the dependent variable (Table 3). Similarly to the
economic elite, the rank of a representative of the political elite is significant, in this case
as a public official or as a leader of a parliamentary political party. Interestingly, the social
capital of the political elite is a significant predictor of the income level, which points to the
importance of networking, while membership in the ruling political parties is not crucial.
Since the political elite is spatially dispersed to a greater extent than the economic elite,10
there is a noticeable effect of the place of permanent residence on the income level, certainly
in the favour of those who are residing in Belgrade.
Table 3. Regression model with indicators of the household income level of the members
of the political elite, per household member who contributes to the home budget
Indicator
(Constant)
Inhabitant of Belgrade
Middle rank
Higher rank
A best friend on an elite position
Membership in the ruling political parties
Coefficient of determination (R Square): 0.115

Standardized Beta
coefficient
0.155
0.145
0.206
0.235
–0.114

Sig.
0.000
0.035
0.117
0.026
0.001
0.110

The subject of the analysis were also the determinants of the total market value
of the immovable property of the households of the members of the two strata of
the ruling group, which is a dependent variable in next two regression models. In
Reference categories are as follows: settlement of permanent residence – not living in Belgrade; rank in
political hierarchy – lower rank; social capital – a best friend on a non-elite position; membership in a
political party – not a member of the political party in power.
10
Belgrade is a permanent place of residence for less than half of the polled members of the political
elite (46.9%) and nearly ¼ of the respondents of the economic elite (71.6%), which is expected because
successful and large enterprises are mainly concentrated in Belgrade.
9
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the households of members of the economic elite, the influence of the following
factors was studied: the settlement of the permanent residence of respondents, rank
according to the position occupied in the enterprise, the ownership sector of the
enterprise, the year in which the respondent reached the elite position for the first
time, having a best friend on an elite position and membership in a political party.
The indicators studied explain 18.5% of the variance of the total market value of
the household property of the members of the economically dominant group (Table
4). Beside the place of residence which determines the market value of the property
due to the location, three factors stand out as statistically significant predictors: the
higher rank of respondent, the private sector of the enterprise ownership, and the
year of taking the elite position. The most important factor is the higher rank in the
enterprise. Namely, the households of the higher rank respondents, compared to the
lower rank ones, possess property of higher market value. A similar situation exists
with the members of the economic elite who work in privately owned enterprises, in
relation to those employed in an enterprise in state or mixed ownership. The year of
taking the elite position for the first time is also a significant predictor. Households
of respondents who reached elite positions earlier own property of higher market
value. This finding is interesting since it resonates the fact that the very top of the
social hierarchy in Serbia remained mostly unchanged after the collapse of socialism
(Sekelj, 1998).
Table 4. Regression model with indicators of the total market value of household
property of the members of the economic elite
Indicator
(Constant)
Inhabitant of Belgrade
Middle rank
Higher rank
Private sector
Year of taking the elite position
A best friend on an elite position
Member of political party
Coefficient of determination (R Square): 0.185

Standardized Beta
coefficient
0.165
0.134
0.258
0.206
–0.173
0.020
0.043

Sig.
0.036
0.035
0.096
0.002
0.014
0.035
0.793
0.596

Regarding the total market value of the property of the households of the
political elite, the influence of the following factors was analyzed: the settlement of
the permanent residence of respondents, rank according to the position taken in the
political hierarchy, the year in which the respondent achieved the elite position for
the first time, having a best friend on an elite position and membership in political
parties in power.
The indicators studied in the regression model explain only 5.3% of the variance
of the total market value of the household property of members of the politically
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dominant group (Table 5). Only one factor has shown statistical significance and this
is the place of residence. Residents of Belgrade own property of higher market value
than residents of other urban and rural settlements in Serbia.
Table 5. Regression model with indicators of the total market value of household
property of the members of the political elite
Indicator
(Constant)
Inhabitant of Belgrade
Middle rank
Higher rank
Year of taking the elite position
A best friend on an elite position
Membership in any of the ruling political parties
Cоefficient of determination (R Square): 0.053

Standardized Beta
coefficient
0.193
0.056
0.144
0.047
0.080
0.015

Sig.
0.567
0.011
0.559
0.134
0.543
0.277
0.843

Conclusion
In this paper, using the multiple linear regression it was examined which factors
influence the income level of households of the members of the ruling group and the
total market value of the property in their ownership. Based on the results we can
conclude that there are intragroup differences in the economic position of members
of the economic and political elites in Serbia during the period of consolidation of
the capitalist order.
A higher rank within the ruling stratum, as a rule, implies more income, as well
as a more valuable property among the households of members of the economic elite.
In the latter stratum, the private sector of the enterprise is also a factor, which also
affects the income level and the market value of immovable property. The findings are
not surprising because “ideal-typically, economic position in the economic subsystem
is ensured by success in the market competition and the right to appropriate and
use the profits without external restrictions, while the income of the holders of
positions within the state apparatus are determined (limited) by public acts (positive
legislation)” (Lazić, 2016a, p. 12). Membership in the political party, which confirms
the interconnection between the economic and political strata of the ruling group,
is also significant for the income of the economic elite. In the case of the political
elite, regardless which political party they belong to, social capital of having a best
friend on the elite position is an important factor contributing to higher income.
The year of taking the elite position is significant when it comes to property owned
by the economic elite, while this is not the case with the political elite. The earlier the
members of the economic elite came to elite positions, the higher market value of the
property owned by their households is. Belgrade has proved to be one of the factors
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of a better economic position of both groups of the ruling stratum. Housing in the
capital city is significant for higher income of the political elite, as well as for the more
valuable property of both strata of the ruling group.
Although the analysis has determined the intragroup differences in the economic
position of the economic and political elites in Serbia, in the case of the political elite
they are not so clearly identified as with the economic one. We assume that this is the
result of a greater fluctuation within the ranks of the political elite in the past few years.
The conclusion suggests the previously established intergroup differences between
the economic and political elites in terms of the economic position. Although these
strata of the ruling group are distinguished by their economic position in relation to
other social classes/strata and are at the top of the social hierarchy, the economic elite
has a higher and more homogeneous economic position than the political one.
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Унутаргрупне разлике материјалног
положаја економске и политичке елите
у Србији
Сажетак
У тексту испитујемо да ли у периоду консолидације капиталистичког поретка у
Србији постоје унутаргрупне разлике у материјалном положају економске и политичке елите. Циљ је да утврдимо који фактори доприносе унутрашњој економској диференцијацији ових двају слојева владајуће групације. Анализа се заснива на подацима које је прикупио Институт за социолошка истраживања Филозофског факултета Универзитета у Београду у оквиру анкетног истраживања
реализованог на подузорку економске елите 2012. године, а затим и политичке
елите 2015. године. Применом вишеструке линеарне регресије анализирано је
који фактори утичу на висину прихода домаћинстава припадника владајуће групације, као и на укупну тржишну вредност некретнина у њиховом власништву.
Статистички значајни предиктори висине прихода домаћинстава припадника
економске елите су виши ранг испитаника, приватни сектор власништва фирме
и чланство у политичкој странци, а политичке елите – најбољи пријатељ на елитном положају, виши ранг и становање у Београду. Када је реч о укупној тржишној вредности некретнина у власништву домаћинства, код економске елите су
статистички значајни предиктори виши ранг испитаника, приватни сектор власништва фирме, година доспевања на елитни положај и Београд као стално место
боравка, а код политичке елите само становање у главном граду. Закључујемо да
унутар владајуће групације у Србији постоји економска диференцијација.
Кључне речи: материјални положај, економска елита, политичка елита, приходи,
некретнине
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SOCIOLOGY AND WORKERS’ STRIKES
IN SERBIA IN THE 21ST CENTURY2
Abstract
This paper deals with the state of sociological thought in Serbia about social conflicts
and the characteristics of workersᶦ strikes in the first decades of the 21st century. On the
one hand, there are authors who believe this was due to the transformation into liberal
capitalism. They rarely mention class conflicts and social inequalities, and strikes
are beyond their analysis. On the other hand, sociologists emphasize that transition
has led to the creation of a society on the semi-periphery of the capitalist economic
system (Volerstin, 2005). They tend to perceive social conflicts and strikes from a wider
perspective, above all because of the changes in the relationship between power and
the character of the world and the domestic capitalist class. The underlying hypothesis
reads: in Serbian society, the dominance of national and state issues over class issues
contributes to the decline of the number of strikes. At the end of the transition,
strikes became pseudo-strikes. The nature, the types and the dynamics of strikes are
largely determined by the nature of the class society. At the center of the analysis are
the characteristics of the social structure, the basic classes and the strikes of workers
during the last two and a half decades. Based on this it is concluded that the working
class has been systematically destroyed through privatization of social property, and its
empirical class consciousness is confusing.
Key words: capitalist class, class consc iousness, privatization, strike of workers,
sociology

Introduction
The text looks at the nature of the Serbian society at the beginning of the
accelerated transition and privatization of social property. Sociologically, it analyzes,
describes and explains the essence of changing the social structure and economy
after 2000. Special attention is paid to the characteristics of the privatization of social
property and the consequences that it had on the members of the working class.
Basic social conflicts in the society of capitalist periphery are considered, workers’
strikes being among them. The way in which conflicts, their forms of manifestation,
flow, dynamics, and consequences will arise are, to a large extent, determined by
the nature of society. It is very important for strikes since the class nature of society
novakovic.nada@gmail.com
The research paper is the result of the Project no. 179039, funded by the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
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depends on the most important causes of strikes, the attitude of its participants and
the final results. Even before 2000, strikes appeared in “waves”, with the suppression
of national and state issues, and after that, they appeared as more powerful and more
frequent. The starting hypothesis reads: in the Serbian society at the beginning of
the 21st century, strikes were organized in “waves”, more often and more massively
when the the national and state issues were not dominated by society. Over the last
two decades of transition, workers’ strikes have crossed the path of open industrial
conflicts of class character to pseudo-shocks. At the same time, a thesis is examined
that labor strikes in the first decades of the accelerated transition of Serbia were more
unpredictable than in the first decade of transition before 1990. This is to be proven by
analyzing the nature of strikes, the characteristics of the social environment in which
they are organized, the social power of the participants of the strikes and the most
important causes of these open industrial conflicts in a classically divided society. For
this, numerous scientific and experiential materials on the economic system, social
structure, inequalities and conflicts, data from trade union archives and information
of official state authorities and institutions are used.

Sociology and Social Conflicts in a Society in Transition
Sociology in Serbia has been in crisis for decades. This is reflected in the
methodology, but also in the selection of topics to be explored. On the one hand,
there are sociologists who adhere to the ruling ideology of neo-liberalism and who
believe that society is on the right path to become democratic and market-oriented.
Therefore, they have problems with the subject of their research which does not call
into question the chosen and realized concept of transition. There are not some “large”
themes, such as classes, class conflicts and social inequalities. They are considered
marginal and the processes of forming new elites, entrepreneurship, social inclusion,
and sustainable development are at the center of attention. There is also an analysis of
the position of marginal and vulnerable groups and a critique of the existing situation
from the point of view of human rights. The existing social system (in the country
and the world) is not at all called into question. It only tends to remove some of its
visible shortcomings. On the other hand, there are few sociologists who explain the
basic characteristics of the social structure, individual subsystems, classes and layers
through old and new approaches and emphasize that this is a class society on a halfproduct of the capitalist system. For them, the notions of class structure, class conflict,
exploitation, and social inequality are indispensable. Therefore, they consider that,
in order to study the changes of the Serbian society, one must necessarily take into
account developments outside that society, the whole of the capitalist system and the
influence of the centers of economic, political and military power in the world. Only
then can one understand the nature of the ruling capitalist class in Serbia, its attitude
towards the “international community” and the way it relates to the employment of
the working class. All of the above is complicated by the fact that ethnic and religious
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conflicts have dominated the past three decades, which partly blurred the basic lines
of class radicalization in society. In short, in our sociology at the beginning of the 21st
century, there are few works dealing with social conflicts, especially strikes as open
industrial conflicts. There are attempts in other sciences, such as economics, history,
and politics, to analyze strikes in this region, but they are partial and do not relate to
a longer period and in a wider social space. The collapse of the common state has led
to the collapse of the sociological community, in which a gap has emerged between
generations, which have the same or similar research topics (Bolčić, 2012, p. 1114).
This text starts from the view that the study of social conflicts is fruitful in the
sense that it allows insight into the basic directions of changing the social structure,
characteristics, social values and interests of conflict participants. Conflicts are
considered a normal social phenomenon, not only destructive, but also important
for the existence of social groups, for their identity and for the dynamics of the
social structure (Kozer, 2007, p. 39, 50, 74). Systemic factors are most important for
the nature of social conflicts between large social groups, such as classes. The class
nature of society is also manifested through class conflicts, and strikes are just one
of the ways of the manifestation of class conflicts. They are open industrial conflicts
in which laborers and representatives of the capital clash. Relations between them
are complex, and among other things, also affected by “concealed” forms of conflict
(negligence, sickness, etc.). This was pointed out by critically oriented sociologists in
their research (Neca Jovanov, Lidija Mohar, Nebojša Popov, Vladimir Arzensek, for
example (Novaković, 2007, p. 115).
In a transition society, labor strikes were driven in special conditions, occurring
in “waves” and indirectly demonstrating the degree of presence or absence of the
so-called “empirical class consciousness” of the working class. The most important
process was the privatization of social ownership over the means of production.
Therefore, the causes of strikes and the demands of their participants were different in
times before the start of privatization, during privatization and after its termination.
After 2000, strikers have not only been part of the working class from the production
sector, but also employees in public companies and public and state services. The
ruling elite, which is part of the capitalist class, has selectively addressed strikers and
participants in public protests. The final result of the strikes is the decision-making
power of their participants, so each defeat of strikers meant a further loss of their
social power and seemed to be supported by other workers and other citizens.

Privatization of Social Property and Consequences for Workers
The privatization of social property in Serbia entered the acceleration phase
at the beginning of the 21st century. With the shift of the ruling political elites, on
October 5, 2000, a new political environment was created for the continuation of
privatization. The “international” factor became dominant, i.e. the interests of
international creditors and other centers of political, financial and military power.
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They have decisively influenced the behavior of the authorities in Serbia, with whome
they have related (class) interests. Some of indirect pieces of evidence for this claim
are system laws adopted after 2000. Among them, the Law on Privatization has
special significance. It was adopted in 2001, after which it was amended several times.
Its essence remained the same, i.e. the law is illegitimate and illegal, but in reality, it
is applied. The illegality of the Law on Privatization is reflected, among other things,
in the fact that it violated the highest legal act of the state (the Constitution), and
then other numerous applicable laws. Moreover, the implementation of this law in
practice followed the imposition of numerous by-laws and regulations, which were
often contrary to the existing legal system of the country. They mostly protected the
interests of the capitalist class and were at the expense of the working class and most
of the members of other classes and layers in Serbia.
The Privatization Law accelerated the privatization of social property, the
change of the social (class) structure of society. On the one hand, it has accelerated
the creation of a new capitalist class, whose only part of the political elite is in power,
and on the other hand, it has “degraded” all social groups that based their position
on socially owned assets. It is the largest social group, i.e. the working class, which
is also the biggest loser of privatization and accelerated transition of society. Instead
of financial and social security, Serbia’s workers have suffered a massive loss of work
and financial conditions for life leading to poverty and degradation to the margins of
society. These are conditions that systematically prevent the recovery of the working
class, the creation of minimal financial, institutional and political assumptions that
workers need to protect their overall social position and improve it by collective
action. A further fragmentation of the working class was accelerated after 2008, with
the domestic capitalist class providing the greatest contribution to this fact, and only
then the global economic crisis. The absence of genuine workers’ unions and political
parties defending the interests of the working class further complicates the situation
in which the working class has no ability to form empirical awareness of the class
interests and provide even more serious class resistance to these processes.
The massive loss of jobs is a logical consequence of the accelerated privatization
of social property and the creation of a society of capitalist periphery. Following it,
there are two parallel processes – the de-industrialization and the growth of official
and actual unemployment. Deindustrialization has left 700,000 workers out of
work, brought about the destruction of entire strategic industries, the fall in labor
productivity, disinvestment and the decline in industrial production below its level
before the transition (Novaković, 2016, p. 746). The efficiency of invested funds also
decreased, and according to this indicator, the new ownership structure proved even
more inefficient than the one it replaced. The new private sector has reduced both
the number of employees and the achieved economic, social and trade union rights
of employees. This is indicated by research performed by state institutions, as well as
research on wages and worker strikes.
The most important proclaimed goals of privatization have not been achieved:
the development of an efficient market economy based on private property, the
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creation of productive jobs and the reduction of unemployment, the reduction of
indebtedness of the country, a better material standard of employees and the rest
of the population. In the period 2000–2017, Serbia was among the slowest growing
countries of the region, according to GDP growth, the country’s indebtedness with
foreign creditors has been extremely high, the share of domestic investments has
fallen, and the dependence of both the economy and the companies on foreign
creditors has increased. (Radenković, 2016, p. 25; Telesković, 2017, p. 11; Katić,
2018, p. 330). The country received 2.6 billion euros for socially owned property
it sold, (Ćurčić, 2015, p. 78). The implemented neoliberal model of transition and
“shock” privatization affected the economy and society as a whole so that according
to economic and social indicators of development, the development is below the level
before the beginning of the transition. The highest price was paid by the workers, and
the biggest winners are the owners of domestic and foreign big capital.
The poverty of the employed and the rest of the population is a logical
consequence of the economic and social development of Serbia after 2000. According
to official statistics, poverty affects most of the unemployed, young people, citizens
without regular or with a low income, with lower education, especially if they live in
multi-member families with more dependent members. In the period 2006–2016, for
which the statistical data were revised, absolute poverty did not decrease (Mladenović,
2017, p. 7). Being among the poorest, workers were also often protested in the streets,
squares and other public spaces.

Workers’ strikes in Serbia in the first decades of the 21st century:
the causes and consequences
Workers’ strikes a few years before the political changes in October 2000 were
rare and with modest demands. The basic reason for this is the fact that the country was
bombarded in 1999 and the years of the restoration of demolished buildings followed.
There were 80,000 workers left without work, and social solidarity was introduced. The
attitude to this issue also shows conflicts within the working class, changes in trade
unions and attitudes of the middle classes in society. The long-suppressed dissatisfaction
resulted in the aforementioned changes, in which, according to Srećko Mihailović’s
assessment, middle classes, entrepreneurs, and better-educated workers mostly
participated. Peasants and unskilled workers did not get involved (Mihailović, 2001).
The politicization of trade union centers and large branches has come to the fore. At key
moments of change, demonstrations were supported by the Serbian electric company
trade unions and the miners of “Kolubara”. They later launched their demands quickly
and successfully. Among the strikers were workers employed in large retail chains
(“Beograd”), in the metal and automobile industries (“Crvena Zastava”, Kragujevac),
people employed in large agricultural companies, workers in state-owned enterprises,
as well as employees in banks, education, and health care. Slightly fewer strikes were in
private companies, some which had been sold to foreigners.
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After that, there was a “crash” of strikes and worker’s protests, most often
ignored by the authorities and capitalists. The state also passed laws that protected
the interests of the capitalist class. Workers were deprived of the right to previous
claims, and many of the obligations of the owners of the capital were excused and
socialized by the state. Such action was undoubtedly the one in which the state, at the
expense of all taxpayers, “correlated years of service with damaged workers”. Usually,
these campaigns took place prior to important political elections, so government
representatives gained the voters in this way. Of course, there were also easy promises,
quickly forgotten after the elections. On this occasion, we only briefly outline some
of the most important demands of the strikers and the attitude of the government
and capitalists towards them. In addition, frequent strikes and protests by workers of
the same companies, almost with the same requirements, indirectly prove their low
social power and ineffectiveness of these strikes. The weak unions at the national and
factory levels, close to the authorities and capitalists, contributed to this.
In companies and institutions that did not start privatization, the most
common causes of strikes were the most frequent: 1. to avoid imposing bankruptcy
on a successful company (“Srboteks”, for example), 2. to get out of bankruptcy, 3.
to continue production and not to fire workers, 4. that the state pays the earnings
in the companies it owns, 5. against the mass dismissal of workers, 6. to plan the
reorganization of public enterprises, 7. for new job classification and social programs
for redundant workers, 8. the signing or adhering to a special collective agreement,
9. payment of pension and disability insurances, and 10. better working conditions.
Demands for payments, regular and overdue earnings and their increase were
different. “Telekom” employees received 10% even at the time when the earnings
were frozen (Blic, January 10, 2001). The state owed 17 earnings to the employees of
the Karađorđevo agricultural estate, and the prime minister personally threatened
strikers with dismissals from work. In RK “Beograd” in Kragujevac, which was
bankrupt, workers were deprived of 48 salaries and 55 payouts to the pension fund,
which was a cause of a hunger strike in 2003. (Radovanović, 2003) The workers of
the textile factory “Raska” from Novi Pazar sued against bankruptcy, and for the
regulation of their property status. By April 2009, they received 188 earnings and
payments to the pension fund for several years (Bakračević, 2009). In the second
decade of accelerated transition, striker demands were more modest, and the outcome
of strikes was lower. A special category is represented by publicly owned enterprises,
upon which the state imposed restructuring. Workers’ strikes in companies “EPS”,
“Telekom”, “Zeleznice Srbije” and “JAT” confirmed the firm intention of the state to
prepare them for sale. The resistance of employees was accompanied by threat and use
of force by line ministries, and most of their strikes only slowed down privatization
(Novaković, 2013, p. 15, 16).
Workers in the companies in which the privatization began had special reasons
for strikes and protests. For one, the problem was the way in which the privatization
began, whether they had social programs, actions, and what the roles of the state and
the new owner of the company were. There were several strikes against the imposed
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privation on successful companies. Such were the strikes in “Ravanica”, which was
repeatedly under pressure of the Privatization Agency and the courts (Bailović,
2011, p. 140). The resistance of these workers to the forced administration and sale
of the company lasted for years. There were businesses that were repeatedly sold,
then recovered or improved. Unlike them, the workers of the agricultural company
“Godoman” from Smederevo asked for acceleration after 2 years of privatization.
That is why they were staging a hunger strike, and at the time they claimed 12 unpaid
salaries and payments to the pension fund for 96 months (Sindikalni poverenik, 2001).
Workers at the “Partizan” raw-leather factory in Kragujevac were dissatisfied with
the way the company was privatized (without the knowledge of small stockholders,
through the stock market) and they went on strike for days to cancel the sale, claim
96 salaries and payments to the pension fund for 65 months. In the end, the state
canceled the privatization, linked the length employment and paid for the social
program. No salaries were paid (Kartalović, 2009). A large number of workers’ strikes
in companies that started the privatization ended in failure.
The most common causes of strikes in privatized enterprises were the following:
1. obaying of the contract by the buyer, 2. that the Privatization Agency cancels the
sale contract, 3. the payment of funds for the social program, 4. the start and/or
continuation of production, 5. the investment in the company by the buyer, 6. the
payment of salaries, 7. the payment of salaries, payment to the pension fund, 8.
confirmation of the buyer intentionally destroying the enterprise and leading it to
bankruptcy, 9. signing and respecting the collective agreement and 10. against the
bad working conditions.
The sale of the Hesteel Serbia “Sartid” to the U.S. Steel, i.e. the daughter
companies in Kosice was of great importance for the ruling political elite. The price
was $ 23 million, with a debt of $ 1.7 billion. The company was in bankruptcy, and
there was no production. Workers were on strike in the autumn of 2003. They were
relatively successful in striking for salary growth, signing a collective agreement and
hiring another 450 workers. (Novaković, 2017, p. 219) Two factory unions worked
well and ended a relatively successful strike. In many other companies sold to
foreigners, there were major problems. Kraljevo’s “Magnohrom” was sold to “Global
Steel Holdings” (India). The owner destroyed the production, did not pay salaries and
contributions to the pension fund, and did not even invest in the company. Numerous
strikes by workers ended without success (Novaković, 2017, p. 221). In 2010, it was
nationalized. “Trayal” was sold to the “Brikel EAD” Galabovo, Bulgaria. It ended
production, laid off workers, and did not pay salaries and pension and healthecare
insurance taxes. Strikers have requested salaries, books, insurance payments and
capacity utilization. The management rejected them (Stanković, 2009). They were
not supported by factory unions. It went bankrupt in 2011. Strikes and protests were
often launched in Zrenjanin’s “Jugoremedija”. The workers asked for their ownership
rights, the termination of the contract with the buyer who falsely recapitalized and
destroyed the company and owed employees salaries and other material benefits. The
rejection of the interests of the buyer, government, judiciary, and state authorities has
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come to full expression, but at the expense of dissatisfied workers (Popov, 2011; Zlatić,
2013). The case was similar with other companies bought by this owner (“Srbolek”,
Belgrade) (Bailović et al, 2011, pp. 178–189). Pharmaceutical, as well as the textile
industry, collapsed. In Niš, “Niteks” was sold to an owner close to the government.
He destroyed the precursor, owed workers earnings, a social program and insurance
payments. It was only after several strikes in 2009 that the sale contract was
terminated (www.crvena.org, July 15, 2009). In GIP “1. Maj“ from Lapovo, workers
who were on strke did not even know who owned the company. The company did not
work, and they were without 9 earnings and years of unpaid pension and healthcare
insurance (Blic, November 14, 2009). In Kuršumlija, a “small uprising” broke out
among workers whose businesses were repeatedly sold and destroyed. Solidarity was
at the local level. Employees of SIK “Kopaonik” and “7. Jul” demanded the launch of
production, salaries and health insurance. The authorities ignored the workers and
the citizens (Blic, January 20, 2010).

Conclusion
After 2000, the creation of a society of in a capitalist periphery was accelerated
and completed in Serbia. It is such in all the most important economic, social,
demographic, political and social indicators. The way, dynamics, subjects and the
consequences of its formation were determined by class interests of domestic and
foreign capital. This was especially evident in the selection and implementation of the
model of neoliberal transition of society and of the (“shock”) privatization of social
property. A new capitalist class was formed, which based its legitimacy on private
property, entrepreneurship, and profit, and a marginalized working class was also
destroyed.
Privatization has led to a massive job loss, the rise of official and unregistered
unemployment, the destruction of the economy and industry, and the growth of the
“gray” economy, and in particular the poverty of employees and workers who lost
their jobs. They reacted differently to this, from a passive acceptance of the situation
to the organization of strikes and protests in public spaces. In the first “wave” of
strikes (2003 and 2004), labor strikes were more massive, more frequent and relatively
successful. In the second “wave” (2009 and 2010), there was a higher number of
workers’ protests than strikes. They were, among other things, a consequence of the
failure of earlier strikes. Until then, most of the companies were privatized, and these
strikers were mostly ignored by the authorities and capitalists. Solidarity between
strikers was rare, usually at the local level. At the end of the second decade of the 21st
century, strikers and protesters were workers in bankrupt companies, and there are no
more than 55,000 officially employed. Occasionally, employees in public companies
that have not yet come to the queue for privatization are on strike.
The causes and demands of strikers differed depending on the ownership status
of the company and the institution in which they were employed. In fact, it can be
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said that labor strikes were becoming more ineffective as the privatization of social
property accelerated and was coming to an end. The main reasons are the superiority
of the capitalist class, the absence of the rule of law, flexible labor legislation, the
weakness of the unions, the lack of authentic workers’ parties and the massive poverty
of workers. At the end of the transition, the working class of Serbia was crushed and
multi-marginalized, with confused class consciousness, as indicated by research on
the characteristics of strikes over the last two decades.
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СОЦИОЛОГИЈА И РАДНИЧКИ ШТРАЈКОВИ
У СРБИЈИ У 21. ВЕКУ
Сажетак
Предмет рада је осврт на стање социолошке мисли у Србији о друштвеним сукобима и радничким штрајковима у првим деценијама 21. века. То је у значајној
мери одређено приступом друштвеној структури и начином на који се тумаче
најважније промене. На једној страни су аутори који сматрају да је реч о завршеној трансформацији у либерални капитализам. На другој су они који наглашавају да је транзиција довела до стварања друштва на полу/периферији капиталистичког привредног система (Volerstin, 2005). Први ретко помињу класни
сукоб и друштвене неједнакости, а штрајкови су изван њихове анализе. Други су
склони да друштвене сукобе, па и штрајкове, посматрају из шире перспективе,
а пре свега с обзиром на промене односа моћи тумаче природом односа светске и домаће капиталистичке класе. Полазна хипотеза гласи: у српском друштву
превласт националних и државних над класним питањима доприноси осеци
штрајкова. На крају транзиције штрајкови су постали псеудоштрајкови. Природа, ток и динамика штрајкова у највећој су мери одређени природом класног
друштва. У средишту анализе су карактеристике друштвене структуре, основних класа и штрајкова радника у последње две и по деценије. На основу тога
закључује се да је радничка класа приватизацијом друштвене својине системски
уништена, а њена емпиријска класна свест је конфузна.
Кључне речи: капиталистичка класа, класна свест, приватизација, раднички
штрајкови, социологија
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EDUCATION IN SERBIA AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE 21st CENTURY: BETWEEN RELIGION
AND SECULARIZATION2
Abstract
In this paper, the discussion on the problems of education in Serbia at the beginning of the
21st century relates to the courses of religious education and civic education introduced
into institutionalized education in parallel with the changes in the social system.
Globalism affects the social organization of the lives of specific societies and shapes
the broadest context in which the scaling of their particular areas takes place. The field
of education is especially interesting to the creators of globalism because it enables
the transmission of the so-called global culture and an accompanying set of values
to a local society, without the need for a significant engagement of new human and
material resources. Employees in the education sector and the existing network of
educational institutions in different societies generally represent “means of influence”
on new generations covered by compulsory education and higher levels of education
– therefore, they are the target group of the creators of the so-called new world
order. A new paradigm of education based on the mondialistic ideology leads to the
harmonization of education in the societies of the western cultural circle and societies
that seek to get closer to them. The harmonization of education implies the acceptance
of common normative solutions, organizational features, goals and values. One of the
crucial points of harmonization is the attitude towards religion.
The introduction of civic education and religious education in institutionalized education
in Serbia represents an expression of acceptance of the mondialistic discourse on
human rights and, practically, the harmonization of domestic education with the socalled European educational space.
Key words: globalism; education; values; religion; religious education; civic education; Serbia

Introduction
Culture and society have a strong impact on education and determine the
direction of its development. According to G.Bruner, “The guidelines that we choose
to adhere to in school make sense only if they are considered in a wider context of
what the society intends to achieve through educational investment in young people”
vesna.trifunovic@pefja.kg.ac.rs
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(Bruner, 2000, p. 9). The change in education policy, as the expression of major
structural changes in Serbian society since 2000, leads to a program approach to the
new development paradigm of society. The introduction of new school subjects Civic
Education and Religious Education (Government Decree, 2001) is an expression of:
(a) institutional support to various types of confessional education in accordance with
the recommendation of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe from
1999; and (b) support to, so-called, education for active participation in social life
(Delor, 1996), ie. for the preparation of school population for the role of citizens. This
educational programme innovationare reflects strategic changes of value orientations
in Serbian society.
The main goal of this work is to highlight the circumstances and manner of the
introduction of elective subjects religious education and civic education in primary and
secondary schools in Serbia, without the intention to problematize their outcomes.
The new education policy, in the conditions of more pronounced intentions of
the society to gain membership in various regional integrations, however, will not be
able to avoid the responsibility which carries the selection between the concept of the
development of citizenry against Orthodox spiritual community.

Religious education
In modern societies, there is an antinomian attitude towards religion and
religious values: on the one hand, there is a constant tendency to discover the meaning
of religion, and on the other hand, there is noticeable distancing of socially desirable
values from religious values, such as visible and vigorously promoted values that
belong to the so-called corpus of human rights and freedoms. In societies in transition,
where, along with the rejection of the socialist paradigm of development, initial
desecularisation also took place (Bakharev & Lebedev, 2013), the issue of attitudes
towards religion is a particularly “sensitive” one. The causes of “hypersensitivity” are
numerous and, basically, stem from 1) the experience of a systemic marginalization of
religion in everyday life and on the public scene in socialism; and 2) resistance to the
mondialistic intentions that the so-called transitional societies renounce the newly
discovered (or perceived) national and cultural autonomy. Because the global intent
of distancing the value system from a religious value core can lead to the rejection of
both national and cultural identities (Trifunović, 2010), the process has significantly
shaped the development of Serbian society in the past, and is till shaping it today.
The school, as the institutionalized center for the formation of the new generations’
culture, transmits socially acceptable forms of culture, which are always the choice of
the ruling groups. Requests for the compulsory presence of religious content in state
schools in Western Europe and the intention to establish religious tolerance between
different religions and religious communities through the school system were part of
the project of multiculturalism. Recommendations about enhanced presentation of
diversity and fostering religion in school textbooks and in teaching, however, did not
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lead to the revival of this project. However, they led to the introduction of religious
education into the school programs of European countries outside the European Union
(EU). The recommendations of the Council of Europe, contained in the Declaration on
Religious Tolerance (1993) – were the conceptual basis for the introduction of religious
education in schools in Serbia after the changes in 2000.
The harmonization of the Serbian educational space with the European one
has returned, after more than five decades, religious education to state schools.
Regulation on the organization and realization of religious teaching and the teaching
of an alternative subject – Civic Education in primary and secondary education was
introduced by the Government of the Republic of Serbia on July 27, 2001. Religious
education received the status of an elective subject in the school year of 2001/02, and
its teaching plan was “consensually” introduced by the former Minister of Education
and Sports and the Minister of Religion, based on the agreed proposal of traditional
churches and religious communities. The representatives of religious communities
declared as traditional, and the representatives of the Ministries of Education and
Religion established the State Commission for Religious Education, which was
authorized for the creation, implementation and supervision of religious education,
and the responsibility of the Ministry of Education was reflected in the creation of an
organizational framework for the work of the Commission and the implementation
of the adopted solutions. The plan and program of this new subject were harmonized
with the proposals of traditional churches and religious communities. Religious
education was, therefore, introduced as a teaching subject which aims to teach
faith from the aspect of a particular confession and does not have the character of a
general education course, which would provide knowledge about religion in general
and about world religions. The confessional character of this subject has raised
discussion on the relationship between schools and religious content, which required
re-examining the goals and tasks of education and the modernization of teaching
contents at all educational levels.
Doubts about the position of religious education in secular schools reflects
the confusion of church dignitaries about the scope of influence of the church and
role of the school in the practice of religious education. Naturally, the question was
raised whether religious education within one subject in state schools can contribute
to real churchhood, or does it fall within the scope of the church? The prevailing
opinion was that schools could not raise Christians, which probably contributed to
the reconciliation of the world of the public (laic, secular) with the state decision on
the introduction of a new teaching subject of confessional character in primary and
secondary schools.
The return of religious education into state schools was carried out on the
initiative of the representatives of the government, therefore, as a political act, which
is contrary to one of the basic principles of the Church’s functioning in the world –
the seclusion of the church from the state (Bigović, 2014). With this act, government
representatives have shown their commitment to respect the right to religion,
recognized by international conventions. By simultaneously introducing the subject
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civic education that should promote the values of civil society (democracy, human
rights and tolerance), the government representatives also have shown political will
and expressed their commitment to a system of values which is characteristic

for
democracy-friendly integrations and the establishment of democratic regimes. The
initial idea of the alternativity of these subjects has prevented students from gaining
knowledge from both subjects and it has developed an understanding of their
“rivalry”.
Different interpretations of the electivity of religious education and civic
education on the parts of the Ministry of Education, on the one hand, and the
Ministry of Religion and Religious Communities, on the other hand, led to their
confrontation. The attitude of the Ministry of Education that the optional status of
the subject means that students can choose one, both or none of the newly introduced
subjects was not acceptable to religious communities. Their main complaint, that the
Ministry of Education unequally treats religious education in relation to alternative
civic education has led, among other things, to the amendment of the Law on Primary
and Secondary Education (2002) – Religious Education and Civic Education have
obtained the status of compulsory elective subjects. The election of one of these
subjects is performed by parents for the students up to the age of fourteen, while older
students choose the subject by themselves, and their teaching becomes compulsory.
According to the comparative statistics, the percentage of students studying
religious education in Serbia in the first years of its introduction was lower than, for
example, in Croatia, where over 90% of the students attended religious education in
elementary schools, or in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, where 94% of
students of Islamic religion attended religious studies. According to the percentage of
pupils who opted for religious education as an elective subject in Serbia, predominantly
these were schools in the Raska region, among the children of Islamic religion, where
this teaching was attended by between 80% and 100% of students; than some areas
in Western and Central Serbia; Belgrade and Vojvodina are in the middle, while the
weakest response was recorded in southern and eastern Serbia; also based on the
percentage of students applying for religious education, schools in the rural areas
of Serbia predominantly opted for it, although there are exceptions (Aleksov, 2004,
p. 34). A perceptually different opting of the students for religious education, which
ranges from 80–100% for children of Islamic religion and a significantly lower
student response in homogeneous Orthodox communities (below 50%), represents a
demonstration of religious homogenization that unequivocally shows that it is more
pronounced in non-Orthodox communities.
Transfering the problem of the religious education, as a school subject, to its
complying with the requirements of educational authorities regarding the issues of
the teaching plan, methods, textbooks, supervision, training of religious teachers
and reduction of the tension between religious education and civic education, issues
that many emphasize as the most important, is actually avoiding the essence of the
problem which the introduction of religious teaching into institutionalized education
in transition societies is bringing with itself. Previous questions are relevant at the
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level of convergence of one autonomous structure (religion) to another derived
structure (education), which society maintains in the state of permanent control
by various intervention measures, and even instrumentalizes it in order to expand
control over all subjects coming in contact with it. Efforts directed towards the goal
of approaching religious content by unified, organizational, didactic-methodical and
other requirements of a well-organized education system would direct the polemic
about the relationship between religion-education to less significant problems of the
integration of a new element into the existing functional system. The question of
how to institutionalize multiple views of the world within a unified education system
seems to be covered by one more complex question: does religious education have
potential to contribute to the mutual understanding of the members of different
religions within a multicultural and multiconfessional society?
The existing solutions in different societies, that answer the question where the
place of religion in institutionalized education is, do not provide detailed instructions
for resolving this issue in each individual society, but rather one general framework
where we deal with differently arranged relations between different views of the world
and religious teachings. The way how to institutionalize the relationship between
religion and education in a unified European area was given in principle in the
recommendation of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe in 1999:
”education is decisive path to fight ignorance and stereotypes. School and university
programs must be urgently revised, in order to improve the understanding of different
religions” (Article 10). This article can be seen as a recommendation to create the
conditions for a harmonious common life of the members of different confessions
and religions by studying different views of the world and different religious practices
through religious teaching within the framework of institutionalized education, which
represents the basis for their mutual understanding and acceptance. The introduction
of religious education in elementary and compulsory education in societies that are
in transition shows that the coexistence of different religious teachings is possible in
a unified educational system. However, the presence of religious education does not
provide an understanding of the diversity, among other things, and the differences in
religious practices, which may have been made possible by studying the comparative
history of world religions within a new general education course or by including
these contents into the existing teaching subjects in elementary school and at other
levels of the school system.

Civic Education
The interest in the development of civic education programs exists at the
global level and it was encouraged by the rise of phenomena such as population
migration, a decrease of confidence in democratic institutions, a decline in civic
engagement and an increase in non-participation of young people in the processes
of democracy, global threats and insecurity (Sim & Print, 2009); followed by the
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growth of ethnic conflicts and nationalism, the development of new information and
communication technologies, the problems of environmental protection, new forms
of collective identities, requests for increased personal autonomy and new forms of
equality, the weakening of social cohesion and solidarity among people, mistrust
towards traditional political institutions, interconnectedness and interdependence
in political, economic and cultural sense at the regional and global level (Gollob
et al., 2007); decomposition of traditional institutions such as family and religion
(Niens & McIlrath, 2010). With the intention to strengthen and promote democracy
by education, the Council of Europe and the European Union have requested the
development and implementation of new forms of education for democratic citizenry
that will be applied throughout Europe (Gollob et al., 2007; Keating, HinderliterOrtloff, & Philippou, 2009). Education for democratic citizenry, among other things,
includes self-awareness, critical thinking, freedom of choice, loyalty to common
values, respect for diversity, constructive relationships with others and a peaceful
resolution of conflicts, as well as global perspective, as important factors for the selfdevelopment of a democratically-defined citizen and democratic society as a whole
(Gollob et al., 2007). Civic Education, in accordance with the above mentioned, aims
to develop the capacity of young people for thoughtful and responsible participation
in political, economic, social and cultural life as democratic citizens. A citizen, as an
individual, needs to be trained for a competent and responsible participation in the
life of the community – ways to encourage the development of such citizens are those
which focus on engaging students in the experiences of active learning, encouraging
the understanding of values, reflection and critical thinking (Sim & Print, 2009).
It is considered that Civic Education allows students to develop their political
literacy and increase their understanding of democratic principles; provides students
with the opportunity to engage in thoughtful learning experiences such as role playing,
debates, simulating trials, discussions, student councils and other active strategies in
order to facilitate their development as politically and socially responsible individuals
(Ruitenberg, 2009; Homana, Barber, & Torney-Purtha, 2006).
One of the standards of the so-called European education is the presence of a
civic education under this or other names in state schools. This standard has been
achieved in the Republic of Serbia. The subject Civic Education, whose proclaimed
goal is to create responsible and informed citizens, is now being realized in elementary
and secondary schools. The curriculum of Civic Education is aimed at: explaining
the functioning of democracy and democratic institutions; understanding the rule
of law and human rights that are reflected in international conventions and other
agreements; strengthening participatory skills that enable students to deal with
problems in society; wide use of interactive methods of teaching and learning which
are centered on students; and strengthening the culture of democracy and peace in
school and in all aspects of society (Pešić et al., 2002).
Human rights issues are the framework of civic education:
An important element of civic education is human rights education. The aim of human
rights education is to strengthen individual and group awareness of the universality,
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indivisibility and inalienability of human rights and freedoms, and helping citizens to
oppose inequalities based on gender, ethnic origin, language, religion, social status or
other discriminatory characteristics [...] Briefly, we can talk about three dimensions
of teaching and learning about human rights: acquiring knowledge of human rights;
acquiring attitudes and knowledge for the promotion and protection of human rights;
the development of an environment that will enhance learning and teaching in the field
of human rights (Pešić et al., 2002, p. 12).

Civic education has been increasingly recognized as an integral part of the
educational process in different societies. The goal is learning social roles in accordance
with established rules so that, through solving practical problems, school children can
understand what their rights and duties are, and how their freedom is limited by the
exercise of the rights and duties of others. Therefore, the basic intention that is achieved
through the civic education teaching is the adoption of a socially accepted model of
adaptation, as a visa to entering the pragmatic world of adults (Trifunović & Cvetković,
2012) The teaching of civic education is essentially a form of educational work, which is
in the function of accepting new ideology of a developing society – it does not require
from students to evaluate the offered values as
 the most important for the given society,
but insists on the acceptance of the same as supreme values. This is not a new task
for formal education, nor a new position of the education system towards society, on
the contrary, the implementation of this teaching has always represented the same
engagement of formal education in the promotion of ideas and values that

the ruling
group is interested in: formal education imposes the ideological expression of thought
and the image of the world, channeling the process of homogenization of the young
generation and their adaptation to the demands of the society.

Conclusion
Culture and society have an impact on education, which becomes an institutionalized
cultural mediator: it transmits and expands socially acceptable forms of culture and fosters
criticality towards non-transmitted forms of culture by preparing the total school population
for the acceptance of socially desirable values and
 forms of the culture. Guidance given
to young people in school expresses social and cultural aspirations and can be directed
towards the development of cultural characteristics which are specific to particular groups
and their separation as the only valuable ones in relation to the particularities of other
groups; or, it can be directed towards connecting people through the culture, civic and
religious, and by supporting open communication between their holders.
The “coexistence” of religious education and civic education in institutionalized
education in societies belonging to different cultural circles represents a part of a
wider process of the homogenization of education. That process can be seen as (a)
the expression of unification of school programs or/and (b) as an opportunity to
preserve diversity by providing an opportunity for students to get closer to what they
are spiritually belonging to.
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ОБРАЗОВАЊЕ У СРБИЈИ ПОЧЕТКОМ 21. ВЕКА:
ИЗМЕЂУ РЕЛИГИЈЕ И СЕКУЛАРИЗАЦИЈЕ
Сажетак
У овом раду разматрање проблематике образовања у Србији на почетку 21. века
односи се на предмете веронаука и грађанско васпитање, који су уведени у институционализовано образовање паралелно са променама друштвеног система.
Глобализам утиче на социјалну организацију живота конкретних друштава и
обликује најшири контекст у коме се одвија нормирање њихових појединих подручја. Подручје образовања је посебно интересантно „креаторима“ глобализма
јер омогућује трансмисију тзв. глобалне културе и пратећег сета вредности локалним друштвима, без потребе за знатним ангажовањем нових ресурса, људских и материјалних. Постојећа мрежа образовних институција и запослени у
сектору образовања у различитим друштвима, и иначе, представљају „средства
утицаја“ на нове генерације обухваћене обавезним и вишим нивоима образовања – али, испољавају се и као „инструменти“ промовисања идеологијске слике
света за коју су заинтересовани „креатори“ тзв. новог светског поретка. Нова
парадигма образовања утемељена на мондијалистичкој идеологији води ка хармонизацији образовања друштава западног културног круга и друштава која настоје да им се приближе. Хармонизација образовања подразумева прихватање
заједничких нормативних решења, организационих обележја, циљева и вредности. Једна од круцијалних тачака хармонизације јесте однос према религији.
Увођење грађанског васпитања и веронауке у институционализовано образовање у Србији представља израз прихватања мондијалистичког дискурса о људским правима и, практично, један вид хармонизације домаћег образовања са тзв.
европским образовним простором.
Кључне речи: глобализам, образовање, вредности, религија, веронаука, грађанско васпитање, Србија
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KOSOVSKA MITROVICA – a contribution
to the recent history of the city
and a sociological understanding
of the causes of ethnic division
Abstract
Through the recent history of the city of Kosovska Mitrovica, a brief genesis of the
Kosovo problem was presented, with its lowest foothold in the case of ethnic division
in this city. Economic, socio-cultural and demographic characteristics interweave in
explaining the causes that led to a highly regressive denouement of the Kosovo problem
and the ethnic division of the city. In explaining the Kosovo problem, economicoriented theoreticians attribute a central role to the insufficient economic development
of the region within the former Yugoslavia, however, from today’s perspective, this was
a period (from the 1950s to the 1980s) which recorded the highest level of industrial
and economic development, especially in the case of Kosovska Mitrovica which had
a significantly developed industry. Another important specific feature of this region
is the fastest population growth in the former Yugoslavia, especially of the Albanian
national minority, while the number of Serbs and Montenegrins declined in the
overall share of the population. Parallel political protests and disagreements over the
federal, republican and provincial authority, other political factors and the mentioned
demographic characteristics interweave and make the social context important for the
interpretation of ethnic division. A brief historical overview of these factors was given
with a purpose to offer a sociological interpretation of the genesis of the extremely
regressive denouement of the Kosovo problem and the ethnic division of the city.
Key words: Kosovska Mitrovica, ethnic division, political conflicts, (de)population,
nation

Introduction
Serbs have never shared cultural similarities with Albanians as with other Slavic
nations (language and religion being the most important cultural differences between
these two nations). There were no enlightening ideas about unity, brotherhood,
emancipation and liberation that formed the basis of the union of the peoples in
Yugoslavia. The Slavic peoples considered the Albanians different, and the Albanians
themselves saw this community with Slavic peoples as unwanted. However, since
Serbia regained Kosovo (1912), after the Balkan Wars, with numerous obstacles,
1
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challenges and resistance to the government authority, the Albanians and Serbs found
ways to co-exist. Today, however, in the modern era, these two peoples experience the
lowest level of cooperation, and coexistence seems impossible to many. Therefore, the
question arises: who, why and under what circumstances turned a cultural differences
into the object of conflict? Also, how did the ethnic differences lead to the division of
the city? It is precisely in these issues that the specificity of the sociological study of
the concept of ethnicity lies. In fact, the sociological view is interested in situations
in which cultural differences are mobilized for political purposes, and not in cultural
differences per se. Namely, ethnicity is not a collective property of a group, but a
social relationship in which social participants perceive themselves and are being
perceived by others as a culturally distinctive collective. It is necessary to include
the political aspect so that the belief in common ethnicity would be transformed
into belonging to a political community. Therefore, Malešević (2009) points out
that ethnicity is politicized culture. In such conditions, the cultural difference has
structural and political consequences, which, in this particular case, led to the ethnic
division of the city. In further text, we will try to analyze the situational and structural
circumstances through the recent history of the city and the wider region, which
led to a deep crisis and existential threats and fear for the future, thus making the
division of the city the best solution for many.

The modernization processes after the Second World War
In addition to the intensive process of industrialization right after the war,
the process of modernization began, reflected in the massive employment in the
industry sector, increased literacy of the population, and thus the penetration of
mass media (especially print) into a dominantly agrarian society. Another important
modernization process was the main task of the Yugoslav socialist leadership – the
society was supposed to be organized on a multiethnic basis. In the youth brigades,
the Communist Party and the Yugoslav People’s Army, which represented the
embodiments of the ideals of “brotherhood and unity”, people’s identity was to be
built on the idea of belonging to the Yugoslav socialist self-governing community,
the “self-management”. Among the myths, symbols and rituals, certainly the most
important ones were the Partisans and other symbols from the partisan struggle
in which all Yugoslav peoples took part and on which the main legitimacy of the
Communist Party and its leader Tito lay. On the state of interethnic relations in
the period after the Second World War, and from today’s perspective, we find the
following reports:
Maybe it was just our misconception. But, even so, nevertheless, it created a free life
for all who lived there. Friendships between members of different nations revived.
Albanians, Serbs and Montenegrins frequently spent time together on the promenades,
on the playgrounds, in the workplaces; there were frequent joint visits to taverns,
especially after meetings and work. Today, claiming that there were tolerant inter-
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ethnic relations in Kosovo and Metohija (KiM), at any time in the second Yugoslavia,
can be understood as real heresy. Such people can be labelled “commies”, proclaimed
to be nostalgic for the times gone, which is the most difficult political disqualification
today (Jevtimijević, 2008, p. 368).

The Communist Party insisted on the full national equality of citizens, regardless
of their position in the Second World War and the admission of as many Albanians
as possible:
The District Committee of the Communist Party in Mitrovica, in its 1949 report,
criticized the basic party organizations for not paying enough attention to the
admission of Albanian members to the Party. In this regard, it is stated that, during the
year, 238 members were received from the ranks of the Serbs, 20 Montenegrins, and
only 83 Shiptars, which can be explained by sectarianism and chauvinism of the basic
party organizations towards the Shqiptar comrades (Archive of Serbia, according to
Jevtimijević, 2008, p. 367).

He further states that this insistence on equality changed the awareness of
ordinary people about the national question, which contributed to the establishment
of harmonious relations between Serbs and Albanians. He continues to enumerate,
from his own personal memory, cultural and artistic events held in Mitrovica, which
were equally visited and entertained by artists of Albanian and Serbian ethnicity: “One
such is that prominent Albanians from Mitrovica first started applauding at every
drop of curtains on the stage in the Zvečan Cultural Center, when the Montenegrin
National Theater was visiting with Njegoš’s The Mountain Wreath” (Jevtimijević, 2008,
p. 367). Precisely these examples support the thesis that cultural differences were not
the cause of ethnic closure and the borders towards the other and the different, but
their political mobilization. As an essential initiative for the improvement of interethnic relations at that time, and perhaps for another, Jevtimijević points out: “The
government and the Party did not conduct individual reasoning. They only created
the climate in which the ‘process of merging nations’ was sparked” (Jevtimijević,
2008, p. 367).
Intensive cooperation between Yugoslavia and Albania in the period
immediately after the Second World War contributed to the rise of good interethnic
relations in Kosovo. Cooperation was first realized for the purpose of increasing
the literacy of the Albanian people with the help of school books and the teaching
staff from Albania sent to Kosovo at the request of the Yugoslav government. The
Provincial Theater, with Serbian and Albanian scenes, was established. Albanian
artists were visiting Belgrade, and the Cultural Society Yugoslavia – Albania was
founded in 1946. Yugoslav writers visited Tirana, and Yugoslav directors helped
to establish a permanent theater. The interruption of cooperation came, almost
abruptly, due to the Cominform Resolution (1948). However, since the 1960s, the
state had invested significant resources in the education and culture of the Albanian
minority in KiM. Magazines were published, books and textbooks were printed in
the Albanian language, bilingual vocabularies, and Belgrade Television broadcasts
a program in the Albanian language (Imami, 2017). The Faculty of Philosophy in
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Priština was founded first (in 1960, in addition to the Albanian Institute), followed by
other faculties, which were part of the University of Belgrade, until the establishment
of the University of Priština in 1970.
“Brotherhood and unity” was more than an ideological slogan; it was the
highest patriotic value. Albanians and Hungarians represented officially recognized
nationalities that exercised the right to self-determination outside of Yugoslavia, for
which they did not have their republics and the right to secession. The ideological
pattern of “brotherhood and unity”, promoted and applied in the Communist Party,
youth work activities and the Yugoslav People’s Army, represented the connective
tissue of solidarity and identity of various, but still related, cultural and religious
elements. Marxist views on ethnicity viewed ethnicity as being less important
compared to class, but also as only one of the stages in the evolutionist vision of
history, so that national identities represented a historically necessary but transitional
stage towards socialism, in which ethnic conflicts themselves would disappear. Yet,
the ethnic distance between these two nations was always high (Pantić, 1967, 1987).
The climate for the favorable development of multi ethnic relations was
also influenced by the strong economic development of the country. Yugoslavia
dominated at the world level, ahead of Japan (Čalić, 2013, p. 243). Employment in
industry not only led to an increase in the standard of living, the enthusiasm and a
positive perception of political leadership and promoted ideals, but it also created
opportunities for multicultural meetings in the workplace. The balance of economic
conditions all over the country, and in KiM and Kosovska Mitrovica, representing a
period of the greatest economic development and prosperity for the citizens of this
region, recorded the largest number of employees in industry (3325), followed by
trade and catering (1062) and then culture and social activities (1676) (SORS, 1971).
The number of employees in the industry at the municipal level was 6661 (only the
municipality of Priština recorded a higher number of workers in the industry with
9636 employees) (SORS, 1971). The economic development in the 1950s, 1960s and
1970s was the largest in previous history, with Kosovska Mitrovica being the center of
a significant economic activity, metallurgy. The industry was, according to the plan,
the backbone of the economic development of Kosovska Mitrovica, with mining and
non-ferrous metallurgy playing a dominant role. At the end of the 1960s and early
1970s, Trepča was a mining giant with about 5000 workers and the largest lead-zinc
mine in Europe, as well as the largest European center of lead and zinc metal industry,
and Kosovska Mitrovica was the center of this great mining-metallurgical-chemical
complex and the adjacent asbestos mine with separation. By the end of the 1960s,
economic difficulties and unemployment appeared in a sharper form (Abdyli, 1985,
p. 198).
Still, this commercial, economic, cultural and social progress was not at the
development level of the rest of the country. “In 1947, the richest part of the country
(Slovenia) produced around three times more per capita, compared to the poorest
one (Kosovo)” (Čalić, 2013, p. 243). Unfortunately, the gap between developed and
undeveloped parts of the former country steadily increased. A Yugoslav economist
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Branko Horvat, in his analysis of the situation in Kosovo, emphasized the parallels
between extremely negative tendencies in terms of differences in the average income
in Yugoslavia (1961–1981) and the growing differences between the most developed
Slovenia and the most underdeveloped Kosovo. Due to this problem, the Federal
Development Fund was established in 1965 for BiH, Macedonia; Montenegro and
Kosovo.2 Since then, all companies had to pay around 1.85% of the gross domestic
product to this fund (Čalić, 2013, p. 285). As economic problems grew, so did
the problems of distribution among the republics. Another important structural
characteristic that emerged as a byproduct of the economic development problem
was – unemployment.

Demography
Strengthening national identity in a young nation like the Albanian one has
been taking place alongside the backward patterns of the predominantly agrarian
and patriarchal society, with a special expression that we find in the birth rate of
the Albanian population. “During the post-war period (1948–1981), the fastest pace
of population growth in Serbia, even in Yugoslavia, at a rate of 2.36% per year, was
recorded in SAP Kosovo” (SORS, 1981, p. 43). Researching the problem of the rapid
population growth, scientists noticed that birth rates were not reducing compared
to traditional conditions, while mortality rates were significantly reduced. “Kosovo
has become the most densely populated area of Yugoslavia despite its being least
developed” (Macura, 1997, p. 311). However, it is very important to emphasize
another factor here, which is a huge share of the young population (41%), which
was problematic due to only 23.8% of the economically active population (for each
active member, there were 3.2 inactive ones). The share of the young population
was reflected, among other things, in the number of students who studied at the
University of Priština in 1981, 26000 full-time students. “Today, there are more
students in Kosovo than anywhere else in Yugoslavia: in the School Year of 1981/82,
there were 26 students per thousand inhabitants, compared to 14 in Slovenia and
Croatia (Kujundžić, according to Horvat, 1989, p. 137).
While the highest birth rate was recorded in the Albanian population, the results
from the population census showed a decrease in the total share of the Serbian and
Montenegrin population in KiM. The researchers who analyzed this phenomenon
believe that the reasons lie “in insecurity, fear, intolerance, pressure, physical threats
and the like, which generate, in one way or another, the poisoned ethnic atmosphere”
“Measured by the variation coefficient, until 1965, the gap between the regions in terms of per capita
income decreased and then increased with the tendency to return to the initial intensity of 1952. The
difference between Slovenia and Kosovo was constantly increasing, with the ranges rising rapidly after
1965. At constant prices from 1972, the Slovene product per capita was 7.67 times higher than Kosovo’s
in 1984 (SGJ, 1986, p. 417). These are the type of differences that correspond to the difference in the
economic development between England and North Africa. Kosovo was not lagging behind Slovenia,
but also behind all other regions (Horvat, 1989, p. 136).
2
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(Petrović & Blagojević, 1989, p. 16). Furthermore, the causes of displacement of Serbs
and Montenegrins from Kosovo and Metohija include direct discrimination at the
level of primary social groups, such as: “maltreatment of children, damage to crops,
fruits or cattle, attacks on personality and dignity...” and “illegal land seizure, cattle
takeover, irregular employment”. In addition to the aforementioned, the researchers
also recorded the so-called institutional discrimination. An example is the departure
of Serbs and Montenegrins from the League of Communists, with the massive
inclusion of Albanians. The researchers detected discrimination and favorization of
Albanians in terms of employment by introducing national employment quotas and
requiring Albanian language skills for Serbs and Montenegrins. Special difficulties
were registered in the employment and work opportunities for women of Serbian
and Montenegrin nationalities (Petrović & Blagojević, 1989, p. 158). The mentioned
research found emigration from municipalities in which the citizens of Serbian
nationality were the majority especially problematic. “The centers of concentration of
Serbian majority in the province were the municipalities of Priština, Titova Mitrovica,
Uroševac, Gnjilane, Kosovska Kamenica, Leposavić, Prizren and Vitina, with a total
of 169840 Serbian inhabitants. In 1981, there was a total of 159312 such inhabitants
in these municipalities, or 6.2% less” (Petrović & Blagojević, 1989, p. 89).
The lowest participation of Albanians in 1961 was recorded in the municipality of
Titova Mitrovica3, 49.8%, with 40.9% of Serbs and 3.8% of Montenegrins; by 1981,
the share of Albanians increased to 64.9%, in spite of having increased in the period
of 1961–1971, and decreased in the period of 1971–1981 (Petrović & Blagojević, 1989,
p. 89).

Ethnic structure of the city of Mitrovica in the period of 1948–1981
Census 1948.
Census 1953.
Census 1961.
Census 1971.
Census 1981.

Total
13901
17195
26721
42160
55651

Serbs
4724
4944
8245
10454
11129

Albanians4
7491
7517
13574
24749
32495

Source: Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (SORS)
The last census year on the territory of KiM and within Yugoslavia was 1981.
The census of 1991 was boycotted by Albanians, in significant numbers.
Such a high percentage of the young population in the total population, without
job opportunities and indoctrinated in an irredentist way, led to a heated situation
and a social rebellion in the form of student demonstrations in March 1981. “When a
young nation crosses the path from illiteracy to the academy of science in the course of
two generations, it is necessary to expect extremely turbulent processes of expressing
3
4

Leposavić municipality was ethnically homogenous due to 91% of Serbian population.
In the census books of 1948 and 1951, they were registered under the name Shiptars.
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the national self-consciousness that has just been won” (Horvat, 1988, p. 11). The
dominant demands of political protests were: the demand for the republic status5, for
the status of a nation and for a better financial standard of the Albanian population.
In response to these demonstrations, there was a massive police intimidation and
repression and a new wave of deterioration of inter-ethnic relations.

The deepening of the crisis
The reaction of Kosovo Serbs was reflected in the awakening of national revolt
in the form of petitions, protests and threats of collective displacement addressed to
federal authorities. The so-called “self-organization” of Serbs and Montenegrins in
Kosovo
was supposed to mean a turning point in this regard, in order to protect the state of
Serbia as an organizational national power of the Serbian people and to reduce the
national power of Albanians to the level of local autonomy, defending Serbia from
separatism and dismantling in the ‘imposed’ order of socialist Yugoslavia (Šutović,
2012, p. 884).

The awakening and development of Serbian populist movement had a foothold
in the dissatisfaction and anger of the citizens, but was instrumentalized as a demand
to make changes in the republican and provincial party tops.6 Serbia felt frustrated
compared to other republics that did not have autonomous provinces. “This state of
affairs represented, to put it briefly, Serbia being under the protectorate of its own
provinces” (Šuvaković, 2012, p. 875). The change of republic and provincial leaderships
paved the way to the “unification of Serbia” by adopting constitutional amendments
(March 1989), and then changing the Constitution in 1990. This was met by a strong
revolt and rebellion of Albanian politicians, who decided to boycott republic and
provincial institutions and began creating the so-called “parallel institutions”.
The social consequence of this political decision was the creation of (Albanian
global) society within society. This boycott, having initially been more or less
peaceful, over time, grew into a military conflict between a terrorist organization, the
so-called Kosovo Liberation Army, and the military and police forces of the Republic
of Serbia. The international community considered police and military operations
to be excessive in the use of force and, after the failed negotiations in Rambouillet
(February/March 1999), began bombing the territory of the whole of FRY. The
military alliance NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization), under the slogan of
5
Through a combination of massive political demonstrations and the use of state institutions (the
Communist Party, at the local level), Albanians demanded their own state “Kosovo – Republic”. This is
the basic requirement and goal that has unified all Albanian political parties, to this day. “The request
is not quite rational, because other than the name, Kosovo is actually a republic. Moreover, comparing
the rights of Kosovo with the rights of German or US federal states, the province of Kosovo has more
rights” (Horvat, 1989, p. 142).
6
“In this way, the political elite of Serbia joined the opening of the ‘Pandora Box’ in which the spirit of
Yugoslav nationalisms had been captured for years” (Šutović, 2012, p. 888).
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humanitarian intervention due to the violation of the human rights of Albanians in
Kosovo7, bombed the whole territory of the FRY for 78 days.
With the arrival of KFOR and the UN Mission, along with the withdrawal of
the military and police forces of the Republic of Serbia, the return of the Albanian
population that had left the territory of KiM during the NATO aggression began. Along
with the Albanians from KiM, there the Albanians from Albania were also settling in
Kosovo, as the borders between the two countries remained completely open, with
no record of the number of these immigrants. The return of the Albanian population
was followed by retaliation and the expulsion of Serbs from Kosovo, together with
other non-Albanian people (Bosniaks, Roma, Croats, Gorani, and disloyal Albanians
as well). According to the estimates of the Commissariat for Refugees and Migration
in the Republic of Serbia, according to the latest report, 203140 internally displaced
persons were registered (Commissariat for Refugees and Migrations of the Republic
of Serbia, 2017, p. 5).
By organized action, citizens of Serbian nationality prevented a large group of
Albanian citizens from entering the northern part of the city Kosovska Mitrovica,
on several occasions. This was assisted by French KFOR troops who took over the
bridges that separated the northern and the southern part of the city. Immediately
after the war, there were frequent physical clashes on the Ibar bridge.8 As time
passed, and as the divide began to stabilize, the conflicts were shifted to the political
plane. The tension over a possible physical conflict, as well as the fear of the loss of
institutional superiority, incited the feeling that the citizens of the northern part of
Kosovska Mitrovica might find themselves in a disadvantaged position similar to that
of the Serbs in the rest of the province. The division of the city has been the last urban
haven for Serbs and an attempt to preserve Serbian national identity in the north
of Kosovo and Metohija, while for the Albanians, it has represented the unfulfilled
desire to establish Kosovo’s authority in the north. These conflicting interests have
made Kosovska Mitrovica the battlefield of the physical and political ethnic conflict
and the central place of the continuing Serbian-Albanian conflict.

Conclusion
Monitoring the historical flow of events that, all together and each in their own
way, contributed to the situation of the ethnic division of the city of Kosovska Mitrovica
helps us to analyze the deeper, structural factors that favored the development of
this social phenomenon. In this way, we can examine the determinants favorable for
7
Some authors deny that this was about human rights, but that the international organization was guided
by the care of preserving the international community's rights to act in order to preserve international
peace and regional stability and to punish a small disobedient autocrat (Malešević, 2013). Also, the
international community did not function as a unity, there was a “conflict of opinion” between Russia
and China, on the one hand, and the US and NATO allies, on the other. This was the first and most
important case of disagreement of the then united NATO alliance.
8
On the chronology of important dates of ethnic conflicts from 1999 to 2005, see: “Kosovska Mitrovica
– north 1999–2005”, NGO Jelena Anžujska.
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raising or lowering ethnic boundaries in this area based on cultural differences. In
other words, we can analyze how cultural differences are politicized and how, as such,
they have political and structural consequences. It is precisely in the understanding
and explanation of these politicized forms of cultural differences that the sociological
approach to ethnic relations lies.
The process of reconstruction of the country and interethnic relations,
underpinned by the ideological and patriotic ideology of “brotherhood and unity”,
has strongly contributed to the creation of good relations among nations that were
often on the opposing sides in World War II. Although this ideological standpoint did
not enforce interethnic relations, it produced a social atmosphere that encouraged
such contacts. We can say that this was a period in which cultural differences were
politically diminished, while insisting on similarities among nations, above all, on
the legitimacy and participation in the National Liberation Struggle and belonging
to the common value pattern of the Yugoslav self-governing model. In the process
of accelerated industrialization, a great challenge that Yugoslav socialism was facing
was to overcome the backwardness of a highly agrarian society and the lack of social
structures, essential for the implementation of the modernity process. This very rapid
race to modernity, in order to compensate for the slowdown in the conditions of
insufficient social development of society and cultural identity needs, did not run
without difficulty. The division between modern and traditional elements was very
high, especially since it was necessary to implement it in a short period of time.
The more agrarian and traditional a society is, as in the case of Kosovo society, the
stronger its resistance to the processes of modernization would be. Thus, there was
primarily resistance in the domain of family relations, as the traditional patriarchal
family relations of the Albanians strongly resisted the processes of modernization,
especially in terms of changing the position of women, resulting in the prolonged
illiteracy of Albanian women, staying in rural areas and maintaining a very high birth
rate. The inevitable modernization processes, such as reduced mortality, increased
number of live births and mass education, led to the situation of having a large
number of young people in the population. This high number of young people in
the conditions of forming a young nation led to the emergence of two structural
problems, unemployment and nationalistic indoctrination. Even economies that are
much more developed than Yugoslav economy was at the time could not absorb so
many young people. When the education in the spirit of young nation development
was added to these social problems, there was a perfect ground for the development
of irredentist ideas.Together with growing problems in the economy, deepening
regional differences and insisting on republic independence from the federal level,
this led to distancing from the main Yugoslav flow. In such structural conditions, the
ideology of “brotherhood and unity’ lost its significance, and ethnic boundaries were
being raised. The federal leadership, and later the republic leadership, showed its
weaknesses through the growing use of force in resolving the Kosovo problem. The
project of “brotherhood and unity” turned into its own opposite, with the ideology
of nationalism winning both at the level of the entire country as well as at the level
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of Kosovo and Metohija, and especially at the level of Kosovska Mitrovica. In a value
vacuum created by the loss of support for the idea of “brotherhood

and unity”, and
without other unifying ideas, the return to religious, ethnic and other traditional
forms of identity seemed attractive. The development of individual identities never
reached the priority of modernization processes, Yugoslavia was based on the
collective rights of peoples and republics, while the development of individual rights
was neglected.
In the end, in order for the collapse of the Yugoslav model to be even deeper
and more tragic, the international community gave its contribution, resorting to the
use of force in resolving conflicts through the system of the rule of the stronger, and
under the ideological motive of conflict prevention. By this, they showed that violent
conflict resolution is not a specific modality of the “backward Balkans”, but that war, as
organized violence, has remained, and is even more strongly established, in the modern
world and that as such, paradoxically, it represents a product of social development
(especially in the technological sphere of contemporary warfare) and shows that more
sophisticated models of ideological justification for the use of organized violence
have been developed. In the end, the international military mission, having received
the mandate for control and further conflict prevention, by its inaction, allowed the
continuation of interethnic violence. They wasn’t have a will to sacrifice their soldiers,
in any possible land attack, or afterwards to prevent further interethnic violence. This
showed the tendency of a futureway of waging wars... which ultimately had an epilogue
in the ethnic separation of the city of Mitrovica. In this way, the global circumstances
have led to the manifestation of the highest expression of an ethnically set boundary in
the history of these two peoples, evident in the case of the city of Kosovska Mitrovica.
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КОСОВСКА МИТРОВИЦА – прилог новијој
историји града и социолошком разумевању
узрока етничке поделе
Сажетак
Кроз новију историју града Косовске Митровице представљена је кратка генеза
косовског проблема који своју најнижу упоришну тачку има у случају етничке
поделе у овом граду. Економске, социокултурне и демографске карактеристике
преплићу се у објашњавању узрока који су довели до изразито регресивног расплета косовског проблема и до етничке поделе града. Економски орјентисани
теоретичари у објашњавању косовског проблема средишњу улогу придају недовољној економској развијености региона у оквиру бивше Југославије, међутим из
данашње перспективе то је био период (од педесетих до кризе осамдесетих година прошлог века) који бележи највиши ниво индустријског и привредног развоја,
поготово у случају Косовске Митровице која је имала значајно развијену индустрију. Друга важна специфичност овог региона је најбржи раст становништва
у бившој Југославији и то албанске националне мањине, док Срби и Црногорци бележе пад у укупном уделу популације. Паралелно одигравање политичких
протеста и несугласица око ингеренција савезног, републичког и покрајинског
нивоа, други политички фактори и поменуте демографске одлике се преплићу и
чине друштвени контекст важан за тумачење етничке поделе. Кратки историјски
преглед наведених фактора имао је за сврху да понуди социолошко тумачење генезе изразито регресивног расплета косовског проблема и етничке поделе града.
Кључне речи: Косовска Митровица, етничка подела, политички сукоби, (де)популација, нација
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THE ATTITUDE OF SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS
IN NIŠ AND KOSOVSKA MITROVICA TOWARDS
STATISTICS 2
Abstract
Negative attitude towards statistics and statistics anxiety among college students are
not occurrences of a recent date, but so far have not been examined in our area. The
paper examines the attitude of sociology students at the Faculty of Philosophy in Niš
and the Faculty of Philosophy in Kosovska Mitrovica towards statistics. We surveyed
students currently attending a course in statistics as well as students who attended the
course in previous years. The research is of an exploratory nature, and the primary goal
of the work is measuring the attitude towards statistics. In addition, we examined the
influence of socio-demographic characteristics and the year of studies on the attitude
towards statistics, as well as the effect of the University at which respondents are
studying. The scale of attitudes towards statistics (Attitudes Towards Statistics, ATS)
was used. The results indicate that negative attitudes towards statistics are prevalent
among students of both Universities. The influence of gender, age and year of study was
not established. We point out the limits of the given research and the influence of the
factors to be examined in future research.
Key words: attitude towards statistics, statistics anxiety, statistics in sociology, Serbia

Introduction
Although statistics is of great importance in social sciences as well as in
society as a whole (Garfield, Ben-Zvi, 2008, pp. 2–3; Williams et al., 2008, p.
1004, Sokolovska, Čobanović, & Nikolić-Đorić, 2011, pp. 924–929), learning and
applying statistics is followed by a negative attitude towards statistics and statistics
anxiety with undergraduate (Zeinder, 1991; Onwuegbuzie, 1997; Williams et al.,
2008, Condron, Becker, & Bzhetaj, 2018), graduate (Onwuegbuzie & Daley, 1999;
Murtonen & Lehtinen, 2003; Onwuegbuzie, 2004) and postgraduate students (Koh &
Zawi, 2014). This is an especially important issue in the context of modern society, in
which quantitative literacy and understanding of proper ways to use large amounts
of information are necessary (Murtonen & Lehtinen, 2003, p. 171; Sweet & Strand,
2006, p. 1; Chew & Dillon, 2014, p. 196). Neither the attitude towards statistics nor
nina.pavlovic@filfak.ni.ac.rs
This paper is written as a part of the project of the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Philosophy in
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the statistics anxiety have been studied in relation to Serbian sociology students so
far. In this paper we investigate attitudes towards statistics with sociology students
at the University of Niš and the University of Kosovska Mitrovica (temporary seated
in Priština). This phenomenon has never been empirically investigated in Serbia,
so this study is explorative in nature. Given the development of multiple scales for
measuring attitudes towards statistics and statistics anxiety (which are empirically
tested and validated) we decided to use the quantitative method.

The attitude towards statistics and statistics anxiety
Statistics is the required course in many different programs and universities,
but students in these various fields have disparate perceptions of the relevance of
statistics and expected competence, which leads to experiencing diverse emotions
while dealing with statistics (Gonzáles et al, 2016, p. 214). College students are usually
required to take at least one statistics course during their studies (Zeinder, 1991, p.
319; Onwuegbuzie, 1997, p. 5) and in most cases they use statistics in their theses and
dissertations (Onwuegbuzie & Daley, 1999, p. 1091). Students are also required to
apply the knowledge of statistics in non-methodological courses. Onwuegbuzie and
Wilson (2003, p. 205) estimate that up to 80% of students experience statistics anxiety
and point out to a possibility that many students do not complete their degrees mostly
because of the inevitable need for applying statistics in their theses and dissertations.
In that way, statistics may significantly affect students’ academic and vocational goals
(Onwuegbuzie, 2000, p. 323). The attitude towards statistics has an even greater
significance when it is taken in consideration that the goals of introductory statistics
courses are preparing students to apply statistical knowledge in the real world outside
the classroom the same as in their academic or professional discipline and further:
These goals imply that students should emerge from statistics courses with a
willingness and interest to think “statistically” in relevant situations. Teachers should
aim to engender in students a positive view of statistics and an appreciation for the
potential uses of statistics in future personal and professional areas relevant to each
student (Gal, Ginsburg, & Schau, 1997, p. 39).
Considering the importance of this issue and empirical evidence which
suggests it is spread over different educational levels and fields of study, the lack of its
empirical research in sociology is surprising. In 2007, DeCesare (p. 363) stated that
there was no previous empirical research of attitudes towards statistics and statistics
anxiety in sociology. Over ten years later, Condron, Becker and Bzhetaj (2018, p. 346)
concluded that “[…] sociologists have generated surprisingly little empirical evidence
on the matter”. Building on the proposition that sociology-related multidisciplinary
departments outnumber sociology departments, authors studied statistics anxiety
with sociology, social work and criminal justice students (N=86), finding that 66% of
all students and 83 % of sociology students feel anxious or very anxious about taking
statistics courses (Condron, Becker, & Bzhetaj, 2018, p. 350). The national survey
of British undergraduate sociology students showed negative attitudes towards the
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quantitative method arising from the lack of interest, while anxiety hasn’t been
expressed as expected (Williams et al., 2008).
The negative attitude towards statistics is closely connected to statistics anxiety.
Schau (2003, pp. 3673–3674) defines the attitude towards statistics as a disposition to
respond favorably or unfavorably to anything associated with statistics and considers
statistics anxiety as only one part of one component of attitude towards statistics.
Although the relationship between these two phenomena hasn’t been explained
in theory, it is evident that statistics anxiety responds to the affective dimension
of attitude towards statistics. Chew and Dillon (2014, p. 197) point out that one of
the greatest flaws in studies of statistics anxiety is the lack of distinction between
statistics anxiety and attitude towards statistics, which goes as far as using these terms
interchangeably. As authors suggest, this confusion most likely arises from different
definitions of attitudes, sometimes regarded only as affective constructs, closely
connected to statistics anxiety. Review of several studies shows that research results
mostly indicate that a negative attitude results in statistics anxiety (Chew, Dillon,
2014, p. 198).
Statistics anxiety
may be construed as a particular form of performance anxiety characterized by
extensive worry, intrusive thoughts, mental disorganization, tension, and physiological
arousal. Statistics anxiety arises in people when exposed to statistics content, problems,
instructional situations, or evaluative contexts, and is commonly claimed to debilitate
performance in a wide variety of academic situations by interfering with the manipulation
of statistics data and solution of statistics problems (Zeinder, 1991, p. 319).

By this definition, statistics anxiety includes two dimensions: the statistics test
anxiety component and the statistics content component, which distinguish it from
test anxiety. Suggesting that definition of statistics anxiety must precisely differentiate
it from closely related concepts, Chew and Dillon (2014, p.199) redefine statistics
anxiety as:
a negative state of emotional arousal experienced by individuals as a result of
encountering statistics in any form and at any level; this emotional state is preceded
by a negative attitude towards statistics and is related to but distinct from mathematics
anxiety.

It is likely that the important factors in the occurrence of statistics anxiety are
previous experiences in using mathematics in school, including high expectations
for success in math by the school, peers or parents, low mathematical abilities and
academic self-confidence, and perception of success in statistics as unlikely (Zeinder,
1991, pp. 319–320). Studies shows that statistics anxiety is corelated to math anxiety and
perceived math abilities (Zeinder, 1991, pp. 326–237; Carmona, Ramirez, & Sanchez,
2005, pp. 58–60; Macher et al., 2012, p. 492, Paechter et al., 2017, p. 10). Interpreting the
results of his research in the context of previous research findings, Zeinder defines the
type of statistics anxious student as one “of low mathematics ability, suffering from fear
of negative evaluation, dislike of tests, and low self-esteem.” (Zeinder, 1991, p. 327). As
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Murtonen and Lehtinen (2003, p. 172) explain, the attitude towards statistics may be
caused by culturally embedded conceptions such as belief of mutually exclusive skills
in mathematics and languages, or observing the world in terms of “soft” and “hard”
concepts. Some factors arise from the characteristics of statistics, such as statistical
language which may be unfamiliar to students, or the need to simultaneously learn
multiple new elements which can be fully understood only in mutual interaction; also,
statistical principles can be complex, abstract and hard to relate to practice (Murtonen
& Lehtinen, 2003, p. 173). While cross-cultural aspects of math anxiety and test anxiety
have been researched in psychology, the same aspects of statistics anxiety have been
minimally investigated (Baloglu, Denzin, & Kesici, 2011, p. 387). Onwuegbuzie and
Wilson (2003, p. 196) categorise the antecedents of statistics anxiety as situational
(course-related factors surrounding stimulus), dispositional (person-related factors,
individual traits, e.g., procrastination, perfectionism...) and environmental (personrelated factors, socio-demographic characteristics and past experiences). Many
studies have confirmed the significance of these factors (Dempster & McCorry, 2009;
Slootmaeckers, Kerremans, & Adriaensen, 2014). However, differences between
genders regarding the attitude towards statistics and statistics anxiety stay questionable:
some research studies find significant differences between genders (Baloglu, Denzin, &
Kesici, 2011, p. 390; Slootmaeckers, Kerremans, & Adriaensen, 2014, p. 195; Paechter
et al., 2017, p.10) and some find none (Waters et al., 1989, p. 114; Mji, 2009, p. 742). A
couple of studies showed small differences, i.e. women have more negative attitudes
and higher levels of statistics anxiety, but there is no effect in exam achievements, which
can be explained with different learning strategies (Zeinder, 1991, p. 326; Bradley &
Wygant, 1998, pp. 245, 246; Rodarte-Luna & Sherry, 2008, pp. 338, 339; Macher et al.,
2012, p. 492).
Emmioglu and Capa-Aydin (2011) performed four separate meta-analysis,
which showed significant correlations between statistics achievement and students’
affect towards statistics, valuing of statistics, cognitive competence in statistics,
and perceptions about the difficulty of statistics. Onwuegbuzie and Seaman (1995)
confirmed the causal link between statistics anxiety and test performance (as cited
in Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 4). As a predictor for academic achievement, the attitude
towards statistics has not only been significant in predicting short-term exam results,
but also long-term results, including dissertation grades: students with a positive
attitude towards statistics obtained better dissertation grades (Vanhoof et al., 2006, p.
12). There is some evidence that statistics anxiety can have a positive effect on learning
behavior: it is correlated with using deep-level learning strategies, but this positive
effect is outweighed by the link between statistics anxiety and procrastination (Macher
et al., 2012, p. 492). There is a strong link between statistics anxiety and academic
procrastination, but there is not enough evidence to claim the causal link; it`s equally
possible that procrastination causes statistics anxiety (Onwuegbuzie, 2004, pp. 13–14).
Macher et al. (2015, p. 3) point out that statistics anxiety can have a positive effect
on effort motivation, if unpleasant feelings in case of failing the exam outweigh the
unpleasantness arising from dealing with statistics while preparing the exam:
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Students with high degrees of statistics anxiety may experience debilitating
levels of anxiety in the examination, but they should be motivated to invest effort
in the examination preparations and to show appropriate learning behaviors for the
examination. Thus, negative effects in the examination due to worry and rumination
can be outweighed by an enhanced effort in the preparation phase. In that sense, one
could regard statistics anxiety as a 'blessing in disguise'.

Methodology
There are several instruments in use for measuring statistics anxiety and
attitude towards statistics. There are some unidimensional concepts of attitude
towards statistics (SAS: Statistics Attitude Survey by Roberts & Bilderback, 1980, p.
2796; Mutz & Daniel, 2013, p. 283), but the most frequently used scales for measuring
attitudes towards statistics are multidimensional: Attitudes Towards Statistics, ATS
(Wise, 1985) and Survey of Attitudes Towards Statistics (SATS, Schau et al., 1995).
ATS scale measures two dimensions - the attitude towards the course and the
attitude towards the field, while the latter four-dimensional concept utilized in SATS
includes dimensions: Affect, Cognitive Competence, Value and Difficulty (Schau,
2003, p. 3674). The literature review indicates that the SATS is the most used scale
for measuring attitudes towards statistics, however, there is some evidence that the
ATS scale offers more parsimonious solution compared to the SATS whose four
dimensions actually represent two higher-order factors (Cashin & Elmore, 2005,
pp. 521–522). Since neither the attitude towards statistics nor statistics anxiety have
been measured with sociology students in Serbia, the primary goal of this explorative
research is a description of attitudes with sociology students in two universities. The
question we try to answer is whether the attitude towards statistics with sociology
students in the University of Niš and the University of Kosovska Mitrovica is positive
or negative. Established goal is in agreeance with DeCesare (2007, p. 366), who points
out that first it should be measured whether the negative attitudes and anxiety are
present at all, before trying to analyze the possible causes and treatments. The validity
of the ATS has been confirmed by multiple studies (Wise, 1985, p. 404; Waters et al.,
1988, p. 515; Glencross & Cherian, 1992, p. 71; Onwuegbuzie, 1998, p. 1009; Shultz
& Koshino, 1998, p. 28; Mji, 2009, p. 41; Garcia-Santillan et al., 2016, p. 142). The
sample included students who are attending the statistics course in this semester and
the students who have completed the statistics course, i.e. the students of second,
third and fourth year of sociology bachelor studies in the Faculty of Philosophy,
University of Niš, and the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Kosovska Mitrovica.
Data collection has been conducted via a self-administrated questionnaire during
classes in winter semester in 2018.
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Results
The sample includes 63 students, 42 from Niš (31% male and 69% female)
and 21 (4.8% male and 95.2% female) from Kosovska Mitrovica. There are 22.2% of
second-year students, 31.7% of third-year students and 46% of fourth-year students.
From students who have completed the statistics course, 52% have passed the exam;
the average mark on the exam is 8 (Median=8, Mean=8.26, Std. Deviation = 1.31).
Slightly more students have passed the exam in the sample from the University of
Niš (59.4% students compared to 38.9% of students from the University in Kosovska
Mitrovica), but the measure of association is small and not statistically significant
(Phi=-0.197, p=0.164). The ATS scale includes two dimensions: the attitude towards
the field, and the attitude towards the course. Dimensions are correlated as expected
(r=0.644, p=0.000). After the summation of the items’ scores, we divided the subdimensions by a number of items aiming for a clearer interpretation, thus forming
scales ranging from 1 to 5. Results on the two sub-dimensions and the total ATS scale
are shown in the table 1.
Table 1. Scores on the ATS scale and subscales

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
(Std. Deviation)
Median

Attitudes
towards the
field
1.45
4.90

Attitudes towards Attitudes towards
the course
statistics
1.44
5.00

1.45
4.90

3.81 (0.60)

3.40 (0.92)

3.72 (0.61)

3.90

3.55

3.75

Attitudes in whole sample are close to neutral (3), with a small tendency
towards the negative pole of the scale on both dimensions; the attitudes are more
negative towards the statistics field than the statistics course and there is slightly
larger variability on the scale of attitudes towards the course, as indicated by a
higher standard deviation and variable range. Age and gender did not affect any of
the dimensions significantly, but these relationships should be analyzed on a larger
sample. The analysis of variance showed that students of second, third and fourth
year do not differ significantly in any dimension (Attitudes towards the field: F=0.560
p=0.575; Attitudes towards the course: F=0.935, p=0.399). There are some differences
between universities: students from the University of Kosovska Mitrovica have a less
negative attitude than the students from the University of Niš, with mean difference
of 0.5 (Attitudes towards the field: t=3.509 p=0.001; Attitudes towards the course:
p=2.653, p=0.01).
In the sample from the University of Niš, there is a significant effect of students’
status of the exam for the statistics course (F=5.947, p=0.006): surprisingly, students
who did not pass the exam have the most positive attitude towards the statistics
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course, in comparison to both students who are currently enrolled and students who
passed the exam (Table 2, Chart 2). There are also differences with these categories
of the students from Niš regarding the attitudes towards the field, but not statistically
significant (F=2,743, p=0,078). The attitudes towards the field are also the most
negative with the students who passed the exam and the least negative with the
students who did not – this group is positioned closely below the neutral point of
the scale, with the mean score of 2.948. In the sample of students from Kosovska
Mitrovica, an inverse trend is noticed on both dimensions: the least negative attitudes
are present with students who passed the exam, and the most negative ones with
students who did not pass the exam. These differences are not statistically significant
(Attitudes towards the field: F=0.868 p=0.441; Attitudes towards the course: F=0.662,
p=0.53), which can be result of small sample size, thus requiring further research.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for attitudes towards course in categories of status of exam
Status of exam
Currently enrolled in course
Didn’t pass the exam
Passed the exam
Total

N
11
23
25
59

Mean of
attitudes
towards the
course
3.766
2.948
3.970
3.605

Std.
Deviation
0.669
1.017
0.784
0.936

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
3.287
4.245
2.333
3.563
3.592
4.349
3.314
3.897

Graph. 1. Attitudes towards the course means in the categories of the status of the exam

A possible explanation for this effect could be that students who didn’t pass
the exam were giving answers which they considered desirable for their teachers.
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In that case, there is no reason to expect that students who are currently enrolled
in the statistics course wouldn’t exhibit the same behavior. Thus, the results could
be pointing to another explanation – it is possible that negative attitudes actually
motivated students to prepare the exam, similarly as statistics anxiety can have a
positive effect on effort motivation (Macher et al., 2015, p.3). This explanation is
further supported with the fact that this effect is found only in one of the universities:
the institutional context certainly affects the type of consequences the statistics
attitudes and anxiety will have. Given the small sample size, further investigation
is needed. As DeCesare (2007) recommended, the first step must be an empirical
investigation into the question whether the attitudes negative are at all, before we
start looking closely into relevant factors and possible remedies. If we consider the
results our survey produced, it can be established that attitudes towards statistics are
between neutral and negative and are related to passing the exam in a surprising way,
thus this topic requires further research.

Conclusion
Attitudes towards statistics are affecting the learning process of students
in different fields and at different educational levels. There is a surprising lack of
research of this subject in sociology. Our study is explorational, thus with a primary
goal to measure if sociology students in Niš and Kosovska Mitrovica have positive
or negative attitudes towards statistics. We found slightly negative attitudes in both
universities, somewhat less negative in Kosovska Mitrovica compared to Niš. The
effects of gender, age and year of study were not found, although we point out that
these effects should be objects of further research, having the limitations of our survey
in mind. An interesting relationship is found between the status of the exam of the
statistics course and the attitudes, which opens a possibility for some positive effects
of the negative attitudes towards statistics on the motivation for preparing the exam,
as has been noted for statistics anxiety (Macher et al., 2015). Further research should
include sociology students from the rest of the universities in Serbia and investigate
analyzed factors in detail. The goal of this study was to explore the nature of attitudes
towards statistics with sociology students in the University of Niš and the University
of Kosovska Mitrovica as a starting point and point to the direction of further
investigation. Since the results show mostly neutral attitudes toward statistics, we
recommend monitoring the intensity of these attitudes in the future and expanding
the analysis to include factors which can explain the differences in attitudes between
students and between universities in depth. Having small groups in mind, qualitative
studies are better fit for further investigation of this subject.
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Универзитет у Нишу
Филозофски факултет, Департман за социологију
Ниш, Србија

СТАВ ПРЕМА СТАТИСТИЦИ КОД
СТУДЕНАТА СОЦИОЛОГИЈЕ У НИШУ
И КОСОВСКОЈ МИТРОВИЦИ
Апстракт
Негативан став према статистици и статистичка анксиозност код студената нису
појаве новијег датума, али до сада нису испитиване на нашим просторима. У
раду се испитује став према статистици код студената социологије Филозофског
факултета у Нишу и Филозофског факултета у Косовској Митровици. Испитивани
су студенти који тренутно похађају курс из статистике као и студенти који су
курс похађали претходних година. Истраживање је експлоративног карактера,
те је примарни циљ рада мерење става према статистици. Поред тога, испитан
је утицај социодемографских карактеристика и године студија на став према
статистици, као и ефекат Универзитета на коме испитаник студира. Употребљена
је скала ставова према статистици (Attitudes Towards Statistics, ATS). Резултати
указују да негативни ставови према статистици преовлађује код студената оба
Универзитета. Није пронађен утицај пола, старости и године студија. Указано је
на ограничења датог истраживања и утицај фактора који треба бити испитан у
будућим истраживањима.
Кључне речи: став према статистици, статистичка анксиозност, статистика у
социологији, Србија.
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